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PHONE ORDERS:
01728 621222

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

FAX ORDERS (24HR):
01728 621179

SCANFLAT
SCSI

SCANNER
High quality

flatbed scanner

m
The single pass high quality Scanflat II range of A4
flatbed scanners is a new and improved version of the
highly successful Scanflat series. With a new compact
footprint to save space, improved scanning speeds and
quiet operation, the Scanflat II provides both quality
and ease of use for the busy officeor classroom.
Available now in 600dpi and 800dpi versions.

v v *&*: Scanflat Pro
♦ Scanflat II has 400x290mnrfootprint
♦ Line art, grey or 24-bit

colour modes

♦ Pre-scan colour/brightness
control

♦ Free ImageMaster Software
& TWAIN driver

♦ PC SCSI interface &

software kit £45 extra

♦ SCSI cable included

♦ Full I year guarantee
♦ New! Parallel port 600dpi

^Kf~trr

**—-—:_

Scanflat II Transparency
adaptor

X

ll*<**'

version now available. £175 (205.63)
Scanflat 1200

Price in brocket!

includes VAT

Scanflat II 600 (600dpi)

Scanflat II 800 (800dpi)

1200dpi)

Scanner
(excl. interface)

£179

(£210.33)

£229

(£269.08)

£399

(£468.83)

Trans.
Adaptor

£149

(£175.08)

£149

(£175.08)

£199

(£233.83)

REMOVABLE

SCSI DRIVES
m From Iomega, the Zip.A fast portable drive which uses special

, 100MB discs similar in size to the familiar floppy, or for high
capacity try the Jaz with its massive IGB discs.

Nomai 750MB. The latest removable media drive providing fast,
high capacity compatible storage. It will accept a wide range of cartridges:
not only its own 750MB disc but also the SyQuest 270MB & 135MB discs.
SyQuest's new top speed Syjet with its massive 1.5Gb media gives total
flexibility, plus fast transfer speeds.The EZFIyer uses its own 230MB cartridges,
but will also accept older EZI35 cartridges.Great products from a top name.
The Panasonic PD drive is both afast 4x speed CD-ROM drive and a high
capacity 650MB optical drive all in one. It not onlyaccepts standard read only CD-
ROMs but can also both read and write to its own Panasonic PD 650MB optical discs.
♦ Fast back-up for your data ♦ SCSI cable included
♦ Lowcost - from only 3.8p per MB ♦ Compact portable versions
♦ I year warranty are available (except Panasonic PD)

Nomai

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY
01728 621222

Price In brackets

Includes VAT

Iomega Zip*

Iomega Jaz*

Nomai ^fc^-

SyQuest EZFIyer*

SyQuest Syjet*

Panasonic PD

Data
transfer rate

up to
l.4MB/sec

up to
6.6 MB/sec

up to
8.8 MB/sec

up to
2.4 MB/sec

'R
to

7 MB/sec

up to
I.I MB/sec

A Storm SCSI interface from

Castle Technology offers you
unbeatable performance for
your computer. Using l5MB/sec
SCSI components and our
reliable SCSI FS, no other SCSI

interface has more to offer.

25% off when you
purchase a SCSI device!

Zipdrive incase

7*
!ACE\
<L-1

SCSI INTERFACE
required

COMBO
COMPLIANT

Installation

FREE In the

^^ Combo Box

Media
capacity

Media
price Compatibility

Portable
version
(indVAT)

Internal
(baredrive)

findVAT)

External
(ComboCase)

(indVAT)

100MB

IGB

750MB

230MB

.5GB

6S0MB

£11

£69

£49

£18

£69

£25
(650MB optical)

n/a

n/a

SyQuest 270MB
& 135MB media

EZ 135 media

n/a

CD-ROM

£119*
(£139.83)

£299*
(£351.33)

£229
(£269.08)

£129*
(£15158)

£349*
(£410.08)

£99
(£116.33)

£249
(£29158)

£199
(£233.83)

£299
(£351.33)

£345
(£40538)

Storm DMA32 £128 (£iso.4o,
Top of the range DMA 32-bit interface for Rise PC*
only. Includes 50-way condensed SCSI connector
& full Direct Memory Access of the host computer.
Storm 16 £96 tanso)
High performance SCSI interface for all Acorn
32 bit computers* (Except A30xO,A4000 and A4).
Storm 8 £88 <£io3.40)
8 bit mini podule version for internal use with
A3000,A30 I0,A3020 and A4000. "^Backplane required

£159
(£186.83)

£309
(063.08)

£259
(£29258)

£359
(£421.83)

£405
(£475.88)

Storm/
"" 32

Storm*

Storms

Delivery£10 (£11.75 incVAT) perorder.

Cheques (allow 5 working days toclear), debit cards (Switch &Delia),
credit cards (2% charge may apply). Educational orderswelcomed.
All trademarks acknowledged. E&OK

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY
OreTrading Estate Woodbridge Road

l-'ramlingham Suffolk IP13 9U.
e-mail: sales@casde-technology.co.uk

Web: littpVAvww.casde-teclmology.co.uk.

A305 A310 A440 A4I0/I RI40 A540 R260 A3000 A5000 A30I0 A3020 A4000 A4 RiscPC600 RiscPC700 A7000
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Christristmas software
Christmas Adventure, ago5-a siaim 24.68 £21
Christmas AllSOrtS. ago6- Snerslon 18.80 £16
Christmas Collection SEMERC 68.15 £58

Christmas Story, xsi.2 SEMERC 32.90 £28
Just Pictures: Christmas semerc 15.28 £13

MyWorld2 - Christmas IdeasSEMEHC 32.90E28
My World 2 - First ChristmasSEMEOC32.90 £28
Pages • Christmas semerc 44.65 £38

Acorn 233 MHz

StrongARM Rise PC
4Mb 1.2Gb 14" Monitor (350.08 £1149

4Mb 1.2Gb 17" Monitor 1702.58 £1449

4Mb 1.2Gb 8x CD 14" Monitor 1439.38 £1225
4Mb 1.2Gb 8x CD 17" Monitor 1791.88 £1525

10Mb 1.2Gb 14" 1643.83 £1399

10Mb 1.2Gb 17" Monitor 1996.33 £1699
10Mb 1.2Gb 8x CD 14" Monitor 1714.33 £1459

10Mb 1 2Gb 8x CD 17" Monitor 2035.63 £1775

Rise PC (non-StrongARM) Warranty
3 years on-site Acom233.
Rise PC (non-StrongARM) Warranty
5 years on-site Acom468.

Rise PC (StrongARM) Warranty
3 years Acom233

Rise PC (StrongARM)Warranty
5 years Acom46B.
1 Mb VRAM

2 Mb VRAM

1 - 2 Mb VRAMUpgrade 64
16 Bit Minnie Audio Card ESP 52
Ergo Keyboard (or Rise PC Casto 44.
Power-tec SCSI II Card lor Rise PC

.83 £199

83£399

33E199

83£399

28 £53

.70 £84

63 £55

88 £45

65 £38

05 £166

43£391
15E298

13 £75

50 £20

95 £34

33 £59

08£109

9S£217

•••-.• s(95.

Rise PC 586-100 Card Acom459.
Rise PC DX4-100 Card Acom350.

Rise PC (Series B and above)
Single Slice Upgrade Acorn 88.

SIMM 4 Mb 32 bit 23.
SIMM 8 Mb 32 bit 39
SIMM 16 Mb 32 bit 69
SIMM 32 Mb 32 bit 128

StrongARMProcessor upgrade
Acom254.

New Acorn A7000+

A7000.8MbHD1.2Gb 1056.33 £899

A7000- 8Mb HD1.2Gb 17" Monitor

I439.38E1225

A7000»8MbHD1.2Gb8xCD 1145.63 £975

A7000'- 8Mb HD1.2Gb 8x CD 17" Monitor

1538.08Z1309

A7000(+)Warranty3 years on-site 9283 £79
A7000(+)Warranty 5 years on-site 186.83£159

Acorn Network Computer
Corporate NC (Ethernet 10baseT)

Acorn457.08 £389

Home NC (Modem 28.8 kbps) /tc»n457 08 £389

Acorn Pocket Book
A-Link lor Pocket Book Acom 59 93 £51

Flash Disc 512K Acorn 88.13 £75

Flash Disc 1 Mb Acom IIS.68E101

Mains Adaptor tor Pocket Book Acorn 18.80 £16
Parallel Link (or Pocket Book Acom 31.73 £27
Pocket Book II 256K Acom238.53£203

Pocket Book II 1MB /«com304.33£259

W»W» • "•'•' -Wm i. TJT
IDE cd kits

8-speed Kitfor A3000 Series ICS 207.98 £177
20-speed Kitlor A3000 Series ICS238.53 £203

IDE hd kits A3000
80 Mb Kit lor A3000 Series ics 135.13 £115
80 Mb Kit + User Port (or A3000 Series

ICS 145.70 £124

720 Mb Kit for A3000 Series ics 199.75 £170

IDE hd + cd kits A3000
IDE HD 80 Mb + CD 8-specd Kit
lor A3000 Series ics 292 58 £249

IDE HD 720 Mb t CD 20-speed Kit
lor A3000 Series ics 398.33 £339

IDE hd kits Archimedes
IDE HD 2.0 Gb Kit
IDE HD 3.8 Gb Kit

ICS 231.48 £197

ICS 300.80 £256

IDE bare hard discs / eds
IDE CD Drive 8-speod ics 62.28 £53
IDE CD Drive 20-speed ics 97.53 £83
IDE 2'i" Hard Disc. 80 Mb ics 69 33 £59

IDE 2'V Hard Disc. 720 Mb ics 135.13 £115
IDE 3':•" Hard Disc. 2.0 Gb ics 16333 £139

IDE 3'i" Hard Disc. 3.8 Gb ics 233.83 £199

IDE interfaces etc
CD External Case with PSU ics 85.78 £73
IDE CD Interlace lor A3000 Series

ics 83.43 £71

IDE CD Interlace lor Archimedesics 68.15 £58

IDE CD Interlace for Rise PC ics 64.63 £55
IDE CD • HD Interlace (or Rise PC

ICS 77.55 £66
IDE HD Interlace for A3000 Series

ics 88.13 £75
IDE HD Interface for Archimedesics 64 63 £55
IDE HD Interlace lor Rise PC ics 64.63 £55
IDE HD Interlace . User Port

lor A3000 Series ICS 97.53 £83

IDE 3W Removable Hard Disc
Cartridge SQ327. 270 Mb SyOoesi 38.78 £33
Removable Hard Disc FittingKit
for Rise PC 5»" bay ics 23 50 £20
Second Hard Disc FillingKitlor A5000

ICS 17.63 £15

Printers
BJ-30 Bubble Jel (Bla/Whi) canon163.33E139
BJ-230 Bubble Jel Canon POA POA
BJC-70 Colour Bubble Jet (Black/White)

Canon 193 88£165

BJC-80 Colour Bubble Jet Canon205.63£175
BJC-150 Colour Bubble Jet Canon150.40 £ 128
BJC-250 Colour Bubble Jet CanonM5.70 £124
BJC-620 Colour Bubble Jel Canon252.63 £215

BJC-4200 Colour Bubble Jet Canon175.08£\49
BJC-4300 Colour Bubble Jet Canon 198.58E169

BJC-4550 Colour Bubble Jet Canon326.65 £278
BJC-5500 Colour Bubble Jet C.inon645.08£549
DeskJet 340 HP20S63El75

YES - IF YOU HAVE
AN EXISTING A7000

YOUR A7000 CAN BE COLLECTED,

UPGRADED TO A7000+

SPECIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE,

AND RETURNED TO YOU

IN ABOUT TEN DAYS OR LESS.

JUST LET US HAVE THE FULL SERIAL

NUMBER(S) WITH YOUR PAYMENT.
Please provide a daytime telephone number.

WE'LL ARRANGE
EVERYTHING!

Selected prices 9th November 1997. Claim your FREE GIFT with our Top 50 Offer!

9'
SPEND £100 OR MORE*

ON THESE TOP 50 TITLES

AND CLAIM A PROGRAM

rom the excellen

STORM SOFTWARE range
CHOOSE YOUR FREE GIFT

FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST:

Advcnlure Playground, ago5 a 19.98 £17
Amazing Ollio. agoJ. 14.10 £12
Calabash Pirates, ago 7-u 24.68 £21
Caslle ol Dreams, ag«7-n (noiRiscPO19.98 £17
Christmas Adventure, age5-8 24.68 £21
First Words withSmudge, ago49 23.50 £20
Ollio Octopus'Sketchpad, ago-i. 16.45 £14
Smudge the Spaniel
(Starling withNumbers), ago44) 19.98 £17

OR SPEND OVER C200-

TO CLAIM ONE OF THESE:

Colleo, agoB. 28.20 £24
Flight Path, ag«0. 28.20 £24
Round Ihe World Yacht Race, ago 9. 2820 £24
Search and Rescue, ago a. 28.20 £24
Smudge • Colour, Shape and Space,
ag*4-9(Oreoutaround Christmas) 28.20 £24
Smudge Discovers the World, aga4-944.65 £38
Smudge Punctuates, ago4-9 32.90 £28
Smudge the Scientist,ago49 storm 41.13 £35

'Ina single pre-paid order,excluding
postage and VAT.
Ono tree gill per order.
Closing dale lorkr-^i_, ?ti,M

DeskJet 690C
DeskJet 870Cxi

EP-LToner Caitndc

EP-S II Toner Cartri

LaserJet 6L

Stylus 200
Stylus Color 300
Stylus Color 400
Stylus Color 600
Stylus Color 800

HP217.3SE185

HP304 33 £259

|e lor LBP-4Cv.on69.33 £59
dge tor LBP-8

Canon 78.73 £67

HP3I7.25E270

Epson 139 S3 £119
fpson 175 08 £149
Fpson(86.83£159

r7pson245.58£209

fp«n 351.33 £299

Memory
A305/310/440 1 -4Mb

A3000 4 Mb

A3010 1 -2Mb

A3010 4Mb

A3020/A40002-4Mb
A5000 2 • 4 Mb

Other hardware
Access Pack: Voyager » 33.6k modem

4jooI98.5S£169

CanoScan 300 (SCSI) Canon232.65£198
CanoScan600|SCSi| Canon646.25£550
Casio Camora QV- 10A with Connection Kit

Acom363.08£309
Casio Camera QV-100 with Connection Kit

4com499.38£425

Casio QV-10A/100 Connection Kit

Acom 115.15 £98

Corporate NC (Ethernet lObaseT)
/lcorn457.08E389

DeskTVEnlryCard v«..k,w.>2(7.38£185
DeskTV Standard Card (with Tuner)

Veito.wtono257.33 £219

ezllyer 230 Mb Removable Hard Drive
(Parallel Port) Cumani(85.65£158

GTx-5000 PC Parallel A4

Colour Flatbed Scanner Eoson232.65 £198

Homo NC (Modem 28.8 kbps) 4a>m457.08£389
Midi Max CC 81.08 £69
MovieMagic(Rise PConly) CC20915£178
Mozart DigitalAudio Yellowslona 69.33 £59
PowerWAVE 50XG Auto297.28 £253
QuickCam Colour Orr>gan/9S.58£169
RISC OS 3.1 Rom Pack, 3soM™.i 86.95 £74
RISC OS 3.1 Software Upgrade
wilhoul documentation Acom 45.83 £39

Rise TV Him2B0.83 £239

ScanLighl256 CC150.4OE128
Scanlighl 256 lor A3000/3010/3020/A4000

CC 162.15E138
ScanLighl Video 256 A310/400/5000/Risc PC

CC185.65E158

Sound Byte Recorder vti 48.18 £41
Sportster Flash external uSRobwcs198.58 £169
Sportster Voice 33.6 kbs external (upgradable)

USno(MMs148.05£l26

Vision 24 508 line A3000 oxlornal
ati.I1 32.78 £113

Vision 24 508 line A3000/3010/3020/4000

internal Am 109 28 £93

Vision 24 508 line AG0O0/400/300/Risc PC
aw 109.28 £93

Vision Master Colour Monitor 17" Pro

*yam,i534.63£455
Vision Masler Pro 500 Colour Monitor 21"

Sy»m» 1162.08 £989
Zip Disc 100 Mb, pack ol 6 vn 70.50 £60

IFEL104.58 £89

IFEL 81.08 £69

IFEL 43.48 £37

IFEl 86 95 £74

IFEL 71.67 £61

IFEI 76 38 £65

ir—i •m^jttM ii mm • ur» ~Jum

Top 50: Games / Children

Burn 'Out. ollor Ongui 17.63 £15

Calabash Pirates, ago7-n siomi 24.68 £21
Crystal MazeFD,na« 7. SfwMxi 17.63 £15
Driller Fourth 32.90 £28

Exodus, 800 kb disc (modsos :i t. hd. 3Mb)
Ann, 24.68 £21

Exodus, 1.6 Mb disc (needsOS3 i. HO, 3 Mb)
Arm 24.68 £21

Firo &Ico (not SuongARM) Ranapada 14.10 £12
First Words with Smudge, agoa-gsrorm 23.50 £20

HoroQuosI, olter KituMt 10.58 £9

High Rise Racing (spocily your
Rise OS version) Modi* 1528 £13

KingfisherChildren's MicropediaCD, KS1-3
IDA 64.63 £55

Sheep Racing Deluxe rVtnwoK 24.68 £21
Shuggy WtrmoU 22.33 £19
Smudge Ihe Spaniel (Starting with Numbors),
ago4-9 Slorm 19.98 £17

i
UBL

Star Fighter 3000 (notSuongABMiPndNar 23.50 £20
Ultimate Human Body CD (DK) ims 49.35 £42

Top 50: Applications

ANT Internet Suite Release II am 108.10 £92

ArcFax. agoIt. Wing 31.73 £27
ArlWorks CD CC 88.13 £75

Artworks FD CC 88.13 £75

Bitfolio 7 CD U0L 48.18 £41

British Isles from the Air CD, KS2-I

Angle 43.48 £37
Eureka 3, KS2.3 Longman 92.83 £79
Firoworkz Pro Co.lon(53.93£131

Fonlasy ics (7.63 £15
Hutchinson Multimedia Encyclopedia CD
(shrink-wrapped) Anxa 19.98 £17
ImageMaslor, bought withTwain,agou.

I 14.10 £12

Impression Publisher cc 116.33 £99
MrClippy isv 18.80 £16
Ovation Pro Beooug 163 33 £139
PC Pro Aiepn 42.30 £36
SparkFS.ag.7. Paling 19.98 £17
Task Force Clip Art Collection CD

rttaHI 32.90 £28

Tcxloaso Version 2 Somas* 50.53 £43

Touch Typo tola 34.08 £29
TurboDriver Canon cc 45.83 £39

TurboDrivorEpson Stylus 800 CC 45.83 £39
TurboDriver HP cc 45.83 £39

Twain Epson GT, agon. Piling 18 80 £16

#WiP» fl*B» |M»» «NiB^

Top 50: Hardware

A7000 10A7000. Upgrade Acom 291.40 £248
IDE CD 20-speod Killor A3000 Series

ICS 238.53 £203

IDE CD Drive 20-speed ;CS 97.53 £83
IDE HD 720 Mb Kil lor A3000 Series

«S 199.75 £170

IDE HD 720 Mb . CD 20-speed Kit
for A3000 Series ICS 398.33 £339

IDE HD 2.0 Gb Kit for Arc ics 231.48 £197

IDE 2'.-" Hard Disc. 720 Mb ics (35.13 £115

IDE 3' ."Hard Disc, 2.0Gb ics 16333 £139
Mouse for Acom cpc 19.98 £17

Zip Pack (drive + disc) Inooos noiniorlacal
vti 162.15 £138

• Support for up to 4 hard discs or CD drives

• DMA support when used with a Rise PC and the latest hard discs

• Maximum burst transfer rate of 4.5 Mb/sec

•Up to 8 disc partitions

• 256 Gbper partitionwithRise OS 3.6+, 512 Mbon older systems

All these extras and no price increases!

The now interface can be supplied for most Acorn machines, while our best-
selling 'hard card' continues to offer Ihe ideal solution for an A3000.

CD rom software
AddrossIT (annual subscriplion)r.ii»s 97.53 £83
AllAboul Handwriling, and AllAbout Planes,
KSI-3 Topoiog 39.95 £34

Ancient Lands (MS) IMS 49.35 £42
Bitlolio 7 . Robert Duncan SuporPack

UBL 81.08 £69

Bodywiso CD, ago9-16 Shannon 47.00 £40
Bronkaway Maths, ago7-12 yitm 57.58 £49
Britain Since 1930(Anglla), KS2.3
(nooclu Koynolo.'Koy Plus) AnoM 28.20 £24
British Birds, ugur-io yitm 91.65 £78
Cars - Maths in Motion CD, ago B.

CamliaSoll 45.83 £39

Clip-ArtCD I CC 19.98 £17
Clip-ArtCD 2 CC 19.98 £17

Cromwell Ihe Fire Fighler. ago5i2
Carries Sol 44.65 £38

Dinosaurs (MS) IMS 49.35 £42
DTP-1 Clip Art CD APDL 17.63 £15
DTP-2 Clip Art CD APDl 17.63 £15
DTP-3 Clip Art CD APDL 17.63 £15
Dune IICD EclpM 39.95 £34
Font Emporium Zona 28.20 £24
Frontier 2000 CD rom, KSJ-4C«mojSon 56.40E48
Garden Wildlilo. kS2 Anglla 43.48 £37
Granny's Garden CD, ksi.2 'MaHon 31.73 £27
Guardians ol Ihe Greenwood. KS2.3

4Ma*r« 50.53 £43
Invonlors and Inventions. ag»9-l4

wr.'.l (15.15 £98

Kid Pix 2 CD, KSI.2 LDA 44.65 £38
Kiyokoand the Losl Night IMS 35.25 £30
Map Detectives, nyoB.13 Siioisron 50.53 £43



Visit our web site for the latest full price list and special offers: www.ianco.co.uk Nursery Rhyme Time FD. ago4-6
Sheisloo 32.90 £28

Oh No! More Lemmings
(requires Lemmings), offer Krisats 4.70 £4

OmniClienl2 Acom 86.95 £74

Optical Manuscript &(>e*us291.40£248
Oxford Reading Tree ClipArt, ago5.

Sderslcn 22.33 £19
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 More
TalkingStories A. age5-7 Sheision 39.95 £34
Oxford Talking Infant Atlas FD. offer, ksi

Snerston 17.63 £15

MaltiMole'sSummer Holiday,ago8-9
Sdorsron 45.83 £39

Mission: Conlrol - Ciystal Rain Foresl 2 CD,
ago7-11 Sdorsron 50.53 £43
Musical Instruments (MS) IMS 49.35 £42
My Firsl Incredible. Amazing Dictionary (DK)

IMS 39.95 £34

Naughty Stories Volumes I and 2
(selol 12)CD,ogoS-7 Sdorslon 69.33 £59

Nursery Rhymo Time CD, ago4-6
Shannon 32.90 £28

P.B.Bear's BirthdayParly (DK) IMS 39.95 £34
PD-1 CD (Utilities) Ai'DL 12.93 £11
PD-2 CD (Games. Novelties) apdl 12.93 £11
PDCD-1 DaiaHa 18.80 £16

PDCD-2 Dalam 18.80 £16

PDCD-3 Dcallla 18.80 £16
PDCD-4 OmaUt 2-163 £21

Pholobase Decades: Britain Since Ihe 1930s /

The Victorians Longman 52.88 £45
Photobase Decades: The 1960s

Longman 52.88 £45
Pholobase Decades: The Victorians, olfor

Longman 45.83 £39
Pholobase: Science, olter Longman 45.83 £39

PublishArt Release 3 CD Sum 38.78 £33

Robert Duncan Cartoon Kit mgl 48.18 £41

Rusty Dreamer, ksz Shacuon 45.83 £39
Simon the Sorcerer CD. otferGa/n.;siv35.25 £30

Tizzy'sToyboxCD. aga4-6 Snwston 45.83 £39
Typography Font CD isv 28.20 £24
Understanding Energy, KS3 Jno/u 45.83 £39
Understanding Ihe Body,KS3.4AngJi 36 43 £31
Way Things Work (DK)(needsarms. 4Md)

IMS 49.35 £42

World War II - On Ihe Home Front.
KS2.3 (needsKoynoioKey Plus) Ang&a 2820 £24

10 out ol 10. vanous lilies ioio 11.75
Access Pack: Voyager only Argo 58.75
Advance Acom (15. (5

Advantage, KS2.3 Longman 51.70
AdventurePlayground, agos a Storm 19.98
Almanac -n 66.95

Amazing Maths, ksu Cambs Sol 22.33
Ancestry II Mnena 86.95
ArcFS2 vti 21 15

Arcvenlure I... The Romans, ago10-12
•tun 37.60

Arcvcnlure II... The Egyptians, ago8-it
ShMton 37.60

Arcvenlure III... The Vikings. KS2
Hon 37.60

Arcvenlure IV ... The Anglo Saxons, age8-1
Sheraton 37.60

Aries GamntV 25.85
Around Ihe World in 80 Days, aga9-12

Shrisron 43.48

ArlWorks Made Easy
Audio Mixer

Aztecs, offer, agoa-n
Badger Trails.KS2
Balloons, ksi

Dabs 7.00

Yetowstorn 34.08

Shannon 29.38

Shmlon 42.30

Topolog 19 98
BBC Basic Relerence Manual Acorn 22.00"
Big Bang Psycow 14.10
Birds of War (not Rise PC) Found 32.90
Birds of War for Rise PC Fourth 32.90
Blinds Ouanium 24.68
Bodywise FD. ago9-16 Shannon 34.08
Break 147 & Superpool (not Rise PC)

Fourth 32.90

Break 147 & Superpool for Rise PC
Fourth 32.90

Brutal Horse Power tba 28.20

Budget DTP Date 7.00

C Version 3

CardShop
'.00 •• £7

1 15 £181

EXODUS
by Artex Software
Available from ICS

and all good dealers inc VAT
Totalprice including postage, and VAT

where applicable: UK £27.94
EC £32.05 Rest of world £28.28

Darryl Ihe Dragon. KS1.2
DataGraph, offer, ksi.2
DataPower

DataPowor 2

DeskEdil 4, olfer
Desktop Folio, offer, ksi-4
Desktop Thesaurus
Digital Symphony, oiler
Disc Rescue

DrawWorks2

DrawWorksDesigner
Dungeon (nol Rise PC)
Dungeon lor Rise PC
Earthwarp. olfer, KS2
EasyC.
EasyClip
EasyFont Prolessional
EidOSCOpe. Otler(nolSlrongARI.il CC 94.00 £80
E-Type 2 (nol Rise PC) Found 32.90 £28
E-Typo 2 lor Rise PC Found 32.90 £28
Eye for Spelling, oflcr. ksi.2 lda 22.33 £19
Find II!, olfer

First Logo, ksi,2
Firsl Pago. KS2-4
FislLore
Flight Palh. age9t
Flossy Ihe Frog, ksi
Font Designers Toolkit
Font Dnocloiy 2
Fonl DirectoryProlessional
Fonl Pack 277

Fonl Pack 298
Font Pack 312

Formula Two Thousand

Foimulix

Freddy's Advcnlure, ksi
Freddy Teddy, ksi
Frontier 2000 FD, KS2-4

4Mift» 21.15 £18

roocJog 19.98 £17
10a (04.58 £89
lou185.65£158

Becbug 22.33 £19
LDA 29.38 £25

Beebug 21.15 £18
Oregon 45.83 £39

LOOK 43 48 £37

.SV 12.93 £11
iSV 28.20 £24

Fowtft 32.90 £28

Founh 32.90 £28

Longman 22.33 £19
Beooug 10(05 £86

Fatw 36.43 £31

Fabis 52.88 £45

Apo-an 29.38 £25
Longman 24.68 £21
Longman 52.88 £45

Mystery 21.15 £18
Storm 28.20 £24

iUteon 25.85 £22
.SV 28.20 £24

LOOK 41.13 £35

LOOK 63 45 £54

iSV 23.50 £20

iSV 23.50 £20

iSV 23.50 £20

TBA 21.15 £18

CC 56.40 £48

Topolog 18.80 £16
Topolog 18.80 £16

Cambs Soli 32.90 £28

Giant Killer Support Disc, offer, KS2.3
Topolog 8.23 £7

Giant Killer,oiler, KS2.3 ropo/og 17.63 £15
Granny's Garden FD, ksi.2 iMalion 24.68 £21
Graphics Loaders CC 32.90 £28
Graphics on Ihe ARM Machines Dabs 7.00 ™£7

PCSound Professional

PenDown DTP

PenDown Etoiles. KS3.4
PenDown Plus, KS2-4

Personal Accounts V3

Photodesk v2

Pholodesk v2 Light
PhoIoLink

PhotoReal (Canon)
PhotoTouch. offer

PinPoinI 2. KS3.4

fl-Comprnr 27.03 £23
Longman 58.75 £50
Longman 57.58 £49

Longman 82.25 £70
Acrrcoio 34.08 £29

Spacelecd233.83£199
Spacelech 1(6.33 £99
Spacelech 66.98 £57
Spacelech 66 98 £57

Orogan 64.63 £55
Longman 92.83 £79

Plantwise FD, offer, age9-14 snerstcn 34.08 £29
Playdays. age3-8 SHsW 22.33 £19
Playground, ksi ropo/cg 18.80 £16
Primary Teachers Clip Art Starter Set

DEC oata 1528 £13

PnmeMover. ofter. KS2-4 Untrva 22.33 £19
ProArtisan 24(R«cPConiy) Claios 98.70 £84
Prophel3 Apncoie 139.83 £119
ProSound Oiegan116.33 £99
PublishArt Release 2.

Artworks formal, olfer

PublishArt Release 3 HD

Puddle, ksi
Quesl for Gold, offer

Real McCoy 4
Real McCoy 5
Replay Starter Kit
Report Generator
Report Writer, ksi-4
Revelation ImagePro 24 bit.
limited Olfor, KS2-4 Longman 45.83 £39

Revelation, offer(naiR.scPC) KnsaH 4.70 £4
Revolver Psycoro 14.10 £12
Rhapsody 3 Clares 83.43 £71
Rhythm-Bed Claies 44.65 £38
Rick Dangerous mimon 12.93 £11
Ridiculous Rhymes FD, ago7.S*ersfon 32.90 £28
RISC OS 3 Programmer's
Relerence Manual vol 1-4 Acom 104.00-':£104

RISC OS 3.1 Documentation Acom 25.0ff':£25
RISC OS 3.6 Programmer's
Reference Manual vol 5a Acom 35.00'"t35

Rosie and Jim TalkingActivities,ago3-6
Snersion 15.28 £13

Smart 22.33 £19

Smart 38.78 £33

Topolog 19.98 £17
Knsaks 5.88 £5

Founn 32.90 £28

Found 32.90 £28

Acom 38.78 £33

iSV 18.80 £16

Crsatrvv 44.65 £38

Cheques payable to Ian Copestaku Limited ploase.
Carriage: ploaso add £2.50 f VAT por order for lightweight
iloms or £7.00 4 VAT for heavier items. Overseas carriage
will bo charged at cost.
Credit cards (Access. MasterCard, Visa) and debit cards
(Delta, Solo, Swilch) aro wolcomo. Wo need your address
as known to the card issuer, the card number and oxpiiy
date, and the valid Iron) date and issue number if any. We
resorvo the right to charge an extra 2% for credit (not debit)
card purchases of certain items eg printers and computers.
Answering machine orders: please includo your telephone
number, your card details as above, and ihe total you expect
to pay.
Olilclal orders aro welcome from UK educational and

government institutions (invoices are duo for payment within

14 days and are subject to carriage at cost and late payment
charges).
Prices Including VATare shown in italics, followed by the
price excluding VAT: eg "11.75 £10". Zero-rated items are
marked VO. Please pay the amount including VAT unless
you are outside Ihe EC, or you are a VAT-registered EC
customer outside the UK. in which case please quote your
International VAT number. Ours is GB 595 7258 84.

All products, prices and specifications are offered in good
faith and are subject to availability and change without
notice. Special olfers apply only while stocks last. Goods are
guaranteed but we do not supply them on approval. Returns
(in original packaging) and cancellations can only be
accepted by prior agreement and there may be a charge to
cover the costs involved.

Tel: 0151-625 1006 Fax:0151-625 1007 sales@ianco.co.uk www.ianco.co.uk

ICS, Dept U711,1 Kington road, WIRRAL, Merseyside, England, L48 5ET
Authorised Acorn Dealer and Developer Ejoe urn or

C/C++
CDlracker. olfor
Celebration, oiler

Chameleon, ago 7.

Acon,229.13 £195

Werewolf 5.88 £5

CUmt 22.33 £19
4MtOxi 38.78 £33

Champions Compilation, offer inotr.k pci
KiHam 10.58 £9

Sally and Wally|.raiSiiongARM)0'egan 1998 £17
S-Base 2 Developer
S-Base 2 Personal
ScreenTurtle, KS1-3

Sea Rescue, ago7-9
Serenade
ShapeFX
Sibelius 6, KS3.4

Sibelius 7

Longman 99.88 £85
Longman 52.88 £45

Topolog 41 13 £35
Sdersion 29.38 £25

Clares 88.13 £75

OfSHn 10.58 £9

Sbeius 115 15 £98

S***i/s898 88 £765

Simon the Sorcerer FD (no!sirongARMi
IV 30 55 £26

Site Master

Sleulh 2

smArt, ago 7.
smArt Faces: English
smArt Fantasy
smArt Fashion

smArt Homes: English

R-Comp 23.50 £20
Beebug 99.88 £85
•MUton 36.43 £31

4Mahon 1645 £14

•Waron 1645 £14

MfcaM 1645 £14

JHr.Vn 16 45 £14

Smudge - Colour. Shape and Space, ago49
Slorm 2820 £24

Smudge Ihe Scientist, age4.9 Sawn 41.(3 £35
SolidsRENDER, offer snecn 41.13 £35
Space City, age7-9 SntrHon 29.38 £25
Spext Home version, oiler Am*. 28 20 £24
Splosh* Kmton 5053 £43
Spobblooid Fantasy Found 2820 £24
Stig of the Dump, KS2.3 (no!RisePC)

Sdorslon 25.85 £22

SlrongGuard AHMOuo 23.50 £20
Studio24 1 Studio24Pro Pkmpftt 97.53 £83
Slum Racer 2000 for Rise PC Fourth 32 90 £28

TableMale Designer OairttrU 58 75 £50
Talking Animated Alphabet CD, ago3^

Sdersion 31.73 £27

TalkingAnimated Alphabet FD. ago3-6
Sdorsron 31.73 £27

Talking Clocks, ksi-3 Itytfog 34.08 £29
TalkingRhymes Pack 1, KSi.Jibpotog 2585 £22
Talking Texlease SoKoase 64.63 £55
Tanks, olfer Wenmon 18.80 £16

TBAFS T0A 23.50 £20

Termite Internet, olfer Doggy 76.38 £65
Time Detectives ... The Victorians. KS2

Sdorslon 49.35 £42

Time Machine Fourrd 24.68 £21

Tizzy's Toybox FD, ago4-6 Sheision 36 43 £31
TopModel 2 Spactlech I25.73E107
Topographer Clares 72.85 £62
Twain Canon including Scan-Light
Professional, ago11* Pang 18.80 £16

Twain HP Scanjet, age
Undelete

Vector, ago 9.
Viewpoints, oflor, KS2
Virtual Goll

Virlualise (RisePConly)

Plthg 18.80 £16
Ouanium 17.63 £15

aw.1i.0n 68.(5 £58

Sdorslon 34.08 £29
Foonn 32.90 £28

CUrw 23.50 £20
Voyage of Discovery, agohi Simsion36.43 £31
Wardrobe, ksi

Web Designer's Toolkit
WebMaster

WebSpell
WebSpider
Webster XL

WebTool

Xenon 2. special olfer

Tcpolog 19.98 £17
R-Comp 27.03 £23

IMS 99.88 £85
R-Comp 14.10 £12
r.it.i.;i 38 78 £33

RComp 18.80 £16
Am 2820 £24

Eclipse 7.05 £6
Zig Zag - The Anglo-Saxons, offer. KS2.3

Longman 29 38 £25
Zoo, KSI Topolog 19.98 £17

• Paths Quick

• shadows

• rotation

• leaning
• sloping effects
•scaling
• colours only LlD +VAT
Produces Draw files for use with

tg most other programs jfi

easy

font

HardCash flaspSod 97.53 £83
Hard Disc Companion 2, olferoeooug38.78 £33
Hatchback, ago7. JMiwn 34 08 £29
Haunted House Fourm 24.68 £21

Hearsay II Beebug 69.33 £59
Heimdall, olfer ttbafe 14.(0 £12
IHelp3, Olfer.age13. Sherston 4.70 £4
HTMLEditv3 n-Ccmp 47.00 £40
HTML reader / writer Sofiease 39.95 £34

ImageFS 2 Aitemaivo 39.95 £34
ImageMaster, agaii. pong 25.85 £22
Image Outliner Iota 51.70 £44
Impression (Dabs) Daos 7.00 v:£7
Impression Publisher Plus CC267.90E228
Impression Style cc 72.85 £62
lnterTalkV2 Acom 91.65 £78

InterTalk. olfer Acom 57.58 £49
James Pond - Underwater Agent /
Running Water, ksi.1 swsiv 30.55 £26

Junior PinPoint, ksi.2

Junior Sibelius!, ksi.2

Keystroke
Kid Pix 2 FD, ksi.2

Longman 3055 £26
SMbj 49.35 £42

Ouanium 32.90 £28

LDA 4465 £38

Landmarks - Columbus, KS2.3tor.gm.in 27.03 £23
Landmarks - Egypt. KS2.3 Longman 27.03 £23
Landmarks - The Civil War. olfer, KS2.3

Longman 17.63 £15
LockSmilh R-Comp 14.10 £12
Logic Mania, olfer Foonn 22.33 £19
Look! Hear! Talking Topics (sol ol 6), aga5-7

Sneision 59.93 £51

EXTEND YOUR WARRANTY NOW!

Chocks Away Compendium fourth 32.90 £28
Classcardz for Rosullz, olfor Conon (0.58 £9
Classcardz lor Word/, olfor colon 14.10 £12

ClipNET(iiuodsMiClippy) rSL' 28.20 £24
Cobalt Soed tba 21.15 £18

Complete Animator fon 92.83 £79
Composilion (RisePConly) Claras 98.70 £84
Compression cc 30.55 £26
Craftshop 1, offer, ago7. miuon 5.88 £5
Crallshop2, olfor, ago?. JM.ii.on 5.88 £5
Crystal Rain Forosl FD, KS2StonHm 42.30 £36
Cyber Ape km 17.63 £15

MacFS

MacFS Light
MalhMania. KS2-4
Maths Circus, KSI-3
MIDISynlhesiser
(lor Rise PC with 16-b.lsc

MIDISynlhesiser 8
MIDISynlhosiser Pk
(lor Rise PC mm lO-oiisc
Mirror Image

CC 88.13 £75

CC 49.35 £42

Topolog 25.85 £22
JUiMn 27.03 £23

imfl ESP 44.65 £38
ESP 44.65 £38

S

ind) ESP 56.40 £48
TBA 19.9B £17

Mission: Conlrol - Crystal Rain Foresl 2 FD.
ago 7-11 Sneision 41.13 £35
Multimedia Textease Soimase 94.00 £80

Music Box, KSI.2 Topotog 34.08 £29
NaughtyStoriesVolume I (sot of6) FD.
aga5.7 Shannon 44.65 £38

Naughty Slories Volume2 (set ol 6) FD,
ago 5-7 Snorsion 44.65 £38
Nelwoik Links, 1 Acorn compulerAi<.pi.29.38£25
NolalO, KS2-4. Longman 61.10 £52
Number Tiles, oiler, ksi,2 ropo.bg 16.45 £14
Numbertimo, offer. KSI Longman 22.33 £19

Warrantyperiod after extension:

A7000 / A7000+

Risc PC

3 years 5 years
£79 £159

£199 £399

Prices exclude VAT. The warranty includes

PARTS, LABOUR and HOT-LINE SUPPORT.

On-site for the A7000(+) and non-StrongARM Rise PC.
Carriage-free return-to-base for the StrongARM Rise PC.

Acorn-brand ACCESSORIES INCLUDED FREE.

We need the model and serial numbers for all items

(don't forget your Acorn monitor).
Send a dated proof of purchase if you did not buy from us.

DON'T MISS THE BOAT!
_ : : :



news

Acorns to have Intel inside after all
Acorn die-hards have been tortured by the shenanigans of the main
stream computer industry for years. Rare respite has seen Acorn fans
ridiculing such marketing hype as 'Intel Inside' slogans.
Unfortunately, even that luxury may be snatched away in the wake
of news that Intel have made a $700 million offer to relieve Digital
Equipment Corporation of their semiconductor division. That's the
same part of Digital which develops and manufac
tures the StrongARM RISC processor family which
now powers Acorn's flagship desktop and network
computers. Digital Semiconductor also produce the
mega-powerful but expensive Alpha RISCchip family.

How could this state of affairs come about? For

some time Intel and Digital have been at legal logger
heads over a technology dispute, with Digital initially
accusing Intel of stealing patented technology and
implementing it in Pentium processors. Intel have
vigorously defended themselves and counter-sued. The dispute has
never looked like being resolved through the courts. On the other
hand, it has been no secret that Digital's chip making business is
not as profitable as Digital had hoped.

It seems that Intel offered Digital a deal to rid themselves of the
cash-draining semiconductor division and so solve the legal battle
all in one fell swoop. For Intel, the deal nets a state-of-the-art chip
plant, plus chip technologies it has few equivalents to, including

StrongARM. Although Alpha has not been as successful as it should
have been, the terms of the deal appear to guarantee the continuing
development and marketing of Alpha technology, probably remain
ing under the Digital brand.

Although Digital can proudly claim to be the manufacturer of
the most powerful RISC microprocessor in the industry, in the form

of the 64-bit Alpha family, their market penetration
has always been tiny compared to Intel and even
other rivals, like Sun's Sparc processor family and the
SGI MIPS RISC platform. StrongARM is a relatively
small part of the Digital Semiconductor business, but
in the long term probably has more potential than
Alpha as a money-spinner.

Intel have no equivalent to StrongARM, so there is
probably little to fear regarding the Intel takeover
from a StrongARM point of view. If anything, Intel

will want to move quickly to exploit this part of their new acquisi
tion and so close an important gap in their product offering. Intel
could actually be very good for StrongARM.

However, speculation about the proposed deal hinges around US
government approval, as the proposals will have to be considered
from an industry monopoly point of view. Few expect the deal to
founder, so the prospect of Rise PCs and Acorn NCs in the future
sporting Intel Inside stickers may not be so remote after all.

Industry split on re-writable DVD
We recently brought news of developments
concerning re-writable CI) technology
which promised huge capacities to dwarf
that of today's 650 megabyte CD-ROM
limit. This is the extension of DVD (which
used to mean digital video disc but is
now referred to as digital versatile
disc). DVD read-only drives are
already appearing on the market,
although there are still hardly any
DVD ROM publications on sale to
exploit the new drive technology.

DVD drives are CD-ROM and CD

audio compatible, but early exam
ples are not guaranteed to be
compatible with recordable CD
(CD-R) or the more recent CD-RW re

writable standard. In fact, early DVD
ROM drives aren't even compatible
with the new DVD recordable tech

nologies being hammered out.
Nevertheless, 120 million DVD

drives of all types are expected to be
shipped by 2001 and by then the
familiar old CD-ROM drive could

well be obsolete.

DVD represented a perfect oppor
tunity for the new high-capacity CD format
to lay down a strong and unified standard
for multimedia CD recording by computer
users, however, the industry has botched it
and now at least two standards are fighting
it out, with non-standard solutions lurking
in the background. As the Acorn platform is
ideal for mastering and authoring multime
dia publications, the fortunes of the DVD
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standards are of direct interest to many in
the Acorn world. Two similar technologies
were proposed early on to form the basis of
the official re-writable DVD standard.

The competing groups were comprised of

Philips and Sony, who jointly invented the
original CD 20 years ago, in one corner and
Hitachi, Toshiba and Panasonic in the other

corner. Sony and Philips have since pushed
their standard along and called it DVD RW.
However, in the lead place is the Hitachi,
Toshiba and Panasonic consortium backing
the DVD RAM standard. Where it gets a bit
crazy is that Philips and Sony are actually

'sleeping' members of the DVD RAM consor
tium as well. However, it looks like Philips and
Sony may not join the others in producing
first-generation DVD RAM products, preferring
instead to bring out DVD RWdrives.

Technically, DVD RW is a simpler solu
tion, possibly cheaper to produce and
compatible with read-only DVD discs but
unable to write to DVD RAM discs. DVD

RW has a simpler and so less robust error
correction system, which will probably
force DVD RW discs to be enclosed in

protective caddies. DVD RW can theoreti
cally store more data (up to 3 gigabytes
per side compared to 2.6 gigabytes on
DVD RAM) however the advantage is lost
when many short files are recorded.

DVD RAM takes the best bits of the

two original standards and forges them
into a new and technically superior
standard. However, as Sony must hate
to be reminded yet again, the best tech
nology is not a guarantee of commercial
success. Sony backed their superior Beta
video cassette format and was defeated

by the inferior VHS format. The roles
are now switched, with Sony going for a

simpler technology but looking vulnerable
to defeat by the DVD RAM consortium.

Hitachi have just revealed that the first
DVD RAM drives will start to ship early in
the New Year and prices will be surprisingly
affordable. With 2.6Gb capacity discs, or
5.2Gb double-sided discs, the drives will be
attractive as back-up devices as well as multi
media authoring tools. Watch this space.



news

Spacetech show Rolls Royce of digital cameras
Ignoring professional cameras which command £6000 plus price
tags, the newest and most expensive 'consumer' digital camera on
the market is the Olympus Camedia C-14001.. Spacetech purport
edly had just one of two officially imported examples in the
country to show off at Acorn World. Spacetech's
price? A cool £1299.99, including RISC OS
PhotoLitlk software and VAT.

What makes the C-1400I. and its

cheaper sibling, the C-10Q0L
special in one way is that they
are single lens reflex cameras -
you view, compose and focus
through the same lens which
forms the final picture.

The other remarkable

point about the C-1400L is
that it has a 2/3rd inch 1.4

million pixel CCD imaging
chip. That's an imaging
resolution of 1280 pixels
by 1024 pixels, or more
than four times the resolu

tion of a more typical
640x480 camera. That's

equivalent to scanning a 6x4
inch print at just over 200dpi

compared to just 100dpi with a cheaper camera.
The C-I000I. makes do with a 1024x768 imaging chip, which is

still much sharper than typical rival cameras. Pictures are stored
on removable SmartMedia memory cartridges of 2, 4 or 8

megabytes. Only a dozen maximum resolution images can be
stored on a 4Mb cartridge, but a built in LCD screen

enables you to view and delete
unwanted images to make
space for new ones, if
necessary.

Alternatively, simply
swap the full cartridge
with an empty one. The C-
14001. does not have

interchangeable lenses, but
has a high quality 3X zoom lens,
equivalent to 36-110mm in
35mm SLR terms.

We've only seen a single
sample shot taken using the C-
14001. during Acorn World, but
the picture quality was, as
expected, excellent.

Spacetech, tel: 01305 822 753,
e-mail: sales@spacetech.co.uk, Web:

http://www.spacetech.co.uk

Acorn cover all their NC bases
There is still a huge industry debate raging over the viability of so-
called 'thin client' computing for the office market. Acorn have
staked a large part of their future in one aspect of thin client
computing; the Network Computer or NC.

However, Ovum, a respected IT analyst company, have just
published a report which finds that the NC model being developed
by IBM, Sun and Oracle/NCI (and therefore Acorn) will not ulti
mately prove to be as successful as these companies have hoped and
predicted.

Other analyst firms have previously hailed the NctPC, an NC-like
stripped-down "Wintel" PC, as the likely winner - at the expense of
the NC. Ovum, which investigated the market rather later than their
competitors, have found evidence to suggest that even the NetPC
will fall by the wayside. Instead, Ovum predict that so-called "fat
clients" or existing PCs will continue to be popular, and where cost
savings and ease of administration are required in organisations, the
Windows terminal thin client will be extremely successful.

Ovum consider the consumer side of network computing, another
area Acorn are committed to, in a separate report. However, the
news there is not very good for Acorn, as broadcast digital TV -
which is due to start service during 1998 - is expected to be the
main delivery medium for Internet services and Acorn originally
took a conscious decision not to develop their set-top box technol
ogy for digital TV. The question is - have Acorn missed the boat in
consumer Internet via digital TV?

At first sight this does not look very promising for Acorn. Although
Acorn's relationship is not as close as it used to be with NCI, the off
shoot of Oracle which is responsible for developing a unified NC
standard to challenge the Wintel alliance, Acorn's NC products are
largely designed to be NCI-compliant. Some customer versions are
not, but that's another issue - Acorn are in the NCI camp and not
the PC or NetPC camp.

But what about Windows terminals? The good news is that as we

went to press Peter Bondar was on the verge of finalising a contract
to license the Citrix ICA protocol for the Acorn NC platform. Citrix
ICA is the main contender in the Windows terminal protocol stakes,
enabling its host computer to display applications running on a
Windows NT server as if they were running locally.

Acorn have already licensed the architecturally similar X
Windows protocol in the form of eXtend, which enables NCs to
display Unix server hosted applications. eXtend is currently being
used as part of schools trials of Acorn NCs organised by Xemplar
Education. X windows and extend have their place in certain areas,
like education, but Citrix and its ICA protocol is now being
heralded as the big thin client winner.

As Acorn NCs will eventually be Citrix ICA-compliant, organisa
tions looking for low-cost thin clients for their Windows NT Server
networks will be able to consider buying Acorn NCs to do the job.
These days you can mix and match servers on your network and a
Citrix-enabled Acorn NC could also fulfil its NC-specific purpose,
communicating with NC servers and applications alongside NT-
hosted applications.

It's unclear whether Acorn will code their Citrix ICA implementa
tion to run natively under RISC OS (or the new Galileo OS) for
maximum performance, or whether they will license a Java version
of the protocol. The latter option wouldn't have been acceptable on
a Mark One Acorn NC, but the new 233MHz StrongARM powered
CoNCord should have ample horsepower to do the protocol justice.

Indeed, Acorn World visitors were given a classic demonstration of
StrongARM Java power, courtesy of a Sinclair Spectrum emulator,
written entirely in Java, running on Acorn's RLSCafe Java Virtual
Machine. It was running the Spectrum version of the famous space
trading game, Elite, and at a level of performance most Spectrum
owners would have been satisfied with. The moral of this story is
that to condemn NCs running Java as being too slow and too
proprietary is to be out of date.

Christmas 1997 Acorn User
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Cumana acquired by Cannon Computing
Cumana, one of the best known names

in the Acorn peripherals world, have
changed hands once again. Two years
ago the original company were acquired
by Economatics and in a deal forged just
before the Acorn World show, Cannon

Computing, based near Bishops
Stortford, acquired the company and
their stock.

Cumana did not go into receivership
and business continues as usual, so exist

ing promotions (including one with Acorn
User) remain unaffected. Cannon and

Economatics had neighbouring stands at
the show and all seemed to be very

amicable. Cannon were offering some
very attractive deals on Cumana prod
ucts at the show and the company's
founder, Nigel Cannon, reassured us
that products developed by Cumana
would remain in production.

The Cannon family includes an elec
tronic engineering business which
have produced memory upgrades in
the past, so there is certainly the capa
bility to engineer and develop new
products as the market demands.
Cumana's new contact details are,

tel: 01279 730 900, fax: 01279 730 809,

e-mail: sa!es@cannon.demon.co.uk

Acorn and Oracle - where do they stand now?
NCI, the Oracle business which specifically looks after the develop
ment of NC technology and products, recently held a press briefing
in London and there wasn't a Acorn NC in sight, despite the admis
sion that the vast majority of NCs currently shipped are based on
Acorn's designs.

Instead, NCI demonstrated an Acer NC aimed at the high-end
consumer market and introduced Morse Computers, a business
network specialist, who have been tasked with seeding the business
community with 'sampler' NC packs. Acer's NC looked like a Curtis
Mathes rival; a high-quality multimedia NC with the ability to
browse the Internet while watching more than one TV channel,
including a picture in picture option.

Morse's NC sampler packs comprise a Hewlett-Packard Pentium
Pro desktop PC acting as a NC server to a pair of office NCs (which
happened 133MHz Pentium-based devices to be made by Accton)

plus server software and networking hardware. For under £4000,
medium to large businesses can use the starter pack to try out NCs
on their own networks for themselves.

NCI were looking decidedly Intel-oriented. Even the much
lamented switch of attention from Acorn NCs to Digital's 'Shark'
StrongARM alternative now looks out of date. One NCI representa
tive openly admitted that they were very keen for Intel to invest in
their operation.

Acorn are not ruled out of the NCI equation. Next year NCI hope
to unify the IBM, Sun and Oracle-based NC platforms and Acorn
will want to be part of that standard.

However, Acorn openly admits that their future also lies with
partner companies which don't have a need for their NC-based
products to be tied to any particular standard. Acorn are no longer
doing any contract work for NCI, but remain in touch.

Eidos' new Eye on the world
One of the most innovative exhibits at

Acorn World was Eidos Eye, Eidos' new
video conferencing device. Even though it
is still a prototype, Eidos Eye already has
people talking of it as the best quality
video conferencing device ever. It uses an
embedded StrongARM chip to process the
video signal for transmission over the
Internet or similar medium - the prototype
was using a mere quarter of the chip's
power.

Stephen Streater, Director of Video
Technology at Eidos pic, explained how the
device came about, 'People are always
saying that the StrongARM is designed as
an embedded processor, so we decided to
embed it in something. The compression in
Eidos Eye is done entirely in the
StrongARM using Eidos' video codec'

'There are only really four chips on the
board: The StrongARM which does all the
compression and is completely program
mable, the FPGA programmable hardware
device, a PIC which handles all the inter

face to the outside word and the audio, and
either a digital video camera or a digitiser
chip to get the video in. There is no
memory on the board except for the cache
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on the StrongARM, making the
board much cheaper and simpler.'

The aesthetically-pleasing
perspex-cased prototype of Eidos
Eye on show was 16cm square but
it is intended that the production
versions will be credit card sized.

The cost will be low - hopefully in
the region of £100. Eidos Eye
plugs into the parallel port and
will work on Rise PCs and

Network computers as well as PCs.
'The reason we are doing this is

that we believe the industry stan
dards H.263 and H.261 aren't of

high enough quality for the mass
market. We have decided to use

our own software codec and use

Java playback. We are aiming for
VMS resolution which we think is

the minimum acceptable. It's not compati
ble with existing videophone standards,
but we hope to outsell them on the first
clay. Just think, playback on 100 million
PCs around the world!'

Eidos intend to sell upgrades to Eidos
Eye over the Web at a small cost. One of
the beauties of a software solution is that

Stephen Streater demonstrates Eidos Eye (Inset: detail of the
StrongARM processor)

this sort of upgrade is passible. Acorn were
also displaying a video conferencing
system at the show; it's probably inevitable
that as they move into the embedded
processor market, Acorn will increasingly
come to compete directly with third-party
companies like Fidos.

Jill Regan
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This is the most flexible machine in Acorn's range and has a wide range of cost effective upgrades.
Please phone for our full listing. All hardware upgrades are fitted free of charge. Have your Rise PC
system tailor-made to meet your requirements. All systems are supplied with 1 year warranty,
including 1 year free technical support. Trade-in discount available.
Rise PC 4Mb HD1.2GIJ [SRP20] ....... .£1133.32
Rise PC 4Mb HD1.2Gb x8CD [SRP21] . . . £1218.58
Rise PC lOMb HD1.2Gb [SRP25] £1433.32
Rise PC lOMb HDl.2Gb x8CD [SRP26] . . £1518.57

When you buy a StrongARM Rise PC from BEEBUG, we will offer you M[j (j
off the price of additional goods. Offer extended, only while stocks last.
And you still get the Beebug offers of FREE Ovation DTP &RISC User
Magazine Subscription and 0% Finance option, subject to status, please phone for details.

14" SVGA Colour
VisionMaster 15"
Acorn AKF60 14"
VisionMaster 17"
VisionMaster Pro 17"

8Mb SIMM
16Mb SIMM
32Mb SIMM
1Mb VRAM (expandable)
2Mb VRAM

#£;

CD Drive Sixteen Speed IDE
CD Drive Twenty Four Speed IDE
CD Drive Twelve Speed SCSI
CD Drive Writable PD Drive

StrongARM Upgrade (for old style RPC's)
SCSI I Interface

£189.00

£235.00

£265.00

£499.00

£539.00

£35.00

£56.00

£105.00

£70.00

£105.00

£99.00

£116.33

£170.38

£398.33

£292.58

£116.33

SCSI II Interface
PC DX4-100 Card with Rise PC (E351.33 without)
PC 5x86 Card with Rise PC (£468.83without)
2 Slot Backplane (for 4Mb Rise PC)
2nd Slice (inc. 4 slot Backplane)
IPC Pro Upgrade (incl PC Exchange)

£175.00

£233.83

£351.33

£35.19

£90.00

£49.00

If upgrading the original
following prices;
1GB Drive IDE
2GB Drive IDE
2GB Drive SCSI
4GB Drive SCSI

.2Gb hard drive, deduct £100 from the

Windows 95 OEM (CD)
Windows Workgroups 3.11 OEM (CD)
Full list of upgrades available

£132.78

£164.50

£323.13

£787.25

£79.00

£64.63

This is the first production Acorn computer with an
integrated Floating Point Accelerator. The
combination ofa fast 7500FE processor and high
speed EDO DRAM give a dramatic improvement in
desktop performance, butwith no increase in price!

ifffers;

EDO RAM, 1.2Gb IDE hard drive, RISC OS 3.71, Floating Point Accelerator, Integrated
16-bit digital stereo sound, 1.6Mb floppy drive, VGA, SVGA, and other resolutions.
A7000+ 8Mb HD1.2Gb/AKF60 £1099.00
A7000+ 8Mb HD1.2Gb 8xCD/AKF60 ..... £1199.00

BEEBUG Ltd., 117 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts AL1 4JS
Tels 01727 840303 Fax: 01727 860263 Email: sales@beebug.co.uk

Prices & Specifications maybe subject to change Prices include VAT Courier Delivery from £11.75
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ARM Ltd unveil ARM9 generation
ARM9 was introduced at the recent Microprocessor Forum '97
event. The first two products resulting from this new architecture
arc the "Thumb-aware" ARM9TDMI and the ARM940T. "Thumb"

is ARM'S technology for delivering 32-bit RISC performance for
solutions at a 16-bit cost.

ARM9 devices are expected to find their way into cellular phones,
pagers, smart phones and set-top boxes. The ARM9TDM1 is the base
processor core, while the ARM940T adds features which improve
system performance and utility.

ARM say that the ARM9 architecture offers more than twice the
performance of ARM7 equivalents. This won't mean ARM9 will
compete with Digital's StrongARM product, but maintains ARM'S
goal of increasing performance without sacrificing cost and power
consumption parameters.

Robin Saxby, ARM's president and CEO, explained: 'The intro
duction of ARM9 fortifies our performance roadmap between the
ARM7, ARMS and StrongARM and offers OEMs, standardising on
the ARM family, a wider choice in performance, power and die size.
ARM9 also extends the success of our extremely popular Thumb
technology, giving our semiconductor partners and their customers
the competitive advantage they need.'

According to ARM literature, the ARM9TDMI core is a small, high
performance, power-efficient 32-bit RISC processor. The core

features a five-stage pipeline, Harvard buses, Thumb extension and
full debug access to all programmer's model states. The Thumb
code compression extension delivers 32-bit RISC performance at 16-
bit system costs through the efficient use of a second, compressed
set of 16-bit instructions, which reduces memory use by a third.

The ARM940T adds separate instruction and data caches to the two
memory data buses for reduced access time to both instructions and
data. The ARM940T also contains a write buffer and a new protection
unit designed specifically for embedded operations. This new protec
tion unit requires no address translation and contains eight
individually programmable instruction and data protection regions.

These can be specified as to base address, region size, and
cache/buffer properties. Predicted clock frequency for both devices
is approximately 150MHz, with a predicted MIPS rate of 165 @
150MHz. Power consumption for the ARM9TDMI is 1.5 mW of
power per MHzat 2.5 volts. Power consumption for the ARM940T is
4.5 mW of power per MHz at 3 volts.

A future ARM9 product will extend the protection unit in the
ARM940T to include a full memory management unit (MMU). This
will enable the ARM9 to be implemented as a stand-alone micro
processor. Although Acorn have no immediate plans to produce
ARM9-based products, their new Galileo operating system is
designed with exactly this kind of microprocessor in mind.

Koreans could provide RISC OS development
One of the most popular exhibits on the
Acorn stand at Acorn World was that from

a team from Korea's Electronics and

Telecommunications Research Institute

(ETRI). ETRI licensed RISC OS last year and
have used it to produce a multimedia travel
guide which is accessible via a touch-sensi
tive LCD screen.

At the time of writing, RISC OS is used to
portray the digitised maps and manage the
user interface. The touch-sensitive screen

means you can draw symbols or write words
which can be recognised and acted on. For
example, you can draw an arrow to indicate
the direction you want to travel and the map
will scroll in that direction. Alternatively

you can enter a word, say 'hotel' and details
of hotels in the displayed vicinity can be

accessed. If that's not enough, there is also a
speech recognition facility. According to the
ETRI team, although the speech and pen
recognition functions are currently delivered
by secondary networked computers (a PC
and a Unix workstation to be precise), they
are working towards migrating the whole
system to RISC OS and they expect to be in a
position to offer these recognition technolo
gies to other RISC OS developers in the
future.

The availability of these RISC OS
enhancements through licensing deals
would close a couple of major gaps in RISC
OS' capability. ETRI's website is at:
http://com.etri.re.kr

Rise PC 2 snippets
Acorn were faced with a dilemma at Acorn World. An appearance
by Rise PC 2 had been promised for a long time, but not too much
fuss about Acorn's new baby was sought as Acorn will be relying on
continued sales of the current Rise PC for at least another eight
months. May 1998 is the earliest likely shipping date for Rise PC 2,
according to Peter Bondar.

Evolution of the Rise PC 2 design has carried on apace this year.
Originally Acorn spoke of their desire to fit the new motherboard into
the existing and much admired Rise PC modular case. However, the
decision to include PCI bus expansion card slots as well as traditional
podule slots, plus the requirement to conform to more stringent radio
frequency emissions limits, effectively forced Acorn down a PC-Stan
dard case route. The prototype at the show was housed in an
anonymous looking PC ATX-style case and stand visitors were being
asked which style and configuration of case they preferred.

Don't hold your breath for IEEE-compliant floating point compu
tation support for StrongARM-based products, warned Bondar. This
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will disappoint some, but Bondar balanced this point by stressing
that many new applications were being developed to deliver opti
mum performance without the need for hardware floating point
support. It looks like Rise PC 2 will have copious amounts of video
memory, possibly up to 16 megabytes and the main system bus will
be several times faster than the Rise PC's bus, a known performance
bottleneck while running the StrongARM processor.

Bondar also told Acorn User that the new machine will be a

much more capable PC-compatible, if required, with support for
'real' Pentium processors and even the probability of support for
Intel's latest Pentium II processor family. On the native StrongARM
processor side, up to at least five processors will be supported by the
new design and RISC OS 4's design team has borrowed some
program routine scheduling and execution management ideas from
the new Acorn Galileo operating system to exploit the availability
of multiple processing. Never has eight months felt like such a long
time in the future!
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New products/upgrades
Product New features/product details Price Contact

Samsung 24x CD-ROM
for RiscPC

* Claimed to be the world"s

fastest IDB'ATAPI CD-ROM

drive " Supplied with RISC
OS installer. DOS /Windows

driver. 3 way IDE cable,
sound cable and full Acorn

specific fitting instructions
' Requires RISC OS 3.6 or
later

£119.95 Clares Micro Supplies
Tel: 01606 48511

Digital Area Analysis for
RISC OS (version 2.59)

• Intended for more general
useage rather than the
specific civil engineering bias
" Writable icons for user's

own area types " Demo
version available from

website

£99 * VAT Wardlaw Surveys
Tel: 01463 831214

WWW:

http://www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Squeak Smalltalk
(version 1.23)

* For RPCs with OS 3.7

* Additions include working
sockets, better display
handling, faster interpreter
and many bug fixes

Tel: 01415 856 7230

http://sumeru.stanford.edu/tim

Alphapics " For children who are

learning to match letters to
sounds and/or pictures
" Keeps track of
performance " Records can
be printed

£25 (single user)
£50 (site licence)
(Schools needing
both versions can

get the second at
half price)

Topologika Software
Tel: 01326 377771

Matti Mole's Summer

Holiday
* Presents 16 (all at 3 levels
of difficulty) stimulating
language activities linked
with the storyline " 10
different interactive screens

to explore * 4 fun games to
play ' For ages 8 - 9

£40 (single user)
£65 (Primary site
licence)

Sherston Software

Tel: 01666 840433

Oxford Reading Tree
clip art

" Includes characters and

images from the Stage 1 to
Stage 9 range of the Oxford
Reading Tree " Enables
teachers and children to

create their own material and

stories

£20 (includes free
site licence)
Additional formats:

£10 each

Sherston Software

Tel: 01666 840433

Matrix " Cross-curricular. content

free program to help develop
the matching and sorting of
various attributes of objects
and concepts * Particularly
beneficial for young children
with learning difficulties

Le Computer
Tel: 01376 348886

TypeTutor * Desktop touch typing
package * Full compatibility
with special keyboards on
the Rise PC and A4 * Score

Board system detailing
errors, speed and accuracy

£10 fully inclusive
(make cheques
payable to The
ARM Club)

The ARM Club

FREEPOST ND6573,

London N12 0BR

Webspell " HTML-aware spell checker £15 single
£40 site

RComp
Tel: 01925 755043

HTMLEditv3.5 ' Fully supports Java.
JavaScript and Shockwave
" More error checking
options and validation
functions " Special <META>
options are supported and
more

£49 single
£150 site

£10 upgrade
from v3

RComp
Tel: 01925 755043

Site Master • WWW site management
system

£25 single
£65 site

RComp
Tel: 01925 755043

Webster " Web browser with full

support for frames, tables &
forms ' Supports RISC OS
plugins allowing for Java &
Shockwave * Sound & music
support' Netscape &
Internet Explorer compliance

£20 single
£55 site

RComp
Tel: 01925 755043

Locksmith " Fully featured security
system for single machine or
whole network

£15 single
£40 site

RComp
Tel: 01925 755043

Wizard Apprentice *Game by Fantasia Soft
* Available on single CD
* Requires Rise PC with 5Mb
RAM and 1Mb VRAM

Reduced to £24.95

plus £1 p&p until
end Jan 98

The Datafile

Tel/fax: 01934 644046

LjDuplex Professional • For printing double-sided
without having to turn pages
over by hand * Requires
Duplex Laserprinter and
Acorn and'or Turbo drivers

£25 + VAT Mijas Software
Tel: 01962 774352

Re: Oxford Reading Tree
clip art
In the December issue of Acorn User the

price of the OxfordReading Tree clipart
package was incorrect. It should have
read £20 + VAT. Apologies for any
inconvenience caused.

Exhibition update
SCOTTISH ACORN COMPUTER SHOW

The Marriot Hotel, Glasgow,
Sun 23 November 1997 (10am - 5pm).
Tel: 0141-644 4952

THE MIDLANDS ACORN SHOW

National Motorcycle Museum,
Birmingham, Sat 6 Dec 1997.
Tel: 07010-709849

ACORN SOUTHWEST SHOW

The Webbington Hotel, Loxton, North
Somerset Sat 7 Feb 1998.

Tel: 01707-894745

NEW DATES FOR WAKEFIELD SHOW

To enable Acorn to demonstrate the next

generation of Rise PC to the mass market
place, the Wakefield Acorn Spring Show
scheduled for Saturday and Sunday
24/25th April 1988 has been postponed
tothe16/17thMay1998.

The Wakefield Acorn Computer User
Group apologises for any inconvenience
this may cause, but feel that the decision
to postpone is more than justified by the
potential benefit to both exhibitors and
visitors.

SyQuest SparQs challenge
to Iomega
SyQuest EZflyer 230Mb removable hard
disc drives are already popular with
Acorn users. SyQuest's more expensive
1.5Gb SyJet solution is also well estab
lished. However, SyQuest have not had a
product to compete head to head with
another very successful removable hard
disc product, the 1Gb Iomega Jaz drive.

Already launched in the US, SyQuest's
new 1Gb SparQ system arrives in the UK
in the New Year. SparQ promises similar
performance to Jaz, yet for substantially
less money. In the US SparQ drives are
starting to sell for $199 (£120), about half
that of an equivalent Jaz drive and spare
cartridges are priced at less than S40
(£24). UK prices will inevitably be higher,
but Iomega will undoubtedly be
challenged severely by the SparQ
product. At present, SparQ is only
shipping as an EIDE or parallel port
compatible product, so SCSI fans will
have to wait. SyQuest's website is at:
http://www.syquest.com

Contacting me
You can contact the news page
by writing to me Ian Burley at

the usual Acorn User address or

by e-mail: aunews@idg.co.uk
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Videodesk
Full-frame, True-Colour, Non-LinearVideo Editing System.

Videodesk

• Frame accurate editing.

• Separate audio and video trades.

• Instant playback of edits.

• Effects include mix, fade and wipes etc.

• Multi-level undo and redo.

• User selectable quality factor up to S-VHS*.

• Composite and S-Video inputs and outputs.

• Resolution of up to 768 pixels x 576 lines.

• 50 fields per second capture and playback.

• 24 bit colour range.

• 16 bit stereo inputs and outputs.

• Audio sampling up to CD and DAT rates.

• Direct-to-disc recording.

• Built-in hardware Moving JPEG (MJPEG) Codec.

• Contrast, Brightness and Saturation adjustment.

For the Complete Picture...

Videodesk is a significant advance in video editing
for Acorn machines. It allows full-size, full-colour and
full-motion video to be compressed to disc in real-time
using MJPEG hardware. The compressed data can be
edited frame accurately and output back to video.
Unlike tape-based editing systems there is no
generation loss or waiting for tapes to rewind.

Complete video editing software is supplied as
standard, which is sophisticated, flexible and
simple-to-use. Editing is done on a multi-track
time-line with separate audio and video trades.
Effects are generated digitally and include mixes,
wipes and fades. Sequences of clips can be played
back continuously without waiting for them to be
assembled into a single file. So there is no waiting to
preview an edit and disc space is not wasted. RiscTV
is supported for real-time desktop display up to full
screen size.

Videodesk is available now direct from Irlam

Instruments Ltd.

Access

Iflam Instruments Ltd. Brunei Institute for Bioengineering, Brunei University,
Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH. Tel/Fax 01895 811401. Email: sales@irlam.co.uk
Website: www.irlam-instruments.co.uk

Please note: Videodesk requires a RISC PC, large fast hard disc and 8Mb RAM minimum. A StrongARM
processor is recommended. Check suitability for your computer before ordering. I years guarantee. E & OE.
*To obtain good quality video requires storage of around 1.5Mb per second (5.4Gb per hour).



graphics
Graphics and DTP at Acorn World '97

to implement layers has nol yet been under
taken, but a whole new set of plug-in spe
cial effects were on sale.

The results from the new effects are bril

liant, as are the new plug-in effects to
TopModel 2. After little news from Sincronia

thumbnails in standard RISC OS filer win

dows, a la Adobe Photoshop fileson the Mac.
More important, however, was the public

launch of VideoDesk, an on-line video edit

ing system using the MovingJPEG codec,
bringing to the classroom and amateur pro

ducer a quality somewhere
between SVHS and Broadcast

for under a grand - a real
breakthrough in the price-per
formance ratio thingybob.

So what of Acorn? Well, the

centre stand had a couple of
interesting exhibits for the
graphically inclined. Most visi
ble were a Korean company's
Rise PCs in laptop cases run
ning RISC OS through touch
screen LCD interfaces. Displays
of the future, perhaps? The pro
totype Rise PC II had lots of
stickers on the new bits, many
of which have been designed to
boost the graphics performance
of the Acorn's flagship desktop
machine.

Pete Bondar, from ART,
explained how 4Mb+ of VRAM
and a video bus over twice as

fast as the current one would

give us bigger screen modes in more
colours; the multiprocessor potential of the
Rise PC II speaks for itself and an integrated

The show turned out to be a good event for
artists, designers and publishers. Though the
attendants were spread a little thin, interest
ing software developments were abundant
at Wembley Exhibition Hall 3. The distinct
move by Acorn as a whole to attack the
Internet market has had a sig
nificant impact on RISC OS soft
ware development.

New Web page design tools
have sprouted up all over the
place. Established HTML editing
software authors like R-Comp
revealed a greatly expanded
design tool kit, indeed a whole
portfolio of products aimed at
mid to high-end website design
ers and maintainers. Dalriada

were demonstrating WebSpider,
a very simple to use WYSIWYG
Web type program, aimed at the
novice designer.

Most surprisingly a version of
the multimedia interactive DTP

application, TextEase, with new
HTML import and export filters
was on display at the SoftEase
stand. The ease of creating mul- The |atest digita| camera drivers and new photodesk 'FX' plug-ins
tiple, linked Web pages without from spacetech
knowing a single thing about
HTML was uncanny using TextEasc making
it the first 'conventional' publishing appli
cation that can claim to generate Web-com-
patible files with graphics and links.

Many Acorn designers I met at the show
have hopped onto the Internet bandwagon,
having realised the potential of website
design. The 'art' of website publishing will
be an area of focus in the Graphics page
throughout the new year.

Thankfully the rise of Internet design
tools has not pushed traditional graphics
and DTP into decline. The latest version of

BeeBug's superb publishing package,
Ovation Pro, with its professional publish
ing extension, confirmed that Impression's
domination of the wordprocessing and
page-creation market is truly over. It is
astonishing to think that such a brilliant
and comprehensive application as Ovation
Pro has been coded by one man.

Another new release came from Icon

Technology, with HTML and Microsoft
Word read/write capabilities for EasiWiiter
and TccbWriter.

Purely artistic types will not have been
disappointed at the show either. On the
Spacetech/Sincronia stand were new exten
sions to both Photodesk 2 and TopModel 2.
The complete rewrite of Photodesk required

since the launch of TopModel 2 it was a
great surprise to see the team from Turin
demonstrating a new distortion effects
plug-in, a full 1000+ textures and objects
CD-ROM (both on sale at the show) and
previewing some very advanced modelling
and animation tools to come.

Also on the Spacetech stand was one of
only a handful of Olympus' new 1280x1024
pixel digital cameras in the country,
plugged into Photodesk via a Pltolol.ink dri
ver. The image above was from a superb
original taken by the Olympus.

On the fonts front, KIT were selling both
their Professional Typography 1997 CD-ROM
and the £1 4000 Public Domain Fonts CD-

ROM, putting all of the other 'penny a font'
CDs in their place. Just next door, Look
Systems, the only Acorn company officially
licensed to sell the industry standard
Monotype fonts, were pleasing the crowds
with Font Directory Pro - what better a way
to manage 2500 fonts I say. I-'abis' EasyFont
Pro (on show together with a faster version
of Recycler and EasyCllp) is still the only
real challenger but Pont Directory's technol
ogy and features have been furthered still.

Irlam had an excellent stand with a new

implementation of ImageBattk, called Album
which displays vector and bitmap file

AOIMSWn ASITBH BtSPC
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Irlam's 'Album' image filing system

PCI bridge connecter to a higher bandwidth
podule and memory bus would dramati
cally boost performance. And, if the drivers
are written RISC OS software will be able to

directly exploit the power of dedicated 2D
and 3D PCI graphics accelerator cards.
Promising, but many months away yet.

Contacting me
Youcan contact the graphicsand DTP page by writing to me, Jack Kreindler, at AcomUser, Media House,Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP,

or by e-mail to augrafix@idg.co.uk.
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Showroom open Mon-Sat 10-18.00 hrs (All prices INCLUDE VAT) Carriage not included

CD-ROM Drives ?a
PhotoCD. CD-DA. White & ..'"

ble. SCSI dr
SCSI card withCDFS>2.20
Carriage: a=£2.b=£6.c=£8 *§//,
Internal CD-ROM Drives ^'/kf
Panasonic 24xCD ATAPI £80c
ATAPI Cable & Fitting Kit £10a
Above drives are compatible with RiscPC Computers with
RiscOS 3.60 or greater and all A700OComputers.
Sony 2x CD SCSI 275ms £80c
Pioneer 12x CD SCSI i3or*>w£Callc
External CD-ROM Drives^p-
Panasonic 24xCD ATAPI

TopicARTCD £10
This CD-ROM contains over 2000
ClipArt dies, each in Draw.Artworks& /*t/t*
CorelDraw3.0 EPSformats. TheCD 5v
also includes high quality Replay Movies
4 other demos. Site Licence is included.

H*e&\

^?170c
- suitable for Simtec IDE interface
Sony 2x CD SCSI 275ms £135c
Pioneer 12x CD SCSI 130ms ECallc

Specif Offeg
Entry Level

RiscPC
233MHz StrongARM RiscPC,
4Mb RAM, 1.2GB HardDisc.

£850
Add £140 for AD114" Monitor

(1024x768, 30-54kHz. 0.28dp. digital presets.
Better specification than the Acorn AKF60)

Christmas offers do not apply
to the above system.

Strictly Whilst Stocks Last

Hard Discs
£69

Carr.: a=£2, b=£6, c=£8

NEW!! Simtec IDE Interface
New High performance IDE/ATAPI interface lor all RiscOS
Computers Irom A3000 toRiscPC (specity whenordering).
Supports up to 4 IDE/ATAPI devices includingATAPI
CD-ROM Dnves.

3'/2" Hard Drives

IBM 540Mb
Quantum 1Gb
Quantum 2.1Gb
Quantum 4Gb

IDE

ECallb
£150b
£215b

SCSI

£150b

£260b
£Callb

Syquest Removable SCSI Drives
105Mb Int Drive £90b| 105Mb Cartridge £29a
EZ230 Exl Drive C160c EZ230Mb Cartr. £21a
EZ135MbCartr. £20a1270Mb Cartridge £40a
Hard Disc Interfaces/Accessories
IDE interface £69b
Morley Uncached £100b
Morley Cached £165b
Cumana SCSI II £175b

External case/psu £90c
2nd IDE Drive Kit £15a

50-50CSCSICble£12a
25D-50CSCSICbl£12a
SCSI2-50C Cable £18a
SCSI2-25D cable £18a
50IDC 4-way SCSI£12a
50C Terminator £12a
50HPCTerminator£15a!

This It lo certify thai

DESKTOP PROJECTS

has won first prize In the

Acorn User reader award category ol

BEST DEALER

Now include our RiscOS JazZip
tools (£15 if purchased separately)
• zip & jaz Drives work just like hard drives except
they are removeable, giving instant access to files
• 100Mb discs for zip & 1Gb discs for jaz drives.
• The drives are fast. Data transfer speeds up to
1Mb/s for zip drives &>5.5Mb/s for jaz drives -
ideal lo backup your hard drive.
• Each drive comes with 1 year warranty and a
starter disc.
• These drives require a SCSI card that is suitable
for removeable devices.

Internal SCSI zip drive (51/4M) £120c
£120c
£150c

£14a

£60b
£240c

£320c

£70a

zip/jaz Drive*

External SCSI zip drive
External Parallel zip drive
Single 100Mb zip Cartridge
Pack of 6 zip Cartridges
Internal 1Gb jaz drive (31/2")
External 1Gb jaz drive
Single 1Gb jaz cartridge
Carriage: a = £2, b = £6, c = £8, d = £10

JazZip Tools
The ultimate utility for SCSI or
Parallel Iomega Zip/Jaz Drives

£15alncVAT
(free when purchased with a drive)
JazZip provides you with a complete set of
RiscOS tools for Jaz/Zip drives which are
equivalent to those provided with the PC DOS
utilitiesthat aro provided with Iomega drives. Req
uires a driver for parallel use. Features include;
• Password protection of discs using the standard

Iomega protection features which are compatibl
across RiscOS, PC and Mac platforms.

• Lock/Unlockzip/jaz discs without passwords
• Lock/Unlock zip/jaz discs with passwords.
• Unlock zip/iaz discs until next ejected from drive
• Low Level format zip/jaz discs.
• Initialise zip/jaz discs for RiscOS.
• Initialise zip/jaz discs for DOS/Windows.
• Unprotect the Tools disc provided with drives to

allow them to be reformatted/Initialised for Acorn
• Compatible with IZipFS, Morley.Cumana, VTi,
PowerTec SCSI. Other support to be verified.

RiscOS Computer Systems
lyr warranty.CarriagoIncluded on computers. Allmachines aro single slice&anly.Carriage included on computers. Allmachine?aro single slice&a backplane is tilted to 10M

Ring now for details of Special
Offers on RiscPC's

233MHz StrongARM now fitted to all RiscPC Computers.
Computer Model with 14"(AKF60) 17"(AKF91) No Monitor
NetStation (Modem OR 10baseT Ethernet) ECall ECall £Call
RiscPC StrongARM 4MHD1.2Gb £1365 £1740 £1100 6
RiscPC StrongARM 4MHD1.2Gb+24xCD £1435 £1810 £1170
RiscPC StrongARM 10MHD1.2Gb £1665 £2040 £1400
RiscPC StrongARM 10MHD1.2Gb+24xCD £1735 £2110 £1470
NEW!! RiscPC's are now available with 15" iiyama Monitors
Deduct £125 off 14" prices for Hi-Spec 14" Monitor, 1024x768, 30-54kHz!
Deduct £30 off 14" prices for iiyama MF-8515G 15" Monitor.
Deduct £160 for iiyama MF-8617E or £110 for MT-9017E from 17" prices.
20/20 Finance on Acorn computers - -20% deposit & 20 interest free
monthly payments. Loans from £700(min) - £3000. Subject to status.
233MHz StrongARM Upgrades with RiscOS3.7 £275

Merry Christmas & A Happy New Year to All, especially to our Customers

A1 5x86-100 (512kb) £380c
above price includes PC Pro
Acorn 586-100 (256kb)£350c
Acorn 486DX4-100 £230c
PC PrO(without PCExchange) £38a
Windows '95 CD (Full) £90a
The above can be installed directlyfrom CD
withoutpreviouslyinstallingDOS or Windows.

ilFflfri'lWH
2nd Slice with PSU £116c
2nd Slice without PSU £90c
YES 16 bit Mozart Card £70a
•T.M'.'.T.W

Following prices strictly whilst stocks last.
RiscPC/A7000 SIMMS
4Mb £20a|8Mb £28a
16Mb £48a|32Mb £95a
RiscPC VRAM
1Mb 2nduser£40 !2Mb £95
1-2Mbu/g (exchange) £75
Call lor details ol memory lor other models.

Oldercomputers willrequire an adaptor £12
Hi-Spec 14" Monitor £140
FST. 0.28- dp. 1024x768. 30-54kHz & pre-sets
Iiyama MF-8515G 15" £235
High spec FST Tube with 0.28- dot pitch

Iiyama MF-8617E 17" £480
Highspec FST Tubo with0.26" dot pitch

Iiyama MT-9017E 17" £530
Very High spec Diamondtron tube, 0.25" stripe

onitors (Carriage £10)

rmters (Carriage £8)
Canon BJC-4200 £180
Canon BJC-4550 (A3) £300
Canon BJC-620 (720dp,) £240
Epson 400 (720dpi, 3Ppm) £190
Epson 600 (720dpi, 4PPm) £275
Epson 800(1440dpi. 7Ppm) £390
HP LaserJets 6P £585
Add £47 to above printers lor TurboDriver

lilgflMlT
A30X0EtherLan102 £130
Archi EtherLan 514 £130
RPC/A7k EtherLan 602 £110
Add El7toabo

Portable Compu

Pocket Book II (1Mb) £305b
NEW Psion Series 5
- includes PsiWin Link
4Mb RAM £430
8Mb RAM £480
Psion 3c(backlit) 2Mb-£325b
AutoRoute Express UK/Eire £60a
- one ol the best packages lor the PB/3a
A-Link £59a Mac Serial Link £50a
Parallel Link E34a PsiWin PC Link EBOb
128k RAM SSD £48a 512k RAM SSD£135a
256k Flash SSD £53a 512k Flash SSD £89a

ns Adaptor E18a PBII/Ps3aGames£38aMains Adaptor Eli

lii^iWl'
24i16 Card (1Mb) £450b
Dual Serial Card £104b
FPA for 25MHz ARM3 £67a
Joystick l/F (Not riscpc) £30a
Logitech Mouse (Acorn) £26a
Movie Magic (1 only) £210b
RiscTV Card (Irlam) £265b
RiscTV Teletext option £45a
Scart Cable (9on5pm) £12a
Serial Upgrade (A3000) £27a
2 x 25W Speakers £30b
2 x 80W Speakers £30c
Videodesk (Irlam) £1165b

tiisniEisnimmm-jaitsm
See top (or other hard discs. Carriage £8

A3000/A3010 Hard Cards
340Mb £175b
420Mb £195b
^=|lltMV--lW:|iJ|:T.|:l^j|
ScanLight Video 256 £215
Epson Colour Scanners
Include (TWAIN& ImaqeMastor lor RiscOS.
Bundles include CorolPaint & OCR software loi
PC's/PC Cards and approp PC interlace card.

GTx-5000 Para bundle £250
GTx-5000 SCSI bundle £360
GTx-8500 Para bundle £525
GTx-8500 SCSI bundle £550
GTx-9500 Para bundle £630
GTx-9500 SCSI bundle £660

33.6 FLASH Sportster £155
Flash upgradeable to 56kbs
Modems come with a 9-25 PC wired cable.
A3000/Archi require an Archi wired cable.

ANT Internet Suite II £110a
ArcFax £31 a
Dual Serial Card £104b
9-25 Archi or PC Wired Modem Cablo £12ea.a
3-wav Serial T-S'

rmter Consumables
Carriage: £2 lor Cartr
BJ-10(BC-01) £18
BJ-210 (BC-05) £28
BJC-600 Series
BJI-201HCbkBlack£10
BJI-201bk Black £6
BJI-201C/M/Y £8ea.
BJC-800
BJI-643 Black £18
BJI-643C/M/Y £23 oa.
HP DeskJets-500 ser.
Mono £23
Colour £25
Epson Stylus Colour
Epson Stylus Colour II
C3903A Toner (LJ5P)
EP-L Toner (LBP-4/HP LJIII)
HP 92274AToner (HPLJ4L) £60 |
Swilt24 Mono/Colour Ribbon

dges, £8 lor Toner
BJ-200 (BC-02) £19
BJ-240 (BC-06) ECall
BJ-300 (BJI-642) £16
BJC-4000 Sorios
BCI-21Bk Black £9
BCI-21C Colour £17
BC-20 Fast Black E28
BC-22 Photo Cart £34
BC-22 Photo Kit £39
HP DeskJets 600 ser.
Mono £25
Colour £27
Black E16/Colour £26
Black £20/Colour £26

£64
£64

erms & Carriage
Ca
showroom carriage is itemised seperately. The
carriage indicated is lor single items. Please
call us lor total carriage when ordering more
than one item since it is not cumulative.
Terms: All prices include VAT except books.
Carriage is not included unless otherwise
stated. Carriage charges apply lo mainland UK
(excluding remote areas, Scottish Highlands,
Chann Isles, IOM), elsewhere at cost. Orders
MUSTbe accompanied by a phono number.
Prices and spec's subject lo change without
notification.Goods subject lo availability.
Goods not ollered on trial basis. Restocking
lee on non-faulty returns. Educ Inst olficial
orders accepted. E&OE

iage: a=C2. b=£6. c=£8,
orn RISCOS3 PRM's

n Volume 5a PRM
Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide
Acorn RiscPC Tech Rel Manu
ArtWorks Made Easy (Dabs)
Budget DTP (Dabs)
C A Dabhand Guide (Dabs)
RiscOS 3 First Steps (Dabs)

Programming (or All (Be

CD soltware lor RiscC
Artworks on CD (CC) (Carriage £6) £90
Childrens Micropedia (King(isher) £58
ClipArt CD 1/2 (CC) £21 each
Dinosaurs (Microsoft) £50
Dune II (Eclipse) £41
Granny's GardenCD £32
Guardians ol the Greenwood £51
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia £15
Kiyeko ECalla
Musical Instruments (MS) £50
My 1st Incred. Amazing Dictionary (DK) £38
PB Bears Birthday Party £42
RiscDisc Vol 1 / 2 CD £17/£20
Simon the Sorcerer CD £41

pplications

E99.95C
£29.75b I
£19.95bl
E49.95C I
£5.00a

£5.00a
£5.00b
E5.00a

£l0.95a

Acom C/C++ (Acorn) £2
Advantage (Longman) £
ANT Internet Suite (ANT) £1
ArcFax (David Pilling) £
ArtWorks (CC) Limited Oiler E
Card Shop (Clares) E
Chameleon 2 (4Mation) E
Compression (CC) E
DataPower (IOTA) £1
DaVmci (Spex) EC
Disc Rescue 2 (Look) £
Easy C++ (Beebug) £1
Eureka v3 (Longman) £
FireWorkz Pro (Colton) £1
Font Directory2 (Look) E
Font FX (DataStore) £
Hatchback (4Mation) E
HTMLEdit 3 (R-Comp) E
lmagoFS2 (AllPubl) E
Image Outliner (IOTA) £i
Impression Style / Publisher EBOb/ £1:
Impression Graphics Loaders (CC) £40a I
Impression Text Loaders (CC) £30a
MacFS / MacFS Lite (CC) E89a / £50a
Ovalion Pro E175c|
PC Pro(without PCExchango) £38a I
PC Pro (wilh PCExchange) £47a
PC Sound Prolessional (R-Comp) £27a
Personal Accounts(Apr) E40a I
PhotoDesk Light (Spacetech) £120b [
PhotoDesk2(Spacetech) £245b I
Prophet (Apncote) £154b I
Resultz (Colton) E85a I
Rhapsody (Clares)v3 E84a |
S-Base2 Personal / Developer £54c / E1i
ShapeFX (Datastore) £

[Sibelius Junior
Sibelius 6/7 E99b,
Slouth2 (Beebug)
SparkFS (Pilling)
Speech 2! (Superior)
StrongGuard (ARMClub)

IStudio24 Pro (Pineapple)
I TexturesProlessional(R-Comp)
I TouchType(IOTA)
ITopModel 2 (Spacetech)
TurboDrivers Canon/HP or Epson(CC)
Vector (4Mation)
Web Designers Toolkit (R-Comp)

ames (Carriage £2
PAIonein the Dark (Knsalis)

Birds ol War (4D) 2Mb
Break 147/Superpool
Carnage Inc (4D)
Chocks Compendium
Crystal Maze (Sher)
Cyber Chess (4D)
Darkwood (Eclipse)
Drilter (4D)
Dune II (floppy) (Eclipse)
Empire Soccer (Maglm)
E-Type Compend. (4D)
E-Type 2 (4D)
Fire & Ice (Times Warner)
Global Ellect (Eclipse)
GODS (Krisalis)
Haunted House (4D) 2Mb
Holed Out Compendium
James Pond (Knsalis)
Knsalis Collection
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris)
Magic Pockets (Reneg)
Play it again Sam 2/3
Populous (Krisafis)
Real McCoy 2/3/4/5
Replon 3/4 (Superior)
Sally & Wally (Oregan)
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D)
Scrabble (US Gold)
Sim City 2000 (A500O)
Simon the Sorcerer 2Mb
SpobbleoidFantasy (4D)
Slaughter 3000 (Fednet)
Slum Racer 2000 (4D)
Tanks (Werewolf)
Time Machine (4D)
Virtual Goll (4D) 2Mb

Wolfenstein 3D

l=t«l»WMI

£24

£24

£19

£24
£26
£24
£23 I
£301
£30 I
£24
£19
£24
£22
£30
£10l
£19[
£19
£10
£25
£22

£23

£22each |
£25

£24 each
£22 each

£21
£24
£24
£31

rnnii-lf(fT77f*fl
10/10 Series £14 each |
Early Essentials (over 7), English (6-16yrs).
French (8-16yrs), Junior Essentials (5-11),
Maths (Number) (6-16), Maths (Algebra) (6-
16), Maths (Slatistics) (6-16), Maths (Geom'y)
(6-16), Spelling (over 9). Essential IT.Geog..
Fun School 3 (under 5, 5-7, or over 7) £201
FunSchool4 (under5, 5-7,orover7) £201
Granny's Garden (floppy) (4M) £25 [
Maths Circus (4Mation) £27
NaughtyStories Volumes1 or 2 £45each I
Playdays (Gamesware) £22
Ridiculous Rhymes £451
Rosie & JimTwin Pack £18

Tel: 0161-474 0778

Authorised Acorn Dealer, Fax: 0161 474 0781, Email: info@desktopp.demon.co.uk
Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, STOCKPORT, Cheshire. SK3 OBT



comms

On the way to the Forum
In November 1996 1compiled a map of the United
Kingdom showing the location of all the Acorn-
interest bulletin boards. The map was to illustrate
a computer club talk about Comms, and the mem
bers' comms interests at that time were fairly
equally disposed between the BBS scene and using
the Internet.

1 have just updated the map for another club talk
using the current ver
sion of the Acorn BBS

list compiled by Steve
Pursey of Arctic BBS,
and the count of UK

bulletin boards online

had dropped from 22
in November 1996 to

14 in October 1997. It's

interesting that, in
spite of the reduced
number, four BBSs in

this year's map are
completely new entries.

One of these is

Forum BBS, run by
Luke Stutters and his brother Edward from their

home in Waterlooville, Hampshire. Forum BBS is
an A5000 running ArmBBSsoftware and uses what
Luke describes as an unbadged 33,600bps modem
and a simple telephone line-sharing system called
Ringback.

BBS callers dial the number and let it ring once,
then drop and call again immediately, when the

modem will answer. This doesn't cost anything
extra but allows voice calls to be answered in the

normal way, and the likelihood of a voice call
immediately following a BBS user's first call is
pretty small.

Luke and Edward's BBS is still in the early
stages, but has all the usual features including
ANSI graphics by Steve Smale, programming and

user group areas and a
growing filebase. Luke
plans to offer CD-ROM
access to give users
more PD programs to
download and add a

serial port card when
he can afford it.

Luke attends St

John's College in
Southsea, Portsmouth

where he's studying for
GCSEs in science sub

jects, and aims to go on
to university to read
for a maths degree. In

his spare time he plays drums in the percussion sec
tion of his local brass band - The Highbury Band,
and when he's not playing snooker at home, Luke
enjoys programming in BBC Basic. His current pro
ject is a disc magazine creator.

Forum BBS is online from 4:30pm until 9pm on
weekdays and Sam until 10pm at weekends on
01705 254244 (Ringback).

Forum BBS happening in Hampshire

Looking back
In August 1992 I was invited to take over editing
the Acorn User Comms page, and since then many
Bulletin Boards, websites and words have
appeared here. In February 1995, Acorn User
looked into the future of Acorn computing, but
my mock-up projection of the February 1997 Web-
based issue of Acorn User magazine hasn't quite
come true yet.

However, in archives on my system, I have kept
all the screenshots, pictures and copy of the
Comms page since that first August 1992 issue. I
thought it would he an interesting challenge to re
create all the past Comms pages as accurately as
possible in HTML on the Web.

How well that can be achieved you can judge for
yourself, by having a look at the pages of my nearly-
completed archive. I have optimised the HTML and
page design for viewing with ANT Fresco©, which
offers some extensions to the W3C standard HTML

3.2. The pages use HTML Tables extensively, with
Fresco's additional tags that create table background
colours and justify text in columns.

I've had to employ a few tricks to make the
pages also display reasonably well on NetScape 3

and MS Internet
Explorer 3, unfor
tunately neither
of which respond
to the justify tag,
and while the cur

rent version I

have of Arc Web

will show all the

text, table format

ting is lost.
You should be

able to access the

Comms
The August 1992 Comms

page pageon the Web
archive from the

Acorn User website at http://www.idg.co.uk/acor-
nuscr/ or go directly to the archive site at
http://www.ndirect.co.uk/~the
commspage/, and while you're there have a look at
the very competitive services offered by NetDirect
Internet who are hosting the archive site.

NetDirect Internet

http://www.netdirect.net.uk/
Tel: 0181 293 7000

Contacting me
Keep sending me interesting URLs for the next yoURListby e-mail to david@arcade.demon.co.uk, or mail #2 on

Arcade BBS 0181 654 2212.

Looking up
The Internet Public Library aims
to provide library services to the
Internet community by finding
the good stuff, organising it,
and making it easier for people

to find and use. It's also com

mitted to promoting librarian-
ship and sharing interesting
ideas and techniques with other
librarians. Reference sources

cover a wide area including

Arts, Humanities, Business,

Science, Technology and
Entertainment. At the IPLyou

can find out how to say 'hello'
in over 30 different languages.

The Internet PublicLibrary
http://www.ipl.org

ANT anti-spam
Monty is a Usenet Spam/UCE
combating program for the
ANT© Internet Suite available

for free download from Illusion

Software's website. Unsolicited

Commercial E-mail is an unceas

ing problem, and David
McCormack and Alisdair

McDiarmid's compact program
Monty helps by disguising your

e-mail address in ANT-qener-
ated newsgroup postings to

thwart return UCE mailings. The
Illusion site has other free

download offerings worth a
look.

Illusion Software

http://www.illusion.oaktree.
co.uk/download.htm

Smaller faster
The Campaign For Smaller
Faster Code is a small program

ming group who write freeware
and shareware software that is

small and fast. There is a section

on their website called Handy
Hints that suggests how to do
this in BASICand Assembler, as

well as advocacy on the excel
lence of Acorn machines and

their compact program space
requirements. Andrew Hunter
and Matthew Bland maintain

the Geocities website and you'll
find some free downloads there

including QTM, the tracker
music player that also plays
Digital Symphony, Coconizer,
ArcTracker and even audio CDs.

The CFSFC

http://www.geocities.com/~cfs-
fcpage

Christmas 1997 Acorn User

http://www.idg.co.uk/acornuser/
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V-Cache URL
Manyapologies for repeatedly
missingout the URL for the
excellent AutoVCache module

which greatly speeds up graphics
on StrongARM machines by
caching the screen memory.
AutoVcache can be found at

http://home.braunschweig.netsur
f.de/~torsten.karwoth/software/s

oftw.html

On the same lines as

AutoVCache, a faster version of

the Floating PointEmulator
module is now available. The code

hasn't actually been optimised
but has simply been altered to use
lessaccuracy in the floating point
calculations. Forapplications that
don't require massive accuracy
you can gain a small speed
increase. NewFP can be found on

HENSA.

Intergif 6
Intergif has reachedversion6 and
now features support for draw
file animation. Incase you've
never seen it before, Intergifis
the packagefor creating GIFs for
web pages. I find it invaluable.
Check the Intergifwebsite at:
http://www.ant.co.uk/~peter/soft
ware/intergif.htm

SymbioSyS
Cross-platform groups are all the
range on the Amiga and PCscenes,
but one of the few groups with PC
and Acorn coders is the Irish based

SymbioSyS. Threeof the ten group
members are proud Acornowners
and authors of several PD utilities

including DJCtrl.
This is a complete Deskjet

printer control program by Robert
O'Sullivan and David O'Shea. If

you're a Deskjet owner make sure
you check it out. For further
information on the group and
their software take a look at the

website at http://kola.dcu.ie/~pc4

Argo archive
With a wide range of independent
ftp sites to use, the locallyhosted
sites of the Internet providers are
often overlooked. Demon were

one of the first providers to hold
Acorn software, but others have

since followed suit. Argonethave
a fairly largesite, maintainedby
Richard Goodwin, that's well

worth checkingout.
Drop the following URL into

your browser and enjoy: ftp://ftp.
argonet.co.uk/pub/Acom/PD

Acorn User Christmas 1997
http://www.idg.co.uk/acornuser/

Bouncy
Despite the rather dubious title, Bouncy is yet
another of those excellent little PD puzzle games
that looks fairly boring but once you start playing
is highly addictive. The plot is simple. Guide a
bouncy ball along an array of platforms on the
screen, moving the ball over any dark blue
platforms to turn them light blue.

The graphics are very simple - in fact the game
runs at full speed on an ARM2, but that does
nothing to affect the playability. The early levels
are relatively easy, but the platforms soon get
smaller and smaller and if you fall off the bottom
of the screen you lose a life. Extra obstacles
become present in the later levels. Grey blocks are

deadly on contact and disappearing platforms
and bouncy springs provide a further puzzle
element.

All in all it's a nice combination of arcade and

puzzle elements. My only complaint is the lack of
any kind of password system. Going right back to
the start is a real pain.

As I mentioned above, Bouncy runs perfectly on
an ARM2 machine, but if you have anything
faster you'll need to disable your cache or use
some kind of frame rate skip program like
Paradise's VSyncx2 on the RiscPC. Bouncy can be
located on the October APDL subs disc, which is
highly recommended.

Infinity
Infinity is the latest demo
release from Reactive, the crew
formerly known as Origami.
Following their Awakening
release at Revelation 97, the

team have put together another
scene demo. While it features

some nice coding, it is a little
dogged by the lack of any
proper design and graphics.

The demo begins with a
textured tunnel manipulated
with masking and palette
effects, followed by some
environment mapping on a
large infinity shape.

The frame rate is a little slow,
even on a StrongARM machine,
which tends to make the demo

drag. Another problem are the
still graphics used for
backgrounds or textures. The
quality could have been better
considering the VIDC20's
graphic capabilities. Other

effects include morphing with
various lighting models and a
spaceship flying over a voxel
landscape.

With a good artist and more

effort on the design they could
certainly go far. The group's
Web pages can be found at:
http://homepages.enterprise.net
/gdavid/origarmi/index.html

Window power
On the odd occasion I'm forced to work on a PC, I

never fail to be frustrated by the unfriendliness of
the user interface, whether it's Windows 3.1 or

the supposedly better Windows 95. A particular
note of annoyance on PC systems has been
reinforced by a rather silly, yet telling, Acorn
based utility from Joe Oldak. Window Count, or
WC, gives a readout of the number of windows
currently open on the desktop.

Since installing it in my boot sequence I've
discovered that I regularly have nearly 30
windows open while editing graphics which I

frequently drag and drop between packages like
Photodesk, Paint and ChangeFSI. On the PC it's
something of an accomplishment if you manage
to reach double figures, and it's definitely not a
good idea if you aren't a frequent user of the save
file button.

Although ultimately pointless, it's kind of fun
to have a windows power bar on your desktop.
For those people who hate using the close
window button, check out WC which can be

found on the HENSA ftp site. I use the custom
version which displays just the power bar.



FIHelp
FIHelp by David Rushall is an
excellent replacement for Acorn's
Help application. Rather than
displaying help text in an
annoying window that remains
on the screen all the time, FIHelp
uses floating pop-up windows to
show the text.

It's nicely configurable and
very easy-to-use - an ideal aid for
the beginner. A couple of bug
fixes are needed to deal with the

text being anii-aliascd white onto
a cream background and the odd
bit of corruption of the help text.
FIHelp can be found alongside
David's other PD software on his

website at: http://www.pic-cafe.
demon.co.uk/

TransGraphics
Commercial company Inno
vative Media Solutions have

made an interesting and much
welcome move into the world of

shareware by releasing a
number of foreign graphic file
loaders for applications like
ArtWarks, Impression and
Ovation Pro.

Installation is very simple and
the running software allows you
to drag GIFs, BMPs and a range
of other graphics files straight

into your DTP documents. It's
great to see IMS releasing
software like this as shareware

but, as much as I'd like to use

nothing but praise, I really have
to criticise the massive

registration fee of £15 + VAT.
This is shareware software at

commercial prices and I can't
really see it helping the sales
when thi' function of the

software being sold can be
duplicated (albeit in a more

drag and drop intensive way)
with ChangeFSI. Having said
that, registration does provide
you with copies of TransPCD
(PhotoCD image conversion)
and the bitmap filer and
slideshow program, Darkroom 2.

To register for the
TransGraphics Loaders send a
cheque for £15 + VAT (£.17.62)
to IMS Ltd, Box Bush Farm,

West Wick, Weston-super-Mare,
BS24 7TF.

Re: Feedback
Thanks for all the feedback following my
comments in the November issue. As I mentioned

back then, I've been a little concerned about

covering too much demo and graphics news, but
all the readers out there seem to be as keen as

myself al supporting these aspects of the PD scene.
It's great to hear such enthusiasm for I'D software,
and I'll be continuing to support these areas while
providing plenty of news on the rest of the scene.

One point raised was the coverage of old and
new Acorn machines. Much of the recent demo

coverage has been .StrongARM RiscPC oriented.
The main reason lor this is simply the fact that the
recent demo releases are all aimed al the

StrongARM with little or no releases for older
machines.

At the same time I feel its important to keep
things moving forward by pushing the new
technology that Acorn is giving us. This is
especially important in the PI) scene where use of
the new hardware often lags behind the speed
with which commercial developers provide
support. Rut rest assured, I'll still be supporting
the older machines when software is released for

them (check the review of Bouncy elsewhere in the
column).

As always keep sending your comments and
suggestions to me.

Recommended PD Libraries
APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London
SE26 5RN

Arch Angel PD, PO Box 41, Exeter EX4 3EN
ARM ClubPDLibrary,Freepost ND6573, London
N12 0BR

Beebware PD, 83 Forrest Road, Huncote, Leicester
LE9 3BH

Five Star Marketing, 4 Shepherds Walk, Bushey,
Hertfordshire WD21LZ

Naked PD, 'Fayence', Fulford Road, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffs ST119QT
The Datafile, Wllloughby House, 89 Woodville
Road, Boston PE21 8BB

Zap Boost

Following my mention of

StrongHelp and the invaluable

StrongHelp manuals on

programming syntax, a friend

pointed out that it's possible to set

up a kind of hotlink function that

instantly brings up information

from the StrongHelp manuals for

keywords highlighted in Zap (as is

possible from StrongEd).
This is a perfect example of the

range of rather clever features and

extensions hidden away beneath

the exterior interface of Zap and
the Strong range of applications.

This tasty little patch is provided

by Martin Eboume's third-party

module supplied alongside the

latest version of Zap. Simplycheck

the Help file in the

!Zap.3rdparty.Ebourne directory

for full details.

Whispering Jam
This year's Yelling Jam party was a

bit of a disappointment with only

one tiny release on the Acorn

format from Icebird. Let's hope

next year's Revelation competition

can bring things back up to speed

on the demo front.

PD competition
Dave Holden of APDL is currently

seeking entries for his next PD and

shareware competition which has

been a great success in previous

years. If you'd like to enter a piece

of software you've written and

compete for £200 worth of prizes,

send a disc to APDL for a copy of

the entry instructions, or

alternatively check the website at

http://www.apdl.co.uk Contact

APDL at 39 Knighton Park Road,

London, SE26 5RN.

Contacting me
You can contact the PD page
by writing to me, Paul

Wheatley, at Acorn User, IDG

Media, Media House,

Adlington Park, Macclesfield,

SK10 4NP. Or preferably,
by e-mail to
aupdpage@idg.co.uk.

Christmas 1997 Acorn User
http://www.idg.co.uk/acorriuser/
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NEW!
ColourSupplement
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This fully integrated extension
allows professional designers to
produce output for high quality
commercial litho printing. Both
full colour and spot colour
separations are supported, with
options to view separations on
screen and to control PostScript
screen angles, frequency etc.

Also included is a powerful image
processing facility which allows
brightness, contrast and gamma
levels of images to be adjusted
using slider controls. Custom
contrast settings may be defined
on the colour map, and images
can be converted to duotones.

Ovation Pro Colour

Supplementcosts £57.58

Note that all registered users who
have bought Ovation Pro before
May 1st 1997 will be sent the
colour supplement free-of-charge.

For more information on

Ovation Pro, including up-to-
date news, specifications,

latest applets etc., why not
visit our web site at:

http://www.beebug.com

nr n

THE PROFESSIONAL

DESKTOP PUBLISHER

New features!!!
• Colour palette

• Definable multi-row button bar

• Style palette

n Instant highlight of misspelt words

Package includes:
• 300 page reference guide
• Step-by-step tutorial
• Quick reference card
• 50 high-quality fonts
• Selection of clipart
• Desktop Thesaurus
• Bubble help

Ovation Pro combines fast,

responsive word processing with state-of-the-
art page layout features to deliver the ultimate

desktop publishing system. Packed with a staggering
rangeof features- manyavailable on the Acorn platform
for the first time - Ovation Pro opens up a whole new
world of document design. At last you can flow text
insideand outside irregular frames or rotate them to any
angle - in both cases the text remaining fully editable.
Even with such a vast range of features Ovation Pro is
still easy-to-use, thanks to its superb user interface.

• Definable Button Bar

• Irregular frames with Bezier curves
• Rotated text frames with editable text

• Multi-step Undo &c Redo
• Drag & Drop for text and objects
• Drag & Drop between documents
• Named colours & definable colour charts

• Automatic drop caps
• Justificationwith letter spacing
• Multi-column frames

• Frames with skew & rounded corners

• Vertical justification

• Frame borders and drop shadows
• Straight and curved line drawing
• Auto flow around irregular graphics
• Easy-to-use master pages
• Context sensitive info palette
• Reads Ovation, RTF, DDF, Artworks files

• Macro handling and script language

Beebug Ltd. 117 Hatfield Road,
St.AIbans, Herts. AL1 4JS

Tel: +44 (0) 1727 840303

Fax: +44 (0) 1727 860263

Email: sales@beebug.co.uk sake give u
on jilt quit relinquish

give up jettison jilt A

Ovation Pro is fully expandable using extension modules
called Applets. Over 30 of these are supplied, including
applets to automatically insert ligatures, generate
fractions and expand abbreviations.

Ovation Pro costs £193.88

Upgrade from Ovation £116.33

Upgrade from another desktoppublisher
or word processor* £139.83

•includes Style, Publisher, EasiWriter, TechWriter,

PenDown+ and Advance.Site licences and upgrades

are available- please phone for details. To upgrade

youmustreturnyouroriginal program disc with ^x

payment (discs will bereturned). J .\\»vc'̂

V *-. 3r-

"1

L ^

.#»

6oe H*cr

All prices include VAT,
but please add £3.50
carriage. Airmail will

be charged at cost to tt relinquish
overseas customers.
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Christmas prezzies
This is the first time a Business Page has
appeared in the Xmas issue and I would
like to wish all readers a happy Christmas
and a prosperous New Year. It is at this time
of year that thoughts turn to the rampant
consumerism with which the season has

unfortunately become associated. The ques
tion arises about what to buy, either as pre
sents for others, or for splashing out and
treating yourself.

Worry not, this year 1 have prepared my
top 10 gifts for the Acorn user who has not
quite got everything. The list is not a rank
ing of most to least useful but any items in
my top 10 should enable you to be more
productive in the New Year.

You can also relax and enjoy your new
acquisition without having to worry about
the fact that it is only three more years until
the fateful day which awaits all PC owners in
the year 2000. I am not gloating but it does
seem to me that there is a God and He is just.

As befits the Business Page, each item can

also be justified in terms nol only of enjoy
ment but of productivity. You may not
agree with my list and if you have any
additions please e-mail me as I would be
interested to see what you think.

My list is heavy on hardware and very
light on software, this reflects the poor state
of the software scene at present. Some of
the items have been featured on various

Business Pages over the page 12 months and
all come with my personal seal of approval.

Unless there is only one supplier or it is a
supplier I particularly recommend then I
have not listed one. Look through the ads
in the magazine and you should find a sup
plier. Similarly any prices are guides as
hardware prices fluctuate wildly at this
time of year and the death of RRP
(Recommended Retail Pricing) means that
street prices are often at variance with
advertised prices anyway. Shop around and
haggle is my advice. I have tried to include
items at a range of prices to suit all pockets.

Software update
In the November issue I asked you to
nominate good software which has been
let down by either poor support or which
has simply past its sell-by date and needs
further development. The list is now
quite considerable and continues to grow
every day. The aim of this is to indicate
to software houses that poor support is
not good enough and that there exists a
market for good software. It is intended
to help software houses and is in many
ways a form of market research.

The list will stay open for another
month and 1 will include the full list on

the February Business Page. If you have
any other programs you wish to include
then please e-mail me.

Contacting me
You can contact me, MikeTomkinson, by

post at the usual Acorn User address or by
dropping me an e-mail at:

aubizniz@idg.co.uk

TOP 10 TOP 10 TOP 10 TOP 10 TOP 10 TOP 10 TOP 10 TOP 10 TOP 10 TOP 10 TOP 10 TOP 10

IThe Zip drive (Featured on the
November Issue Business Page). Street

price as low as £80 but expect to pay more
if bought with an Acorn Driver.

2 An Ink/Bubble Jet printer street
price as low as £130. Anyone still

using a dot-matrix printer should be
ashamed of themselves, unless they still
have a need for a dot-matrix, i.e., multi-part
paper printing. The Canon range is good
but others speak highly of Epson and
Hewlett-Packard printers. The major down
side is the high cost of cartridges.
3 A new mouse mat Price £10 from

Norwich Computer Services (Tel:
01603 766592). More exactly a Precise
Mousing Surface is what you want. These
little sheets of sticky plastic really do make
an enormous difference to the mouse and

ultimately to you as the user.
4 A decent chair Street price around

£50 second-hand. Look after yourself by
providing a chair which is both comfortable
and offers the support to your back that it
requires. Second-hand office supplies shops
usually have a good range of gas-lift operators
chairs. With or without arms is a matter of

personal preference, but the back of the chair
should be adjustable for height and rake.

5 A big monitor Size is everything
and the bigger the screen the better.

14in monitors are now becoming non
standard and being replaced by 15in and
17in.

Most people buy an Acorn with a moni
tor not realising that there are alternatives.

6 RAM RAM prices are currently very
low and may go even lower,

although the laws of supply and demand
may mean a temporary increase when the
RAM hungry Windows 98 finally appears.
Now is therefore a good time to buy - 8
Meg 72 pin SIMMS can be had for only
£20 (plus VAT) while a 32 Meg SIMM is
only £80 (plus VAT). Prices are approxi
mate as this is an extremely volatile area
of pricing.
7 A modem The Internet is massively

hyped but can be very useful,
whereas e-mail is rapidly becoming essen
tial. The costs arc difficult to quantify as
you will need an Internet Service Provider
(ISP) and there is also the high cost of
local phone calls in this country. Having
said that, sending letters via snail-mail is
not getting any cheaper or faster. Go for it
and get online.

8A7000 to A7000+ upgrade in
these days of StrongARM and Rise PC

II, it is easy to forget the underrated A7(MX).
The A7000+ is faster and includes RISC OS

3.7. In resolution it can match a Rise PC 700

with 1Meg of VRAM. A number of dealers are
offering a complete old motherboard
out/new motherboard in service for around

£250 (plus VAT). Bear in mind that the
Upgradedoes not include a new bigger drive.
9 Digital Camera Guide price for Casio

QV100 £399 (plus VAT). These cameras
have some way to go before the quality
approaches that available from traditional
cameras, but as a method of capturing digital
images they are hard to beat. Their uses are
varied, but many people use them as the digi
tal equivalent of a Polaroid for instant snaps
without the fuss of developing and processing.
A f\ Task Force Clip Art CD-ROM
I U Akalat Publishing (Tel: 01582

881614) £29.95 plus £3.00 p&p.The only soft
ware entry on this year's chart but a good

one. Over 10,000 high-quality vector graphic
images with a colour printed reference book.
The clips are PC format (boo!) but the CI) is
Supplied with conversion software to !I)raw
format. This is by far the best collection
around at present and has not failed to pro
vide me with a required image so far.

Happy shopping.

Christmas 1997 Acorn User

http://www.idg.co.uk/acornuser/
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Power-tec
The complete disc solution

PowerZip
New

Power-tec

Zip Driver
Alsystems is pleased
to announce the launch

of their new low-cost

Power-tec Parallel Port Zip Driver
software which is available
separately from the Zip drive if
required.

The Parallel Zip driver is soft loadable and will allowyou to access,
format and partition Zip cartridges and utilise a number of new
features which are listed below.

Main features of the PowerZip Driver
• NEW! - Supports daisy chaining of up to 8 parallel Zip drives!
• NEW! - Discwrite protect option (using Password).

• NEW! - Media interchangeability of SCSI and Parallel Zip Discs.
• NEW! - Ability to copy between cartridges, just like floppies.
• Ability to read Argo Zip Discs.

• Configuration Utility may be password protected.
• Up to Eight Disc Partitions on the icon bar simultaneously.
• Drive icons minimised when drive not present/switched off.

• Icons may be hidden or removed if partition is not required.
• Icon bar icons may be customised.
• Order of partition icons on icon bar may be changed.
• Re-initialiseany partition including partition 0.

• Ability to easily unprotect and partition ZipTools cartridges.
• Ability to create many partition types including: DOSDisc.
• Full IHelp on-line support and command line operation

including *Help.

• Allows full use of Acorn Access peer to peer networking.

PowerIDE
New Power-tec IDE

Partitioning Utility
Alsystems is pleased to announce the launch of their
new low-cost Power-tec IDE partitioning software which allows you
to partition large IDE drives and gives the following features:

• Allows users with Rise OS 3.6 & 3.7 to partition large IDE
drives (eg 9GB) into smaller partitions thus reducing the LFAU
size and saving hard disc space.

• Allows users with versions of Rise OS 3.1 & 3.5 to partition
large IDE drives (eg 2GB) into multiple 512MB partitions.

The PowerlDE driver is soft loadable and allows you to access,
format and partition large IDE drives.

Please call or e-mail us for full details...

A systems
47 Winchester Road, Four Marks, Alton, Hampshire, GU34 5HG

Tel: +44 (0)1420 561111 Fax: +44 (0)1420 561100
E-Mail: sales@alsystems.co.uk WWW: http://vvvwv.alsystems.co.uk

NB: All prices exclude VATand carriage.

ICheck out TaskForce
http:www.nvtech.com

iTask Force Clip Art Collection consists of 10,000
vector graphic images and 500photographic images
on CD-ROM together with a356-page full colour
catalogue showing every clip art image. Conversion
software to use images on an Acorn system included.
The Task Force Collection costs £34.95 including VAT
plus £3p&p (UK.) from:

\maope covering

vents -just one of
twenty different
categories of clip

art on the CD.

Write orphone for
moreinformation

Akalat Publishing r.08ox 231,3arton, Bedford MK45 4HQ
Tel. 01562 S61614, email akalat@kbnet.co.uk
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Organise your Pocket Book...
'You purchase your Pocket Book to help
you organise your life but find that very
soon you need something to help you
organise your Pocket Hook.' A familiar sce
nario? If so, read on, as all the software you
require is included in the operating system.

There is a great deal of software available
for the Pocket Book but each application
requires its own icon and space in the desk
top view. If you have more than about 10
applications on your Pocket Book it
becomes very annoying scrolling from one
side of the list to the other. The solution to

this problem is to use groups.
The groups feature on the Pocket Book is

similar to the idea used in Windows 3.1,
and allows you to place various applica
tions in different groups.

The groups are displayed on the main
desktop screen as shown in the screenshot
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...and after being grouped

and from this screen you can easily see
which applications and files are active.

To create a group, choose the 'Create new
group' (Acom-G) in the special menu on the
desktop screen. When the dialogue box

appears, type in the name of the group you
wish to create and then press enter. The
group will then appear on the system
screen, to open it up press the space bar.

Once the group has opened you need to
install the various applications you wish it
to contain. This is done using the Acorn-I or
Acorn-} options. When complete, close the
group by pressing the space bar and then
remove the applications from the main sys
tem screen that you have placed within the
group. To remove an application press
Acorn-/ while on top of the application you
wish to remove.

That is really all there is to it. You can
create as many groups as required leading
to a much more organised system screen.
Groups can also have their own icon, many
of which are available in the PD, making
your Pocket Book even more organised.

Pocket websites
As with the Web itself, the number of Psion related websites seems
to be growing at an ever increasing rate. Here is the low-down on
some of the newer or recently updated Psion related websites.

Although not new, Psion's website seems to change almost daily
and now has a downloads section, a technical support questions
database, a comprehensive list of links as well as all the latest Psion
news and a comprehensive product guide. If you haven't looked at
this site for a while I'd advise you to take a look at
hup;/fwww.pslon.com/

If you want to keep up-to-date with the Psion world, the PMN
website is for you. You'll find all the latest news, links as well as a
library of shareware programs which are available to download.

Point your browser at http://www.pmn.co.uk/
The Psioneer Web Ring is a selection of Psion-related websites all

linked together. The sites contain various items, some with soft
ware, others with hints and tips or faqs. Prom each site you can
move to another within the ring. It's a great way of finding out
what's available on the Web for Psion and Pocket Book users.

Although there is no actual web address for the ring itself a good
starting point is http://www.gmrsystems.demon.co.uk/turk/psion.
html

Other sites worth checking out include 3-Lib's at http://3lib.ukon-
line.co.uk/, Softbase at http://www.soflbase.co.uk/psion/ and Jason
Kneen's Psion site at http://www.kneen.demon.co.uk/

Worldwide

communications
Global travellers can now link their

Psion/Acorn Pocket Book to a satellite

phone and use it to send and receive faxes
and e-mails, anywhere in the world.

The solution is provided by Inmarsat
who are specialists in international mobile
communications. The satellite phone is a
digital device which plugs straight into the
Pocket Book without any need for a
modem. For more details check out their

website at littp://www.inmarsat.org/

Light up your
Pocket Book
A solution to the age old problem of using
your Pocket Book in the dark has finally
been found. Whereas Psion users can now

choose to go for a backlit model, us Pocket
Book users don't get that luxury. Worry not
- ASF Associates have come up with the
answer in the form of the mini PCL 3 palm
top computer light.

The light fits underneath your Pocket
Book and is collapsible when not in use.
The unit is powered by three AA batteries
and can also be powered by a mains adap
tor. The light is supplied with a diffusion
filter, a carry case and a spare bulb. For
more information check out ASF's web site

at http://www.std.com/asfl/

Series 5 rumours
According to rumours flying about on the
Internet, the Psion Series 5 is a bug-ridden
machine released before it had been fully
tested.

Although I'm sure most of the bugs
existed at one point or another I am only
able to replicate one of them on my own

Series 5 which contains a slightly later OS
release. The bug that still exists is incredibly
irritating as no matter what page-range you
specify to print the whole document ends
up flying out of the printer, wasting time
and money. I only hope Psion sort this
problem out in the near future.

To counteract the rumours, Psion

announced they will release a ROM update
sometime next year which will fix all the
reported bugs as well as providing several
new features.

All well and good, but Psion want to
charge about £50 for this, which I consider
a bit steep for what many will see as simply
a bug fix. Maybe by the time it's released
Psion will change their mind...

Having said that, in my opinion the S5 is
a superb machine and having owned one
now for three months I have nothing but
praise for it.

Psion UK pic
0990 143050

Contacting me
You can contact the Portables pagebywriting to me, Mark Taylor at Acorn User, Media House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP,

or bye-mail to auport§idg.co.uk

Christmas 1997 Acorn User
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Special Purchase
Warranty.- NEW=1 Year, S/H=3 Months

NEW A4000's from £ 390

S/HRPCsMkl 9MB £575

S/H A5000's from £ 375
Monitors not included with above

NEW17"AKF85 £410 OH

NEW 14" SVGA from £160

S/H AKF18 Monitors £ 150

S/H AKF17 Monitors £ 120

New Pocket Books from £ 150

A4 Concept Keyboard £ 80
S/H Ethernet Cards from£ 60

TechieCD £ 45

Phone for full list of specials

JOB Vacancies

Sales/Support
& Trade Sales

Send CV to

C Evans

v1

RiscPC's Built to your specification.

Example 1: Example 2 s
RiscPCStrongARM,8MB RAM RiscPC StrongARM, 16MBRAM

1.2GB HD, & 14" Monitor 2MB Vram, 1.2GB, 15" FSTMon,
QuadspeedCD & Delivery 8 speedCD & Delivery

£ 1250 inc. VAT £ 1500 inc. VAT

Plus

0% finance on SA RiscPC's & A7000+

RiscPC RRm
4MB

8MB B

16MB a

32MB I

64MB

£ 10

£ 25

£ 45

£ 80

£ 265

128MB ff«H|rf£550

1MBV-RAM £ 65

2MB V-RAM fhV £ 105

1-2MBV-RAM £ 75

For DRAM Part Exchange prices please Call.

monitors
14" SVGA (AKF 60 equiv.)
15" SVGA (0.28mm FSTMPC 1280 x 1024)
17" Acom AKF85 (0.28mm FSTMPC I600x 1200)
17" Iiyama 8617e (0.26mm FSTMPC 1600 x 1200) B
17" Iiyama 9017e Pro 0.25mm FSTMPC I6()0x 1200

Hard Disc Drives
210MB Conner 3.5" IDE

1.2GB Quantum/Fujitsu TM 3.5" IDE
2.1GB Quantum/Fujitsu 3.5" IDE
3.2GB Quantum Fireball 3.5" IDE
3.8GB Quantum Fireball 3.5" IDE
4.3GB Quantum/Fujitsu 3.5" IDE
6.4GB Quantum Fireball 3.5" IDE
2.0GB 3.5" SCSI

4.3GB 3.5" SCSI

Hard Disc Kits for A3000 from (A3020 from£ 90)

Syquest EZ230MB 3.5" Drive (removable can.) Re
Iomega 100MB ZIP Drive (removable cartridge) from
Iomega 1GB JAZ Drive (removable cartridge) R«

Reduced

Reduced

£ 160

£ 220

£ 410

£ 500

£ 540

Reduced

Reduced

Reduced

NEW

Reduced

Printers
BJ30 Black £ 165

BJC250 Colour rW £ 160
BJC4300Col. nm £ 200

BJC4550Col. A3 £ 350

BJC620 Col.

Stylus Colour 500
Stylus Colour 600
HP6L6ppm r<

60

120

150

185

200

245

300

£ 230

£ 380

175

200

145

315

£ 250

£ 220

£ 260

£ 350

RiscPC CD Rom Systems Call for prices on:
• Interfaces • Digital Cameras
• Scanners • Modems

• Speakers • Arc. Hardware
• Printer Ribbons & Cartridges

Post from £ 2.50 Courier from £ 7.00
Credit Cards & Official Orders Welcome.

IDE CD ROM Drives

Eight Speed £ 75
Twelve Speed nej^g* £ 85
Panasonic

24 Speed Max ReQB&d £ 95
(Average speed 17)
6Speed 4Disk Autochange £ 175

For details on drives for other systems,
please call

(Please add £ 15 for IDF CD Drivers if

using RiscOS 3.5 computer).

SCSI CD ROM Drives

Double Speed - tray
6.7 Speed - tray
Eight Speed - tray

£ 95

£ 170

£200

Combined Quad Speed SCSI CI) Rom
Drive AND 650MB Optical Read/Write

Drive £ 360*

SCSI 1Mini Podule Int. (e.g. A3020) £ 115
SCSI I Podule Int. (e.g. RiscPC) £ 90
SCSI II Podule Int. Cumana £ 175

SCSI II Podulc Int. PowerTec £ 195

Cases for External CD Rom Drives from £ 47

*Optical Discs for PD Drive £ 46

0%
RiscPC's from £48 p.m.

20% deposit.
20 Months to pay.
Call for further details.

All prices
Include VAT

@ 17.5%

The Fastest RiscPC PC Card is NOW Cheaper!

The 'cje 133MHz 5x86' with 512K Cache!
NOW £ 360 inc VAT Please phone for Part Exchange details.

Acorn$ ^J
78 Brighton Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BNll 2EN Telephone : 01903 523666 Fax : 01903 523679

Email : sales@cje.co.uk or info@cje.co.uk Web : http://www.cje.co.uk/ "ll/l2
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Newsdesk Bob Harding, Al Knight, LesRuddick &Neil Sherman

directory, in that you should create a direc
tory to hold the parts of your story. This

School newsdays are great fun, and useful
for teaching the necessities of up-to-the-
minute reporting. However, sometimes you
don't want to go the whole hog of a news-
day - this is where INewsdesk can be a boon.

Very simple in theory, INewsdesk loads
files after certain time delays. Although ini
tially you could expect just to have text
files, all files are loaded using the normal
Filer_Run command so you can use any
type, the example has a draw file.

Quick start
To use the example given, double-click on
the icon to load the program then click
Select on the iconbar icon to open the
Control Panel. Click on the menu icon in

the Control Panel and select the story you

/t^•.^^,.^••^• " I" •'< 1 ' 'IZSE,
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want - the program is provided with a
BankRaid story.

Now click on the Play icon to start and
the files will begin to appear on the screen
after a short delay - the delays are set by
the script file.

Creating your own stories is very simple:
Inside the INewsdesk application is a Files

• ::r --?
SUIIIIS

directory must contain a file called Script
which holds the instructions about which

files to display at which
intervals.

Each line of the Script
file can be a comment,

which has a I symbol at
the start of the line; it can
be a display line which
contains the name of the

file and the delay period
after which it should be

displayed; and the final line is .END. the
periods arc compulsory. The delay is in
minutes, so 0.5 is 30 seconds.

Normal ADFS limitations only allow 77
files per directory which means the Script
file plus 76 story files. However this should
be plenty for normal operation. If it isn't
you may be able to get around it by using
an Obey file to execute a series of Filer_Run
commands - or any other command.

By using picture files, either draw or
sprite, it's possible to give young journalists
something more to use to layout their news

P
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StrongHelp 2.50
Since the Newsdesk application has a
StrongHelp file, we've taken this opportu
nity to include the latest version of
IStrongHelp plus a selection of manuals to

go with it covering much of the operation
of RISC OS computers. To access them load
IStrongHelp and click on its iconbar icon, a
full list of manuals will appear.

StrongHelp -
This manual covers

the operation of
StrongHelp and how
to create your own

manuals.

Assembly - ARM
assembly code
instructions with a

very terse descrip
tion of the way they
are laid out.

Assembly2
Description of every
instruction plus

-C

o

Sr

X

c
o
5-

•**

Strniiallclp Main Menu

This is a list of all currently installed manuals. Click on
the one you require.

StrongHelp VDU
Assembly NewsDesk
Assembly2
BASIC

filetypes
FilcTypes2
Machine

SWI

StrongHelp is a freeware product from Guttorm.Vik@eunet.no

stories. More than one INewsdesk can be run

at the same time if you want to add the
complexity of more than one simultaneous
story.

Lessons have time limits so INewsdesk has

the ability to save at a given position in the
story and continue from that point when
the file is reloaded. There is a sound option

i X1 NewsDesk
1 ' U

j

NewsDesk j

has no more news. i

which can be switched off, and another hid

den button - revealed by clicking the right
icon on the title bar - will type the current
date and time into the window that cur

rently has the text cursor. Off the iconbar
icon menu is a status bar which shows how

far through the story the program is.

Guttorm Vik

how to program Assembly code from
BASIC. Very useful.

BASIC - Another terse manual, provides
a minimum description of all BASIC com
mands - but at least it's all of them.

FileTypes - A brief description of some
of the filetypes available.

FileTypes2 - A thorough listing of the
major filetypes, not exhaustive but one of
the best.

Machine - Some hardware details of the

pre-Risc PC machines.
SWI - Terse but useful description of

SWIs for important and not-so-important
modules.

VDU - Use of VDU codes is definitely
deprecated nowadays but here's a list of
them anyway, some are described in
detail.

Christmas 1997 Acorn User
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I know what you're thinking: Not another
desktop CI)player. Well, apart from the stan
dard playing and track naming facilities,
here are six main reasons to use IFlextCD as
opposed to any other player:

IFlexlCD is the only CD player available
for the Acorn (to the best of my knowledge)
which allows you to edit the
times at which tracks start and

end. This can be very useful in
many different situations:
• It allows you to edit out any
long silencesbetween songs.
• On some CDs (particularly live
recordings), the start of tracks
does not correspond exactly to
the start of the songs. You can
therefore adjust the timings accordingly.
• On some CDs, an extra song is provided at
the end of the last track (sometimes after a
long silence). With IFlexiCD, you can split
these tracks up into two different tracks, los
ing the longsilence and allowing you to play
the extra track immediately.

When I started to write '.FlexiCD, it was
going to be the only one available for the
Acorn that opened the audio CD controller if
you clicked on the normal CDFS icon when
there was an audio CD in the drive, rather
than putting an extra icon on the icon bar. A
couple of other programs are now available
with this feature.

'.FlexiCD only requires 38K to run (once all
the track names and other similar details

have been set up), making it the least mem
ory hungry CD player available for the Acorn
that I know of.

The program will continue to control
CDs (even in programmed or shuffle play) if
you leave the desktop for any reason.
'.FlexiCD will handle mixed data/audio CDs

in a sensible way.
And, perhaps least importantly, '.FlexiCD

does not suffer from the 77 CD limit that

some other players do.

System requirements
'.FlexiCD will run on any Archimedes or Rise
PC that is fitted with RISC OS 3.10 or later. It

cover disc
FlexiCD
has only been tested with CDFS 2.21, but
should be OK with later versions. I do not

know if it will function correctly with earlier
versions of CDFS.

It does not require a hard disc to run, but
as files containing information about CDs
are automatically loaded as CDs are put into
the CD-ROM drive, it will be very difficult to
use if you do not have a hard disc.

'.FlexiCD only supports CD-ROM drives 0
to 3, and any other drives will continue to
function normally when '.FlexiCD is loaded.

Andrew Booker

Clicking on these will cause the appropri
ate action to occur; you might like to try
these if you want to listen to the CD. Note
that clicking on play will cause it to change
to a pause button, allowing you to pause the
CD if you want to.

At the bottom right of the window is a
group of four icons marked Programme,
Shuffle, Rep and Edit. If the Rep button is
selected, the CD will repeat from the start
when the end of the disc is reached.

With the Programme button selected, the
CD will play a pre-pro
grammed sequence of tracks,
instead of playing all the
tracks from start to finish.

Initially, the programmed
sequence is all the tracks on
the CD. Note that Programme
can be used in conjunction
with the Repeat button. Note
also that if you are displaying

total time elapsed/remaining, the time shown
will refer to the length of the programmed
sequence, and not the whole CD.

If the Shuffle button is selected, the CD
will play all the tracks in a random order
until the Stop icon is clicked on. Note that
the Repeat button will be shaded if Shuffle is
selected - repeating a shuffle play is not pos
sible. Note also that any times displayed will
always refer to the current track, regardless of
whether the time displayed is total or track
time.

Full details on how to use FlexiCD are con

tained in the !Help file for the program,
including naming tracks and CDs, and coil
ing with tracks that have long quiet periods
at the start and end.

;',|"| FlexiCD (0)

|Radiohead: OK Computer [37:19 Jfej
IClimbing Up The Walls ^BJ ELAPSED
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Also note that it will not run from a read

only media, such as a CD-ROM, or a
read-only archive.

Getting started
To load IFlexiCD, double-click its icon as nor
mal (or add it to your boot sequence).
Nothing will appear to happen in the desk
top, but you can check that it has loaded by
looking at the list in the Task Manager's dis
play, it will be at the bottom of the Module
tasks section.

Now place an audio CD in a CD-ROM
drive between 0 and 3, and click on that

drive's icon on the iconbar. After a short

delay, a window will appear in the bottom
left of the screen, just above the iconbar.

Ignoring most of the icons in this window
for the moment, and just looking at the bot
tom left of the window, you will see the
standard controls that you would expect
with any CI) player. From left to right, these
are previous track, rewind, play, stop, fast
forward, next track, open and close.

Regular items
•Run the Rise - Mike Cook's weather

satellite decoding software

•Allthe *INFO programs

Extras

• ImageFree - find out the free space in
image files
• MakeJPEG - software and information

on the creation of JPEG files

• NetPlex - serve HTML from your Acorn
machine

• PsionFS - convert Psion MBM files to

sprites, automatically
• SocketFS - handle Internet sockets just
as if they're files

Disc information
The software on these discs has been compressed using ArcFS 2 from
VTi, and are opened by running a copy of ArcFS then double-clicking on
the archiveto open it. There isa copyof ArcFS on each disc.

Most software will run straight from the archive, but some pro

grams may need to be copied out of the archive before being run,
uncompressing them in the process. Any program that saves a file to
disc, for instance, will be unable to do so into the archives on the disc.

Faulty disc?

Christmas 1997 Acorn User
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If your disc is faulty, test whether it will verify by clicking

with Menu on the floppy drive icon and choosing Verify.
If it fails to verify or is physically damaged you should return it to TIB,

TIB House, 11 Edward Street, Bradford, YorkshireBD4 7BH. If it verifies

successfully return it to the AcornUsereditorial officeat the usualaddress.

The Acorn User cover discs have been checked for viruses using
K/7/erversion 2.700 from Pineapple Software.
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A NEW VERSION of the world-

famous SIBELIUS music programs is now
available - with lots of new features,

including revolutionary
support for music

scanning.

J,

*nf

J

Sibelius 7Student NU
rAQ^ Site licence U^

W°S£ T NOW|UST«'
Sibelr79S„e licences fm fl*
junior SlbeUu.1
Site licences from £89

And as an introductory special offer
we've got new lower prices, too - such as
Sibelius 6 now just £99 (was £179)!

The Sibelius programs need no introduction -
suffice to say that they are the most highly-
acclaimed music software on any computer, used
by such famous names as the Royal Academy

of Music, Royal College of Music,
BBC, Yehudi Menuhin School,

National Theatre, Oxford University
and thousands of others worldwide.

Sibelius 7 is even used by top Hollywood
composers such as Lalo Schifrin (Mission

Impossible) and Trevor Jones (Cliffhanger, Last
of the Mohicans). Blockbuster films scored using

Sibelius 7 include Richard III, Loch Ness and

G.I.Jane.

To find out more about the Sibelius programs,
contact your local Acom dealer today, or phone
Sibelius Software on 01223 302765 for an

information pack and free demonstration disk.

'This extraordinary computer program has
changed the music world forever"

The Times editorial

'In a totally different league from anything
else" Royal Academy of Music

'As easy to use as pen and ink"
John Rutter (choral composer)

"Dramatically reduces the time it takes to
compose a piece of music"
- Financial Times

"Winner" - British Computer Society
Awards for best software 1996

"Sibelius can notate, print and play a
musical score at a pace even more
rapid than Mozart at his most
fecund... Imagine what wonders Bach
could have worked with such

technology" - The Times editorial

"The biggest surprise with Sibelius is
how simple it is to learn and use
effectively... the most comprehensive
music package imaginable"
- Times Educational Supplement

"There are countless educational

possibilities for this software"
- Music Teacher magazine

"Instantly captured the imagination of
staff and pupils alike" - Paul
McMasters. Head of Computing,
Winchester College

NEW FEATURES

• Music scanning - with the new
Optical Manuscript program
(£249) developed by Neurotron
Software, you can scan printed
music into Sibeliusto produce
arrangements and transpositions
at amazing speed

• Spots unplayable notes
for every type of instrument!

• Many new MIDI & playback
features

• Manuscript font - looks just
like handwritten music

...and lots, lots more!

Sibelius
; Software

Sibelius SoftwareLtd.FREEPOST CB344, Cambridge CBI IBR
Tel: 01223 302765 • Fax: 01223 351947

email: info@sibelius-software.com • www.sibelius-software.com
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The impetus for this comparative test of
SCSI cards was the announcement of

the new Storm DMA32 card from Castle

Technology, but no sooner had that
appeared than Eesox added a second new
comer. These two join familiar stalwarts in
the shape of the Cumana and Alsystems'
Power-tec SCSI2 cards and, finally, the
Connect32 interface from ACE in

Germany.
That would make five SCSI2 cards under

review, were it not for the fact that the test

period coincided with internal changes at
Cumana, which meant they were unable
to supply a card for testing. The aim of the
review was to evaluate those cards cur

rently available, the criteria being speed,
reliability, compatibility, the quality of
the software and manual, ease of use, and
support from the manufacturer.

AlSystems Power-tec
Of those cards under test, the Power-tec
interface is the most mature product, hav
ing been around for several years. The
current card is a generic SCSI card, which
can be fitted with appropriate compo
nents to produce a SCSI1, 2 or 3 card. The
second of these was tested. A SCSI3 ver

sion was announced as this review was

being prepared.
The card itself contains a large flash

ROM for the main SCSI software, which
can be upgraded from AlSystem's website.

Stuart Bell compares
the current crop
of SCSI cards

IPowerMgr is the configuration application
and is the most complete of all the pro
grams supplied. Configuration may he
express - comparable to Ecsox's system of
automatic assignment of drive numbers -
or it may he advanced, in which case every
conceivable option can be set.

The layout is logical, the windows are
clear, and the user is cautioned before tak

ing irrevocable steps. So confident are
AlSystems that earlier DMA problems have
been eradicated that they insisted on loan
ing me a four slice Rise PC with an eight
slot backplane and 10 SCSI devices driven
by two Power-te cards.

AlSystems wanted to emphasize the flex
ibility of their interface, which drove
Syquests, a Jaz drive, a Zip drive, a mag
neto-optical drive, a CD-ROM writer and a
tape streamer without problem, as well as
various hard discs. Neither the Castle nor

the Eesox cards had any problems with
any of these devices either. The Power-tec
interface was also tested in my Rise PC,
and the other cards were also tested in

their machine. When installed, I noticed
that it seemed to have reset my '.Bool para
meters, with things such as mouse speed
and desktop font returned to their default
values - it was unclear what exactly had
caused this.

The Power-tec's handling of SCSIdevices
is very powerful, with a distinction drawn
between ejecting a removable disc and dis

mounting a partition on such discs. Empty
drives have their icons minimised, with
the caption in grey. In common with the
Eesox card, data can he copied between,
for example, two Syquest cartridges by
swapping them as prompted, just as with
floppies. The 100-page manual is excellent,
again with a good section on termination
and an abundance of screen shots.

Uniquely (since only AlSystems supply
backup software), the Power-tec card
worked well with a DATtape streamer.

AlSystems offer upgrades via their web
site, and a free e-mail mailing list for the
Power-tec card. The warranty is one year,
after which technical support costs £20 a
year.

Castle DMA card
The Castle Technology Storm DMA32 card
is a development of their earlier 16-bit
interface which did not support DMA and
which, as a consequence, is limited to a
2Mb/sec transfer rate. That card is the one

that I have used for two years, and with
which I have been very happy. However,
one consequence of this is that the manual
endangers clarity by referring to Castle's
range of three SCSI cards.

The manual supplied was dated May
1996, and was accompanied by several A4
sheets relating to the new DMA card and
enhancements to the ISetup management
software, in which the icon management
function is much improved on earlier
releases. Now the new interface has been

completed, Castle need to turn their atten
tion to integrating their documentation.

In use, the Castle card worked reliably,
save for the disaster mentioned in the con-

ections
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The Eesox ISDirector application, with a suggestion for partition names taken straight out of TV's
Gladiators - Star Trekand Dad's Army are among other options

elusions below. It wasn't happy with one
fully populated SCSI bus configuration
which I tried, although it worked fine
with each individual device. The addition

of software-controlled termination is a

welcome development on earlier cards.
Speed was almost identical to the Eesox
card, and a tad slower than the Connect32

interface. Unlike the Eesox and Power-tec

cards, copying between exchangeable discs
using the same drive is not possible. That
its '.Setup software will not even run if it
detects an unterminated SCSI bus is a neat

way of removing one likely source of prob
lems. On board termination can then be

set by a star command after pressing IT2.
Castle offer a warranty on hardware and

software, including a corrective support ser
vice, reports of errors and patches for as
long as you own the card. Software sup
port is via their web site, or else by floppy
disc. While the Acorn newsgroups on the
Internet are a hotbed for those of us who

complain at the slightest provocation, I
have never seen Castle's support for their
products being criticised - a major consid
eration when evaluating relatively
complex devices like a SCSI subsystem.
Castle are offering a lower upgrade price
until the end of 1997, and alternatively
offer a 25 per cent reduction on the inter
face when other SCSI devices are

purchased.

Connect 32
Originating from ACE (Acorn Computer
Enterprises) in Dortmund, Germany, its
relatively low profile in the UK market
marks it out as somewhat of an unknown

quantity. ACE make great play of it imple
menting full 32-bit (as opposed to 16-bit)
DMA transfers. Certainly, it was the fastest
card on some tests, but not by a significant
margin. Software-controlled termination is
again implemented.

The manual 'seemed' very comprehen
sive. I write 'seemed' because, as the card

for review came directly from Germany,
the manual was in German. ACE asked me

to obtain an English manual from Q-Tec -
their UK distributors. After several e-mails,

a fax and a telephone call I spoke to a
gentleman at Q-Tec who assured me that
Q-Tec are no longer UK distributors for
the Connect32 card.

ACE claim that the Connect32 hoard

will work with all SCSI devices except tape
streamers. However, I was unable to get
two different 105Mb Syquest drives work
ing reliably with the interface. It would
recognise them intermittently, but stead
fastly refused to bring them onto the
iconbar. Sometimes, the ISMG application
would find the drive, whereas "Devices
would not, and then five minutes later the

reverse would be true. I encountered my
system periodically hanging, both on start

up with the Connect32 card installed and
also during two overnight soak tests -
something experienced with no other
card. :

At this point, with ACE and Q-Tec bla
tantly contradicting themselves, there
being no sign of an English manual (ACE
having lost their soft-copy due to a system
failure) and the hoard hanging from time
to time, I abandoned my exhaustive test
ing of the Connect32 card, believing that
my time would be better spent on evaluat
ing the other interfaces.

Eesox SCSI2 card
The Eesox card is a first from a company
which has made its reputation with its
support for the IDE interface in general,
and IDE drivers for a wide range of CD-
Rom drives in particular. In common with
all the new cards, it allows software
switching of on-card SCSI bus termination
- a great help in a test environment.

Unlike the other cards, its onboard soft

ware is in EPROM, and hence cannot be
upgraded so easily. Its handling of
exchangeable disc drives is particularly
good, with empty drives being labelled
just that: empty. The black art of SCSI bus
termination is a minefield for those new to

SCSI, and in this area the manual excels,

with a very clear explanation and set of
diagrams. However, the manual halts
abruptly in the middle of describing the
ISDirector management software.
Numbering pages with even numbers on
the right of two page spreads is also a little
strange and they need to run it through a
spellchecker.

I found ISDirector to be the simplest and
most intuitive of all the SCSI applications
to use. I recognise that such a judgment
has an element of subjectivity, but with it
I was less frequently in doubt about how
to accomplish a certain task. That the
iconbar display of partitions is immedi
ately updated after a change, and that
alternative icons are used for empty
removable drives - with the caption empty
- both contributed to ease of use.

Also, there is no need for the user to

assign SCSI devices to particular logical
unit numbers. The card worked fault

lessly, and no problems were encountered.
It never hung with an unfamiliar configu
ration. On inserting it into AlSystcms'
mega- machine, it recognised all the con
nected devices immediately, although it
was initially a little confused by a disc-
containing a RiscHSD partition. (Only the
Power-tec card is currently supported by
RiscBSD, and that implementation is
likely to prove slower than using the
internal IDE interface.)

Eesox's warranty is for 90 days from
despatch of the card and its software, and >•
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® The best vector graphics software
Acorn
Registered Developer

Acorn User Awards 1996
Runner up Bost Network

Software - SorlolNET

Acorn User Awards 1997
Bost graphics software
Winner - DrawWorks;?
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Acorn User Awards 1995
Runner up Best Business

Software - TabloCalc
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DrawWorks is the. bestveclor graphics package onthe •' DrawWorks Designer incorporates atl-the leatures ofDW2
Acom ptatform. DrawWorks integrates seamlesly with Bui alsoaddsIhefollowing:

Now ffcm end designwith 9 different toolbars, each
with buttons, grouped byfunction.

help,as youmovethe mousea message is
. >.l lolling youwhateach icondoes.

Path moulding tool. Take anyvectorpathobjects
and mouldthem, plus add your own moulds.
Wrap vector graphic objects around a curve ora
circle. Wrap bothtext &logosround curves.
Named colour s/stern. Unlike otherpackagesDWD
namedcolours can be'used inany file. Also youcan
add youiownnamedcolours from existing artwork.
Named colour query Window/Select anobject and
DWD can tellyou nirused, or the
nearest colouravailable
User definable textstyle systemincluding rotation..
Define stylesvisually on screen; Getyour textjust
right thenclick on a button to add a new style.
Make Oblique, Extended etc automatically.
Setthe default font and its point size from a new
Improved preferences system.

objects as anti-aliased 256 colour sprites.
-5 as anti-aliased GIFF files.

Mr Clippy using a special button.
iediting tools including Flatten Joint.

oilher monochrome or colour JPEG.

iSV ProductsownPureTint colour systemwith over
700 built in colours.
PureTint query systern. DWD can tell you thenearest
colour to those usecjitftyour selection.
Open pathandclosepath editing tools.
Setgrid colour from 16c'ho ce§.
SupportsRiseOS 3.7 Draw extensions such
as PostScript and JPEG images.
160+ pagecolourillustrated oil-screen manual.
Set the user levelfromStudent to the full Designer.
This removes some buttons from the toolbars to

make DWD easier toget togripswilh.
Lgnly uses 228K of memory

Dls are onlyloadedintomemory whenthey
are.used so the DWD can run with 2Mb of RAM.

ore.;.

Comprehensive 2ndbutton barover70easytouse
buttons including colour.;;"! etc.
Full Drawpreferences cci.:. uc jundcs'ze

, DrawTrix draw file effects processor,:w|iich allows
drawfiles be be warped twisted and ev: i
around 3D shapes.
pfoSting yersion of Draws normal toolbar
Integrated pathmerging tomakeston

Drt full information en a Draw file or selection.
owjng used fonts even if un-avallable.

FULL interactive help support and on-line mjfriu
Auto-kbrniflg offontsin-silu.
Cower! esto0.25pt.
Precision tool that allows you to preciselyposilio
objectsand groupsolobjectson the page.
Step and repeat function allowing repeated
copies olan object tohe precisely positioned
Increase or de< (the Red. Green or Blue
pans ofa selei I
Produce photographic negatives.
Subtract theentire Red.'Green orBlue part of a
selection. For example removlhg'llie Red colour
from a greyscale object tints itinshadesofCyan.
Colour Cycle option. Convert Red toGreen,

"Green to Blueand Blueto Red.
Psychedelic colour option. Take any selection
andcolour itwith wacky colours automai
Darken or lighten objects, evenaltertheircontrast.
Access Draws normal tools from the DravAVoiks
billion bar. just click to open a colourdr.
Opon'Draws menusfrom the DrawWorks tool bar,
for example oneclick brings upthefont menu.
Sot cut ' colour or vica-versa.

Justify : togroupthemfust.
Produce four e< • ons from selections.
Split pall I :oconstituent parts.
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DrawWorks 2 V2.3
DrawWorks 2 V2.3 Site
DrawWorks Designer
DrawWorks Designer Site
DWD upgrade from DW2
DWD upgrade from DW2 site

£16.50 including UK postage
£31.50 including UK postage
£31.50 including UK postage
£61.50 including UK postage
£16.50 inc p&p (return old disk)
£31.50 inc p&p (return old disk)

Overseas orders please add £2.00 carriage
P#^> W TT 86 Turnbe^ry • Home Farm

/m W \f Bracknell • Berks • RG12 8ZH
#L7|JF . ^ Tel 01344 455769
r^J^J | Bf• IK .ttlvoit -.ing NDT fonts
• ^^%(B^#^lB^P sforndenthe rypograhy CD &DrawWorks

Alldetails correct at the time of going to press E&OE
NDT &Typography are trademarks of iSV Products. All othertrademarks areacknowledged



> they too have a website for software
upgrades.

Evaluating the cards
Over the years, the SCSI standard has
evolved into a number of standards, along
with descriptions such as SCSI2, SCS13,
Ultra and Wide. Only the latter is inextri
cably linked to particular hardware
specifications, as the Wide standard
requires more connections, and hence
larger connectors (electronically if not
physically). The nuances of the other stan
dards are irrelevant to most users, and

cards built to later and faster standards

should be perfectly happy driving earlier
and slower devices.

In the case of the current Rise PC, the
speeds which later SCSI standards offer are
largely theoretical, since the system bus
(embodied in the backplane and mother
board tracks of the computer) is the
limiting factor. That limit is about
4.5Mb/sec with 16-bit transfers and up to
7 to 8Mb/sec with 32-bit ones. These fig
ures assume the use of Direct Memory
Access (DMA) where the SCSI card takes
control of the system bus and transfers
data between the hard disc and main

memory without the processor being
involved.

A further limit on speed is provided by
the SCSI devices themselves. Nothing but a
hard disc (fixed or exchangeable) will be
able to supply data at anything approach*
ing the speeds quoted above, and many
quite large HDs peak out at 3 or 4Mb/sec.

Nevertheless, rather like sports car mak
ers the manufacturers of fast SCSI cards

love to boast of their maximum speed,
even if they will only be attained under
ideal conditions such as transferring very
large files on very large and fast SCSI discs,
and using their own disc speed testing soft
ware. Some current advertisements arc very
misleading in this respect, quoting speeds
that no real-life system could sustain, and
seeming to state the theoretical data rate
between the drive and the card, not the
drive and the memory of the computer.

So, with the warning that such speeds
are only rarely obtained in real life, the
Test 1 was to simulate loading large files
off hard discs of varying sizes, using Dave
Holden's IHDSpecd program, for compari
son, the non-DMA Castle card managed
about 2.0Mb/sec, and the standard Rise PC

4
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Colour keyfor the graph: Green: Eesox SCSI2
Red: Castle Storm DMA. Cream: AlSystems Power-tec SCSI2
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How the interfaces fared with a variety of drives

IDE interface is limited to about

UMB/sec.
A more realistic large-file test which you

can reproduce if you have the StrongARM
upgrade CD is to 'copy the 50Mb DISC370
archive from a fast III) to another directory
on the same HD. A total of 100Mb of data

transfer is taking place, so the actual trans
fer rale can be calculated simply. This is
Test 2, with a graph showing average
read/write rales for the whole 100Mb of

data transfer.

finally, I timed the opening of a very
complex Impression Publisher document,
Stored in directory form, and consisting of

Sr /
OS w

05 <y

400 individual files totalling only 3Mb. I
have not tabulated the results, as they var
ied little between cards and drives,

indicating that such use gains little from
fast drives and interfaces. A very slow
drive with a slow non-DMA card was

almost as fasl on this test as the fastest

drive with the fastest interface!

Conclusions
About a year ago, the Acorn newsgroups
on the Internet were full of stories of bro

ken directories and lost data with SCSI2

cards. The finger was pointed at the DMA
software which is needed to operate these
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Power-tec SCSI Drive Selection

Please select a drive by clickingon its graphical icon. Rescan SCSI bus(s)

Select ID Type Capacity Vendor Model

L=_w»l |Dired Access 1034 MBytes |IBM JDPES-31080

1. Ml ; 1 |Direct Access 121 MBytes [FUJITSU (M2511A

LheelJ I 2 |Sequential Unknown ARCHIVE |Python 25501-XXX

[i_S] •1 (Direct Access 1021 MB>tes Jiomega [jaz 1GB

kil 5 Direct Access 256 MBytes |SyQuest |SQ3270S

li_aj 6 Direct Access 3090 MBytes [QUANTUM [FIREBALL ST3.2S

H 7 |Host !Powertec (SCSI Expansion

k"l 10 |Direct Access 96 MBytes .IOMEGA [ZIP 100

LsaJ 11 |Read-Only Unknown [IMS [CDD200O/00

\jlM j 14 |Direct Access 2064 MBytes [IBM |DCAS-32160

m -5 |Host iPowertec |SCSI Expansion

I I I I

I !'" r r

Advert QUANTUM Syq270 Ja*Mk2 SCSl':7 MagOp'tical SCSI::5 Risc'BSD

An iconbar to drool over. AlSystems' IPowermgr offers a wide range of configuration options,
including this comprehensive listof devices connected to two cards

Fujitsu 120Mb magneto-optical drive, 1Gb
Jaz and 100Mb Zip exchangeables, and
1Gb Seagate, 2Gb IBM and 3Gb Quantum
fixed discs. Clearly, the era of widespread
compatibility problems with Acorn SCSI
cards is behind us. Typical users would be
happy with any of these three interfaces.

With the Castle Storm DMA32 card, the

fact that the onboard internal SCSI con

nector is neither polarised nor boxed
meant that when I accidentally misaligned
the internal cable connector in a way
which the other boards prevent, I blew
some components on my 105Mb Syquest

drive, making it inoperable. It was, of
course, my own fault. But the use of such
connectors is an accident waiting to hap
pen and my experience, however rare,
cannot be unique. Potential purchasers of
the Castle Storm cards must weigh that
risk against the significant benefit of an
indefinite warranty period and Castle's
deserved reputation for support.

That leaves the F.esox and the Power-tec

cards. Both do what they do faultlessly.
But the Power-tec does a little more. Also,

on the fastest drive tested, it was able to

differentiate itself from the rest of the

pack. For simple SCSI installations, I
warmly recommend the Eesox system for
its ease of use - assuming that the next ver
sion of manual will complete its
description of ISDirector.

After a month of changing interfaces
and drives on a regular basis, it was often a
relief to return to the simplicity of the
Eesox card and software. Its ability to
recognise new drives and self-configure
was very useful and I kept it in my own
machine for daily use. Particularly for ver
sion 1.0 of a first attempt at a SCSI
interface, I was very impressed.

But for more complex configurations or
for applications in which the ultimate
speed is required, the Power-tec comes into
its own. At the old price of £205, a case
could be made for choosing a cheaper and
simpler card. But at £158, AlSystems
haven't left much room for people to
undercut them. Only by taking advantage
of special deals from Castle or Eesox can it
be beaten by a significant margin. The
Power-tec card is the obvious recommen

dation - but if 1 knew I'd never need a

streamer, the Eesox card would tempt me.
Finally, thanks to all the manufacturers

involved for supplying loan cards, and in
some cases additional equipment to JL,
assist thetesting process. /lU

cards at high speeds, but no culprit was
definitely identified. It was much to my
surprise, therefore, that a month of using
four SCSI cards with a variety of devices
and frequently changing configurations
brought no problems with broken directo
ries or lost data.

In terms of speed, all offer a worthwhile
improvement over earlier non-DMA cards.
However, two comments need to be made
- first, you will not notice gains with slow
SCSI devices like scanners or small discs

and second, the speed differences between
the cards under test arc not noticeable in

practice. Never did I think, "Wow, that
was fast - I must have the xxxx card

installed."

-So, which card should you buy? Clearly,
the Connect32 interface was eliminated

from my shortlist quite early on. With
confusion over UK distribution and the

apparent unavailability of an English
manual, it would have to be an outstand
ingly good board to be recommended. It
isn't.

The remaining three all worked well,
offered remarkably similar data speeds
and functioned with the various drives I

tried: 105Mb and 270Mb Syquest drives, a
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(inc VAT,not including delivery)
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Castle Storm DMA32 £150.40 Castle Technology: 01728 621222
(£112.80 if you buy a SCSI device at the same time or £94 if trading-in a working

SCSI card before 31.12.97)

Connect 32 SCSI2 £129 ACE: 0049 231 7274260

Eesox Fast SCSI2 £146.88 Eesox: 01954 208208
(£110.16 if you buy a SCSI device at the same time)

Power-tec Fast SCSI2 £158.63 AlSystems: 01420 561111



RISC User's

Centenary
RISC User magazine is ten years old, and has just published its 100th issue.
In its position as the leading subscription magazine devoted to all RISC OS computers, RISC User
features articles by professional writers and by leading Acorn software developers, and has earned
itself an enviable reputation for being reliable, authoritative, accurate and, above all, useful.

Aimed squarely at the Acorn enthusiast, RISC User contains a broad mixture of reviews, features,
tutorials and practical advice. Our ongoing series on Java programming, for example, was the first
such series to appear in any Acorn magazine, and we have many other useful, regular features, such
as articles on DTP, graphics design, programming, the Internet, education and the Pocket Book.

Recent comments from readers

"RISC User must be the most informative Acorn

magazine, striking a reasonable balance between
technical expertise and general all-round coverage of
all things to do with Acorn computers."
—Max Haltermann

"Most of the hints and tips I use in
programming, and in general use of my
computer, have emanated from RISC
User."

—Derek N. Baron

"Thank you for RISC User. I find that I
cannot put it down for long, and keep
going back to it."
—-John Clarke

Free game!
Subscribe to RISC User and get a free* copy of

SHtolfenstein 32) i
Previously a full, commercial release, priced at £30, this
newly-upgraded, StrongARM-compatible version of the
game is free on the magazine disc for the 100th issue of
RISC User, along with several other goodies to fill up the
three-disc set (original packaging not included).
Subscribing
A yearly subscription to RISC User magazine (10 issues) for
new UK subscribers costs £26 (inclusive); a disc subscription
is a separate purchase, and costs £50 (inclusive). Overseas
readers please enquire for subscription rates.

Contact:

Beebug Ltd, 117 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts AL1 4JS;
Tel. 01727 840303/fax 860263; email sales@beebug.co.uk
*Non-subscribers may purchase the game for £10 (inclusive); current
magazine subscribers can get it for the price ofa regular disc (£5-85),
or for free if they renew their subscription at the new members rate;
contact Beebug for details.
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As Acorn users we are painfully aware
that we are, or were, in a closed mar

ket. The Internet, however, has given us
all an unexpected freedom.

Leaving the wood
Where once we remained in the safe (if
overused) metaphor of a nice oak wood,
we are now free to stray into a whole new
world Inhabited not by computers or
geek-talk, but real people.

The idea of exploring this strange new
world was all too compelling for me. After a
little research 1 found that Demon Internet

would be an ideal, and cheap ISP (Internet
Service Provider) for a beginner who might
need some Acorn-friendly support.

Once the niggles were sorted out I was
free to join the rapidly growing "Internet
Community". 1 soon discovered that an
e-mail address had already become passe
and to be cool I had to have my own
website. Luckily, when I decided 1
wanted to do this, Demon gave all their

Quayside on the river Parrett
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Adam Juniper recounts
his turbulent experiences
after creating his Web
pages and offers some tips
to would-be Web masters

members 5Mb of space - all l had to do
now was decide what to include.

The 'Real Guide'
Choosing content for a website is not easy.
Nothing shows this more clearly that the
plethora of pages devoted to people's
favourite bands, computers, cars, cats etc. I
wanted to be more original, so 1 decided to
give Bridgwater, my hometown, the Web
presence it deserved.

Learning HTML as I went, from a book
and Web tutorials, I created an electronic

guide to the town's more celebrated fea
tures - 'Smell-o-phane' - the town's
infamously smelly factory, 'Black Friday' -
the day after Europe's biggest illuminated
carnival, the world's largest Oxfam store
and a man who shall remain nameless

who runs round town driving an imagi
nary van. These are the things that make
up Bridgwater and are what the residents
see or smell, every day. In a Somerset guide
the town is described as "Rough & ready,
cheap & cheerful" but BBC's 'Fist of Fun'
was less kind.

I uploaded my site in August 1996 and
following its inclusion into 'Yahoo!' and
other search engines I received a steady
stream of praise in the in-box. 1 let the
site exist with minor updates (such as
sightings of the imaginary van) from then

until earlier this year when I answered
the phone to find a journalist from the
Western Daily Press on the other end. I
discovered that Graham Watson, the local

Liberal Democrat Euro-MP, had found my
site and issued a press release suggesting
that Bridgwater needed an 'Internet
Boost'.

I was interviewed over the phone and
photographed at college for what I was
promised would be a 'tongue-in-cheek'
article about a 'tongue-in-cheek' site. Lo
and behold it appeared a couple of days
later, bright and colourful on page 3 (and

-/'
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Bridgwater (out of focus) in otherwise rural somerset



Awelcome sign?

please do not think what you're think
ing). The very same day 1 discovered just
how many people read that paper.
Within college I became a minor
celebrity. Outside college I had attracted
the attention of the Mayor and the dis
trict council.

In the same paper a Trevor Donaldson
OBL, in the 'Voice of Somerset' column,
defended the "declining" (his word, not
mine) town. The Mayor, Ken Parkin, also
had a few choice words on the subject. In
short, I had begun a press war as local
politicians fought for column inches in
the town's own newspaper. The fuss was
enough to warrant a mention by the
national press and I even received a piece
of hate mail (on a floral card). There was
no escape, the local paper even pestered
my girlfriend's mother.

Finally, as if being catalyst and ping-
pong ball in Bridgwater politics was not
bad enough, I was ordered into the college
principal's office. She was not at all happy
and was essentially disturbed by the pub
licity above all else.

Bridgwater's 'Internet Insult' slipped out
of the limelight over the next month

thanks to a rural shooting, but just occa
sionally I meet someone who remembers
reading about me - well it's one way to
start to a conversation.

What can be learnt
My story is unusual but not unique. When
going online there are a number of consid
erations that might not spring
immediately to mind, but because of the
global nature of the Net these issues must
be considered when you write. The more
potentially controversial your material,
the more wary you should be.

The first consideration is the audience

your site is aimed at and, more impor
tantly, the audience your site is not aimed
at. While it is obvious that you want to
make the site interesting for your target
you have to be equally aware of the views
of anyone who may be excluded. My site
essentially excluded those who liked
Bridgwater or who were compelled to say
they did for
political reasons.

The press may
extend this and

can open up a

wide spread of
opinion, possibly
sensationalising a
particular angle.
In my case, the
press enabled the
excluded audi- -yi*s.

ence to have an

opinion without
reading the site.
Suddenly 35,000
people knew
about the content

of the site not just the 450 who had actually
read the page. Their views were, in many
cases, crystallised without even reading the
page. On the Net most people will just
ignore a site that does not appeal to them,
or can respond directly to the author. With
newspapers people are reached whatever
their views.

For example, some people will like the
Spice Girls and others will not. On the Net,
there are fan sites and critical sites to

choose from. Recently the authors of nega
tive sites have received quite a drubbing in
the press for doing little more than air
their views - oh and allowing you to play
'Slap-a-Spice' if you have Shockwave!

If you are concerned with ecological
issues or any other political campaign
then your site is probably under the close
scrutiny of whoever you are campaigning
against. Many companies will be more
than willing to prosecute for damage to
their image.

Another risk is your employer or other
organisations you may belong to. In my
case it was my college who were disturbed
by the publicity. With employers you
should know your own limits.

One final lesson is to communicate

with your audience. You should have an
e-mail address on your site and prefer-

Web design

ably a form to encourage responses. A
guest book is also appropriate - a free
one can be obtained at www.Lpage.com
if you follow the instructions. Not only is
it nice to hear from like-minded people
but you can listen to what they say about
content.

Litigation
One thing it is essential to avoid is litiga
tion. This country's nigh-on-draconian
libel legislation applies to the Internet just
as it does to print media. It is unlikely you
will ever get a summons, but there is no
point taking the risk. If your case comes to
court you will be required to prove any
comments in question - something that is
almost impossible.

If you have controversial opinions, you
will not want to be strangled but other
than moving to the United States - where
you will find more enlightened legislation
- the solution is to exercise a little care.

Centreof the town's nightlife

Essentially the key to escaping libel
charges is to make it clear that what you
write is your opinion rather than a state
ment of fact. The law then protects your
'fair comment' from any legal challenge.
Avoid saying, for example, 'X is a revolt
ing dump' but perhaps 'I found X a
revolting dump'. Try and work it into your
text, it still has to read well if you are
going to keep your audience.

Creation
What happened to me should in no way
deter you from creating and maintaining
your own website, merely provide a bit of
direction. Setting up my website, despite a
few tense weeks, has been a thoroughly
rewarding experience, putting me in
touch with people as far and wide as
Hong Kong and Canada - all who disliked
Bridgwater however!

The Internet is especially exciting in
what can seem a closed Acorn community.
Learning HTML while it's still new and
fun will transform your computer. Instead
of a wordprocessor it becomes a gateway
to another world, where you are editor of
a publication on whatever you want, in
contact with people who want to read
your site. The dangerous but special thing
is that that world is the whole world.
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CTA DIRECT
Mail Order Specialists

Curriculum Training Associates
Dept. AW10, 34a Coach Road

Astley, Tyldesley
Gtr Manchester

Fax - 01942 749325 M29 7EREMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com http://www.cta.u-net.com Tel - 01942 511000

** 9.1Gb SCSI £499 + vat ** A30X0 8x CDROM £99.00+vat (requires suitable i/n **
233Mhz RiscPC System

Offers

20/20 Finance NOW AVAILABLE

NEW ACORN PROMQ-

??? RING and SEE ???

e.g. RPC SA 2M+16M/2.1 G/24x CD
& 17" monitor for only £1799 inc VAT

RPC SA base models from £1089.00 ine VAT
AND we will match or heal your bcsl oiler!

2nd User systems Available please ASK

A7000+ System Offers
A7000 +16M / 1.2G / 8xCD /l5" mon

& Stereo Spk for only £1175 inc VAT
Please askfor oilier combinations

Network Computer Offers
Basic modem or lObaseT units from

only £385 +vat (£452.38)
Please askfor oilier combinations

EXTENDED WARRANTYS

RPC 3 yrs only £200 + vat (£235.00)
RPC 5 yrs only £400 + vat (£470.00)

A7000+ 3 yrs £80 + vat (£94.00)
RPC 5 yrs only £ 160 + vat (£ 188.00)

RiscPC PC Cards
w'nii RiscPCor Sep.

DX4-I00 £233.99 inc VAT
586-100 (Acorn) £350.99 inc VAT

586-133 (CI'A) £350.99 inc VAT
586-133 (CJE 512) £360.00 inc VAT

POWERED SPEAKERS
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

80 walls With PSU £ 16.98 £ 19.95

240waits wlthFSU £24.68 £29.00
Subwoofer 50 walls with PSU £49.00 £57.58
Comms System Mic/Headphones £8.50 £9.99

Canon BJC 4200 Printer

only £149.00 (£175.08) inc Vat

2.5 Gb Hard Drive &

Simtec i/f £199 inc Vat

THE BEST! PRINTER PRICES
l Pleasering tor latest prices I Ex. VAT Inc. VAT
CanonBJ30Wportablemono £139.00 £158.63
Canon ISJC70YV portable col. £159.00 £186.83
Canon BJC 240 A4 £129.00
Canon BJC 250 **NEW** A4 £ 129.00

Canon BJC 620 colour A4 £189.00
Canon BJC 4200 colour A4 £149.00
Canon BJC 45S0colour A3 £225.00

Epson Stylus 400 colour A4 £153.00 £179.78
Epson .Stylus600 Colour A4 £219.00 £257.33
Epson Stylus 800 Colour A4 £309.00 £363.08
Epson Stylus Pro XL+ A3+ £485.00 £569.88
Epson Stylus 1520 Colour A3 £625.00 £734.38

HP400 I, "NEW**

HP 400 colour

HP 670C Colour
I IP (.'IOC Colour PLUS

HP 870CXI Colour

UP LASERJET 6L
HP LASERJET 6P

I REEAcora

A4 £99.00

A4 £119.00

A4 £129.95

A I £169,00
A4 £219.00

£249.0(1

£499.00
ivw by request"

£151.58

£151,58

£222.08

£175.08

£21.4.38

£116.33

£139.83

£152.69

£198.58

£257.33

£292.58

£586.33

MICE & KEYBOARDS
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Acorn Original Mouse £25.00 £29.38
Acorn Replacement Mouse £12.00 £14.10
Ergo Keyboard for RiscPC £29.00 £34.08
Ergo Straight split for RiscPC £25.00 £29.38
Archie Keyboard (high grade) £99.00 £116.33

IDE HARD DRIVES AND SUB-SYSTEMS WHY PAY MORE???

A3000/A3010 Hard drives A3020 Hard drives A4000/A5000/A400 RPC/A7000

Inc. VAT

£116.33

£128.08

£139.83

£151.58

£163.33

£175.08

£186.83

£198.58

£210.33

£269.08

£292.58

00 +VAT

Ex. VAT

£ 99

£109

£119

£129

£139

£149

£159

£169

£179

£229

£249

tclcl £20.

Internal 60/85 Mb

Internal 170 Mb

Internal 210 Mb

Internal 340 Mb

Internal 420 Mb

Internal 512 Mb
Internal 700 Mb

Internal 850 Mb

Internal I Gb

Internal 2 Gb

Internal 3 Gb

External A3000 I

85Mb

170Mb

210Mb

340Mb

420Mb

512Mb

700Mb *

850Mb *

1Gb *

2Gb *

3Gb

* includes

Ex. VAT

i £49
' £59

£69

£79

£89

£99

£159

£169

£179

£229

£249

CD ROM

IDE CD-ROMS (Internal) (External*)
24x Speed £69 (£81.08) £129 (£151.58)
16x Speed £59 (£69.33) £109 (£128.08)
12x Speed remotecontrol£59 (£69.33) £109 (£128.08)
8x (3.5 driver£l2+vat)£49 (£57.58) £99 (£116.33)

* requiresSimtec I/F available separately (£69 inc)
IDE internal lilting kil £5 +vat

IDE Removable (Internal*) (External*)
ACORN LSI20 Mb POA (POA) N/A
Zip lOOmb £100 £117.50 £149 £175.08
EZflyer 230Mb £110 £129.25 £110 £129.25
Syjet I.5G £239 £280.83 £289 £339.58

* requires Simtec I/Favailable separately (£69inc)

IDE Interface Adapters
Simtec 8 bit £58.72 £69.00

Simtec 16 bit £58.72 £69.00

RapIDE32 £119.00 £13.83
Removable IDEHousingUnit £20.00 (£23.50)

Removable Parallel Port Hard drives
Zip K)Omb(PConly) £100 (£117.50)
Zip lOOmb (Acorn& PC) £139 (£163.33)
EZflyer 230Mb(PCor Mac only) £110 (£129.25)
EZflyer 230Mb(Acorn & PC ) £169 (£198.58)

Removable Drive Media

lOOmbZip Drive Disk
12()mbLS120 Drive Disk

135 Syquest 3.5"cartridge
230 EZflyer Cartridge
1Gb Jazz Drive Disk

1.5Gb Syjet Drive Disk

Ex. VAT

£11.00

£11.00

£21.00

£19.90

£68.00

£68.00

Inc. VAT

£12.93

£12.93

£24.68

£23.38

£79.90

£79.90

Inc. VAT

£57.58

£69.33

£81.08

£92.83

£104.58

£116.33

£186.83

£198.58

£210.33

£269.08

£292.58

interlace

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

540Mb £80 £94.00

850Mb* £143 £168.03

I.2CI) *£157 £184.48

1.7Gb *£177 £207.98

2.1Gb £187 £219.73

2.5Gb *£135 £163.33

3.2Gb :;:£149 £175.08

4.0Gb £179 £210.33

5.1Gb**£225 £264.38

6.4Gb**£255 £299.63

* inc. internal removable

HD & CD ROM i/f

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

540Mb £80 £94.00

850Mb £85

1.2Gb £87

1.7Gb £95

2.1Gb £109

2.5Gb £120

3.5Gb £135

4.3Gb £159

5.1Gb £179

6.4Gb £238

6.4Gb* £179

*(5.25" IDE)

£99.88

£102.23

£111.62

£128.08

£141.00

£158.62

£186.83

£210.33

£279.65

£210.33

SCSI CD-ROMS (Internal) (External*)
24x Speed £99 (£116.33) £149 (£175.08)
16x Speed £85 (£99.88) £139 (£163.33)
12x Speed £75 (£88.13) £129 (£151.58)

* includes SCSI I cable, SCSI II cable £5 (£5.87) extra
InternalSCSI fitting kits from£10 + vat

Removable SCSI Housing Unit£20.00(£23.50)

SCSI Removable (Internal) (External*)
Zip lOOmb £100 £117.50 £100 £117.50
EZflyer 230Mb £110 £129.25 £110 £129.25
Noma! 135/270/540/750Mb £169 £198.58 £229 £269.08
Jazz 1Gb SCSI £218 £256.15 £268 £314.90
Syjet 1.5G £239 £280.83 £289 £339.58
* includes SCSI I cable. SCSI II cable £5 (£5.871 extra

SCSI Interface Adapters
Castle Storm 8 bit (A30x0 int) £88.00 £103.40
Castle Storm 16 bit (podule) £96.00 £112.80
Castle Storm 32 bit (podule) £128.00 £150.40
Powertec 32 bit (podule) £170.00 £199.75

SCSI HARD DRIVES
£85.00

£129.00

£149.00

£187.00

600Mb 3.5"SCSI

1.2Gb 3.5"SCSI

3.5" SCSI

3.5"SCSI

(£99.88)

(£151.58)
(£175.08)

(£219.73)

(£276.13)
(£325.48)

(£586.33)

2Gb

3.2Gb

4.3Gb

6.4Gb

9.1Gb

3.5" SCSI

3.5" SCSI

3.5"SCSI7200rpm

£235.00

£277.00

£499.00

COLOUR SCSI SCANNERS
SCSI Flatbed A4 600dpi (4800dpi) £129.00 (£151.58)
S( SI Flatbed A4 800dpi (7200dpi) £149.00 (£175.08)
SCSI Flatbed A4 1200dpi (9600dpi) £179.00 (£210.33)
Imagemaster & Twain for above £49.00 (£57.58)

FLOPPYDISKS@2()p!

DD Re-label Acorn fmt

DD Re-label Acorn fait
DDbulk 10 pack
DDbtilk 100 pack
HD Re-label Acorn fall

HD Re-label Acorn fait

HDbulk 10 pack
HO bulk 100 pack
HD Branded 10 pack
20 cap Disk Box
40 cap Disk Box

100 cap Disk Ifox

Ex. VAT

lOpk £2.00
100 pk £17.02

£2.00

£17.02

10 pk £2.00
100 pk £17.02

£2.00

£17.02

£3.50

£1.69

£2.54

£2.98

Inc. VAT

£2.35

£20.00

£2.35

£20.00

£2.35

£20.00

£2.35

£20.00

£4.11

£2.00

£2.98

£3.50

Printer Ribbons, Inkjet Cartridges,
New/Recycle d Laser Toner

StrongARM Special Offer
£249.00 inc VAT

(with any Hard Drive / Memory
purchase)X-Files Mouse mats £6.95 inc

(£25.00 inc vat for set of four)
Various "Novelty" mats £5.00 inc

We can repair/upgrade your
machine(s) and monitors at

competitive prices please ask
All Acorn's including BBCs & PCs

Casio Digital Cameras
Ex VAT Inc VAT

£299 £351.33

£310 £364.25

£440 £517.00

£96 £112.80

QVlOa (PC Software)

QV 10a (Acorn SW)
QV100 (Acorn SW)
QvlOa/QvlOOs/wkit



3 yr Warranty on ALL Acorn MEMORY why Pay More? NETWORKING

ETHERNET INTERFACES Cables
2M £4 £5.29

3M £6 £5.88

5M £7 £8.23

I0M £11 £12.93

20M £15 £17.63

State I0basc2

or lObaseT

ACOkN MI-MOOT"
Ex. VAT

4-8 MB Up. (A310,440,3000*) U £119
4-8 MB Up.(A5000*) U £135
♦rework for A300()/5000/25mhz £25

A30I0 1-2 MBUpgrade U £30
A3010 2-4MB Upgrade U £49
A3010 1-4MBUpgrade U £59
A3020/4000 2-4MB Upgrade U £45
A5000 2-4 MB Upgrade U £60
A3000 1-2 MB Non-Upgrade £20
A3000 2-4 upgrade (exchange) U £49
A3000 1-4MB Upgrade U £59
A3000 Serial Port Upgrade £23
A310 4MbUpgrade U £59
A400/1 1Mb Upgrade per meg U £27
Rise OS Carrier Board (A310) £20

MEMC 1Aupg (short supply) £45
**N[£W** A540 4Mb £99

MONITORS
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

14" SVGA 0.28 Colour £ 126.00 £ 148.05

14" SVGA Multimedia £149.00 £175.07
l4-AKF60SVGAHiRes £165.00 £193.88
15" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 £149.00 £175.07

15" SVGA 0.28 MPR2M-M £189.00 £222.08
17" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 £289.00 £339.58

17"Multisync 0.28 Colour £349.00 £410.08
17" SVGA 0.26 MPR2 £349.00 £410.08

17"Iiyama (8617E) £419.00 £492.33
l7"IiyamaPro(9017E) £449.00 £527.58
2riiynraaPrD(9021T) DM9.00 £1115.08
AKI'50 Multi-sync £199.00 £233.83
Multisync A300/3000 cable £8.50 £9.99

(AH Prices below include VAT)

Acorn Software Bin

10/10 Dinosaurs 11.75
10/10 French 11.75

Acorn Replay CD £5.00
Arm Tech Label ler £9.00

Blitze £"0.00
BusinessCard Designer £7.00
CI.S. Utilities £7.00
Champions (4Game Compilation) £10.00
Christmas Clipan SG0I0 £8.00
Chuck Rock 12.00

ColourSep (Colour Seperatiotl Soft) £9.00
Creater 2 £29.00
DTile Pont Pack (Academy) £10.00
D'File Pont Pack (Balmoral) £10.00
D'File Pont Pack (Commercial Script £10.00
D'Pile Pont Pack (PrecStyle Script) £10.00
D'File Pont Pack (Isadora) £10.00
D'Pile Pont Pack (Manhattan) £10.00
D'File Font Pack (Mastercard) £10.00
D'File Font Pack (Old Towne 536) £12.00
Demons Lair £10.00
DeskTop Thesaurus £14.00
Diary+ £9.00
Easi Word £800
EasyPont3 £24.00
Enter The Realm £10.00

Epson Stylus Turbo Drivers £36.00
Fervour ' £12.00
Font Pack I (2 Disc Set) £10.00
Font Pack 2 (2 Disc Set) £10.00
FontFX £7.00
Fun School 4 (7-11) £15.00
Gods £12.00
Guile £15.00
Heindall £10.00
Imagery ArtPackages £35.00
Impression Borders Discs 120Borders £10.00
Impression Borders Discs80 Chinese £10.00
Impression Borders Discs 80OldEngl. £10.00
Joystick Controller SoftwareA30I0 £15.00
KV( PlatformGame) £8.00
Magpie £24.00
Man United £9.00
ManUnited Europe £10.00
MyWorld SupportDiscAncient Egypt £12.00
MyWorld SupportDiscAncient Greece £13.00
Pacman (RiscOS 2/3) £5.00
PlayitagainSam3 £15.00
Sally&Wally £15.00
Shereston Naughty Stories (Vol I) £36.00
Shcrcslon Naughty Stories (Vol2) £36.00
Start Write £8.00
Swiv (BudgetTitle) £9.00
The Dungeon £10.00

Inc. VAT

£139.83

£156.62

£29.38

£35.25

£57.58

£69.33

£52.88

£70.50

£23.50

£57.58

£69.33

£27.03

£69.33

£31.73

£23.50

£52.88

RISC PC MKM0K7
ringfor prices best in the Acorn World

Also FOR A7000 fix. VAT Inc. VAT

4Mb SIMM

8Mb SIMM

16Mb SIMM

32Mb SIMM

64Mb SIMM

£12.50

£21.00

£33.00

£65.00

£14.69

£24.68

£38.78

£76.38

All ethernet i/fs etc are ANT Ex. VAT

A3000 int 10basc2 or T. Access* £89.00

A400 / A5000 10base2 or T Acc+ £89.00

A400 / A5000 I0base2 + T Acc+ £99.00

nc. VAT

£104.58

£104.58

£116.33

£116.33

£116.33

A3020 I()basc2 Acccss+/ext MAU £99.00

A3020 lObaseTAceess+/extMAU £99.00

RiscPC/A7000 10base2orTAcc+ £89.00 £104.58

Ant Access+ ROM upgrade £10.00 £11.75

£185.00 £217.38
RiscOS 3.11

upgrades

£29.00 exc Vat

£34.08 inc Vat

128Mb SIMM £395.00 £464.13

30/33 Mhx Arm 3 upgrade
with FPA socket

with FPA 10 Fitted

£11984.00 inc

£179.00 inc

RISCPC VRAM

1Mb VRAM £42.00 £49.35

2Mb VRAM £76.00 £89.30

I-2 Mb (exchange) £66.00 £77.55

ACORN Joystick
adapters

£29.95 inc Vat

Iplease state model )

NEW DEALS

ARCSHARE

Acorn networking for PCs
£29.95 exc Vat £35.19 inc Vat

9.1 Gb 7200rpm SCSI drives
£499.00 + vat (£586.33)

2.5 (Jl) Hard Drive & Simtec I/f £199
inc Vat

whilst stocks last

Premier Quality Ink Refills
(1x22ml) £6.00 inc

(2x22ml) £10.00 inc
(3x22ml) £14.00 inc

(C.M.Y) £15.00 inc
£21.00 inc

£38.00 inc

£50.00 inc

£70.00 inc

available in C.M.Y.K

Single refills
Twin refills

Triple refills
Tri- Colour

125 ml

250ml

500ml

1 litre

All sizes

Desktop FAX MODEMS
33600 Voice BABT approved
55600 x2 US Robotics

55600 Flex (Rockwell)
ISDN modem (external)

Highspeedserialcards from
ArcFAX Ol inc , Ant Inet £114 inc Vat

£58.73 £69

£134.47 £158

£84.26 £99

£169.36 £169

£92

Alternative PC Base Units
Pentium from ONLY £499.00 + VAT

rin}> for latest prices.
Pentium grade machines have thefollowing:
PCI IX MMX 512k cache M/ll. 16 Mh mem. 64 hit

1Mb SVGA . 2.5Gb EIDE HD . 1.44 Plop, Mini
'lower or Desktop . choice of switchbox and leads or
Win95 keyboard and mouse

P200 + base system £499.00 + vat
P166 MMX base system £569.00 + vat
P200 MMXbase system £649.00 + vat

System Additions

Microsoft Windows 95 £64.00 + vat
Microsoft Works 95 £25.00 + vat

Microsoft Dos/Windows 3.II £64.00 +vat

Multimedia upgrades
includesCD-ROM. I6bit s/card& StereoSpeakers.

I6x SpeedMultimedia Kit ADD £80.00+ vat
24x SpeedMultimedia Kit ADD £95.00+ vat

Por complete system add Monitor of your choice.

THE BARGAIN BASEMENT (Subject lo availability)

Acorn Software Bin
Genesis Plus Pack £24.00
The Exotic Adventures Of Sylvia Lane £10.00
Visual Backup £1800
Xenon-2 £10.00

Zclanilcs £10.00
Zool £ IO.(H)

CI) p.dueation / Multimedia/Kids lilies lor PC

3D Body adventure
DK Waythings work
PUN SCHOOL 5 (dreamland)

FUNSCHOOL youngscientist
GLOBAL FRENCH

QUS GOES TO CYBERTOWN
i ksi maths 97/98 curriculum

KIDS CAD

Kids Zoo <& U) Dinasaurs

MARIOS EARLY YEARS

MARIO IS MISSING

MATI IS BY COLOURS

MAVIS BEACON TEACHES TYPING

MS FINE ARTIST
SING A LONG KIDS + Peanuts

SHOW & TELL

UNDERSEA/SPEED/ SPACE

CD Multimedia /Reference lilies for PC

CD General Resource Titles Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

3003 Clip Art Collection
35.000 Clip Art (WMF)
CORELARTSHOW4

MS F.ncarta 97 Encyclopedia £39.0(1

PC CD Business Tillies

£8.50

£20.00

£9.99

£23.50

£10.00

£45.83

Acorn Books Bargain Bin
Acorn PocketBook Primers Guide £9.00

Archimedes Pirst Steps £9.00
Dabhand Guide To Basic 5 £9.00
Graphics OnTheArm (Book) £11.00
PC Emulator £3.00

£10.00

£11.75

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£5.00

£15.00

£10.00
£10.00

£5.00

£5.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£5.00

£15.00

£10.00

COREL DRAW V4.0 CD £20.00
DATA CAD V5.0 £20.0
FORM TOOLS GOLD FOR WINDOWS £10.00
GST 1ST PRESS £15.00

PC Entertainment

Alone in the dark

Angel Devoid (4 cd set)
DOOM II

DOOM II SECRETS book
EA COMPILATION CD

FII7A FLIGHT SIM ON 3.5"

FIFA SOCCER

FX FIGHTER

HERETIC (shadowor llwserpent rWora)
IIYPERBACKGAMMON

KINGS QUEST VII CD
LITTLE BIG ADVENTURE

LOOM

MAGIC CARPET

MANTIS

MS GOLF VI (GREEN COVER)

MS GOLFV2

MS HIVE

NASCAR RACING

RAILROAD TYCOON

REBELASSAULT CD

SIMCITY 2000

SLIPSTREAM 5000
STELLAR 7 CD

THEME PARK

ULT. CD PACK VOL 2. 6 CD

VIRTUAL POOL CD

WING COMMANDER II

£10.00

£15.00

£10.00

£5.00

£10.00

£5.00

£10.00

£10.00

£15.00

£5.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£15.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00
£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£20.00

£5.00

£5.00

Oddments

A-Link Upgrade Pack
ALA23 FP_Emulator (25mhz)
A3O00 HCCS ultima with SCSI
A3000/A400 floppy E29
A30X0/A4000 midi £35

5.25 BBC disks (10) £3
A300I) bases from £99

Mousepads from £0.75 £0.88
4S(> PC liases from £175 Pent from E34S*
Epson800cart. orig. (S020025) £8.00

£10.00

£79.00

£75,00

£.V|.0S

£41.12

£3.53

£116.33'

PC Utilities fi. Languages (on CD ROM (inc vat)

GRAPHICS CONVERTER GOLD £12.00

IMSI 5 PACK CD inc Turbo CAD £15.00
INTERNET IN A BOX £ 15.00
LOTUS FREELANCE £10.00
LOTUS MAGELLAN £10.00
LOTUS SMARTSUITE V3.1 CD £25.00
l.oil SSMARTSU1TE97FOR win 9S D5.00
LOTUS WRITE V2.0 £10.00
MAGNA RAM £10.00
MICROGRAF1X DESIGNER £25.00
MICROGRAFIX DRAW V4.0 £25.00
MICROCRAFX WORKS £10.00
MS AUTOROUTE EUROPE E1S.00
MSQUICKC £25.00
MS POWER POINT VIC, £12.50
MS VISUAL C++ V1.0 CD + 5.25" £25.00
MS WORKS V3.0 £15.00
PC ANYWHERE £12.50
PFS PUBLISHER £10.00
PFS WORKS CD £10.00

ROUTE 66 E1S.O0
TURBO CAD £15.00

ASK FOR FULL LIST

FAMILY TIES(Family Tree) £15.00
HOME GARDNER CD £10.00
MS 500 NATIONS CD £15.00
MS ANCIENT LANDS £10.00

MS BASKET BALL £10.00
MS BOOKSHELF 91 £10.00
MSCINEMANIA94 £10.00

MSC1NEMANIA95 £10.00
MS DANGEROUS CREATURES £ 15.00

MS ENCARTA 96 OEM £ 15.00
MS ENCARTA 96 £20.00
MS EXPLORAPEDIA £15.00

MS FOOTBALL £15.00
MS JULIA GUILDS HOMECOOKING £10.00
MS MUSIC CENTRAL £10.00
MS MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS £10.00
MS WINE £10.00
SOFTKEY ENCYCLOPEDIA £5.00
VISIONS OF MARS CD £10.00
WORLD ATLAS V5.0 £5.00

CI) Anglia Multimedia Titles for PC /Macintosh

Being a Scientist £17.00 (£19.98)
British Isles from the Air £17.00 (£19.98)
Nelson and his Navy £17.00 (£19.98)
Romans £17.00 (£19.98)

DATA SAFE (crash proof windows) £5.00
BASYTUTOR FOR WINDOWS 95 £10.00
MINERVA SHAREWARE £5.00
NIGI IT OWL 18 shareware £5.00
PHOTOMORPH £10.00
PHOTO STYLER £10.00
VISUAL SLICK EDIT £17.50

Windows95 (Shareware CD) £5.00

hoWtookoeb
BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.sshould be
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT.
CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name.
address, tel, no. card no. expiry dale, issue no. if any

BY EMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com

OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or FAX
Carriage charges inc. ins. .<: packaging charged at cosl
Small items UPTO £5 + vat
One box of items totalling upto 25kg £6 + vat
Computersystems £12+ vat
Allpricesare correctgoingto press.E&OE
Allgoodsare guaranteed but not supplied on approval
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A little over two years ago, the Acorn
company which was known on the

hardware side as VTi and on the games
side as Eclipseacquired a third personality
- Argo Online, Internet Service Provider to
Acorn customers. The timing was auspi
cious. The Internet, a curiosity at previous
Acorn shows, was to be a major feature at
Acorn World that year. The usual games
arcade was greatly reduced in size to make
way for a Cyber Cafe, sponsored and run
by Argo.

The release in late 1995 of the ANT

David Matthewman

and Jill Regan visit
Chichester, home of

Eclipse, VTi and ArgoNet

Internet Suite and Termite Internet had

lessened the configuration file voodoo nec
essary to get Acorn users on-line -
although in fact the Argo software owed

The Argo team
The driving force (and Executive Director)
at Argo is Andrew Foyle, who goes back a
long way in the Acorn market, having
started out with Hugo Fiennes at The
Serial Port. He seems to start companies
almost every other year, although at one
point he cheated and just re-named

Michael Foyle

Acorn User Christmas 1997
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Vertical Twist to VTi 'because Vertical

Twist didn't really mean anything'.
Andrew Foyle's father, Michael, came on

board full-time about three years ago, as
Chairman, having worked before that as
the Managing Director at the European
HQ of the publishers John Wiley and Sons.
Aged 64, Michael is very pleased to be at
the cutting edge of technology, as so many
of his contemporaries are literally at the
'golf and gardening' stage of their lives.

Argo's Marketing and Sales Director Ian
Goodall is a familiar face in the Acorn

market; the ubiquitous Scot used to be the
UK sales manager at Acorn, founded
Creative Curriculum Software and was the

first ever interviewee on the back page of
Acorn User (when it was The Moxon
Interview back in 1993).

nothing to either of these browsers.
Originally called Odyssey, until it was dis
covered that there was already PC software
of that name, Argo's Voyager suite was
made up in part of PD utilities and in part
of software written in-house at Argo. It's
since come to be almost entirely in-house,
and moves have recently been made to
include Acorn's new browser.

An all-in-one solution
The attraction of Voyager was that it was
tailored directly to Argo's system. Throw

Ian Goodall

Richard Jclbert is Argo's Technical
Director and is apparently named after an
ice-cream shop in Cornwall. An electronic
engineer, he joined the company seven
years ago.

Jason Tribbeck is Argo's Chief
Programmer, and was the subject of an T
wrote that...' feature in a previous Acorn
User, so quite enough has been written
about him already.



in a modem, and Argo could sell you a sys
tem that would more or less work 'out of

the box' to connect your Acorn machine
to the Internet.

'We were selling everything you needed
lo get on-line', explains Andrew Foyle.
'This went down really well; on the Acorn
platform there wasn't really anybody try
ing to sell you software, Internet
connection and modem all from the same

firm. Part of the idea was that the buck

stopped with Argo. If something went
wrong, we couldn't and wouldn't say:
"Well, that's Demon" or "You'll have to
talk to the modem supplier".'

For a market accustomed to being
treated as non-standard and not worth

supporting by many other ISPs, this was a
welcome attitude.

Internet for the confused?
There's a rather nasty streak that some
times creeps into postings on the Acorn
newsgroups when someone with, say, an
account paid for by their university is talk
ing to an Argonct subscriber. To some
people, an argonet.co.uk account is a sign
that the user isn't technically competent
to sign up for a 'proper' Internet account.
As getting onto the Net with Argo is so
easy, the argument runs that only some
one who didn't have the knowledge to do
it the hard way would have an Argo
account.

This argument is fallacious for at least
two reasons. Firstly, even technically com
petent people often go for the easy option
- for some obscure reason possibly to do
with commonsense. Secondly, the Argo
offer in Acorn User and at the Acorn World

show came at the precise time that Acorn
users of all levels of competence were wak
ing up to the possibility of going on-line
with their Acorns. The offer therefore

Richard Goodwin is Argo's Web
designer, and also puts together their
video presentations. This means that he
gets to play with a lot of cool graphics and
video software and hardware, although
annoyingly he has one of the few models
of scanner that even David Pilling cannot
get to work with an Acorn.

Molly Pickford, who handles Sales, is

Richard Jelbert, Andrew Foyle and Jason
Tribbeck

caught a lot of people who would have
been perfectly capable of using the ANT
Internet Suite to access Demon, but went
with the Argo solution because they saw it
first.

Not that there's any shame in having
chosen Argonet because you were daunted
by the other solutions. In our opinion the
influx of new blood that Argonet brought
to the Acorn newsgroups greatly enriched
them. And where would we be without

puzzled newbies muttering: 'OK, I under
stand BTW and IRMFI, but what on earth

does ZFC stand for?'

Pioneers
Argo were pioneering enough as the first
Acorn-dedicated ISP. However, Argo
notched up a far more significant first in
September 1996 when it made their first
public share offer. This share offer was
made mainly to their own .subscribers over
the Internet, indeed the prospectus was
published on the Web before it was pub
lished as a printed document. This is a
very state-of-the-art way to offer shares -
Argo were the first company to do this in
Europe,and among the first in the world.

Naturally, this novel way of raising
money was risky, but the risk paid off. The
share offer was a complete success, a sec
ond one has recently taken place, and a
third is in the pipeline.

Argo are also doing pioneering work
with NCs. At first, Andrew was worried
that Argo had missed the boat with the
NC. When they became involved (writing
the Zip driver) Acorn had already done the
deal with ANT for the browser, and it
wasn't immediately apparent what there
was for Argo to do. Looking deeper into it
however, Argo found that actually there
was a lot of server-side technology needed
to make the NC work at all. Argo's closely

Richard Goodwin (Web designer)

the archetypal Jill of all trades and so has
done most jobs within the company at
some point (she's also, currently, the fax
machine). As one of the first ports of call
for customers, and a prominent figure at
shows, Molly is to many people the public
face of Argo.

Everyone at Argo stresses that the com
pany is a team effort, so just as important

integrated work on both the client and the
server side of Internet provision, and their
experience with the RISC OS architecture,
gave them a unique skill set. As Andrew
points out:

'As Acorn begins to license their tech
nology, there are many more people
beginning to use Acorn's technology who
frankly don't know the first thing about
the technology they're using. You've got
these big manufacturing firms using Acorn
technology, but they're not computer
firms and don't really know what they're
playing around with.'

When Argo received their NC so they
could write the Zip driver, they decided as a
matter of principle to make the changes to
the Argo server necessary to support the NC.

'We casually told Acorn that we'd got
the NC working with Argonet, and they
virtually fell backwards off their chairs.
They told us that no-one else had man
aged to get the NC working - they were
about at the stage of paying firms to say
theoretically how it might all be done.
We'd just felt that if Acorn and other firms
were about to start selling these boxes, we,
as an ISP, ought to support them, but from
there sprang our latest core technology,
Nectar.'

Nectar is a collection of different soft

ware which, taken together, allows you to
connect a thin client to the Internet. It

encompasses registration, e-mail, user
tracking and many other areas that com
bine to make the NC, well, useful.

If this sounds suspiciously like my Zyris
report last issue, it's because the thinking
of the two companies is very similar. As it
happens, they also share Malcolm Bird as a
non-executive director.

However, Argo are looking, at some very
different areas to Zyris, because it's a large
and diverse field.

as the above are: Anne Scott (PA), Julie

Rumbold (Operations Manager), Matthew
Gray (Customer Support Executive),
Nicholas Horwood (Customer Support
Executive), Andy Loukes (Internet
Business Development Executive),
Eamonn Doherty (Programmer), Christine
Wills (Accounts Manager) and Lyndsay
Perry (Accounts Assistant).

Molly Pickford

Christmas 1997 Acorn User
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> Off-line
VTi (and previous incarnations) have pro
duced a slightly eclectic range of
Archimedes hardware and software rang
ing from a SCSI card to the archiving
utility ArcFS 2. The flip-side of VTi is
Eclipse, an Acorn games company which
produced both games (such as Xenon II
and Darkwood) and the joypad hardware
to play them.

Argo still has an interest in this product
range. Two of the most successful VTi
products - the SoundByte sound recorder
and Zip drives - are attractive to the NC
market as well, as they operate off the par
allel port. Although the company hasn't
released a game for two years now (since
Global Fffcct), the Eclipse side of things
hasn't been forgotten. A lot of the Acorn
games have the advantage of being quite
small - they don't come on multiple CD-
ROMs. This means that Argo can
potentially offer them on-line as a value-
added service to someone selling an
Acorn-based NC.

Marketing
Richard Jelbert believes that the initial suc
cess of VTi and predecessors was a result of
producing technically interesting products
like MIDI and SCSI cards, which got the
company a 'techie' reputation and follow
ing. Lately, as both Richard and Jason
Tribbeck agree, the success of Argo has
owed much to having 'The right product at
the right time.' This is almost a text-book
definition of marketing, and the person in
charge of marketing at Argo is Ian Goodall.

Ian is helping the company identify
new markets and to match what it does

well to the markets. A traditionally tech
nology-led company is being dragged
into becoming more market-led - not a
transition every Acorn company has suc
cessfully made.

Ian joined Argo at the start of this year,
and therefore doesn't claim any
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responsibility for Argo's initial success.
However, he is contributing a great deal to
keeping the company healthy. The first
project that he saw all the way through
from conception was the highly successful
low-price Internet package recently offered
in Acorn User (along with a similar package
for other platforms).

Ian was, from the start, adamant that
the product had to be under £100, and use
an external modem to avoid compatibility
problems. He'd assumed that this would
limit him to a 14,400 modem - he still
thought the offer worth doing - but in the
end he managed to get a faster, full
data/fax/voice modem and still met the
price point for the offer.

One Argo development which will be
released soon is Argosphere- a specifically
educational website designed mainly for
primary use.

Argosphere will be safe for children to
visit, with numerous interactive pages,
and open to anyone to visit. It's being
developed by Mike Matson, familiar for
past educational successes on the Acorn
such as Guardians of the Greenwood.
Argosphere will be launched at BEIT.

Argosphere and Nectar are not directly
Acorn-related, but this doesn't signal a
slowing down in the Acorn-related areas.
Acornsales are as buoyant as ever, and Argo
will continue to command a large presence
at Acorn shows for the foreseeable future.

'You might find this hard to believe',
adds Ian, 'but it wasn't until March of this
year that we were connecting anything
but Acorns. Although we now have to be
seen to be multi-platform, we're not going
to lose sight of the core market. We still
put the majority of our effort into the mar
ket that we make money out of - the
Acorn market. Also, there's no doubt about

it that the Windows-based market needs

more support resources per customer than
the Acorn one.'

The only negative of joining Argowas the

BMW car policy. Anybody who knows me
will know I absolutely hate BMW drivers,
and I think BMWsare appallingly bad value.
But I have to say with a marketing hat on
that I know it's important that we have a
nice image, particularly as we move into a
market where we talk to big multinationals.'

As a compromise, Ian got a BMW con
vertible with a fully automatic hood,
which other members of the company
love playing with.

'He justified it by saying it was for carting
stuff around to shows', says Michael Foyle,
wryly. 'Of course Ian's just turned 50, so I
said that I understood that he needed these

artificial supports to his passing youth.'

Show time
Argo knows how to make a good impres
sion at an Acorn show. The company
surpassed themselves at last year's Acorn
World with a stand taking up a large area
on the top floor, well-designed and expen
sive. They held an informal party for
subscribers on the Saturday evening, some
thing that's easier to arrange if you're an
ISP than it would be for most firms. By the
time you read this Argo will doubtless
have had a similarly successful 1997 show.

By offering the share scheme to their
subscribers, Argo cemented the relation
ship between the ISP and the customer to
a level that's probably never been done
before. It's no coincidence that this hap
pened in the Acorn market, where there's
already a strong sense of community. Argo
subscribers buying shares were contribut
ing to the success of the Acorn 'club', of
which they felt a part.

This was a very conscious decision on
Argo's part. By cultivating a close relation
ship with their subscribers, they get them
more directly involved in the development
of the company, and of the company's
products. The informal, 'first names'
approach is carried over when Argo does
business with much larger firms. It's often
successful too, winning out over the 'hard
sell'.

Of course, subscribers were also buying
shares because it was a good investment.
By the same token, Argo were offering
Acorn Net connections not because they
felt charitable towards Acorn owners try
ing to get on the Net but because it made
good business sense. That any Acorn-
related venture can make good business
sense these days may amaze the cynics,
but it can, and Argo are the proof.

Mi
Argo's details

Argo Interactive, 7 Dukes Court,

Chichester, West Sussex P019 2FX

Tel: 01243 815815 Fax: 01243 815805

E-mail: enquiries@argonet.co.uk

WWW: http://www.argonet.co.uk
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StrongArm Rise-PC 233MHz
4/HD1.2Gig mmm*£1133.006

110/HD1.2Gig t»s«omy C1433.00e
iA7000+
(1.6 Floppy 8 Mb EDO expandable lo 136Mb

I Arm 7500FE 1,2Gb HD, 1yron sitewarranty)
8M/HD1,2Gb tasoonly £834.00d
8M/HD1.2Gb/8xCD ws.o-.ry£934.00d
Simplx select your pre/erred computer base, then
add optionsfrom list below. e$.Stonitor.PC card

All Computersare built and trued before
dispatch, withprintersandsoftwarepurchased.

installed as requiredat no additional cost

Monitors
. Acorn AKF60
Acorn AKF92

liyama 17"MF8617E awot
liyama 17"MT9017E 25001
Shinho 14"2&iot Analogue

C264.00d
e640.00d
£549.00d
E639.00d
£139.00d

iShinho 15'.28aoi Digital FST £199.00d

Risc-PC Upgrades
486-DX4-100PC Upgrade £230.00d

.586-100 PC Upgrade £349.00d
"586-133 512kPC Upgrade £390.00d
Access+Card £139.00c
Strong Arm upgrade £289.00c
Audio Mixer " £40.00a
Movie Magic £279.00c
Second Slice no PSU £90.00d
Sound Card £69.00b
RiscPC 8Mb RAM £35.00b
RiscPC 16Mb RAM £59.00b
RiscPC 32Mb RAM £ 139.00c
RiscPC 64Mb RAM £399.00c

\ RiscPC IMbVRAMsimlec £81.00c
! RiscPC 2Mb VRAMsimlec £116.00c

Portable Computers)
Pocket Book 2(256k) £239.00c
Pocket Book 2(1 MB) £319.00c
A.M,orPC+-Link (each) £59.00b
Parallel Link £29.00a
Power Supply £14.50b

•Flash SSD 1MB £119.00c

l\ NEW FASTER V.

StrongARM 233MHz
•AAAAAAAAAAAAA

Free Offers for November 0 C% C\ ®Ir\
16 Mb Ram Or ZU*U/c

20x IDE CD Drive
TJOIT

Printer Inks/Refills)

'0
Finance

Clearly the Best Choice
(based 00 2(l',i deposit and 096 finance

over 20 month period)!Acorn Items Only)

A

Personal finance is available to qualifying
purchases. Credit subject to status.

Written quotation on request.

APR 0%

SniAii Files (4Matton)c
ISmArtFile Mod.Lang.(4Malion)£2l.0()a
Snippet (4Mation) £38.00a
Sound IX Maker (CIS)
Strongard (Arm)

ITermite Internet (DoggySoft)
TextEase (SoftEase)

ITextEaseTalking (SoftEase)
ITextEase Talking Multimedia
TimeCode (Acorn)

ITitlcr (Clares)
ITopographer (Clares)

Touch Type (Iota)
ITurbo Driver (CC)
(TwainDrivers (DP)

Corruption (!y*$irtA
Crystal Maze
Cyber Ape
Cyber Chess
Darkwood

Drifter
Dune2
Dunc2 CD
Dungeon
Empire Soccer
Enter The Realm
E-Type Compendium
E-TypeJaguar 2

Scroll

(Sher)
(TBA)

<4D)
(Eclipse)
(4D)2mb

£5.00a
£27.O0a

£ 17.00a

£28.00a
£22.00a

£30.(M)a

(Eclipse) £32.(X)a
(Eclipse) £40.00a

(4D)2mb £29.00a
(Empire) £23.00a

(4D)2mb £21,00a
(4D) £22.O0a
(4D) £29.00a

(GraftGold) £21.()()a
(US Gold) £25.00a

(TBA) £ 17.00a
(Eclipse) £32.00a
(Krisalis) £ 10.00a

Fire & Ice

Flashback
F.T.T.

Global Effect

Gods

Haunted House,- S»WlD) 2mb £22.(X)a
Heimdall (-Ji^salis) £19.00a
Hero Quest (Krisalis) £15.00a
High Rise Racing (Modus) £21.00a
Holed Out Compendium (4D) £21.00a
James Pond (Krisalis) £ 10.00a
James Pond 2 RoboCod (GAV) £20.00a
James Pond running water £29.00a
Krisalis Collection (Krisalis) £24.00a
(Kntlailon.MadProfMarianl, Ttmamx.plpe Mania)
Magic Pockets^gjiKenagade) £13.00a
Revolver (Psycore) £l4.(X)a
Real McCoy 2 (4D) £29.00a
(Apocalypse, HottdOut. Olympics, Inertia)
Real McCoy 3 (4D) £29.00a
{PawerBand, Nevtytm, DropShip,The Wimp Gomel
Real McCoy 4 (4D) £29.00a
iCalaciic Dun.Griemabedttf'Aim,X-Flrr.Calactnm
Real McCoy 5 (4D) £29.00a
lAntiGmv.Chopper PorceMcinans UstrrPandoras Bot
Rick Dangerous (Hitmen) £ 14.00a
Saloon Cars Delux (4D) £29.O0a
Scrabble (US Gold) £25.O0a
SimCitv2(XX) (Kris)A5000 £33.(X)a
SimCity 2000 (Kris)RiscPC £36.(X)a
Simon The Sorcerer (GAV) £29.00a
Simon The Sorcerer CD(GAV) £33.00a
Small ClM> (Virgo) £15.00a
SpecdBall ^^(Krisalis) £l5.00a
Starrighter 3000 (Fednet) £25.(X)a
Stunt Racer 2(XX)

S//////////ii
£39.(H)a

£25.()0a ;
£89.00c

£54.(X)a ]
£74.00aI
£94.00c I
£29.(X)a

£93.00a
£73.(H)a
£45.()0b I
£51.001)

£19.00a I

[Hardware Upgrades)
CasiO QV-11 inoSoftware * link £375.00d

ICasioQV-100 tnc£o«win s i.nk£525.00d
iCasio QV-Mains Adaptor £15.00a
ILark Midi Sound-Sa. £172.00c
' RiseOS UpgradeChips £36.00a
RiscTV (Irlam) £295.00c
Teletext module lor above £45.00a

!SCSI 16bit £95.00c
•SCSI 2 32bit (power-tec) £205.00c
ITV Tuner + Teletext £159.00c

Data Storage ~)
iA30x0IDE/CD interface £69.00c

IDE 2.5"
170mb £65.00c

|210mb £75.00c
[800mb £115.00c
'EIDE3.5"
1,7 gb 2yr Warranty £199.00c

12.1 gb 3yr Warranty £219.00c
12.5Ob 5yr Warranty £239.00c
}3.2 gb 5yrWarranty £289.00c
SCSI 2 3.5"
2.0 gb 2yr Warranty £299.00c
3.2 gb 3yr Warranty £359.00c
4.3 gb 5yr Warranty £649.00c
SCSI PD System (comprising)
4 speed CD / 650mb Optical Disc
Internal or External* 1 Disc £539.00c
Extra 650 mb Cartridge £45.00a
IDE Tray CD
8 speed £85.00c
20 speed £79.00c
Parallel Port

Zip Drives 100mb £175.00c
ZipDiscs 100mb £13.50a

. \rchimedes Memory
£75.00c
£47.00b
£89.00b
£89.00b
£99.00b

A3000 1-4mb
| A3010 1-2mb
A3010 2-4mb

i A3020 / A4000 2-4mb
IA5000 2-4mb

All Upgrades lilted tree il ordered
with Computerelse £18.00

(^ Scanners J
Epson GTX5000 parallel £239.00d
Epson GTX5000 scsi £349.00d
Epson GT8500 para/scsi £419.00d

l' EpsonGT9500para/scsi £519.00d
Scanlight 256 16bit £151.00c
Scanlight 256 Video £222.00c
Image MasterATwain Driver £35.00a

Printers )V
'Canon
iBJ-30

BJC-70

IBJC-250
1BJC-4200
I BJC-4550
BJC-620

1Epson
IStylus400
[Stylus600
IStylus 800

(black)
(colour)
(colour)
(colour)

(A3 colour)
(colour)

£169.00d
£199.00d
£159.00d
£189.00d
£339.00d
£259.00d

(colour) £189.00d
(colour) £249.00d
(colour) £339.00d

' Stylus ProXL+(A3colour) £649.00d
I Hewlett Packard
IDeskJet400 (colour) £145.00d
IDeskJet 690C (colour) £219.00d
ILaserJet 6L (Black) £329.00d
i Calligraph
IA4 1200 Laser (black) £1099.00d

I InkjetRefills are an economical way
I ol re-charging yourexisting cartridge
it All inkscomecompletewith gloves.
I syringe and easy to use instructions.

Single 20ml Any Colour £6.00a
Twin 2x20ml Black £ 10.00a

| Bulk 125ml Any Colour £21.00b
' 'CartridgeMate' a new and
Ieasy to use cartridge refill system for
' HP 51626Ahighcap. cartridges

I A refill system with no mess
il Comprises: CartridgeMate
V & 2 x 40ml Ink Tanks
I Cartridge notincluded £30.00b
1 Ink Tank 2 x 40ml £20.00a
it HP51625A Tri-Colour Cartridge refill
| kit 3 x3 colour refills Comprises:
I C/M &YInks,Cap Retaining Clip
,1 Cartridge Cap Remover £30.00a
r We also carry a large stock ol Inkjet

lEP-L Toner for LBP-4
1EP-E Toner for LBP-8
HP Laserjet 5L Toner

£69.00c

£79.00c
£59.00c

Printable Items
| Colour'n Wear (2 whiteBaseball Caps +

ansler papers) £10.50b
j Colour'n Wear (2 white T Shirts +

k 4 transfer papors £13.50b
1 Colour'n Wear
i" (4transler papers only) £9.00a
P (30 transfer papers only) £41.00b
I Design &Print Mouse Mat £4.00a
j Design&PrintBusinessCards
it 10x8A4150g Perforated £5.00a
| Col InkJetmattphotowhitepaper
1 25sheets x120gms £5.50b
i" Monochrome InkJet brilliant white
» paper 100 sheets x90gms £3.00b

! (~ CD Software )
1 100 Classic Ca
| Ancient Lands
I ArtWorks

a ArtWorks Clipart I
ArtWorks Clipan II

!Being a Scientist
i Bitfolio Ed7

Breakaway Maths
| Britain from (he Air
I Britain Since 1930

IBritishBirdsage 7-12

(PhotoCD) £16.00a |
(IMS) £44.00h|
(CC) £99.00c
(CC) £20.00a J
(CC) £20.00a |

(Anglia) £44.O0a
(Lino) £40.00c

(YITM) £70.001)
£44.(H)a I
£28.(H)a ,

£109.00c U
ICars-Maths inMotion (Cambs) £105.00c
Christmas Customs (Soft£S»£> £l5.00a

[ Dangerous Creatures (M/S) £48.00b
'Dinosaurs (M/S) £48.00b
| Castles (Anglia) £44.(X)a
jGuardians ofthe Greenwood £54,00a
IGranny's Garden (4Mal) £35.(X)a
l Garden Wildlife (Anglia) £44.00a

Hutchinson M/Media £45.(M)a
Industrial Revolution (Anglia) £94.00c y
Inventors&Inventions (Anglia) £ 164.00c

| Kingfisher Chlldrens Micropsia 96 £65.00b
IKiyeko andthelostnight (IMS) £34.00a
ILangsdale (CCS) £ 104.00c
IMedieval Realmsi«*.i5oo £164.00c

Musical Instruments (M/S) £48.<K)I>
]Mysteries of Nature (Anglia) TBA
'My In incredible amazing dictionary £36.00b
| Naughty Stories VI&2 (Sher) £93.00c

RiscDisc I (Uniqueway)
1RiscDisc 2 (Uniqueway)
RiscDisc 3 (Uniqueway)

| SeashoreLife(7-11)
The Way Things Work (IMS)
Ultimate Human Body (IMS)

l Understanding Energy
J Understanding the Body
^' World War 2

Acorn'

£15

£ 18.00a

£23.00a

£48.00b

£53.O0a

£44.00;i

£28.O0a

£l3.00a
al. English,

10 out of 10 Full Range
osuirs. DrivingTest, EarlyE
IT. Eh Mains. Ess.Sclence. French. German,
ssemlals, MathAlgebra. MathGeometry,

I Maths Number, MathStatistics. Sunt Spelling.
Tables, Words.

Any 2 for£25.00b / Any 3 C36.00b
Adventure Playground (Storm) £21.00a
Amazing Maths (CSI1)
Amazing Ollie (Storm)
Arcvenlure I Romans (Slier)

'| Arcvenlure II Egyptians (Sher)
Arcvenlure III Vikings (Sher)
Arcventure IV A.Saxons(Sher)
Around World 80 Days (Sher)
Aztecs

£48oob *1 Education Softwan

m

i
n

g
1

lil Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2, 2A or 3
MfiTalkingStories (Each) (Shcr) £45.00b
?IjOxford Talking Infant Atlas £21.00a

s

(Application Soft ware

I Time Machine
I Virtual Golf
| Virtual GoiraugusM
IGamesPad Single
IGamesPad Double
GamesPad ProSingl

(4D)
(4D)

(4D) 2mb
Kirse (4D)

(G/W)

£29.(X).i

£23.00a
£29.00a

£14.(X)a

£23.00a

(GAV) £33.00bi,
(GAV) £27.00allAdvance (Acorn) £116.00c

Advantage (LL) £54.00a
Ancestry II (Minerva) £87.O0b

_i ANT internet __. (ANT) £109.00b m
cartridges and ribbons • Apple FS (JftP (Oragan) £30.00a •

Arcfax (David P) £33.O0a V?j
ArtWorks (CC) £99.00c
C++ (Acorn) £249.00c
Card Shop (Clares) £22.00a
Celebration (Clares) £32.O0a
The Comp.Animalor (Iota) £93.00b
Composition (Clares) £ 150.00c
Compression (CC) £31.00a
DataPower (Iota) £ 135.00c
DesktopThesaurus (RDev) £19.00a
Draw to DXF convert (Davyn) £23.00a
Draw Works 2 (iSV) £ 19.00a
Easy Clip (Fabis) £31.00a

£23.0()a
£ 15.00a

£38.()0a
£38.(K)a

£38.00a
£38.00a
£49.00a
£48.00a

£48.00b
£21.00a
£48.00a
£25.00a
£29.00a

£34,00a

W\ ProDriver (Ace) £10.00a IW.ty
wi A3000 High Density Floppy Drive kj%
U conversion kit (leading Edge) £90.00c wF

V4 ( How To Order ) fig
ym Cheques; shouldbe made 'Jk—
Ikfi navahle i/> ffolMMI PnmotlTPre ^K

Easy Font 3 (Fabis) £25.00a
IEidoscope (RiscPConly) [CO £l70.00b
IEureka3 (LL) £99.00c
Formulix (CC) £70.00.
FontFX (Dataslore) £ 12.00a
Frame-It I or 2 (Davyn)cach £6.0Qa

Graphics Loaders (CC)
| Illusionist (Clares)

Image FS 2 (Alternative P)
Image Outliner
Impact Junior
Impact Major
Impact Professional
Impression Publisher
Impression Style
Intertalk II (Acorn)
Knowledge Organiser 2(Clate)
Notate (LL)

!PCPRO (incPCexcll) (ANT)
i PC Sound Pro (RComp)
Pendown DTP (LL)

| Pendown Etoilcs (LL)
IPendown Plus (LL)

Personal Accounts (Apricote)

£44.00a

£45.00a
£41.00a

(Iota) £54.O0a
(Circle) £65.tX)a
(Circle) £95.001)
(Circle) £ 125.00c

(CC)£ 139.00c
(CC) £79.O0c

£89.00c

£72.00a

£62.00b
£45.00a
£29.00a
£59.00b
£58.O0c

£83.00c

£40.00b

PhotoDesk 2 (Space lech) £259.00c «••
IPinpoint (Longman) £104.00c Vj
iPrime Mover^jgplMincrva) £30.00a £1
ProArtisan2 " (Clares)£135.00c • I

IPro Artisan 24 (Clares) £99.00c ^fj
li Prophet 3 Accounts (Apricote) £163.00c
"RenderBenderv2 (Clares) £45.00a

Replay Starter Kit (Acorn) £40.00b
IRevelation ImagePro (LL)£163.0Oc
IRhapsody 3 (Clares) £93.00a
RhvthmBed (Clares) £45.00a

ISerenade (Clares) £93.O0a
ISibelius 6 (v3) (Sibe) £109.00c
Sibelius 7 Prof. (v3) (Sibe) £899.00d
Sibelius 7 Student (v3) (Sibe) £439.00d

BaclgcrTrails
Balloons and Zoo
UodyWise
Calabash Pirates

Coffee
Connections

Crystal Rain Forrest
Crystal Rain Forrest II
Darryl the Dragon

j DalaGraph
Firsl Logo
:irst Page DTP
lossy The Frog

Flight Path 9+
FreddyTeddy
FreddyTeddy's Adv

(Sher)
(Shcr)

(Topo)
(Sher)

(Storm)
(Storm)

(Sher)
(Shcr) £48.00a
(Sher) £48.(K)a I

(4Mat)
(Topo)

(LL)
(LL)

(4Mat)
(Storm)
(Topo)
(Topo)

I Fun School 3/4 (5,5-7.7+) each

£21 .(X)a

£30.00a
£25.00a
£53.00.i

£26.(X)a

£3l.(X)al
£l5.(X)a

£ 15.00a

£20.00a
(Please Specify age group)

Granny's Garden (4Mat)
i Happy Life (CCS)

11 James Pondrunningwater
ILandmarks lull range(LL)each
Look Here TalkingTopics(Sh)

A Maths Circus (4Mat)
MathsMania (Topo)
Music Bo\ C^Mt^ (Topo)

INaughty Stories VI or2(Slier)
11 Number Tiles (Topo)
| OllieOctopusSk Pad (Storm)

£26.00a I
£31 .(X)c j
£29.00a !
£28.00a I

£6l.00b!
£29.00a I
£26.00a!
£20.00a

£58.001)

£25.00a I
£ 16.00a I

PinPoint Junior (LL) £31.00a I
PlantWise (Sher) £49.(X)a
('laydays (age 3-8) (Skill) £22.00a I
Rosic & Jim Duck+Sneeze(Sher) £ 16.00a
ScreenTurtle (Topo) £35.00a',
Sea Rescue (Sher) £29.(X)a
Smudge the Spaniel (Storm) £20.(X)a
Smudge theScientist (Storm) £42.00a I
Smudge Punctuates (Storm) £TBAa I
Space City (Slier) £31.00a I
Splash (Sher) £22.0081
StigoftheDump (Sher) £26.(X)a
Story Starts (Shcr) £26.<X)a
Talking Clock (Topo) D5.00a|
Talking Animated Alphabet £32.(X)a
TalkingRhymesl (Topo) £26.00a ]
The Playground (Topo) £25.00a

obe(Topo) £20.00a
(Sher) £49.00a

(Topo) £25.(X)a
(Topo) £20.00a
(Sher) £31.00.1

r) £38.00.1

I1

I
i

StanWrite

Waiter

(AP)
(Digital)

£8.00a
£ 15.00a

Cheques; shouldbe made
payable toDavyn Computers
Credit Cards: you may alsopayI
byVisa. Delta, Euro, Switch, •„
Electron, or Master Card. \Vel0i
normally make no charge for this.jC
and take no payment until goods^fijj
are ready for dispatch, We needlBJ
the card holders address andnG
telephone number, card numbcrj^BP
and issue number if any and thelfll
expiry date. lb
Carriage: charges are asfollows CST
a ~ Small £1.25IP
b Medium £2.50.
c Medium Recorded £4.501

d Courier £10.00!
e Courier Large £15.00 j
Official Orders: are welcome!
from UK education and'
government institutions (invoicesiu.
are due for payment within I41B!
days and are subject to carriage'4-
and late payment charges).

1
and late payment charges). tta.

VAT is included:^
I

Order Address: please sendj
your orders to;
Davyn Computer Services
'The Workshop'
off Princess Street, Sandal,M_
Wakefield, West Yorkshire, jfjr
WF1 5NY |fl

r^l PBBea'rs Birthday Party(IMS) £3(,.(X)I, St **"™ s"""-'»' Cv3) IMM)MS9MM rti -,-„,p^a &WardrWPhotoBase I920s,30s,.0s.50s.60s m|*5^s Ju"",r ^ g-JJ ^j Time DetectivesH Viclorians.Landscapes Each(LL)£54.00a E Smfat (4Mation) £3 /.(X)a » TinyDraw/LogO

1BHP

Opening Hours
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

9.30- 5.30
9.30- 5.30

9.30- 5.30
9.30- 7.30
9.30- 7.30
9.30- 5.30

1
„ -.-r^-.-i,,,„.. _ _iI(J 9305M I
SSnPfinl I IT T <^r ilfl V<ggg »rDiscovery (Slier) £38.(X)a g^| Saturday y.JU- 5.3U «

OJJCUlcll V^llCl m f Cramp*,knftwarp YM Terms: A" produc,s- prices andffRic^r,,rl Prnfp^innnl ?i °fl/??«.M'flW U specifications are offered ,n_goodJC

The New Car Racer £
Available Now!! I

£29.00a

RiscCad Professional

£50.00
Trade In

ianyold cad packiiga simply sendyou
Idcad discswitliyourorder to rccieve
£50.00 discount ofl the prices below

Single User (Davyn) 1250.00c
ucation iDawni E200.00C

I•jM Anagram Genius
W{ Axis
rij BattleCI.

. Aldcrbarron ^jSM^Evoluiion)
! Alone in the Dark (Krisalis)

Aries 4gameS (GamcsWare)
(4D)

(TBA)
(Krisalis)

(TBA)
(Psycore)

(4D)
(4D)

risalis)

BIIP
Big Bang
Birds of War
Black Angel
Boxing Manager
B

£IO.(X)a

£29.00a
£25.(X)a j
£27.(X)a

£22,00a j
£24.00a |
£29.00a I
£)4.00a j
£29.00a I
£28.00a |
£5.00a

pecitl
faith and are subject to change j
without notice. We Process all!
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'FAST' SCSI INTERFACE

M\ THE NEXT GENERATION
E«p have developed their own SCSI card in
answer to a need. A need for performance and
reliability but with greater ease of use.

FREE Technical support. £125.0°
+VAT a Postage.

A3010/A4000 CD-ROM SOLUTION

Plugs straight into the computer printer port.

£169°°
+VAT a Postage.

FREE Technical support.

eesox Telephone: (019541208208 Fax: (01954) 208208
www.eesox.demon.co.uk

Century House, 1st Floor, Market Street, Swavesey. Cambridgeshire CB4 5QG

We now

charge
VAT

chnology proudly announce tfyeirta*
est

We now

charge
VAT

WebSpider
The fast-track to website creation

WebSpider now boasts support for frames, and a
number of new and improved features.
WebSpider is a very easy-to-use tool for producing
your own web pages, in a familiar "wordprocessing"
environment. Simple point-and-click editing of styles
makes it fast and efficient too! All conversions are

done for you automatically, and it's jargon-free!
WebSpider is only £60 including VAT, p&p.

Also available:

**6%,#s.

TableMate
Classic ^)eM^m

TableMate is now available in two improved versions;

Classic - for affordable everyday table creation
Designer - the powerhouse for heavy DTP use

TableMate has been the leading table-making package
for five years! It has unparalleled control & flexibility,
now including sorting and direct printing in both
versions. Write or call for an information leaflet to

see why TableMate is so popular!

Designer is £64-50 inclusive (£49-50 from Impression)
Classic is £39-50 inclusive (£24-50 from Impression)

[GraphMate -Diagram11+ C clingon
Presentation graphics without tears. C-7 Diagrams of all sorts - in aHash! Ri^ os

Dalriada Data Technology, 74 Greville Road, Warwick, CV34 5PJ Phone/Fax: 01926 492459 email: sales@dalriad.demon.co.uk



The Sibelius 7 music software system is
already well-known to Acorn User

readers and the astonishing speed and
simplicity of the software is now
legendary.

The system is able to reformat music in
seconds and, of course, automatically
transpose individual parts from the full
score while making all the necessary
adjustments and unsurprisingly it has
quickly established itself with publishing
companies, composers and arrangers
alike.

The Finn brothers, being musicians
themselves, understand perfectly the type
of computer software busy musicians
really wanted and this was precisely what
they set out to produce.

Sibelius 7 works exclusively on the
Acorn platform and numerous musicians
have bought complete RISC OS computer
systems simply in order to run it. Having
invested in this "non-standard" computer
system, these same musicians have been
impressed at the speed and versatility of
Acorn machines and also the quality of
other Acorn software.

For this review I have been testing out a

Better
pre-release version of the new version 3.5
but nevertheless one which includes

nearly all the important new features
and facilities. Since its original launch
Sibelius 7 has been undergoing a contin
uous process of development and
refinement which has culminated in this

latest release with over 100 new features.

Many of these stem from feedback the
company have received from the com
mitted users ranging from large
international music publishing houses to
individual composers and arrangers who
are only too enthusiastic to suggest ways
of making this extraordinary software
system even better.

Scan in your scores
One particularly exciting new feature is
the ability to scan pages of existing
music into Sibelius 7 which you can then
edit in the normal way. This is techni
cally very advanced and requires a

C7b9

^^pe
Output using the handwritten look

flat-bed scanner and a program developed
especially by Neurotron Software. Each
music page is interpreted into music nota
tion by the program ready lo send to
Sibelius 7 for final editing and printing.

The original music to be scanned needs
to be printed or an extremely profes
sional hand copy - sadly it is no good
expecting the program to be able
to interpret scruffy pencil
scores. After you instruct the
software to 'read' the page, a
grey stripe on the screen spreads slowly
down the page as it is reading and inter

m

Sibelius update

preting and then the music appears in an
editing window where any mistakes may

be corrected before loading into Sibelius
for final editing.

Reading a page of keyboard music
using a StrongARM-equipped Rise PC
takes around one minute but approxi
mately five minutes using slower
processors. A page of orchestral music

will obviously take longer to read and
it is clear that anyone intending to scan

music regularly would be advised to use a
StrongARM system. The computer should
also have a minimum of 8Mb RAM fitted.
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Sibelius update

>• Apart from basic notation, such as
notes, staves, barlines, time signatures,
key-signatures and clefs, the program
also recognises text, ties, slurs and hair
pins. For anyone who needs to produce
arrangements or new editions of existing
music, this exciting new capability will
save hours of inputting time.

Text scanning programs already exist
but to scan music with an acceptable
degree of accuracy is a much more
sophisticated process and it seems that
the Sibelius team have made this diffi

cult concept a reality. Tests have
revealed that the system is about 90 per
cent accurate for both pitch and note-
value which, at the present state of
technology, is exceptionally high. The
optical scanning program is available at
£249 from Sibelius Software.

Fonts of all descriptions
One of the great strengths of Sibelius 7
has always been the stunning appear
ance of the printed scores. With this new
version there is even greater control over
the final appearance of the music, with
the possibility of altering the style of the
music fonts. Apart from an improved
standard Sibelius font, there is

also a more traditional font style,
called Rameau, designed to give the
appearance of traditional
"engraved" music. There is even a
font to convey the style of hand
written music. It might
seem slightly bizarre
for a computer nota
tion system to be
producing a hand-writ-

ten look but in fact there are many musi
cians, including jazz players, who actually
prefer playing from hand-written scores.

There is also a font for lute music and a

Shape-Note Font used in some modern
scores and traditional sacred harp music -
all these features offer even greater con
trol over the final appearance. In
addition, there is a font editor for anyone
wishing to customise or design their own
music fonts. This flexibility makes
Sibelius 7 ideal for notating any music
from the most complex graphic notation
to jazz and popular music.

Ways to input and copy
The new version now includes an on

screen keyboard (if you do not have a
MIDI keyboard) which allows a visual
entry of the music. Apart from the exist
ing methods of entering the music
(step-time directly with the mouse or
MIDI keyboard, or the flexi-time in real
time) there is now a new way of inputting
the notation by using the QWERTY keys.

This means the user will be

able to type in the music
using letter names with

arrow keys to shift the notes
up or down an octave and so on.

This new method offers a very
ick way of inputting for anyone who

is not a keyboard player or who does not
have a MIDI keyboard and, assuming you
have a sound-card or sound module, the
music will still play back accurately. With
all these methods there are now so many
fast ways of entering the music that the
system, which was already very rapid, has
become even more flexible.

One of the great
im benefits of usinga

computer nota
tion system is the
ability to be able
to copy music to
other places in
the score.

Apart from the
ability to copy
single staves of
music to other

positions or to
copy sections of a
whole score else

where, this new
version allows

selecting any spec
ified group of
staves to copy to

another position.
Once again this
greatly improves

pi Read _; Scale display 55 Invert colour

rJl--f*'_ -jlF-
IfegELr ^m^j^uj^j rmL r fe£r

A page of piano
staves can be

scanned in a minute
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the overall flexibility of use. It is also
possible to select, for example, just the
second note of a series of chords to

another stave thus making it quite
straightforward to create a separate string
part from a chorda! piano part. You could
then select the third note to create

another string line and it is easy to see
that these are all further time-saving
features.

Film and TV composition
Since Sibelius 7 is so fast and versatile it

has been taken up by a number of film
composers here in the UK and in the USA
- there is a Sibelius Software office in Los

Angeles - including Lalo Schifrin who
wrote the music for Mission Impossible. It
was therefore essential for Sibelius 7 to be

able to used with Time-Codes.

This simply means that the music on
video or film and the written music are

locked and synchronised together which
naturally necessitates precise timing
details. The software is now able to dis

play the exact time position of every bar
in the score and this may be displayed (or
not if you prefer) in various formats to
suit individual needs. These time-codes

may also be included in the extracted
parts making rehearsals for film music
recording more convenient.

This facility allows the music from a
Sibelius 7 score to stay synchronised
according to SMI'TE settings (SMI'TE
stands for the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers and is a time-
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code standard for numeric film or video

devices) and automatically play from
the correct SMI'TE-specified position in a
score. Moreover if you fast-forward the
film, the score will also fast-forward and
start playing again from the appropriate
new start position. Of course you may
not require such detailed time-codes and
it is quite possible to switch these func
tions off.

However, the actual length of the score
is automatically calculated and printed
at the end (if required) and if you make
a slight adjustment to a metronome set
ting then the new playing time is
immediately calculated and adjusted
also. This is probably a very useful fea
ture for any musician.

Playing the music
When I first began to use Sibelius 7, in
its earliest edition, the MIDI playback
functions, while useful, were rather

basic. However, in subsequent versions
the MIDI aspects of the software
were greatly improved and in this
latest edition the MIDI play
back features have become

even more refined.

Firstly Sibelius 7 now plays
scores much more accurately
and is better able to cope with
the playback demands of very
large scores and the ability to
respond accurately to dynamic
changes and articulation marks has also
been improved.

Sibelius update

Output from scanned pages - Sweelihck '

Another major and very welcome
change is that you are now able to alter
the instrumental sound of a particular
stave midway through the score. For
example you could have a bass drum
playing at bar 15 and a triangle, on the
same stave, at bar 45 just by typing in a
simple program change message. You can
even change various MIDI control
changes, such as adjusting the
reverb or chorus which may be
changed midway through the
score.

There is also a new sound control

window which makes the setting
up for MIDI much more conve
nient. It is now a simple matter to
play back just one group of instru
ments, say the brass or the
woodwind, which is very useful
when checking the accuracy of the
score. There are bank numbers

allowing access to modules with
large numbers of sounds and also a
drum note setting option allowing
you to customise your own drum-
kit settings.

Various swing options enable the
music to play swing and jazz
scores properly and also a setting
for "Notes inegales" should you require
it. Also included with v3.5 is a useful

MIDI file player, called Karelia, designed
to allow accurate playing of MIDI files
and which lets you control the levels and
other sound parameters using an on

screen mixing desk.

Too numerous to
mention

There are numerous improve
ments of small details which

added together greatly improve
the handling of the system.

Examples include the capacity to
add articulation notes for all the

notes in a bar or bars with one click or

perhaps changing all the selected note-
heads to cue-notes. There is a

Full detail view

quick-transpose button simply using
arrow keys rather than having to call up
a menu and also a button which flips
the ties and slurs automatically if you
flip the note-stem direction.

I could not possibly list all the various
improvements and refinements in the
space of this article but they are numer

ous and well-considered. The

Sibelius 7 manual was praised
from the first for its clarity,
brevity and ability to be easily

understood by non-computer
experts, and there are now so many
changes to the software that it has
been necessary to produce a brand
new manual for this release.

Sibelius 7 was already an outstand
ing product and now, in this greatly
improved version, it has become
even more desirable for any musi
cian who needs to notate music

regularly. There is a complete fam
ily of Sibelius software from Junior

Sibelius through to Sibelius 6 and
Sibelius 7 Student as well as the fully-

fledged Sibelius 7 reviewed here. Many
of these improvements and refinements
have also been included for Sibelius 6

and Sibelius 7 Student editions and there

are special offers available for the .
next few months. /]T

Product details
Product: Sibelius 6 £99; Sibelius 7

Student £399; Sibelius 7 £888

(all these pricesexcluding
VAT).

Supplier: Sibelius Software

Address: 75 Burleigh Street,
Cambridge CB11DJ

Tel: 01223 302765

Fax: 01223 351947

E-mail: info@sibelius-software.com

Web: http://www.sibelius-
sofware.com/
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A3000 upgrades

Memory

I-4Mb

(Sec also the "2nd user" section)

2-4Mb upgrade pack
4-8Mb

£59 (69.32)

£39 (45.82)

£119(139.82)

The above upgrades are all constructed on four-layer boards, as
recommended by Acorn. Gold plated connectors are used for
reliable contact with the A3000 main board. No soldering is
required (except 8Mb). Full instructions supplied. Some older types
of 2Mb board cannot be upgraded to 4Mb. but we offer a trade-in
allowance. Please phone for details.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. Also suitable for the
A30I0.

120Mb CI24 (145.70)
210Mb £135(158.62)

340Mb £142(166.85)
420Mb £152(178.60)
540Mb LI65 (193.87)
RISC OS 3 £29 (34.07)
ARM3(25MHz) £99(116.32)
(Dealer fitting recommended for the ARM3)

2Mb VRAM £75 (88.12)

RISC PC 32Mb SIMM £69 (81.07)

A5000
Memory
2-4Mb £59 (69.32)
4-8Mb £119 (139.82)
Dealer fitting for the 8Mb
upgrade is recommended for
the 25MHz. A5000.

A400/1
Memory
Per Mb (up to 4Mb) £25 (29.37)
4-8Mb £119(139.82)
RISC OS 3 £29(34.07)
ARM3 (25MHz) £99 (116.32)
Hard drives. For prices, refer to
the A31 ((section.

How to order: The VAT

inclusive amount is shown in

brackets. Cheques made
payable to IFEL. Most Credit
cards accepted, and Switch.
Official orders welcome.

A3020/A4000 |i
Memory
2-4Mh £49 (57.57)

Hard drives

210Mb £79 (92.82)
340Mb £89(104.57)
420Mb £99(116.32)

Various
Alsystcms SCSI 2 £170 (199.75)

ARM3 £99(116.32)
RISC OS 3 £35(41.12)
MEMCla £39(45.82)
MEMCI a (2nd User) £20 (23.50)
Hard disc cradle £6 (7.05)
Fan filters (pack of 5) £3 (3.52)
RISC OS manuals, no vat £22

Dongle dangle £6 (7.05)
Chip extractor tool £4 (4.70)
(for eg MEMC, ARM2)
CDFS upgrade for Oak SCSI
card £25 (29.37)

The following item is reduced to
clear;

A3000 .scanlight £75(88.12)
(Computer Concepts)

A3010 upgrades

Memory
I-4Mb £59(69.32)

l-2Mb £29(34.07)

2-4Mb £49 (57.57)

The 4Mb upgrade is constructedon a compact four-layer board and
uses just two RAM chips. No soldering is required. Full instructions
supplied.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. For prices, refer to the
A3000 section.

RISC PC

SIMMS.. (Please ring for latest prices)

4Mb £12(23.50)
8Mb £22 (45.82)
16Mb £35(41.12)

32Mb £69(81.07)
64Mb £195(229.12)

16Mb SIMM to 32Mb upgrade
£45 (52.87)

(By upgrading your 16Mb SIMM to 32Mb you don't lose a
SIMM socket. The original 16Mb SIMM must be returned to
IFEL and (he type must be suitable - most are. Please phone to
check firsl or ask for our free leaflet.)

RAM packs for upgradable SIMMs
l6Mb-32Mb

* Special Offer *
Buy any SIMM

(32Mb or larger) and
claim a £5 discount

on the 2Mb VRAM

module (eg 32Mb
SIMM and 2Mb

VRAM = £ 139+VAT

£39 (45.82)

Thepackconsists of 8 chipswhich plug intoempty
sockets. Instructions supplied, no soldering needed.

VRAM modules...
1Mb £41 (48.17)
2Mb £75(88.12)
IMb-2Mb upgrade £41 (48.17)

128Mb SIMMs-POA

A310

Memory
4Mb

8Mb

RISC OS 3

£55 (64.62)

£119 (139.82)

£29 (34.07)

RISC OS carrier board £12 (14.10)
ARM3 25MHz

MEMCla

Hard drives

IGblDE

IDE controller

£99(116.32)

£39 (45.82)

£115(135.12)

£59 (69.32)

2nd User

Please phone to check
availability.
A3000l-2Mb £9(10.57)
A3000 RAM board £5 (5.87)
(ie bare board, no chips)
A5000 2-4Mb £38 (44.65)

Spares/Repairs
We carry slocks of most
replacement chips for the
Acorn range. (MEMC, VIDC,
IOC and most memory
devices). We can also fit any
upgrades and offer a computer
repair service.

IFEL
21, Glenfleld Road, Glenholt, Plymouth PL6 7LL. Tel (01752) 777106. Fax (01752) 777830

Educational and quantity discount available.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

All products(except sonic marked "2nd User" or specially reduced)are fully guaranteed lor
12 months. All items normally carried in stock have a 14-day money-hack guarantee. Please
note dial the cost ofmemory products varies - please phone for the latest pricing.
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Tp^^omputer Aided
Design is not a term

synonymous with Acorn
machines for many reasons, not least the
lack of a native version of AutoCAD. But

one factor is undeniable - to buy a PC with
enough horsepower to sensibly run a
Windows-based CAD package is a very
expensive process, whereas an equivalent
Acorn - the new A7000+ - could cost less

than £1000.

We have looked at both Minerva's

ProCAD (June 1993) and Oak's Apollonious
PDT (May 1995). Now it's the turn of
RiscCAD Professional from Davyn Computer
Services.

The programmer, David Buck, originally
wrote RiscCAD for designing electronic cir
cuits in the design department where he is
employed. Work began shortly after the
release of the original Archimedes, and in
the last 10 years it has continuously
evolved. My initial question when
RiscCAD's unopened box confronted me
three months ago was: Will I regret buying
TurboCAD for Windows?

Getting started
RiscCAD Professional comes in a robust box,
with a 20-page tutorial, a 140-page manual
and three discs. The manual is rather dull (it

is written by the programmer who admits
to hating writing manuals). Installation is a
simple case of drag-and-drop, and there is
no copy-protection, although the user's
name, address and serial number are stored

inside the program. It requires a minimum
of RISC OS :,A and 2Mb of RAM. A hard disc-

is recommended but not essential.

The software loads to the right-hand side of
the icon bar, after displaying a loading
screen. Clicking Select on its icon opens
either a blank drawing window or a default
drawing: the latter is useful if you wish your
company name etc. to appear on all of your
drawings. The iconbar menu leads to the
preferences window and a password window.

Thoughtfully, the cursor's appearance in

Layerscan be set
up easily

3E3S3E
Conitmctcon «1

C«wtrc bra
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RiscCAD showing off its various toolboxes
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RiscCAD

Drawing
conclusions
Alexander Singleton puts RiscCAD
Professional through its paces

RiscCAD's drawing
window can be

selected from the

following: As a nor
mal RISC OS pointer,
as a cross, as a

crosshair (with lines

cutting the page
rulers at the left and

bottom of the win

dow) or as an open
box with a small dot

in its centre. A print
border can be dis

played and the page
rulers turned on and

off as required.
The window can, as usual, be scrolled

with the scroll bars or by holding down
Shift and pressing a cursor key, which I
found very handy. A small co-ordinates
window can be displayed, although unlike
in programs such as ProCAD, you cannot
type co-ordinates directly into this, as there
are specific snaps to cater for this, which I
shall look at shortly.

Toolboxes
One of the most striking differences
between RiscCAD and its Acorn-based

competitors is that it has more toolboxes,
each obtainable from a main toolbox,

which I generally keep at the left of the
screen. Clicking Select on a tool in the

main toolbox merely
selects that tool, but

clicking with Adjust
or Menu opens up
another toolbox

(effectively a sub-tool
box), giving options
referring specifically
to that tool. I like the

•-•,•-'•--'
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Tab**

Ccrxrt

^

way sub-toolboxes, if opened
from the main toolbox with

the Menu button, disappear as
soon as a tool is

selected from them, .^V^lX;
which is rather

like Tu

Windows' -i

RiscCAD at work

fly-down button bars.
Toolboxes can be displayed both verti

cally and horizontally by clicking on the
button on the far left of its title bar, and

the user can also set how wide the toolbox

is by using the preferences window.
Closing a toolbox can be done by clicking
with Adjust on its title bar. There is also a
single buttonbar along the top of the
screen, with buttons such as Save, Print,

Cut and Paste.

The main toolbox gives access to all the
drawing tools. Along with lines, circles and
arcs, one of its options is automatic dimen
sioning, which is incredibly flexible and
comprehensive. With RiscCAD's dimension
ing, figures can be manually entered if
required, and you can customise the arrow
and text size. The

accuracy of a v^r-V.'//,' •-..,•

fcy V-\i-.-*:'.
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Paper size

J ^ Width

Heigh!

Units

d mm ^) cm _) rr

Ji" J/i J*

Plotting isverycomprehensive
••••••\

1000

(5 Landscape

^J Portrait Scale fi origin

Colour

Cancel

Thedrawing setup window determines the
scale of a drawing, along with page details

dimension's measurement can be set, and

measurements can be given a prefix and a
suffix.

Coming back to the main toolbox,
there are, of course, the obligatory Select
mode and buttons to make fillets and

chamfers. Unfortunately, non-circular
(bezier) curves are not supported at the
time of writing, but the author is work
ing on them.

With technical drawings it is impera
tive that objects are drawn precisely; the
snaps toolbox allows you to accurately
draw using the mouse. {Appolonious, con
versely, does not have user-selectable
snaps but, instead, tries to automatically
work out what you want to snap an
object to, although this method can cre
ate unwanted results.) RiscCAD,
impressively, will snap to grid lines, a
point, an end-point, the centre of a circle
or arc, a circumference, the middle of a

line, or a specified distance along a line.
The snap facility also allows you to draw
an object to a particular co-ordinate or at
a specified degree. When you want to
change the snap mode for a single opera
tion, you can use a keyboard shortcut, by

LML

Toolbox widths

]Main toolbox

Colours

jPaper

Ruler*

Units I mm

F'cttrcrc

II

/A

Spacing

Divisions

/A

Lay* [icijf 0

Pert NoPI
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pressing Insert followed by a correspond
ing letter. I would have found this more
useful, however, if my hands were larger,
so that I could press, for example, Insert
and Q without resorting to using separate
hands. That said, Tab can be used to
change to the next snap in the snaps
toolbox.

I would prefer it if the toolboxes
refused to sit below a drawing window so
that I wouldn't have to search for them

after altering the window size, and I
would like to use keyboard shortcuts to
open a particular toolbox. To be fair,
though, I should say that a large number
of the program's functions do have short
cuts assigned to them.

Layers
It is often useful to see and print draw
ings with only some of the detail
displayed (for example, on the plans for a
house, you might not want to see the
where the electrical sockets are going to
be fitted). Furthermore, you may wish to
see, say, a building's external walls on
the screen, but you may wish prevent
these from being altered accidentally.

Layers are the method by which this is
done. Everything drawn is assigned to
the currently selected layer, and each
layer can be hidden or locked. The soft
ware supports up to 32 layers, which
should be more than enough for even the
most complicated of drawings, and indi
vidual layers may, for ease of
identification, be given a standard
colour, line style and thickness.

Plotting

0

Miscellaneous

Drag limit

Oe/ault zoom

Default units

Nudge angle

0 | objects

| too |%

For printing quick
drafts, I can print

onto A4 using my
laser by adjusting the

scale factor in the

print dialogue box

IDynamic merge

jSnap tovisible lagers

jColour selected objects
jQuickboard

(7 Update library browse'

jPaste toolbox

The software can be customised

using the preferences window
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The package's Area
Fill dialogue box is
very powerful

Case study -
Carter Construction

AndyCarter is a builderwho opted for
RiscCAD at the Acorn World Show in 1995.

Originally he had hiseyeson ProCAD and
Apollonious PDT, but after talking to the
author on the stand, he bought RiscCAD on

the spot. "I find it a very good pieceof soft
ware," explains Andy. "Although it was

difficultto get into at first, it isvery powerful,
and you don't have to go on a three month
course as with AutoCAD on the PC.

"I toyed with the idea of buyingAutoCAD
LT, the cut down version of AutoCAD, but it

just seems to need a very long time to learn
to use it properly."

OnemajorfactorAndygivesinfavourof
RiscCAD isthat Davyn actually listento their
users: "Theauthor has alwaysbeen verygood
at implementing new features and beingopen
to suggestions, although Ihaveyet to findany
thing Ican't draw with RiscCAD." Andyalso
praises the telephonesupport. Andy'sbusiness,
Carter Construction, uses RiscCAD for local

authority plans, but he also finds the package

useful for sketching out the odddrawing.
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Adding text

Plotting and text
RiscCAD has been designed primarily for
use with plotters. Because plotters gener
ally only support the drawing of lines or
curves, the software can either use its own

vector font (which is a very spindly type
face made up of lines) or any fonts built
into a plotter. This has the result that plot
ting is a very quick process. However, like
many CAD users nowadays, I opted for an
A3 colour inkjet instead of a plotter. This
is partly because of the keen pricing of
colour inkjets, but also because they can
produce better quality printouts.

As such, I would like to use RISC OS out
line fonts in RiscCAD, which would give
plans a more professional look (an advan
tage if they are to be shown to potential
clients). Outline fonts are currently sup
ported in both ProCAD and Apollonious
PDT, but are promised in a future version
of RiscCAD, possibly by the time you read
this. (Davyn suggest that, in the mean
time, drawings can be exported into Draw
and the text added manually.)

File transfer
As a member of the Federation of Master

Builders, I wanted to include the

Federation logo (a Draw file) on all my



A long-term Acorn enthusiast, Andy started

with an Atom, and has progressed through a
BBC Band Master 128 to his present Rise PC

which he bought along with a Kaga-Taxan

printer. The clean format of his estimates and

letters impressedmore than a few people. He
wasn't at all interested in an Archimedes when

it came out: "I could do everything I needed on

my 8-bit micro, without a mouse or pretty
screens.Surelythe mouse and pictures to click
on were only for people who didn't know how
to use computers, Ithought."

Seven years later, in 1994, he was consider

ing purchasing another computer, possiblya
Wintel PC. Then, when reading one of his son's
Atari magazines, he noticed an advertisement

for Acorn's new machine, the Rise PC. "I

phoned Acorn,asked them to put the bumph

in the post, and meanwhile called in at my

localdealer. Two days later Iordered one and

the rest, as they say, is history. Three years

later and it's still a great machine. It now has a

StrongARM processor and a larger hard disc.

It's very responsiveand all my software works
reliably, quicklyand efficiently."

Prophet3 is used for the accounts: "All

that's really necessary is to put in the figures

uX

File list (21)

lb! CommLine

fcl Connector

Ee Decision

fcl Disc

[rill Document

[fcll Drum
[feg In/Out
tl Magtape

tl ManuallP

f^Tl OffPnne.

Flowchart

Library

Insert

Open

Up

Root

Ciose

Commonly used symbolscan be designed and
made available from the Librarywindow

plans. A stand-alone utility (RiscDraw) is
provided to import such files, but I was
disappointed that it ignored the fill colour,
meaning that I had to manually add this
in RiscCAD myself (Davyn says this is
because Draw's fills are done as a flood fill

and so there are no actual objects within a
Draw file to represent them).

DXF files may be imported and
exported via another utility, RiscDXF,
which allows files to be exchanged with
users of other CAD packages, including
AutoCAD on the PC.

in the right
places. At the
end of a quar

ter, a few key

presses and the

VAT is done for

me." Although

a one-time

Impression user,

he has pro
gressed to

Ovation Pro for

letter writing
because of its

expandibility and extensive development.

As a spreadsheet, he uses Clares Micro

Supplies'Schema 2, the speed of which he
praises: "All of myestimating is done in
Schema, along with several specific sheets
set up for heat loss and U-value calcula

tions." Andyalso has a PC card and
Microsoft Windows but doesn't find

any use for them. "I much prefer the

RISC OSinterface," says Andy."It's
much more responsive."

Andy Carter is at: fruit®

argonet.co.uk

Conclusions
RiscCAD Professional initially has a steeper
learning curve than programs like
Appolonious or ProCAD, and I would pre
fer if it followed RISC OS conventions

more closely. Nevertheless, when you
know why the interface has been designed
the way it has, it becomes second nature.
A demo disc is available for £5, which is
refundable against the full price.

During the writing of this review, the
author has reminded me that RiscCAD has

ultimately been designed for the person
who has to use the package day-in, day-
out. It meets the real needs of a business

and, as long as you accept the present
(minor) limitations and are prepared to
spend time learning how to use it, you will
not be disappointed.

The software will not do 3D rendering
itself, though this can hardly be a criticism
considering the software's relatively small
asking price. However, it should be possi
ble to import projections easily into a
program like Spacetech's TopModel, by
transferring them as Draw files. Since
TopModel is possibly the best 3D model
ling package for any computer, a
combination of that and RiscCAD would

make a incredibly impressive CAD system,
and at a low cost.

The redraw speed of RiscCAD is remark
ably swift. Admittedly, I am running it
on a 200MHz StrongARM Rise PC but, j&
even considering that, it is very
impressive. The reason for
the speed is that much of ;•';•'.'*.^11-V>-.
the program is written in ';.''• " V?« \ 'v'-^
assembly language. In our'*

----- •'• 'ao*Liv
.•.--.-.

RiscCAD

Chris Carter

shown with a

porch extension
currently under
construction, the
plans of which
were drawn to

LA approval using
RiscCAD

real-world testing there was, however, no
noticeable speed difference between it and
ProCAD, which is written in C.

Nevertheless, both these programs were
dramatically faster than Appolonious,
which is written in BASIC.

Davyn are keen to emphasise that
RiscCAD Professional recieves the most
development time of all the Acorn CAD
packages. Certainly the author has a repu
tation for implementing user requests.
Telephone support is totally free, unlike
with Minerva's ProCAD.

The software is reliable - throughout
Acorn User's comprehensive three-month
testing, RiscCAD did not crash or go wrong
in any way. I was wrong to opt for a PC
for CAD; it is much more productive to
work with RiscCAD, which I now use.
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yHony JHasb Clont Tracks
Gothic & Medieval Pack One £37 (£31.49)
Gothic & Medieval Pack Two £40 (£34.04)
The Theodore Set £30 (£25.54)
The Copperplate Collection £40 (£34.04)

We will pay your VAT you pay the price in brackets

new font from Tony Nash with
Etched, Frame, Regular, Open,
Overlay and Plain weights.
Superb value at only £12.50 or
FREE when you buy

oMe^o/cm

<#< w

on CD for £80 inclusive

£i995^\jfl7%fl^fr£19-95

Emotions requires a Rise PC with at least 5MB of memory &
1 MB of VRAM is recommended

•3 Henky Penky is a rather plain guy.
,>*3&r3 But now, he's going to change that!
TiT His search for Emotions will lead him
iS towards great danger, mortal combat,

bizarre monsters, weird puzzles and
stacks of midgets

Purchase Emotions before the end of

January '98 and get a FREE copy of
Flying High, GEKs new budget games
release worth £12.50

The Datafile

PO Box 175
Weston Super Mare
BS24 4PU
Tel/Fax 01934 644046
http://www.datafile.demon.co.uk
sales@datafile.demon.co.uk

omain on CD
PDCD1, 2 and 3 are only £10 each
PDCD-4 is only £15 New Lower
PDCD-5 is only £15 Prices

All five together: £40
Merlin SA upgrade for PDCD-4 £10

DRAULJ%m?mV2
7<£eDraw File Effects Processor

This application allows the user to
change the line and fill settings of a
Draw file to achieve effects that, on
a large complicated file, could take
hours of editing in Draw.
Only £19.95 from The Datafile

ii 4immj tiftudty, i/ttti*5 mdAi"'
mmSSBK^^tJmm^mi

*3 Mftftu 4%w& wd$(tl

6>mU mm $m uid(mU,

'- i i

Yours for only £24.95 plus £1



Well, another Acorn World is over. After

all the upheaval when the original
organisers EPS pulled out, Kerri Davis,
Product Marketing Manager from Acorn,
stepped in, took over and managed to
co-ordinate a successful show.

Kerri comments on her experiences while
organising the show, "The many obstacles
we had to overcome to put this show on
really allowed Acorn to pull the whole
industry together. The support and assis
tance the community gave to me personally
was very encouraging and this is undoubt
edly why the Acorn community thrives year
after year.

"The success of the show in '97 really high
lighted how healthy the industry is and
how we should progress for '98. With Acorn
in control, it places us where we should be -

Many thanks
Acorn User would liketo take this opportunity
to thank all the companies who donated
prizes for the Acorn User Charity Lucky Dip. As
ever, the queues were enormous with those

taking part digging deep, in the hope of

drawing the star prize ticket of a PocketBook
each day. In total, £653 was raised for the
British Red Cross.

--*" ""•"• IT
y C* MM*

Acorn World 97
leading and supporting the industry for
long-term future growth"

Visitors to Acorn World this year totalled
over 8000, with 2600 people attending on
Friday, Education day. Saturday was busiest,
with 3950 visitors and Sunday saw another
1800 people through the door.

Acorn's stand was surrounded for the full

three days by visitors keen to see the range
of developments and partner products on
show - some for the first time in the UK.

The Technology Showcase Cinema held reg
ular showings of a short video covering the
future of Acorn and their commitment to

their product foundations. Judging by the
queues, this was a popular new addition to
the Acorn stand.

As announced last issue, Acorn were giving
away Acornsoft beta software to Clan mem
bers - over 4000 people decided to take
Acorn up on their offer and have now got
the opportunity to submit their comments
to Acorn themselves via the Acorn website.

The Show Theatre provided a range of
seminars and presentations from various
members of the Acorn community.
Although the theatre was large enough to
accommodate most audiences, the Chris

Cox and Peter Bondar show attracted its

usual huge crowd leaving very little stand
ing room even. This year's live video link
behind the theatre gave the overspill the
chance to see the talk - another welcome

addition for those who couldn't get a seat. >•

Christmas 1997 Acorn User
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Here's what some of our regular contribu
tors thought to this year's show.

Mike Cook: Hardwired
You can think of the Acorn World show in

two ways - the products and the people.
This year, in the absence of any blowaway
products, it was the people who dominated
proceedings. That's not to say that there
weren't any new products, but there wasn't
a big one.

True, Acorn were showing prototypes that
promised good times ahead and there was
a smattering of interesting software utilities
and applications, but my overwhelming
impression was that of the people.

At an occasion like this it is always nice
to meet old friends, both stall holders and

visitors alike, but it is great to meet new
friends. Thanks to everyone who intro
duced themselves to me, it really does an
author good to know that someone out
there is listening.

I spent most of my time demonstrating
the weather receiver set-up and my first go
at a force-feedback project - a crude
graphic program of a bat hitting a ball, but
what was different was that as you turned
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the control to hit the bat you could feel it
hitting the ball. The expression on people's
faces is what makes it all worthwhile.

Generally they started out puzzled as they
watched others - what was all the fuss
about! Then I would explain what was
going on and they would look incredulous.
Next they would try it themselves, with a
look ol" surprise as they felt the ball.

Saturday, the middle day, saw the most
visitors, but for me the two quieter days
were busier as more people wanted to chat
at length. Talking to a few traders, it
seemed they took the most money on the
first day, as people had saved up during the
year for a big spend.

On the software side, the big highlight for
Clan members had to be the Acorn beta

release software CD - it's chock full of

Internet stuff and a copy of their FTP site.
One of Acorn's programmers said that the
only way he knew what version of his soft
ware was currently released was to look on
the FTP site - no one ever told him.

The other interesting aspect of shows is
the nightlife in London, but the less said
about that the better, see you at the next
one.

Backstage on the Acorn stand

Mark Taylor: A portable
perspective
Turn the clock back a few months to the

first Acorn World '97 press release announc
ing that Acorn's new portable would be on
show, along with details of pricing and
availability. From a portable point of view
this show looked like being a 'must' and
expectations were high...

So how did things turn out? On the sur
face, the show was a bit of a

disappointment as the star failed to make
an appearance. The much-hyped portable,
as had been reported prior to the show, was
not the answer Acorn's client was after and

the project had been put on hold. However,



scratch the surface a bit and the show was

actually quite promising. It appears that
although the portable has been put on hold
- according to Peter Bondar (who should
know) - there is a very good chance we will
see its release sometime next year.

The reason for the delay is that Acorn are
working on a number of projects for the
same client and one of these has, for now,

been given priority over the portable.
Maybe it will turn up at next year's show -
after all it is fashionable to be late.

Xemplar had the Apple eMate on show
which finally gave me the chance to have a
good play, and quite impressed I was too.
The machine has been specially designed
with children in mind and has numerous

nice touches such as a semi-transparent case
so the electronics are visible, a steel chassis

enabling it to survive the odd drop and a
large carrying handle. Despite all this, how
ever the machine is equally suitable for
adults as it is effectively an Apple Newton
with a keyboard.

The big news at the show was that
Xemplar are well on the way with develop
ing link software for the Acorn. This will
enable eMatc users to link their machine to

all three major platforms with the mini
mum of fuss. More news and a full review of

the machine and link software as and when

it becomes available.

It also emerged that three Acorn compa
nies - IMS, Paul Vigay and DesignIT are all
developing links for the Psion S5. This will
finally allow Acorn users to connect this
excellent machine to the RISC OS desktop.
Again, more news as I get it.

HS Software had on sale, and were demon
strating, the Pocket Book and Series 5
versions of their excellent N-Store record

keeping system. I'll be taking a closer look
at the S5 version in my next column.

Overall, this year's show wasn't a bad one
for portable users. Lots of potential and
promise and that has to be good news for us.

Paul Wheatley: Going public
My favourite part of Acorn shows is getting
to meet all the people I've spent the last year
chatting to on e-mail. Acorn World finally
gave me a chance to meet one of the most
talented coders on the scene - Frederic Elisei.

The gradual change of the PI) scene was
demonstrated clearly by the two PD stands
at the show. Both the Datafile and APDI.

have seen a gradual slow down in
PI) disc sales as many users
move to the Internet.

Alternative products
proved very popular
however, with the

excellent value of

PD CDs drawing
in the crowds.

Games were

also in evi

dence on the

PD stands,

with a new

CD-based plat-
former from

the Datafile and

Exodus from Artex

Software (see full
review in this issue)
display at APDL. Both of ^
these games were a welcome
improvement over the much hyped
but disappointing BIIPfrom TBA Software. I
really hope these great PD libraries can hang
in there and keep on providing us with an
excellent service.

The rest of the show was a little disappoint
ing in terms of new products, but interesting
developments could be found on the Acorn
and Spacetech stands.

The highlight of the show had to be the
fantastic HandyCombi which was demon
strated on the Acorn stand by Korean
developers from ETRI. It was great to chat to
programmers with such enthusiasm for the
Acom platform. Let's hope their technology

demonstrator will find its way to the high
street as a complete product before too
long.

The bad news on the Acorn front was the

indication that the new Rise PC II technol

ogy wouldn't be available as an upgrade for
new machines. The spec of the new hard
ware does sound worth the new computer
price tag however, with a likely three times

improvement in memory access
time for the bus (not to men

tion extra VRAM and a

faster VIDC). This is a
boon for computer

graphics program
mers who now

have a very nice
processor in the
StrongARM,
but still face

the frustrating
bottleneck of

the existing
bus.

Spacetech were
doing their best

to tantalise me

with a gorgeous new
top-of-the-range digital

camera. The Olympus
C1400L has a massive array of

features and is capable of taking
incredibly hi-res 1280x1024 pictures.
Unfortunately it's just a touch out of my
price range at the moment...

IMS deserve a special mention for design
ing their own stand which was rumoured to
be based on a pyramid of Fererro Roche
chocolates (and yes, it was exchellente). So
how did those Rise PCs run Microsoft CDs

without a PC card, guys?
On a final note, it's nice to see the Acorn

community finally catching up with sup
port for Java in Acorn browsers, as well as
some very nice editors and HTML savers
like the new add-on for Textease. >
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32 bit MIDISequencer

se drag & drop

r maps (o.g.
and velocity)
alterable by
ig with the mouse

can bo linked to

changes made to
satterns

System Excluslves

Multitasking plnybnck

Stippdm any MIDI
interface, Including
parallel and serial

Up to 192 MIDIchannels
and no track limit

Demo disc available

stalls on request

Drifter- £30.00

Dune II- £31.00

Dune II CD- £45.00

Empire Soccer 94 - £22.00
Exodus- £22.00

Keystroke- £34.95
Kingfisher Ch. Micropedia - £64.95

Klycko- £35.00
My 1st Incredible Amaz. Diet.- £39.50

Ovation Pro-£174.50

Porsonal Accounts 3 - £43.00

Photodesk Light - £125.00
Photodosk 2 - £247.95

Premier Manager - £22.00
Prophet 3-£160.00

Shuggy- £22.00
Starflghter 3000 - £26.00

Tanks- £22.00

Toxteaso 2 - £54.50

Talking Toxtease- £71.95
Tanks- £22.00

The Ultimate Human Body - £48.50
Undelete- £18.95

The Way Things Work- £48.50
Wizard Apprentice - £22.00

Books & Manuals
BBC BASIC Manual - £21.95

J- - £7.95
RISC OS 3 PRM - £104.00

RISCOS3PRMV5a- £32.75

ThoTokkloCD- £50.00

Cables
We do hundreds of different cables.

Data switches are also available

3.5mm storoo jack to same (2m) (audio
load for additional output to Yamaha

speakers etc.) - £4.95
MIDIcable (4m)- £5.25
MIDIcable (5m) - £5.95

MIDIgender changer - joins two MIDI
cables together- £2.40

Null modem cable (2m) - £8.95
Null modem cable (5m) - £10.95
Two Phono plugs to same (e.g.

Complete MIDI sound expansion £229.00 <J>
to

Sibelius V3.5
New Features!

New Prices!

Junior Sibelius - £49.00

Sibelius 6 - £99.95

Sibelius 7 Student - £399.95

Sibelius 7 - £899.00

Optical Manuscript - ECall

Please call for bundle & site llcenco pricos

Computer Systems
Call for a 'I my' prlco.

Rise PC SA 4+OMb 1.2Gb HD - £ 1087.90

Rise PC SA 8.2Mli 1.2Gb HD- C1375.99

A7000. 4Mb, Network, AKF60- £939.24
A7000+ 8Mb, 1.2Gb, AKF60- £1055.04

Modem (28.8) Network Computer - £450.08
Ethernet (10BaseT) Net. Comp. - £450.08

Monitor options when buying a Rise PC :
Acorn AKF60 (14") - add £253.80
AcomAKF91(17")- add £614.76

iiyama 350 (MF-8515G 15") - add £253.80
liyama MF-8617E(17") - add £498.00

liyama MF-8617ES(17")- add £543.50
Iiyama MF-9017E Pro (17") - add £546.00

liyama MF-8221T (21")- add £1092.50
iiyama 500 (MF-8721T 21") - add £1140.50
liyama MF-9021TPro (21") - add £1127.50

PC cards:

DX4-100-£233.00

5x86-100-£349.00

5x86-133, 512K cache - £360.00
PC Pro (includes PC Exchange) - £47.95

PC Sound Pro- £29.50

Othor options (with machine):
8 speed CD ROM drive (RPC) - add £81.84

A30101-4Mb- £81.00

A3020/A4000 2-4 Mb - £63.45

AS0002-4Mb- £69.30

Rise PC/A7000 SIMMs:

4Mb- £18.00

8Mb- £29.70

16Mb- £51.85

32Mb- £97.95

1Mb VRAM- £52.85

1-2Mb VRAMswap - £55.00
2Mb VRAM- £97.50

Music & Sound Section
Call for other musical items

MIDI Intorfacos:
A30XO/A4000 Internal 1x1x1 - £57.50

MIDI Max Internal 1x1x1 - £82.00

Parallel Port 1x1x1- £89.00

Serial Port - ECall

Synth 8- £44.60
Basic Synth- £44.60
Synth Plus- £55.75

Other hardware:

Fatar Studio Logic Pianos - ECall
SPDIF interlace - ECall

Yamaha MU10 modulo - £195.00

Yamaha YST-M7 speakors - £43.00
YST-M20 DSP speakors - £65.00

YST-MS25 epoakors & subw.- £79.00
YST-MSWSsubwoofer- £59.00

YST-MSWIOsubwoofer- £88.00

Sound Byte Recorder - £47.95
Othor soltwnro:

MellDI Pre-release - £94.00

MIDISupport- £18.50
MIDI Mapper- £22.75

Prosound- £118.95

SMPTE extension for Sib. 7 - £550.00

Yamaha modulo serial driver - £37.95

Other Hardware
ARM Switcher-Ell9.00

Connect 32 SCSI 2 RPC card - £211.50

3.2Gb IDE drives - £200.00
Hard drives & kits - ECall

Pocket Book A-Link - £59.50

Rise PC second slice - £116.30

!second slice (no PSU) - £90.00

Other Software
Alone in the Dark - £30.00

ANT Internet Suite 2 - El 12.00

BltfolIo7CD- £47.95

Blinds- £24.95

BHP- £26.00
The Cobalt Seed - £22.00

DataPower 2-£165.00

- MU10 MIDIsound module (676 sounds In total, 21 drum kits. 11
reverb, 11 chorus &42variation elfects (with audio Inputs for -y
microphones etc.). Absolutely superb sounds for the price.

- Serial driver connects the MU10to a fast serial port (Rise PC, (A
A7000. AS0OO or multiple serial card) and turns It into a 1 In. 1 *?
Out MIDI interlace as well as a sound module. No need for a *-«
separate MIDI interlace- you can plug a keyboardstraight Into 3
the MU10. Ideal if you already use your parallel port etc.

- Excellent results with MellDI,Sibelius (you can hear playback
when recording with Flexi-Time!) and other MIDIapplications.

- Requires either headphones, a HiFi hook-up or a pair of i
powered speakers (superb results with the Yamaha YST series).

FREEPOST EH2725
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

United Kingdom

Tel: (01592) 592265 Fax: (01592) 596102

Psion Series 5
Drool over the new ARM-powered palmtopsl

4Mb. with PC connection kit - £428.95
8Mb, with PC connection kil - £487.45

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check pricos. Others available.

A30001-4Mb- £74.00

As above (5m) - £5.95
As above (10m) - £6.95

9 or 15-pln Scarf & audio leads - £10.95

Bargains
Other bargains are available.

Acorn 14" mon. nylon cover - £4.95
10/10 Dinosaurs - £10.00

Carnage Inc - £10.00

We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.

email: Liquid@cableinet.co.uk All prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage
http://wwvAcybervillage.CO.uk/acorn/liquid/ Official ordersandcallerswelcome. Financeavailable. mi TO

mpact Professional
More than just a database

•* Fully relational
\/ Programmable
• Easy to use

Fast becoming the
standard Acorn database.

Buy nothing until you've
checked it out!

••I Exampie.Main

Company

Contact

Address

Phone

Fax

Acme Engineering! Date last contacted 12 Oct 1996

Fred Bloggs ByIPhone /\

^) Customer

(9 Supplier

Accounts...

Unit 5

Industrial Estate

Town Centre

Letter...

Fax...

0171 592 4789 Log

[7>

call I Show calls | C

ction needed D

lueue Label |
isplay notes0170 592 4752

Now available from all

good dealers - ask for a demo.
Create data cards like this, using familier desktop features.
Programmable buttons combine many complex actions into
single button clicks, to make life even simpler!

PHONE, WRITE, or EMAIL
for full details, to -

P.O. Box 36

BODMIN
PL30 4YY 01208 850790

sales@circlesw.demon.co.uk

£125.00
+ VAT

The easy choice



Ian Burley: New news
Every year it's like a family reunion. So
many people in the Acorn industry are on
first name terms - it's so refreshing com
pared to other IT events 1 have to visit.
There were new names as well as old. Stan

Boland, Acorn's new finance director
recruited from ICL Sorbus, was witnessing
his first Acorn World and he was suitably
impressed by the level of commitment from
both third-party vendors and the punters.
He also remarked to me how many young
people there were at the show - a good sign
as he had wondered if the Acorn masses

might mainly be war-weary loyalists from
the good old days.

In fact, there's plenty of new blood - as
demonstrated by the A7000 portable exhib
ited on the Oregan stand. This was a
university project by Paul Gammans, a
friend of an Oregan's staff member, which
mated an LCD screen to the innards of an

A7000 to produce a custom-made Acorn
portable.

Talking of portables, Cannon Computing,
fresh from their acquisition of Cumana, had
a stock of brand new Acorn A4 portables on
their stand. Apparently enough parts were
found to build a batch of 20 A4s, despite the
fact they haven't officially been in produc
tion for many months. Nigel Cannon told
me he had originally been offered the whole
batch, but later Acorn seconded the lion's

share and his stock of seven, priced at £499
each, was snapped up in next to no time.

Meanwhile, it was good to see Eidos mak
ing another appearance at the show.
Considering the founder of Eidos, Stephen
Streater, owns a huge share of the British
computer games production market and
could probably retire in much luxury on his
current wealth, making Acorn hardware do
amazing things with multimedia remains a
personal passion of his. This time Eidos
were showing their Eye video-conferencing
prototype for use over ordinary phone lines
- very clever stuff.

Acorn were demonstrating some clever
things as well, naturally. The Rise PC II pro
totype was there as promised and looks like
it'll be delivered by the middle of next year.
The new StrongARM CoNCord NC was

A custom-made A7000portable

there, looking like a spare part from Thrust
SSC. Plus there were some charming
Koreans showing off their RISC OS skills in
developing a multimedia map system with
touch-screen input, voice recognition and
graphical/writing recognition to boot.

You can always worry about whether
Acorn's future is secure and whether as

many peoplecame to the show this year as
last year, and so on. However, my lasting
impression was that Acorn's technology has
succeeded in proving their many detractors
wrong once again - at Acorn World the
proof was there to be seen by all.

Dave Lawrence: Star infor
mation
Tor most visitors, the highlight of Acorn
World '97 was probably the new technolo
gies on display on the Acorn stand. The new
Rise PC is certainly going to be an interest
ing machine. I myself was fairly clued up on
the kit having attended the devel
opers conference a couple of
months back, so nothing
ground-breaking
there. New style
NCs, video phones
and a good show
ing of other
ARM-based gad
gets were also
interesting.

Walking around
the rest of the hall

(which seemed to

take a worryingly
small amount of time

the gist of the show seemed
to be 'imaging', whether it was
Eidos's top end video edit suite or a rather
nice Olympus digital camera courtesy of
Spacetech.

SCSI also seemed to feature highly with
Castle, AlSystems and Eesox all demonstrat
ing high-speed cards. Next year 1 imagine
we'll have Adaptec PCI drivers for RPC2 to
add to this list.

One thing that has become noticeable over
the last couple of shows is the slow ebbing
of big names such as Computer Concepts (to
name but one). They still had a stand, but

Show report

no new products were apparent. On the
other hand, companies such as Argo seem to
be growing all the time.

Despite the decline of CC in the Acorn
market, it is good to see them still attending
the shows along with all the old faithfuls
from year dot - Clares, Beebug, Atomwide,
Icon, Sherston et al.

Games? Well, er, we still seem to be some
what lacking. OK, we do now have Doom

and Quake, but they are both at least a
couple of years old now. If you

want my advice, the best
source of games at the

moment is in the world of

emulation - Sega, C64,
Gameboy, Arcade, PCE -
assuming you can track
down the ROMs that is.

To sum up, I felt it
was a very subdued
show, perhaps everyone

is waiting for the new
machine. The best part?

saying "Hi" to everyone you
only ever see once a year. The

worst part? Missing a meeting in
the upstairs restaurant as my Acorn User

exhibitor's pass apparently didn't rank
higher than a Clan member card. Next year?
Maybe we should have ARM World '98
instead, then at least all the surreptitious
Ncwtons and Psions could be put proudly
on display!

Pam Turnbull: A learning
experience
Triday was Education Day again this year,
with a range of seminars putting forward a
teacher's perspective. Xemplar had a section
of the Acorn main stand on which to show

off the Junior Toolbox which is now avail
able for Acorn machines, and allow
Mac-sceptics to have a play with the new
green portable beast - the eMate. Using
Newton technology, this uses IRDA to com
municate with desktop PCs and Macs as
well as printers, the new Rise PC 2 looks like
it will play along too.

On the software front, Sherston had The
Map Detectives and their Tots TV licence for
younger users - no sign of Teletubbies from
anyone yet. A glance at the TAG
Developments stand revealed their excellent
HyperStudio and also 101 Amazing Things to
Do with Your Computer. This CD-ROM will
be available for RISC OS in January and
combines a hardback book of ideas such as

digital codes with things to make such as

Christmas 1997 Acorn User
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Show report

Andi Flower from The ARM Club

finds it all just too much!

flying machines and ID cards, plus a glos
sary of terms. Aimed at anyone over seven
years of age, it could make a good late
Christmas present. TAG are also developing
Elmer, the patchwork elephant much loved
by small children, with a BEET release in
mind, special emphasis is being placed on
developing this for children with hearing
difficulties in mind.

If you've been taken with the graphics on
RESOURCE'S Rainbow's Edgeseries, the same
artist has had his wicked way with two new
programs aimed at school and home - / Can
Spell and / Can Write. Still under develop
ment they look very promising, with easily
edited wordlists making them especially
useful in the classroom.

Elsewhere SEMERC were showing off the
kid-friendly graphic tablet attachment to
the excellent Claude & Maude. However,
further delays with the Macromedia
Director-reader software from Acorn mean

that those of you wanting RISC OS versions
of Wellington Square will have to wait.

Clan Members were happily clutching a
CD-ROM of beta-versions of forthcoming
software one of which is The Browser which

is Java compatible and gives RISC OS access
to some educational websites previously
closed lo us. Hidden away on the lrlam
stand was a useful package Album which
allows you thumbnail access to images in a
directory, this time-saving program will be a
boon to anyone creating presentations or
websites.

All graphics and DTP news from the show
can be found on the Graphicspage.

4u
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Acorn User Awards 1997
Voted for by our regularcontributors:

Bestgraphics package:
DrawWorks 2 (iSV Products)

Best business software:

Schema2 (Clares Micro Supplies

Best musicpackage:
Midiworks (Oregan Developments)

Best localnetwork package:
Advanced Level 4 fileserver software

(Network Solutions)

Best education software:

Arthur (Cambridgeshire Software House)

Best Internet product:
Newsbase (Graham Allan)

Best PD software:

Iron Dignity (Frank Fohl)

Best Programming tool:
WimpBasic (Clares Micro Supplies)

Reader awards
Best Product:

Ovation Pro (Beebug)
Best Advert:

Alsystems- Been stopped for speeding.

Best Article:

David Matthewman - HTML explained
series

Best Dealer:

Desktop Projects
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Pre-Christmas Specials!

IDE HARD DRIVES (for Rise PC/A7000)
2GB £135 inc VAT 3GB £ 155 inc VAT

SIMM DRAM (for Rise PC/A7000)
16MB £39 inc VAT 32MB £78 inc VAT

KTX 33.6 BABT-Approved External Fax Modems
£75 inc VAT and Cable

i" AMAZING OFFERS ON

h RISC PCsa \v>CC(but only whilst current stocks last, so
HURRY HURRY HURRY!)

£1395 inc VAT gets you...
. An SRP20 233MHz StrongARM Rise PC

• An AKF60 14" Colour Monitor

and either...

• An extra 32MB DRAM + 2MB VRAM or

• 33.6kbps Modem + ANT Internet Suite or
• The new Canon BJC-4300 Colour Printer

Add £275 for an

liyama MT9017 Vision Master Pro 17" Monitor
New versions, new products, new prices

from Sibelius

Sibelius 6 v3.5£23-&r3T~NOW £116.33

Sibelius 7 Student v3.5J5&r&T
NOW £468.83

Sibelius 7 Professional v3.5 JSS^:60
NOW £925.00

The Data Store is one of only three dealers in the
country which offer full, detailed demonstrations of
Sibelius software. If you want to find out how the

best just got better, ring us NOW for an
appointment - you'll need at least an hour!

NOW AVAILABLE!
PRICE £31.95 inc.VAT and postage
SITE LICENCES AVAILABLE
Upgradesat special prices for owners of earlier versions: phone for details

...

* PLUS *
Scan your printed music
straight into Sibelius with

Optical Manuscript
£292.58

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN

Tel 0181-460 8991 Fax 0181-313 0400

Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

NOW OPEN TILL 7.30 ON THURSDAY,
BUT CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

TheElectronic Font Foundry
e-mail: sales@efFFonts.demon.co.uk

tel: 01344 875 201 • fax: 01344 875 202

11 Silwood Road • Ascot • Berks • SL5 OPY

EFF1 Professional Typography Cd

the fonts cd
The Cd contains 500 EFF typefaces in full Latin 1
character set: Serif (Old Style, Transitional, Modern and
Slab), Sans Serif,Script, Blackletter, Display and
Monospaced. Fonts can be run straight from Cd or
installed on the Hard Disk.

L1shouid just about everything you
Should ever need Archive, 11-1

'Very well balanced... generous number of

weights - a real benefit... Richard Hallos, Rise User

the quality
All fonts are designed to the highest standards by
professional typographers and have complete hand-made
hinting (links and skeletons) and full kerning to ensure
the best results on screen and paper.

"Best quality... designed for

Acorn and hinted in the ACOm way Archive, 11-1

"500 masterfully crafted, hand-hinted fonts"
Acorn User, August 1997

"Best quality around... The fonts are

of absolutely tOp-flOtch quality"
Richard Hallos, Rise User, November 1997

the value
The price of the Cd depends on the licence required:

• Private User Licence £69 inclusive (£58.72+VAT)
• School Site Licence £99 inclusive (£84.26+VAT)
• Business User Licence £149 inclusive (£126.81+VAT)
Overseas orders —please add extra £1.50 towards P&P.

"Remarkable value for money" AU, Aug97

"Very gOOd value for money" Archive, li-i
value'' Richard Hollas, Rise User

the recommendation

"Highly desirable acquisition, and heartly
recommended... EVeryOne with the slightest
interest in fonts should buy this disc! R.Hallas, RiscUser

eeffbe
Professional '

Typography 19(

If you would like more
information about EFF

products please contact us
for EFF Professional

Typography leaflet (includes
samples of all fonts available
on the CD), EFF 1997 Font
Poster and Price List.
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Micro Laser Designs

105 Midford Road

Combe Down

BATH BA2 5RX

Tel: (01225)833266
Fax: (01225) 832200

Micro Laser Designs Is an Acorn
Centre of Technology and supplies
the complete range of Acorn
Hardware and Software. We also

offer scanning, printing and
imagesettlng services and
specialise In lltho printing from
Acorn files - Letterheads, School
Magazines, Brochures, etc

ALL PRICES SHOWN IN THIS

ADVERT INCLUDE VAT.

Carriage Charges:
For orders of £250 or more, carriage
is FREE. Small orders will have a

delivery charge of £2.50, or £5 for
heavier items.

E&OE.

"Trrcrj

IMAGESETTING

Check our FILM prices!
(P&P may apply). Prices are per page.

Don't forget prices INCLUDE VAT.

Page9 A4/A4 + A3/A3 +

1 11.75 14.10
2-9 6.45 11.10
10-24 5.85 9.40
25-49 5.00 8.20

50+ 4.10 7.00

Bromide prices on request.

Further discounts available - please call.
Email: bureau@microlas.demon.co.uk

WHITE LABELS, 100 SHEETS PER BOX

Size(mm) Per Sheet Price
99.1 x139 4 £15.25

99.1 x 67.7 8 £15.25

99.1 x 38.1 14 £15.25

99.1 X33.9 16 £15.25

63.5 x 38.1 21 £15.25

PLEASE STATE FOR LASER OR INK JET

CLEAR LABELS 25 SHEETS PER BOX

99.1 x 38.1 14 1 £11.75 (or inkjet
21 J £13.85 for laser63.5 x 38.1

CALL FOR PRICES ON OHP's

FULL COLOUR

LASER PRINTS

A4 & A3!

We now offer a fast turn-round colour

loser printing service, Ideal for proofs,
certificates, short run colour brochures
etc or Just a high quality print of your
favourite piece of artwork! Please call
for more details, or visit our web site!

Telephone: (01225) 833266
Facsimile: (01225) 832200
email : sales@microlas.demon.co.uk

http://www.microlas.demon.co.ukwwwAllprices listed were correct at the
time of going to press. We reserve
the right to change them if the need
arises - you willbe notifiedof any
changes upon ordering. Please
allow time for clearance of cheques.
Credit/ debit cards willbe charged
on day of despatch.

We operate the Acorn 20/20
Finance Interest Free Credit

Scheme - Please call for details.

Acorn & PC Computer Systems m
Printing IStationery fif
Desktop Publishing fjf

Graphic Design &f
Imagesetting m

Scanning tif
THE RIGHT CHOICE

Memory Hard Disc
Rise PC 233Mhz StrongARM 4M ... 4Mb 1.2Gb
Rise PC 233 Mhz StrongARM 10M ... 10Mb 1.2Gb

FREE JAVA UPGRADE VOUCHER WITH THIS 10Mb RISC PC

Price

£1105.00

£1390.00

CALL NOW OR CHECK OUR WEB SITE FOR DETAILS

OF OUR CHRISTMAS SPECIAL OFFERS!!!!

8 Speed CD ROM, when bought with RISC PC £50.00

A7000 + 8M 8Mb 1.2Gb £810.00

A7000 + 8M, 8 x CD 8Mb 1.2Gb £860.00

ALL PRICES LISTED ABOVE EXCLUDE MONITORS, PLEASE SEE LIST BELOW

WE BUILD COMPUTERS TO YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATION - PLEASE CALL

When buying an Acorn Computer, why not extend your warranty ???
Extra2years: RISCPC £235. A7000+ £94 Extm4years: RISCPC £470, A7000 £188

MICRO LASER 14" colour monitor, 1024x768,0.28dp, 1 year OSM £159

STRONGARM 233Mhz

PROCESSOR

UPGRADE

FOR RISC PC

£275.00

Acorn 14"AKF60 *£255.00

liyama 8617E £515.00
CTX14" £189.00

CTX17" £430.00

CTX21" £1199.00

ADI15" £225.00

Acorn 17" AKF92 *£610.00

liyama Pro 9017E £549.00
CTX15" £265.00

CTX20" £920.00
Samsung 17" 1280x1024 ... £375.00
ADI17" £495.00

Prices marked *only available when purchased with Computer.

Acom Network Computer (CALL IN AND SEE ONE FOR YOURSELF!)
NC with 28.8 modem 8Mb £450.00
NCwith 10BaseT Ethernet 8Mb £450.00

PC CARDS FOR RISC PC

DX4-100 £220

5x86-100 £350

PC Pro £39
PC Pro + PC XChange ... £49
Windows '95 £80

CD ROM DRIVES

4X4 Auto Changer £125
24spdlDE £110
12spdSCSI £170
Parallel Port 24 spd £220
Parallel Port 4 x 4 a/c £199

POCKET BOOK
Pocket Book II 256K £230.00

Pocket Book II 1MB £305.00
A Link/PC Link/Mac Link £56.95

1Mb Flash Disc £113.95
Parallel Link £28.45

INK JET CARTRIDGES
•W.1r1WIJM»^;W;l|.W^111

Acorn JP150 £18.79

Canon BJIOetc £18.75

Canon BJ200/230 £17.61

Canon BJ130E £14.08

HP51626A £19.92

HP 51649A/ 51625A £23.44

Epson SO20047 £16.39
Epson SO20025 £9.55
BJC600 Black £8.57

BJC600 Col £6.57
BJC800 Black £16.44

BJC800 Col £20.63

Can BC20 £27.60

Can BC21 £42.48

CanBC1-21BK £5.86

/ INK JET REFILLS / TONER CARTRIDGES AT OUR LOWEST PRICES !
wwmtm=mna m^immv^\^ti*mmm •nnnnfi?iinan*i

Canon LBP8 £65.15

Canon LBP4 £67.55

Canon LBP460 £69.31

Canon L300 fax £69.33

QMS860/ 1660 £132.00

HP LaserJet 3Si £111.86

HP LaserJet 4L £63.30

HP LaserJet 4V/4MV ... £130.77

HP LaserJet 5L £50.17

HP LaserJet 5SI £152.16
Panasonic KXP4400 ...£12.92

Panasonic KXP4420 ... £32.31

Listed are/ust a lewolttieconsumables wesupply, pleasecallfor our full colour 28pageComputer Consumables Catalogue
which contains hundreds olproducts! -MouseMats. Ribbons. Ink Jet-Toner. Discs.Cleaning Products. Labels. DiscBoxes. CD
towers. Furniture. Workstations. Screen Filters, NotebookCarry Cases, andmuchmore!

Epson SO20025 £4.64
Epson SO20034 £6.56
Epson SO20036 £9.85
Epson SO20047 £6.57
Epson SO20049 £10.28
Canon BJI642 £4.22

Canon LBP4 £32.89

Canon LBP8 £29.36

BJC600 Black £2.35

BJC600 Col £2.35

BJC800 Black £4.59

BJC8OOC0I £5.29

WM-M.UU S&M0RE!

Parallel Printer Cable £5
Parallel 36 way to Parallel 36 way £5
25 way D to 25 way D £5
SCSI 50 way IDC to 50 way IDC £12
SCSI 25 way D to 50 way Centronics £12
SCSI 50 way Cent, to 50 way Cent £12
SCSI II HIDensity to 50 Way Cent £20
9 way D type to SCART £12
5%" Drive Power Splitter £4
5V," - 3V4" Power Adaptor £4
Twoway Printer Sharer (Cent. 36 way) £13
Two way Printer Sharer (D type 25 way) £13
BBC Printer Cable £7
9 way to 15 way Monitor Adaptor £7
Original Acorn mouse £27.50
Microsoft serial mouse £22.50

Standard PC serial mouse £15.00
RISC PC Case Slice kit (PSU) £110
RISC PC Case Slice kit (no PSU) £85
RISC PC 2 slot Backplane £34
A7000 2 slot Backplane £39
Acorn Mugs (Pair) C9.95
Acorn Grey Polo Shirt £15.95
Acorn Porker Pen ". £4.95

Casio QV10 Camera + Acorn Kit £355

Casio QV100 Camera + Acorn Kit £502

RISC PC Technical Ref Manual £47.50

MEMORY etc

A305 / A310 4Mb £110

A305 / A310 4 - 8Mb £185

RISC OS 3 Carrier Board £22

MEMC1AUpgrade £49
A400/1 1Mb Pack £38

A400/1 4-8Mb £185
A3000 1 - 2Mb (expandable to 4Mb) £46
A3000 1 - 4Mb £83

A3000 4 - 8Mb £185

A3010 1 - 2Mb £42

A3010 2 - 4Mb £73

A3010 1 - 4Mb £87

A3020 / A4000 2 - 4Mb £76

A5000 2 - 4Mb £80

A5000 4 - 8Mb £185

A540 4Mb Card £115
RISC PC 1Mb VRAM £70
RISC PC 2Mb VRAM £110

RISC PC / A7000

4Mb SIMM £20

8Mb SIMM £29

16Mb SIMM £39

32Mb SIMM £85

64Mb SIMM £POA
Mtintyy pices J'? a.'.'.?'"''/v.-wj-j •c!?:n-: r-rv.-"c^ Westprice
Wesupplya lullrange ol hardwareand software
please telephone formore detailsand a quote.

HP51626A 40ml refill £8.95

HP51626A 80ml (fills2!) £16.50
HP51629A 80ml refill £16.50

HP51645A refill £15.50

HP51649A refill £22.20

HP51641A refill (3 x cols) £20.75
HP51625A refill (colour)... £22.20
LEXMARK 1380620 refill £13.50

LEXMARK 1380619 refill £18.75

Canon BC05 refill £20.95

PLEASE CALL IF YOU DON'T

SEE YOUR INK LISTEDI

BITS W PIECES

25 Watt Powered Speakers £29.00
50 Watt Powered Speakers £39.00
PowerTecSCSI II Card £200.00

Cumana SCSI II Card £175.00

Yellowstone RaplDE £139.00
Simtec IDE Interface £69.00

Audio mixer board for RISC PC ... £41.00
1.2Gb IDE Hard Disc £109.00

1.6Gb IDE Hard Disc £139.00

2Gb IDE Hard Disc £149.00
2.5Gb IDE Hard Disc £159.00

3.2Gb IDE Hard Disc £179.00

3.8Gb IDE Hard Disc £189.00

5.1Gb IDE Hard Disc £289.00
6.5Gb 5'/i" IDE Quantum £289.00

2.2Gb SCSI Hard Disc £189.00
3.2Gb SCSI Hard Disc £269.00

4.3Gb SCSI Hard Disc £309.00

IRLAM COL MBL SCANNER ...£199.00
Impression Publisher £139
Impression Publisher Plus £250
Sibelius 7 £935.00

Sibelius 7 Student £490.00

Sibelius 6 £180.00
SECOND HAND ACORN COMPUTERS
We currently have a soleclion ol Acorn Computers, including
MOO's. A5000-S.A7000'S A RISC PC's - plooso cnll



RiscTV has been about for some time now

but the latest additions make it well

wortli a second look. The basic premise is
simple enough - a television you can have
on your desktop. But why bother when for
less money you can have a nice little
portable TV set next to your computer drain
ing no resources from it whatsoever?

Well, the name of the game is interactivity.
With RiscTV you can have a TV and use it to
feed information into your computer. For
example, you can capture still images in
monochrome or colour at the resolution of

your screen. You can then, copyright permit-

More
ting, incorporate these into your own work.
You can use the system for recording ani
mated clips and save them as Replay movies.
Finally you can switch over to teletext and
save the pages you find as either text or
sprites. If you want to do any of this you
should seriously check out this system.

Installing involves plugging in an expan
sion card and making a flying lead
connection to the motherboard. You also

need to disconnect your monitor, plug it into
the card and plug the flying lead from the
card into the original monitor socket. This
last point was not mentioned in the instruc-
tions. You also need to make some

provisions for sound, either mixing it in with
the internal sound or feeding it into external
speakers. The manual refers to separate fit
ting instnictions for this but unfortunately I
didn't get them.

The software is simple enough, with a sin
gle application for most setups or an
additional one for A5000 users. If you do
have one of these machines, state it when

ordering as one of the flying leads is differ
ent. This lead allows the TV window to be

partly obscured by another window.
I found the teletext worked well even on

a makeshift aerial but using a properly
mounted external aerial produced really

RiscTV

Mike Cook tests out the latest additions to RiscTV

solid results. Sensitivity was better than my
Sony domestic set, it produces a much better
picture on the rather marginal Channel 5.
Teletext also has a fastext facility that allows
a simple colour coded page access system for
those who find the Teletuhbies an intellec

tual challenge.
In short, it works just like the real thing, if

fact a bit too much like it. What would be

nice is a system that downloads the whole
database in one go and then allows you
instant access to any page. On many pages
there is a cycling system that puts several
related pages on the same page number and
there is an option to capture all the different
pages which is great. What is not so great is
the fact that the computer single tasks while it
is doing it, so you can't do anything else.This
can hang your computer for up to 10 minutes,
I am sure there is a better software solution.

On the video side you can save the video
and sound in a number of different formats,

each one having a storage/quality trade off.
Unfortunately the manual makes no men

tion of the relative merits of

each, although the audio
options are slightly better
described.

I found that with my Rise PC
600 with StrongARM processor
I couldn't record directly to
disc at all, this may have been
due to sector fragmentation.
Recording into a RAM disc
allowed me to record at the

slower speeds although if the
RAM disc was too big there
wasn't enough free memory
elsewhere in the system and
attempts to record crashed
leaving an open file.

These problems are greatly
alleviated by reducing the
image size you want to capture.

The results were slightly disappointing when
compared with a similar system on the Apple
Macintosh although you do have much more
control here. For example you can choose
the audio source from either the Nicam

stereo sound, from the computer's output or
from an external phono socket. Similarly,
the video source can be that from the TV

tuner, composite colour or S-VHS.

Summary
The system hardware is built to a high qual
ity with the software doing an adequate job,
but it could be improved especially on the
teletext side. I felt that the manual was poor,
not describing the functions and choices
adequately or technically enough. You
require quite a bit of free RAM to get the best
out of the system but the results are defi
nitely impressive. Remember you will need a
good TV aerial, but you will have opened up
a vast source of multimedia information -

copyright permitting.
4u

Product: RiscTV

Price: RiscTV - £249. Keying - £39.

AudioUgrade (inc keying)
£149. All prices plus £3.50

p&p + VAT

Supplier: Irlam Instruments

Address: Institute of Bioengineering,
Brunei University, Uxbridge,

Middlesex, UB8 3BH

Tel/Fax: 01895 811401

E-mail: sales@irlam.co.uk

Web: http://www.irlam-

instruments.co.uk

Requirements:Hardware A5000, A7000,

A7000+ or Rise PC with free

expansion slot, 2Mb RAM

minimum

i
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"HTMLEdit[v3] is

the outright winner"
Acorn User, Sept 97

"The only HTML editor
worth considering"

Acom Publisher, August 97

"[HTMLEdit]is going
to be hard to beat"

Rise User. July 97

"Using the program
is simplicity itself"

Archimedes World, June 97

"The editor and

browser are superb..."
Archive, September 97

LockSmith and

PCSound Pro 2

brand new for A W!

^*"--- ....

HTMLEdit v3
Next Generation

WWW Authoring

For RiscOS

The press agree with us when we say that our RiscOS Web
Authoring solutions set new standards in power and ease of use.
But the Internet is never still, so at Acorn World well be launching
a whole range of ground-breaking new products...

HTMLEdit 3.5: Java support, sound and music, link and image
checking, OLE editing and page uploading...,

A complete HTML-aware spelling checker which
can check words, selections, pages and sites
either standalone or as an HTMLEdit plugin.

A hot new web browser with Netscape compliance,
frames, tables, forms, sound and Java support.

Also, check out our new Site Manager for absolute control over your whole site!

R-Comp, 22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PS

WebSpell:

Webster XL:

Tel:01925 755043 Fax: 01925 757377 Email: rcomp@rcomp.CO.uk rci@rcomp.co.uk

^^P
Photodesk 2 £269.50

Photodesk Light £134.75

Photodesk Plug-Ins

(FX1,neirV/FX2,FF1)
£19.95 each

bpModel £152.75
bpModel + Plug-in £172.75

TopModel + CD £182.75
TopModel + CD +Plug-in

TopModel CD collection
£34.99

NEW! Orrery with HTML
manual Half price at £34.75

all prices INCLUDE VAT

Studio quality-
Christmas Ideas from

Spacetech »

DIGITAL CAMERAS Olympus C820L with free
case & PhotoLink
£899

Olympus C420L with free
AC adaptor and PhotoLink
£499.00

Olympus C1400L SLR
zoom with deluxe pack and
PhotoLink £1299.99

Canon

BJC4550+PhotoReal
£399.00

PhotoReal printer
drivers £69.oo

Spacetech Ltd
The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland,

Dorset DT5 2JS.UK

Tel: 01305 822753 Fax: 01305 860483
Email: sales@spacetech.co.uk

Web: http://www.spacetech.co.uk
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NC steals the show "
As expected, the main focus of the Acorn throwing conventional computers out of desktop computer which, at present, is
World show was the NC which was featured the window. rather more versatile.

on the Acorn, Oregan and Argonet stands. The price is also rather high, I feel. On I don't want to throw cold water on NCs, mmm
Argonet had a four NC network running the face of it, £300 sounds reasonable but however- as there are some exciting things
from a single telephone line (not even an you'll need to adda monitor and, ideally, a happening with them. Java applets will Q
ISDN line) and proved that the system is QWERTY keyboard. To get the best from it, eventually come, but they're not here yet.
very fast. you'll need a keyboard with infrared link to JVC Works - a sort of wordprocessor, spread- «

The NC is being hailed as the computer prevent you being restricted to the length of sheet application is in beta test form and
of the future with suggestions that it might the connecting cable from a conventionally looks promising.
replace conventional desktop computers. If wired keyboard. My main concern is still with the nature
that is the case, I think there will need to be Then add on the cost of backing storage of the Internet - that needs to be sorted,
a great deal of development before we start and you're fast approaching the cost of a and soon.

Junior Internet
On a dissimilar, although tenuously related subject, Argonet are
about to officially launch Argosphere. Argosphere is a website
aimed specifically at education and at 5-13 year olds in particular.
The site contains numerous activities designed and developed by
Mike Matson under the direction of Ian Goodall of Argonet. Mike,
as many of you will be aware, is responsible for some truly innova
tive software marketed under first the 4Mation banner and latterly
as part of Sherston. The artwork is by Hans Rijnen and is quite
superb.

The site is still under development and has not yet been officially
launched but you may preview it on http://www.argosphere.com

The activities can be downloaded and you need only a browser to
view and to use them. This both keeps the cost down and ensures
that as many users as possible have access to the material.

Currently there is a full-length novel for teenagers - A Dragon
Unleashed. There is a story for under-9s - The Visitor, which is an
illustrated tale about an alien who visits Earth and is amused by the
crazy things that humans do.

Pooh Bear websites are numerous and are essentially linear pages
which are read like a book. Pooh Country offers much more,
including activities like correcting mis-spelled words and an intro
duction to maps. Ask Oleg is another new idea. Oleg Chernavin,
who works at Saransk Power Station No.2 in Russia, answers ques
tions about life in Russia.

This is intended to be a constantly updated site and will contain

News

in ArqoSphere

(»i Ihttpr/i'www.argosphere.conv

V Sent request to www.sserv.com, awaiting reply

• jSfi
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several activities suitable for the given age range. One thing is cer
tain, with Mike Matson running Argosphere you can be sure of
some sound (if not slightly 'off-the-wall') educational material.

I'm have to say that I've never been really sold on the idea of the
Internet either at home of school but this has certainly caught my
attention.

Cheap modems get cheaper
I really don't want to make this an Argonet
only page, but if I'm to provide the news
which I perceive as being of the greatest
educational significance in the Acorn arena,
it has to be Argonet again.

Clearly Ian Goodall is determined to get
everyone online at almost any cost, and it
seems that each month he comes up with yet
another mouth-watering scheme to tempt

us. Hot on the heels of the 33K modem with

three months online for £99, we now have

the 56K modem with three months online

plus all the bits and pieces you need (includ
ing stereo headset) for £149.

If you're already online and want a faster
modem, Argonet is offering the same 56K
model for £119.95 or £99.95 if you trade in
your old modem, working or not. If you're

not online, I doubt you would get a better
deal from any other Internet Service
Provider. The premier service is £11.75 per
month which includes up to five e-mail
addresses, a whopping 5Mb of Web space to
create your own website, free telephone
help and UKlocal telephone rates.

Argonet may be contacted on 0500
585586 or e-mail info@argonet.co.uk

Contacting me
Youcan contact the Education page by writing to me, GeoffPrestonat Acorn User, IDG Media, Media House,AdlingtonPark,

Macclesfield SK10 4NPor by e-mail to: aueduc@idg.co.uk

Christmas 1997 Acorn User
http://www.idg.co.uk/acornuser/
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Visit us on the Web! - http://www.firstcom.denrion.co.uk/

SKAR^ Tel: 0113 231 9444
SSSdUroSSy SSI Fax: 0113 231 9191 BBS: 0113 231 1422
DAny^o^.noiwwmsj^iomo***, E-Mail: SaIes@firstcom.demon.co.uk

Showroom Address: •

Dept.ACU, Unit 3, Armley ParkCourt |
Stanningley Road, Leeds. LS12 2AEI

r- LateOpening
Wednesday&ThursrJay ]

L. until7J0pm
AUTHORISED REPAIR CENTRE

Our in-house engineers can
otter you a no-obligation
FREE estmate ot repair on
your Acorn or any computer
peripheral. A delivery tariffof
just £5.00 is charged or
alternatively, visit our large
showroom. We can also

arrange for your items to be
collected by courier for an
additional charge of £11.00

EASY ACCESS FROM M41MI and AI

raNinE

COMPUTER CENTRE

Acorn Computers
0% Interest Free Finance On All Acorn Computers
20/20 Finance Scheme - 20% Deposit, Then 20 Monthly Payments

STRONGARM
(233MHz)

Balance Payments Payments
NoPPP withPPP

£1,075.99 £53.80 £57.73
£1,141.59 £57.08 £61.25
£1.365.59 £68.28 £73.26
£1,-131.99 £71.60 £76.83
£1,307.19 £65.36 £70.13
£1.372.79 £68.64 £73.65
£1,484.29 £74.21 £79.63
£1.484.29 £74.21 £79.63

Acorn H Rise PC
Description Our

Price

£1,344.99
£1,426.99
£1,706.99
£1,789.99
£1,633.99
£1.715.99
£1,995.99
£2,077.99

Deposit

£269.00

£285.40

£341.40

£358.00

£326.80
£343.20

£511.70

£593.70

4MbHD1.2G + AKF60
4Mb HD1,2G 8xCD + AKF60
4MbHD1.2G + AKF92

4Mb HD1.2G 8xCD + AKF92
10MbHD1.2G^ AKF60
10Mb HD1.2G 8xCD + AKF60
10MbHD1.2G + AKF92
10MbHD1.2G8xCD+AKF92

Acorn # A7000+ Systems
Descriplion Our

Price

£1,061.99
£1,161.99

Deposit Balance Payments
NoPPP

£42.48

£46.48

A7000+ 8Mb HD1.2 + AKF60
I A7000f 8Mb HD1.2G8xCD +AKF60

£212.40

£232.40

£849.59

£929.59

Hard Drives & Controllers Monitors
2.5" IDE Hard Drives "XSIPRDVITEC|

M1438 14"
Multisync

only

85Mb

120Mb

£57.99

£71.99

524Mb £113.99

2.1Gb £154.99

1 Way Backplane (A7000) £39.99
2 Way Backplane (RPC 6/700) £34.99
IDE Card (A3000) £75.99
IDE Card (A3010) £75.99
IDE Card (A300/A400/A5000) £80.99
SCSI Card (A30x0/A4000) £115.99
SCSI II(RPC/A300/400/5000) £115.99

3.5" Bare Hard Drives
IDE

1.0Gb £109.99

1.2Gb £115.99

1.7Gb £121.99

2.5Gb £152.99

3.5Gb £170.99

SCSI
2.1Gb £299.99

3.2Mb £263.99

4.3Gb £356.99

Other specifications
available, please call.

Money off your new
hardware purchases!
Call for pricing now to part exchange
your old items, and get real value for

your unwanted monitors, printers,
memory, computers, etc.

"^CHDVITEC
Ml701 17"
Multisync

only
£399.99

PC Cards Miscellaneous] Zip / CD-ROM I Modems
Acorn 9
RiscPC

x86 PC Cards
Experience The Best

Of Both Worlds

With This Unique
Expansion Option

£115.99

CI 74.99

C233.99

£350.99

[Comes complete with PC-DOS 7

PC System

PRIMA
Penta 166+ *
PC System J
MMX READY 1

' Intel Triton 2 VX

' 512k PB Cacho

i 16mb EDO Memory
2620Mb Hard Drive

8x CD-ROM Drive

3D 16 Bit Soundcard

14" SVGAMonitor n (,« M «,
Zyfi Compact Speakers

• Windows 95 Release 2

Only £699.99 Inc VAT!!!

omega c
Zip Drive U

Only '*•*•
£121.99

Includes One 100mb Cartridge
. Available In SCSI Or Parallel Vers.
Acom Zip Tools Software Drivers £33.99
Zip Drive lOOmb Media (each) £10.99
Rise PC SCSI Intorfaco (16 bit) £116.99

Rise PC (Rise OS 3.6/3.7) CDROMS
4XIDE £39.99 8X IDE £49.991
20XIDE £59.99 24XIDE £75.99|
Dual IDE Cable
Parallel Oscar 4X CDROM

CD Software

Zydec ZyFi Speakers
ZyFi OEM nl

Jk 40 Walt PMPO Lm
I 1 Mains Powered f£jI

—- *M 0nly ''*•1 *"*^ E15.99 I mmmm
ZyFi 2 Pro

120 Watt PMPO

Mains Powered

Only
£42.99

Upgrades & Spares
RiscOS 3.1 Upgrade (No Manual £43.991
Second User RiscOS 3.6" 1~-j\r.)\
Second user ARM710' £59.99 •

£74.99 •
• Acorn/Logitech Mouse Ball
H Acorn Ergonomic Mouse £29.99 •

1 RiscPC Serial Mouse (Std PC) 1

A3010 Midi Starter Pack £122.'J?)

A30x0/A4000 MIDI/User Port •.•V/ V.:

MIDICables (2x3 Metre) £9.99

A3010M/Podute.lDE&PSU £111.99

A3000 Serial Upgrade £20,99

Accessories
Quality Mousemal (4mm) £2.49

3.5* Floppy Drive Head Cleaner £1.39

80 Cap. Banx Lockable Disk Box £9.99

Strong-ARM
Processor Upgrade

Only £284.99
Part-Ex your ARM710 Processor for

C25.00. or Rise OS 3.6 for C10.00

3 Little Pins For Arc
£20.99

£115.99

£58.99
Creepy Crawlies
APDL DTP-1 Clip Art

£55.99
£15.99

APDL DTP-2 Clip Art £15.99

Dune II £41.99
Goldilocks £45.99

£34.99

£31.99
Kingfishor Childrons Micropedia £87.99
MapSkills
OxfordReading TreoStage 2
APDLPD-torPD-2

£45.99
£13.49

D.il,ililoPDCD-1,2or3 £24.99
£55.99
£41.99

SpacoEnclyclopedia £37.99

Printers Cables

jBJ-30 Mono Inkjet £159.99
720x360DPIEntryLevelPrinter. 30Page ASFBj Hfl
BJC-80 Colour Inkjet "NEW £188.99
720x360DPICotour PnrMr.30Page ASFBuilt-in
BJC-250 Colour Inkjet £136.99
72013M DPI. Mono1W. CartsSuppied.80 PageASF
BJC-4200 Colour Inkjet £149.99
720• 360DPI.DualCartridge Pnntng.OurMostPopular!
BJC-4300 Colour Inkjet £185.99
720x360DPI.DualCart.DropModulation Technology
BJC-4550 Colour Inkjet £299.99
720x360DPI.Upto A3ColourPrinting. DualCartPrinting

CITIZHN
ABC 24 Pin Dot Matrix £109.99

300 DPI.50 ASFBuilt-in. OptionalTractorFeed al £34.99

ProJet-IIC £129.99

300x300DPIColour Inkjet Printing. 70SheetASFBuilt-in
Printiva 600C £291.99

[600 DPI Colour. 1200 DPI Mono. Advance Micro Dry Tech

EPSON
Stylus 600 Colour Inkjet £234.99
1440x720DPI6ppmBUck. 4ppmColour. 100SheelASF
Stylus 800 Colour Inkjet £312.99
1440x720DPI.8ppmBlack,7ppmColour. 100SheetASF

tram Hewlett*
mLfZM PACKARD

HP-340C Portable Colour £179.99

600 x 300 DPIMono.300 x 300 DPICCour.2pcm Mono

HP-400C Colour £132.99

600 x 300 DPI Mono, 300 x 300 DPI Col. Both Carts Inc

HP-690C Plus Colour £179.99

300x300DPIColourPrinting. NowEvenFasler.
HP-870CXI Colour £349.99

600 x 600 DPIMono,To8PPM,600x300ColourTo4PPM

HP-6L Mono Laser £278.99
600DPI,1MB RAM, 6 Pages Per Minute Printing
HP-6P Mono Laser £569.99

600DPI.2MbRAM. 8 Pages Per Minute Pnntng

I Dual Parallel Printer Swtchbox £12.99
Vlncludcscable. Other types * speo'catons a'so ava.tab'«.

Acorn 3020 2.5" HD Cable
Acorn A5000 2nd HD Kit
Null Modem 9DF-9DF
Null Modem 9D -25DF
Null Modem 25DF-25DF

£5.99
£19.99

£9.99
£9.99
£9.99

Serial Printer Cable 9DF- 5DM £9.99
Serial Printer Cable 25D -25DM £9.99
Serial Modem Cable 25D -25DM£3.99
Straiqht Throuqh 25DF-25DF £9.99
Straiqht Through 25DM-25DF
Str.inht Through 25DM-25DM
Modem Cable 9DF-25DM
Uo!|..:mC,ibl(.'9/25DF-25DM
Null Modern !K'».DI--D.'25DF
Parallel Printer 3m
Para
I'aral
I'.nal

Paral
Dual

Printer 4.5m
Printer 10m
Printer 1.8m
Bi-Di Printer

__ DE Cable
A3010-Scart
A3010-AcornAKJI7
A3000 - Scart
A3000 - Acorn AKI30/40
Dual Telephone Adaptor
Telephone Extension 3m
Telephone Extension 5m
Telephone Extension 10m
Telephone Extension 15m

£9.99
£9.99
£9.99

£14.99
£12.99
£10.99
£11.99
£19.99

£4.99
£4.99
£9.99

£12.99
£12.99
£12.99

£9.99
£6,99
£4.99
£6.99
£8.99

£10.99

Buy Any Two Games
And Gel A Third Free!

CtooM Irom*#m tfvsfioi. aftAt MoctaItst

Alone In Tho Dark
Champions
Flro & Ice
Hero Quost
Holmdall

£14.99 eachOnly

40 Entertainment Software

4D Anagram Genius El7.99
•ID Birds Ol War £26.99
40 Break 147 & S/Pool £26.99
4D Cyboi Chess £26.99
4D Driller £30.99
4D Tho Dungeon £26.49
4D Enler Tho Realm £21.99

4DCarnagolnc £19.99
4D E-Typo 2 £26.49
4D Exoiic Adv Ol Sylvia £13.99
4D Chopper Force £17.99
4D Haunted House £20.99
4D Hold Oul Compend. £20.99
4D Logic Mania £26.99
4D Pandoras Box £19.99
4D Powertoand £11.99
4D Real McCoy 2 £26.99
4D Real McCoy 3 £26.99
4D Real McCoy 4 £26.99
4D Ronl McCoy 5 £26.99
4D Saloon Cars Doluxo £26.49
4D SpobbleoldFantasy C23.99
4D Stereo World £23.99
4D Slunl Racer 2000 £27.99
4D Time Machine £15.99
4D Virtual Goll £26.99

Entertainment Software

Alone In Tho Dark £14.99
Arcliculato £21.99
Burnout £23.99

Champions Compil. £14.99
Coball Seed £22.99
Crystal Mazo £39.99
Cyborapo £18.99
Darkwood £29.99
Dune 2 £31.99
FiroMco £14.99

FislLoro £26.99
Formula 2000 £23.99
Games Wizard £24.99
Hoimdall £14.99

Hero Quest £14.!

High Rise Racing £21.«
Lemmings £20.1
Lemmings 2 £25.«
Lemmings/More Lemm. £23..
Naughty Stories Vol1 £49.!
Naughty Stories Vol2 £49.!
Rick Dangerous £14.!
Sally And Wally £23.!
Shuggy £22.!
Sim City 2000 (A5000) £29.!
Simon The Sorcoror £34.!
Star Fighter 3000 £26.'
Tanks £22.!

Warlocks £24.!
Wollenslein 3D £25.1

10/10 Educational Softw.in

Dinosaurs £13.!
Early Essentials £13.!
English 2nd Language £13.!
English £13.!
Essential IT E13.S
Essential Malhs £13.5
Essential Science E13.S
French £13.!
Geography £13.E
German E13.S
Junior Essentials £ 13.5
Maths Algebra £13.5
Malhs Geometry £13.5
Maths (Numbers) £13.5
Malhs (Statistics) £13.5
Spoiling & Punctuation £13.5
Spelling Strucluro £13.5
Tables £13.5
Words £13.5

Buy Any Two 10/10 Tltlos'i
From Above

Only £25.99 J
Other Educational Software

Badger Trails £42.99
Crystal Rain Foresl £42.99
Oxford Reading Slage 2E40.99
Oxford Reading Stage 3E40.99
Oxford Reading More £40.99
Playdays £25.49
Rosie & Jim Duck £11.99
Rosie S Jim Sneezes £11.99
Talking Anim Alphabet £30.49

If you can't see
what you require,

please call us!

Application Software
Ancestry £61.99
ArcComm Version 2 £53.99
Arcfax Version 1.13 £37.99

ArcTcrm 7 Comms £65.99
Artworks vl.54 £115.99

Acorn C. £246.99
Copornicus £29.99
Firsl Word Plus £9.99
Hoarsay 2 £75.99
Homo Accounts £31.99

Impression Publisher £117.99
Impression Stylo £72.99
Invosligator 3 For Arc £44.99
Joymastor A3010 E9.99
Acorn L.4 Fileserver £463.99
PC Exchange (RiscPC) £29.99
Porsonal Accounts £33.99
Revelation 2 £79.59
Rhapsody 3 £80.49
Rhythm Bed £42.99
Sibelius 6 Version 3.5 £98.99
Sibelius 7 Version 3.5 £999.99
Slbolius 7 Stdnt. V3.5 £459.99
Junior Sibelius' £44.99
Strong Guard (S/ARM) £20.99
Termite Internet £84.99
Tiller £83.99

Touch Typing £34.99
Turbo Driver V4 Canon £46.99
Turbo Driver Epson £46.99
Turbo Driver V4 HP £46.99
TWAIN(Canon) S/W £19.99
TWAIN (Epson) SAV £19.99
TWAIN (Muslek) C/Tech £44.99
TWAIN (UMAX)SAVare £5.99
Voyager Intornot S/W £56.99
Zip Drivo Acorn Driver £33.99

' PC Software N
MSDOS 6 22 & Win 3.1 £56.99
Windows 95 Release 2 £59.99
MS Office Pro 97 £179.99
MS Works 4 £24.99
MS Encarta 97 Enclyc. £39.99
MS Encarta 97 W/Allas £34.99
Ency. Of Science (DK) £27.99
Ency. 01 Nature (DK) £27.99
History Of The World £27.99
My 1stlncrod.Dictionary£21.99
Ultimate Human Body £27.99

Memory
SupraExpress I

SupraExpress 56 Voice
• BABT &CEApproved
• Voice Capabilities
• 56,000 Data
• 14,000 Fax
• 5 Year Warranty

Rise PC / A7000 Memory
4Mb 72 Pin (1'32) 60ns SIMM £14.99
8Mb 72 Pin (2"32) 60ns SIMM £24.99
16Mb 72 Pin (4-32) 60ns SIMM £42.99
32Mb 72 Pin (8-32) 60ns SIMM £95.99
Rise PC VRAM 2Mb £119.99

Above With 1Mb VRAM P/X !
Other Machines

A3010 1Mbto2Mb

A3010 1Mb to 4Mb
IA3020/A4000 2 to4Mb

5000 2Mb to 4Mb

Only £105.99

|SupraExpress 336 Voice
BABT &CE Approved
Voice Capabilities
36,600 Data
14,000 Fax
5 Year Warranty

Only £69.99

dnihllulieS 336 Voice
BABT & CE Approved
Voice & Answerphone
36,600 Data
14,000 Fax
5 Year Warranty

Only £124.99
All modems come supplied with r

cables, instructions and Con

sottware. (Soltwaro titles included are: Arcten

3,Zinsi. andGrapovino Sottwaro.) Please see |
mainsoftware soction lor current pneing on

Fax and Intornot softwat

Internet Offer

Consumables
Canon
BC01 BJ10/SJ48 Black
BC02 BJ200 Black
BC05BJC210 Black
BC06K BJC240 Photo Kit

BC06 BJC240 Photo Cart
BC09FBJC240Fluoros.
BC10BJ30Hoad&lnk
BC11 BJ70 Heat & Cart
BC20 BJ-txOO HeadS Black
BC21BJ-1000Head. Inks

BC22BJC4200 Photo Cart
BC22K BJC4200 Photo Kit
BC29F BJCI200 Fluores.
BCII0BJ30 Black 3 Pack
BCIIIBKBJ70Black3Pk
BCII1CBJ70Colour3Pk
BCI21BKBJC4000 Black
BCI21CBJC4000 Colour
BJI20BBJC6xO Black
BJI20CBJC6x0Cyan
BJI20MBJCGxO Magonla
BJI20YBJC6xOYollow

BJI642BJ3007330 Black

Rofllls/Ro-lnks
Re-InkRibbonSpray
Black Ink Cart Refill 50ml
3 Colour Ink Rolill 75ml

£16.99

£17.99
£19.99

£25.99
£19.99

£25.99
£29.99

£31.99
£31.99

£34.99
£26.99
£36.99

£31.99

£10.99
£8.99

£14.99
£4.99

£13.99

£4.99
£4.99
£4.99

£4.99

£10.99

£9.99

£7.99

£12.99

Citizen
ABC/Sivitt Mono Ribbon
ABC/Swift Colour Ribbon
ProjetlieColour Cart.
Projet lieMono Twin Pack
Proiect lie Mono t Head
Printiva Black
PrintivaCyan
PrintivaMagenta
Printiva YeHow
Pnntiva Silver
Epson
Styl. Col. 400/600 Black
Styl.Col.400,600/800Col
Slyl. Col800/1520 Black
Hewlett Packard
Deskjet 340Hi-Cap Black
Deskiet 5x0 Series Black
Deskjet 5xO/340CColour
Deskjet 6x0 Series Black
Deskiet 6x0 Series Colour
Deskjet 8x0 Series Black
Deskjet 8x0 Series Colour
Paper
500 Sheets (Fanfold'Singiel
1000 Sheet (Fanfold'Smnlo)
100 Sheets Epson 720dpi
200 Sheel Canon Hi-Res
SCO Sheet HP Bright Y.'li'.c

£4.99
£12.99
£29.99

£6.99

£21.99
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99

£15.99

£18.99
£20.99

£20.99

£20.99
£23.99
£25.99
£23.99
£25.99
£23.99

£25.99

£4.99
£8.99

£12.99
£24.99
£10.99

Internet Solution

Available Through

COMPUTER CENTRE

Includes Full 5MbWeb Space. 5 Email Addresses,
100!. Local Call Access. 0500 Free Tech. Support

Voyager Internet Software
Including One Month Free Access

Only £57.99
When purchased with modem. £59.99 Separately

I 6 Months Subscription £77.99
6 Months (WhenPurchasedWithModem) £75,99

I 12 Months Subscription £140,99
\? Muntlv.iWlvnl'iirchasedWithModem) £137.99

*• 3.5"
Floppy
Disks

Bulk DSDD
10x £3.49 100x £26.99
30x £9.99 200x £49.99
50x £14.99 500x £114.99

Branded DSDD
10x £4.99 100x £41.99

30x £13.99 200x £76.99

50x £21.99 500x £175.99

Bulk DSHD
10x £3.99 100x £29.99
30x £10.99 200x £55.99
50x £16.99 500x £129.99

Branded DSHD
lOx £5.99 100x £44.99

30x £15.99 200x £82.99

50x £23.99 500x £189.99

( 500 DiskLabels £6.99^
11000 DiskLabels £9.99j

&

All prices are inclusive of VAT @ 17.5%
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Geoff Preston discovers what the new Spex+ environments have to offer

It's been a long time since I first
reviewed Spex, so when the lat

est version, Spex+ landed on my
desk recently, together with some
new environments, I was keen to

see what had happened to it.

3D design
Spex+ is a 3D modelling program
which enables the user to produce
full colour three-dimensional

designs from one of several 'envi
ronments'. An environment is an

application containing details
about the area, and a number of

drawings of items to go in that sit
uation. Spex* is supplied with the
Home environment enabling the
user to design the kitchen, lounge,
bathroom and bedroom. Although the envi
ronments are self-contained, it is possible to
incorporate items for one environment into
another.

Spex* is now installed from an installer
rather than simply being copied from the
distribution disc. Once installed, the envi

ronments need to be copied into the same
directory. When run, Spex* will ask you lo
choose which environment you wish to use.
Once selected a default size of the environ

ment is given with the option of either
keeping it the same, or entering your own
sizes. You should then select the 'Walls'

option and position the 'non-movable'
items - doors, windows and miscellaneous

fittings, such as electric sockets. For each
category, there are several options which
you may add to if your drawing is up to it.

~TT Place Setup

What do you wanl to design ?

Next, by selecting the plan view you can
position items of furniture around the
room. Items may be rotated and dragged
into the desired position. Apart from furni
ture, this section also includes people and
pets and assorted hardware such as cups
and lamps.

Once the pieces have been positioned,
selecting the 3D view will display the room
as an isometric view. The two closest walls

will have been removed enabling you to
clearly see the whole floor area. Doors and
windows positioned on the missing walls
are shown in outline.

The positions of any of the items can be
changed by returning to the plan view and
either moving the item or discarding it.

Another interesting feature of this soft
ware is that it also keeps track of the prices
of the items used and a spreadsheet can be
displayed showing the cost of furnishing
the room.

Once complete, the work can be saved as
a Spex+ file in which case it can be further
edited, but it can also be saved as a Draw-
file which can be disassembled and scaled

without loss of detail.

High quality
What impressed me most when first
reviewing Spex+ were the high quality
drawings. These were produced in Draw in
256 colours and were very detailed. The
environments have now been completely
re-worked and are even more impressive.

They contain significantly more
detail, and yet some draw much
faster than previously.

All new environments
I could have described Spex+ as an
interior design program and in fact
that is exactly how 1 introduced it
when I first reviewed it two years
ago. That term can no longer be
applied because Spex+ also has some
environments which clearly do not
fit into that category.

Moonbase, Street and Leisurepool
are three environments which

enable students to model large areas.
Moonbase, as the title suggests, is a
futuristic setting on another planet.
What the title fails to imply is that it

is an ideal tool for studying structures.
Street is an ideal tool for an environment

project. Here you must apply sections of
road and add buildings, pavements and
other street furniture.

For those opting to study The Egyptians
in Key Stage 2 History, the Egyptian Tomb
is an excellent way of developing the topic
enabling students to produce high-quality
colour drawings.

Aspex Software now have a full-time
graphic artist turning out a new environ
ment each month. By the time you read
this, Shop will be available. This includes
all the paraphernalia for a supermarket,
service station, chip shop and
restaurant. Av

Product details
Product: Spex+ with Home environment

disc

£39for single user, £99for priPrice:

mary site licence and £149 for
secondary licence

Also: Egyptian Tomb, Classroom,
Leisurepool, Street, Moonbase,
ITRoom and Garden - £29.95

each (all prices ex VAT)
Supplier: Aspex Software
Address: Heather House, Down Road,

Tavistock, Devon, PL19 9A6
Tel: 01822 511060

Verdict: Highlyrecommended for Key

1 Stage 2 and Key Stage 3
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PictureBase

Picture this
Geoff Preston looks at the two latest additions to the PictureBase series

FictureBase is a series of CD-ROMs

which seamlessly fit together to pro
vide a resource, limited only by the
number of discs purchased. Each disc is
supplied with an installation program
which installs a 'control' program called
PicBase on to the local hard disc. Each

subsequent PictureBase disc is read by
PicBase and details about the new soft

ware are added.

First time installation requires the user
to access the CD and to double-click on

PB-Instal. You must enter registration
details and then choose the location for

the PictureBase directory. Once PicBase
has been successfully installed, it then
searches through the CD-ROM and copies
details about the topics contained therein.

Topics contained on subsequent Pic
tureBase discs will be copied into PicBase
and will appear in the list of installed top

ics, as can be seen in the

illustration.

The list of PictureBase

discs is diverse, extensive

and expanding rapidly.
There are currently 26 discs
covering topics from Art,
Geography, History, Modern
Foreign Languages, Music
and Science. The latest two

are Rocks, Minerals and Fos

sils and Physical Processes.

Rocks, Minerals
and Fossils
Installing this disc adds eight
topic modules covering
Igneous Rocks, Metamorphic
Rocks, Sedimentary Rocks,
Common Minerals, Crystals,
Mining, Fossilisation and Common Fossils.

The modules contain

countless high quality pic
tures and diagrams to
illustrate the text about

common rocks and miner

als. It describes their

origin and some of the
more important proper
ties, thus allowing
comparisons to be made.
It also considers different

aspects of mining and
managing finite mineral
resources. It provides
examples and descriptions
of fossil groups and helps
with identification of

specimens. There is an
extensive glossary which
can be added to by the
user.

Rocks, Minerals and Fos

sils is suitable for Key
Stages 2-4.

Module from CD: riy;-.,:iPn
Installed Modules:

Picture Titlee:

PictureBase Contents

View first Picture

iwi,..i.- ni«.iiK.i>7
Static Ekctricilj
italicBectricit)• Rcpubkn • Video Clip
StatuElectricity andLightning
I.K-hiiiiiii:
•\ LightningConductor
ElcctiK-Current, Conductors ^nd Insulaton.
WhatMai£l Electric Cumin I • Volume
w Imi Mitel Electric COrrent: - A Circuit
Beaded amiluuDianwN
•v SimpleQulb-battcr) CSrcuil md Diagram
MoreElectricalCirnita and Diagram*
VScik-n Oicuit

C-ck here ana uso
curse.- k.:ys lo scroll

This mocuto cov«r$ a

vaocty cl topes tr-ji
among WW (rur\Qs wii

»Ioy» $••*> l-sw to

undwstard;

&irp)« CtfCwtK
Trat a complete c*cut
mciw<wig a Cation/ Of
power SLepptyis reooca to
rp«ho docncal deuces

wcrk.

How swicnes can bo usee

to ccn'roi tScC^cnt

Ways ol varying Iht
o^rrent m a c-'ewt to make

BuibsbffghNf c Olmnflf.
How to represent wir <>s
OfCuilJ by Cf3.vr.g5 and
dac/Ams.

How to construe! MrtM

Common Fossils belongsto one PictureBase, Electricity and
Magnetism belongs to another, yet theycanboth be accessed from
PicBase. Ifthe required discisnot present,you're asked to insert it
into the CD-ROM drive

AVP PictureBase 1.17

feiectnoty andMagnetism What Makes Eiecinc Current 2 • A Cifo.it

AVP PiclureBase 1.17

the Origin ol Volcanic Rocks

rocks original* are sumrnans<
on It* diagram.

AciM'Cnai <nlormauon.„

Tr* key is as IcJicws:

1. Conposne as" lava cone
2. Puy Ipiugi
3. Old cone

t Crater lake m a caiaeta

5. Venl

3

ft

3

Z.SHH1

Rock Igneous Minerals Origin
Volcanic Extrusive Environment
Magma Diagram

Thelively presentationof Rocks, Minerals and Fossils istypical of
all PictureBase products

none. The layout and quality of the pic
tures is superb and the text is very
carefully written and accessible by chil
dren with wide-ranging abilities. Video
clips are also included where appropriate
and this helps in the understanding of
electricity, forces and motion and light.

Physical Processes is suitable for Key
Stages 2-3.

Common features
The features remain constant for all Pic

tureBase discs. The display, including the
tools, is common throughout. The screen
is divided into three main windows for a

picture or diagram, some text and a space
for the user to add notes. There are 12 on

screen buttons for searching for topics, for
moving between 'pages', for printing A
or foraccessing theon-screen help. /1U

By us*ng a lamp, a batte'y ana
sane connecting wires we can
see mat m oroer to get an
eiectr* current we need a

complete pall- (or circuit) tor
alecttona lo Hew horn one

UrmtoaJ ol tie power Supply
loatiery) lo me Ouib and back 10
tr* other lemmai ot in* power
supply again. Nol* trat a oaltery
has two lemmata ca«*d positive

and negative Current now is
always marked trom positive tc
negative even tttxgn n realty it
is electrons flowing Irom
negative to posiive rri

H

S .sJifc. m

« Q> &

High-quality diagramsas well as photographs illustrate the text

Physical Processes
This PictureBase disc adds

five topic modules covering
Electricity and Magnetism,
Forces and Movement,

Sound and Light, The Earth
and Beyond and Energy
Resources and Transfer.

The number of topics
covered is far too great to
list here, but I can't imagine
there is anything missing.

Once again, the standard
of presentation is second to

Product details
Product: PictureBase

Price: Each PictureBase CD-ROM

costs £69 + VAT for a single
user or £139 +VAT for a

site licence

Supplier: AVP

Address: School HillCentre, Chepstow,
Monmouthshire NP6 5PH

Tel: 01291 625439

Fax: 01291 629671

E-mail: avp@compuserve.com
WWW: http://ourworld.compuserve.

com/homepages/avp
Compatibility:Will run on an Acorn or PC

computer with hard discand
CD-ROM drive
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Teaching
&Learning 1
with IT
• Thousands of IT solutions from over

350 leading educational IT suppliers

• Over 60 Informative seminars

offering free advice and guidance

for all curriculum areas and levels

of understanding

• Dedicated feature areas

for Special Needs, the Internet,

Software, and Publishing

• All that's new In Educational IT.

See all the latest product

launches and make informed

purchasing decisions for all

your IT teaching needs

Call now or return the coupon below

for FREE entry to BETT'98 and to

receive the Show newsletter full of

the latest news on the most

important IT event of the year.

THE

EDUCATIONAL

TECHNOLOGY

SHOW

Jfc»

54

•J-4--J7 Jhjjjju/7 Wi)b Olyjnpiiij London
SEMINAR .
FAXLINE :0336 423 440 fSFni?: http://www.education-net.co.uk J**";,: 0181 240 5051

Callswillbe charged at 50p per minuteat all times. No students or under 18s admitted.

Please pre-register me for FREE entry to BEn'98 and send me a Show information pack, (print clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS)
Mr/Mrs/Ms Initials Surname

Job Title Establishment

Address

Please pre-register my colleagues and send them further information

Mr/Mrs/Ms Initials Surname

Mr/Mrs/Ms Initials Surname

Postcode Telephone

Job Title

Job Title

Return to:BEn'98, EMAP Education, Greater London House, Hampstead Road, London, NWl 7QZ

Educational
COMPUTING S1HMJ0UDGY

CODE: AU 10/97



Games review

Exodus Steve Mumford finds a

new home among the stars

Jan Klose of Artex Software is responsible for
bringing us Exodus, a space-based strategy
gamedesigned exclusivelyforAcornmachines.
The general premise is as follows: A group of
downtrodden rebels have hijacked a spaceship
and managed to escape the doomed planetary
corpse of the Earth.

After 34 years slipping through the cosmos,
the craft comes across a galaxy in the process
of being colonised by four other races - their
efforts are watched over by a station belonging
to the Space Guild. Given a chance to partici
pate, you are awoken as the chosen leader.
Commandingthe action from your vantage point
on the starship, it's your duty to find a new
home for your people.
As the game begins, you have control over the

space fleet in which you arrived, comprising a
starship with hibernation facilities and com
mand suite, five warships and fifty transporters,
each capable of holding one unit of cargo. The
overriding priority is to
find a new home for ["»«*""'»->
the population asleep
in the ship's hold, so a
trip to the Stardust Bar
at the Space Guild sta
tion is in order -u

information a!

colonisable pla
can be gleaned
the notice boards,

the barman's qi
happy to speculate on
various rumours he's ovei

There's no place like ••
Once you've made your choice on a galactic
map reminiscentof Elite, flying to the target star
can take a couple of turns, equivalent to two
months of game-time. The journey can be haz
ardous, as pirates can lurk at the peripheryof a
star system, but they shouldn't be a problem for
the firstfew flights.

Once the fleet has arrived at the chosen star,
you'll be able to choose from one of its orbiting

gi.r ly*»u at- IfejrtaS
A ~\

4»
—«•

...

4*- »'. <A
... .'» ;|
>-• »'•

ifti M Si ~l
*

Leading a lunarbattle from the front

planets.As long as the ship's coffers are reason
ably full, a colonisation partycan be sent down
to the planet's surface, and a settlement can be
builtto actas a production base ina mannersim
ilar to strategygames such as GlobalEffect

Once this is in place, the population can be put
to work gathering minerals, manufacturing units
to protect their settlement or building various

o of the terrain types
tured in Exodus

• DO
DDC3
IZ1DD
DDD
EOHDE?]

The Space Guild st;
hub of the galaxy

Choose your destination
fromu\\avmvit\»wM2tmm\

m

types of spacecraftto addto theirfleet. The mate
rials they produce can be traded EMe-fashion -
periodically, the other raceswillvisit to offer their
own wares to your people.

It's possible to make allieswith your competi
tors on various levels, although some races are
more receptiveto your persuasions than others.

—. From there it's a matter

of protecting your own
interests and stretching
your realm without
attracting undue atten
tion from the more

militant lords and ladies

of the galaxy.

edand

.55

L i

1

• ;, •

0

.ough battles are
.itable, whether they
lortunist pirates in

_ other 14 leaders in the

galaxy, the choice is yours as to whether you
wish to take a personal involvement. Leave it to
the ship's commanders, and they'll do their best
to save the day. However, you get what you pay

*Gkw.-.-.
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for,and the generals you start the game with are
somewhat limited in their potential.

Hiring sharper minds requires cash, and you
might want to try your hand at leadinga few bat
tles before shelling out the readies on a
replacement. One of the nice features of the
game is that the computer is always willing to
give assistance during the battles, so you can
follow its judgement while building up your own
confidence.

Space battles are staged in realtime on a radar
display and consist of selecting enemies for
your craft to attack by using the mouse. Lunar
battles are more complex, with a positioning
phase followed by a lengthier combat section.
Advantages can be gained in both of these
types of battle by buying additional pieces of
hardware, and there's a close balance between
protecting your existing settlements and
expanding your own domain.

The verdict
A gargantuan amount of work has been lavished
on Exodus, and it shines through in all aspects
of the game - I've only been able to scrape the
surface in the space available. The pre-rendered
cut scenes add a feeling of authenticity, but
most importantlythe gameplay is balanced and
the separate elements tie in together beautifully.

What's more, at a price of just £25 and taking
"")game's greatdepth into account, it's a verita-

i bargain. It's been many a month since I've
;n a title so deserving of praise- in terms of
mes design. The Acorn community has a
nht new star to follow.

incere congratulations go to Jan, and I
urge you all to hunt Exodus down and take a
look, i can honestly say you won't be disap
pointed.

Product details

Product: Exodus

Price: £25 inc VAT

Group: Artex Software

E-mail: artexsoft@aol.com

WWW: http://members.aol.com/
artexsoft

Supplier: ICS

Address: 1 Kington Road, Wirral,
Merseyside, L48 5ET

Tel: 0151-625 1006

Fax: 0151-625 1007

Format: 3 x HDdiscs (DDdiscsavailable)

Requirements 11Mb hard disc space, 4Mb
RAM minimum

Pros: Multiplay with up to 5
players (turn-based) • Game
has plenty of depth • Good
value for money

Cons: Graphics resolution could be
higher • Turn-basedrather
than realtime



ArteX Chat AU: What's your favourite game at the well, I'm aperfectionist.
Following on from this month's review of moment? AU: Any plans for the future?
Exodus, I took the opportunity to have a few JK: My favourite PlayStation game is Tomb JK:Artex Software are aboutto createanother
words with Jan Klose about the birth of the Raider, a product with both great design and Acorn game - this one is meant to becomea
game and Artex Software's possible plans for superb gameplay. I'm afraid I don't have a real blockbuster with 'professional' program-
the Acorn gamesmarket favourite Acorn game as there aren't many ming right from the start. As there doesn't

around these days, but seem to be anyone out there wantingto pro-
| I'd love to see conver- gram strategy games for RISC OS, we'll make

Our fleet has arrived at the new galaxy.
We haye found an institution here
that catls itself the 'Space Guild'.
Our ships have entered^the-orbit.
of. the Space Guild'Station,

Our people.peed'somebody who is able
:t»;j€ad ana'to protect them in this
tirrje of uncertainty arid anxiety.
We have chosen you because you have,
proved you/skills before.

We^wjJI cail you Lord* as it is usual
in thisoalaxu...

Steve
Month: 1
MCredits30O
Planets: O

WffBi^ffiiiSSgj

AU: How long did it take
you to writeExodus?
JK: Well, at least three
years have gone by
since i started, but in I
the beginning the game |
wasn't meant to become

a commercial product. It
/ '" • ,turned into one after I

received massive sup- :
port from several other
people, who have come
together to form Artex Ye Yeno has arrived at excaiibur to tafk with Steve
Software. The major
work was carried out in I Steve

the last 10 months. IKSed.iJw
AU: What prompted you I Planets:!
to write it?

s is the star P

sions (or even native another one!
| titles) like Command Exodus isa simulation; our next game will be

and Conquer. I'm also a realtime strategy game, like Command and
eagerly awaiting the Conquer. Some of the planned features are
finishing of Karma. high-resolution raytraced graphics, real film
AU: What does clips, and a game engine that's playable over

-.— _ Exodus have In the the Internet. However, this game is far from
We have chosen you because you have. way of multiplayer release, and I don't want to make great
proved your skills before. *. - . . ,^ />'•-. modes? announcements before we canbesureofpre-
Wlxi[l call you Lord" as it is usual JK: Exodus can't be senting a fine product. I also have the intention

*V"- played over a network of releasing small updates for Exodus if it's
••^•t^r . - there was no time to well-received.

include that. However,
i you can play the game Other news

using the 'hot seat' GEK Programs, in association with The
method: Up to five Datafile. have released a games bundle named
people can play in 'Flying High' - it's comprised of two titles,
turn. It can roughly be EuroBlaster and Joust. A demo of the former

is available (it appeared on last month's CD-
iROM cover disc) and It can be described fairly

efficiently as a reasonable Space Invaders
clone. The package costs £13.50 plus £1 for
postage and packing - you can contact
The Datafile by e-mail at sales®
datafile.demon.co.uk.

Also appearing as a brief demo on last
month's CD-ROM was SunBurst, the forthcom-

f- |l ing game from Visions of the Impossible - the
team that brought you Super Foul Egg. From
what I've seen it looks like a two-dimensional

space-based shoot 'em-up, but stay tuned for
further details.

together to form Artex | Ye Yeno has arrived at excaiibur-totalk with Steve. Get in touch with Nathan Atkinson for
more information at n.a.atkinson@durham.

ac.uk or take a look at VOTI's website at

http://www.rodean.demon.co.uk/VOTI.html
You'll also find a program called SACache

towrite it? there - it's a utility written by Owain Cole to
JK:Whenever I'vebeen playing titlesfor Acom described as one playerclicking on 'Nextturn' help control the StrongARM's cache. That's all
machines, there's been one question in my to letthe following playeract. for now,see you nextmonth.
mind - 'Where are the strategy games?' I seri- AU: Do you enjoyplaying the
ously miss those simulations in which you yourself?
have to conquer or colonise something, such JK: I sometimes catch my!
as Defender of the Crown or Civilization, enjoying it, yes, and I'm alw
Because of this I started to program one a bit embarrassed! After so |
myself, just for fun. many test games either I must

Most of my friends liked the game even in its be mad, or the game has some
very first, hardly playable, version. The same sort of long-term enjoym
effect kept manifesting itself - the game potential. This might be beca
looked a bit difficultduring the first few min- every game differs from the |
utes of play, but after having conquered a vious ones as Exodus ui
planet, nobody wanted to stop. It's due to many randomisation algorith
these test players that Exodus has so many I really don't want to hype
different features. We collected all their ideas game more than it deserves; if
and tried to include them in the program. The we were to start programming it
sound tracks from Thomas (Magnetoids) Mohr again, there would be many
add a great deal of atmosphere. things I'd like to change. E
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Isn't it about time you expressed yourself?
software manuals

corporate images

free ArtWorks tutorials

technical illustrations

desktop publishing

icons

2D illustrations

demonstration graphics

graphics software

promotional materia

web site designs
IO U (J J) a^^B_S H i

Astute Graphics • 40 Primrose Close • Ross-on-Wye • Herefordshire • HR9 7RN
Telephone (01989)567350

http://www.astutegrfx.demon.co.uk

3D illustrations Astute raphics



MAME

Cheap thrills with MAME
Graham Nelson inserts

a lot of coins
Until 1980, 'arcade' meant only a covered
passageway of shops (from the medieval
Latin for 'arched'). Then there was a boom in
stand-up cabinet video games, packed into
darkened, noisy rooms just off the high
street. Arcade games were the new pinball,
the new fairground ride, and the technology
was suddenly there.

The first stand-up games go back to the
mid-70s, but were built in expensive low-pro
duction-runs: Space Wars (1977) had to use
its own TTL-based central processor.
Displays were also primitive, often using
monochrome vector-graphics plotters rather
than modern pixel-based monitors. From
1979 onward, the boom in cheap CPU chips -
such as the Z80 - and memory drove down
costs. Over 1000 models are listed in the <

lector's Bible, the KLOV or 'Killer List

Videogames', from Action Fighter
Zzyzzyxx (I am not making this up) Thr
some evidence that

Atari even built a

secret version of

Battlezone (1981)
for the U.S. Army *
Tank Corps to use
in training.

Most of the cabi

nets were of a kind: ^
Two buttons, a joy
stick, a coin slot, a
screen. Nowadays *
you really can sim
ply replace one <.
circuit board and

repaint the box to change the game inside,
thanks to a common standard called JAMMA.

But in the richest years of the early 1980s, the
last thing the makers wanted was for anyone
to meddle inside. They issued unmarked cir
cuit-boards, with customised security chips,
and left surprises for the unscrupulous oper
ator. Plug an Asteroids Deluxe circuit-board
into an Asteroids cabinet and things seem
fine, except that the controls are backwards,
and you have to press 'Player 1 Start' to give
yourself a credit, then insert a coin to start
the game.

Game over...
The arcades closed in droves in 1983 and

1984.Memory and chips were now too cheap,
and people could afford them at home. Even
the BBC Micro offered blatant steals of the

arcade classics - Scramble {Rocket Raid),
Defender (Planetoid), Panic (Monsters),

i

PacMan (Snapper), Centipede (BugBlaster).
The industry all but collapsed. The old cabi
nets are now in a museum in St Louis, or

Scramble is stored as a zipped archive of
13 ROM images (and so has a mighty foot
print of 26K...), each of which has a specific

auctioned as collector's items - in good con- filename, each of which is illegal under
dition a game fetches $400 to $1000,
depending on its rarity.

The emulators are another fan community
again, with a fringe operating on the edges of
the law (emulating or reverse-engineering
current home video consoles, for instance).
ROM sets for all the classic arcade games are
easily available from the Internet, but the writ
ers of emulators are careful to distance

themselves from any specific copyright viola
tion even so.

The clear leader in the field is Nicola

Acorn's disc filing system. So you really
need to use these files straight from the
archive, keeping SparkFS running when
ever MAME is in use. (ArcFS won't do, and
nor will SparkPlug.) All in all, MAME is fid
dly to install and use. It comes with only a
command-line interface, and you can't
change the default keyboard controls, for
instance.

However, Richard Cassidy has written a
RISC OS front-end called Playerl, which is a
great help and after all the nuisance is done

Salmoria's Multiple Arcade Machine with, MAMEworks very nicely. When a game
o starts up, it behaves like a video machine
o just switched on, so it typically runs through

a memory test for a few seconds, then puts
up the title page. Press 3 and it believes that
a coin has been inserted. Go on, press 3 a
few more times and watch the credits pile
up. You know you want to.

Once accredited, you can press 1 or 2 for a
one- or two-player game, and you're away.
Some of the early games, like Scramble, are
ruthless and kill you in seconds, others, like

'••'' 1942are rather easy. Emulation is real-time
* . and this makes some games very responsive,

'••J though keyboard cursor keys are no match
—high-s<1^ for a heavy-duty joystick.

Vector-graphic games,
steroids or Tempest,
•6 no problem. The
test I tried which

was playing Zaxxon
I think because of insuf-

icient spare memory.
ME is evolving - ver-
0.29 was released

lly while I was typing
ibove paragraph -
so is Gareth Long's
OS version. It's a

games, it has to emulate all of the 8088/8086, nuisance to get started, but a spectacle
Z80, 6502, 6809 and 68000 processors and when it's working, even if I have a vaguely
every individual game has its own quirk, its guilty feeling about it. I owe somebody a
own way of using interrupts or generating small fortune in 10p pieces.

-i//;'^->f';i»»j*iv^Tr//^iii'iVMMiMiii£||iwinj£||i<

MAMEcopes
equally well with
vector or pixel
graphics

games, it has to emulate all of the 8088/8086,
Z80, 6502, 6809 and 68000 processors and
every individual game has its own quirk, its
own way of using interrupts or generating
sound. The C source code is a monument to

good organisation.

MAME for RISC OS
MAME version 0.28, the latest, has been
impressively ported to RISC OS by Gareth
Long. You need a high-end machine to take
best advantage - a StrongARM is advised -
and about 5M of free memory. The program's
physical size or 'footprint' alone is 1.6M.
Another complication is that the format for
storing video game ROMs is not simple.

litiamrAiumainmtrMlimnmlmama*

l(BH>nHtH>l>kW^

Web addresses
For RISC OS MAME:

http://www.elecslns.demon.co.uk/MAME/
For Playerl:
http://www.fwservices.com/graphite/fun/
The official MAME home page:
http://www.media.dsi.unimi.it/mame/
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Multimedia

While I have to admit that I don't

believe half of the theories sug
gested by students of the supernatural and
the unexplained, I'm not the most scepti
cal person in the world. I tend to feel that
there must he some elements of truth in

what these "experts" say. For that reason,
it was with some interest that I took a look

at Hidden Truth from SAdENESS Software.

Here was a multimedia CD-ROM which

claimed to he an in-depth exploration of
'the world of UFOs (sic), paranormal, sci-fi,
space and many other topics.' It had to he
worth a look.

The main body of the software is writ
ten in HTML, which means that the
software should run on Web browsers on

most machines. Be warned, the software
will not work with certain browsers (like

Microsoft Explorer) unless your machine
has a modem connected up, so we're prob
ably lucky. The CD contains browser
installation programs for PCs,
Macintoshes or Amigas, though not ^
Acorn. If you already have
browser on your machine, the
CD-ROM is standalone, there

is no need to install (or
uninstall) anything.

Running the
INDEX.HTM file

with the Web

browser presents you with the main menu
which gives you several choices of subject
matter. There are nine sections in all cov

ering: UFO Information, Paranormal
Information, Science Fiction, Human
Curiosities, Government Cover-ups, Space
and .SAdENESS (a section on the producers
of the CD-ROM). There is also an index
and a highlights option.

To describe everything you can find on
tliis disc would take up a lot more space
than I have here so, instead, I'll tell you
about just a few of the items of interest I
found while surfing through the data.

Alien artifacts
On the Malta UFO Research pages you are
able lo read a lot of data on the possible
discovery of primitive, microscopic life on
Mars which was in the news last year.
Included are thumbnail pictures of the
alleged, fossilised, microscopic life forms
photographed through an electron mico-
SCOpe. I found it fairly interesting, if a
little too technical and dry, but it was here

Chuck Shramek's photograph showing
Hale-Bopp Comet and its companion 'Nibiru'
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that I first read about Richard C. Hoagland,
founder of "The Enterprise Mission".

Hoagland appears to be one of
the big names in the search
for the truth behind the

alleged artifacts which
can be seen in pho
tographs taken of
the surface of Mars

and the Moon. /
Also available I

on the Malta UFO

Research pages I
are loads of pho- 1
tographs of UFOs, '
summaries of

sighting reports
made in Malta and

elsewhere, an overview

of the most common

alien visitors to Earth, arti

cles and pictures of animal
________^__^_ mutilations and crop

circles, accounts of

alien abductions, docu

ments describing the
Majestic 12 organisation
(of special interest to fans
of the Dark Skies TV

series) and the Bob l.azar
story. Lazar claims to have
worked on an intact

alien flying saucer at Area 51.
There are plenty of links with

other pages on the disc, as well as
with pages on the Internet itself, a
You can also go live to the
Malta UFO pages on the Net to M
get more recent updates of
the news contained on the

disc. The live option is
available on many of the
pages on the CD.

Nostradamus
The section on

Nostradamus interested

me no end. Having
heard many things
about it, this was the
first time I was able to

read all Michel de

Nostredame's prophe
cies in the original 16th
century French and a
translation into English
- or, at least, one of

many interpretations.
Also available from the

Nostradamus Menu was an

in-depth article attempting
to give a full interpretation
of what the predictions mean.
Pretty scary stuff this. If this
interpretation is to be believed
anyone under the age of 63 had
better consider early retirement or
they'll have no chance to spend their
pension.

For the sceptics there is a small article
which ridicules two interpretations of
Nostradamus's work which claim lie

predicted
for the

the rise of Adolf Hitler. While

neutrals, there is Nostradamus's

biography and translations of a
letter he wrote to his son.

Finally, there is an
analysis of Nostra

damus's prophecies
which claims that

the Hale-Bopp
comet was pre
dicted and this

event signalled
the coming to
power of the
Anti-Christ, the

assassination of

the Pope and, of
course, the end of

the world.

I don't want to sound

too over-confident, but

the signs are that,



just maybe, they got it wrong this time.
Better luck when the next comet comes

along.

Hale-Bopp Comet
There is a whole section on the CD about

this visitor to our neck of the woods. With

the CD having been produced at the end
of 1996, there are no pictures or informa
tion on the comet from when it was

closest to the Earth in Marcli to April of
this year. What it does contain is a blow
by blow account of how a conspiracy the
ory is born, develops and gains general
acceptance right across the globe.

After its discovery on 23 July, 1995, just
about every astronomer turned their tele
scopes and cameras towards the comet,
one of these being Chuck Shramek who,
on 14 November, 1996, took a photograph

that was a conspiracy theorist's
dream. Alongside the comet

can be seen a "bright,

Saturn-

Shramek

object m
Bopp.

Within days the object was being
described as an enormous spaceship that
was sending radio messages of friendship
and greetings. It was also suggested that
the comet itself had changed course and
was therefore under the influence of extra

terrestrial forces.

Naturally, the perennial favourite "gov
ernment cover-up'" reared its head.
Fop-level meetings of world leaders were

taking place to decide what to do when
the visitors arrived, and of course a

world-wide conspiracy to keep the
public from getting hold of any

L information or pictures of the
comet and its companion.

The conspiracy gained
momentum as the object

fc was given a name, Nibiru.
A It was apparently built
Wk from harrowed technology
A back in the days of
A Atlantis, was sentient,

i self-aware and was a
joint project of many
groups of beings
including the ubiqui-

: tous "Greys" and the
"Andromedans".

Now that Hale-

Bopp has come and
gone away again, we

I can use our 20:20
vision hindsight to

[ say that perhaps some
people out there go a
little over the top with
their theories, but we

can only truly say that
with confidence after

the fact.

The rest
As I mentioned earlier, there

is much, much more on this

CD. Under the UFO Infor

mation section there are pages on
Area 51, UFOIogists, the Men In

Black (not the movie) and the
Roswell Incident. Along with

Nostradamus, on the Paranormal
Information menu there are links to pages

An artist's impression of 'Nibiru' based
on research by The Farsight Institute

on Crop Circles, Ghosts and the Bermuda
Triangle. The Space section has links to,
among others, the Black Holes and the
Nine Planets pages as well as the previ
ously mentioned Hale-Bopp stuff.

I haven't even touched on the other

three main sections. For instance, I could
have chosen to look through the Science
Fiction section and browsed through pages
on the classic movie Alien, on H.R. Giger's
artwork or on the more recent box-office

success Independence Day. The X-Files is
there of course - inevitable really. Is it me,
or has the X-Files run out of ideas and

direction? You can even log on to the Sci-
Fi Prodigy page (they're a Canadian band)
and listen to small samples of their music.

Human Curiosities is the place to go if
you're interested in Mass Murderers, why
the Titanic sunk - did you know that the
ship and the iceberg had travelled the
same distance before their fateful meeting?
- Adolf Hitler and the Unabomber.

I found, and am still finding, lots to
interest me on this CD and, when you con
sider that many of the pages have links to
otiier, more up-to-date pages on the
WWW, this disc could be just what poten
tial conspiracy theorists need to get them
started. There's plenty to interest the scep
tics too, and those who, like me, are
somewhere in the middle.

4u
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UscPC Special Package

Q 1MB VRAM

a 20Mb RAM

a 1.2Gb Hard drive
-J 24 speed CDROM

• 15 AOG digital monitor
53Mn2 Strongarm processor

£1155.00
Upgrade options:

DX4-I00 PC Card - £100.00
17' Iiyama monitor - £250.00

17GB Hard drive - £45.00
2MB VRAM - £55.00

\ trade-In allowance on your old
computer may be available -

please call for a quote.

Second Hand Items
A3000 2MB R03 - £95.00

A4000 2MB/80MB - £195.00
A5000 4MB/I60MB - £295.00
Range of monitorsavailable eg

AKF40 monitor - £75.00

AJS Computers
Millstone House

Si Heath Drive

Chelmsford
Essex CM2 9UE
tel 01245 345263
fax 0X245 345233

email sales@ajscomps.demon.co.uk

all prices plus vat and carriage

Second Hand RiscPC
8MB RAM / 1MB VRAM

ARM7I0 Processor

Keyboard i. Mouse
210MB Hard Drive

AKF60 monitor

486 PC Card

RiscOS 35

£545.00
Upgrade options:

Network card - £75.00

1.2GB Hard Drive - £100.00

24 speed CDROM - £75.00
StrongArm I Rlsc0S37 - £225.00
3 month warranty on all S/H Items

Q 8MB RAM

Q ARM7500FE processor
Q 24 Speed CDROM
• 14" digital monitor

£845.00

rhemagazine for all interested inpublishing

TASK FORCE
CLIP ART
COLLECTION

SPECIAL

OFFER FOR /fKALATV
NEW ^Publishing

S lier
itt&tedi&tef> uAe^ul

eo&Uf, <U*t<ple feetuup

ittde&cndkifZlef,
excettettt

This is what our readers have told us
recently about Acorn Publisher. Whatis
more you can find outfor yourself by
sending for yourownfree samplecopy.

Write, phone oremail us now.

Subscription just£24.95a year.

P.O.Box 231, Barton, Bedford MK454HQ.'
Tel. 01582 881614
Email: akalat@kbnet.co.uk

For as little as £50.00 per year or £4.50 per month
for 10 hours

No Connection Charge

You can Contact the World

Contact the professionals - Contact Zetnet Internet Service

Zetnet Internet Services

Garthspool
Lerwick

Shetland

ZE1ONY

Tel: Admin 01595 - 696667

Tel: Tech 01595 - 697299

email address: info@zetnet.co.uk



Dave Acton and

Dave Lawrence

introduce some

strange characters,
doodles and ditties

Star info

Beanz meanz strange Author: John Whitington

A surreal adventure into the

world of tinned legumes now,
as undertaken by John
Whitington.

"Beanz takes a set of circles

which the user plots on the
screen, and plots smaller cir
cles in the spaces in between,
giving a weird effect which
appears to fuse the beanz
together. The palette is then
(inevitably) cycled, being care
ful to leave the background
black. Pressing "s" saves a
screenshot to the current

directory."
The demo has many Vibish

traits and is all the better for

including some user participa
tion in the creation of the

psychedelic beanfeast. John
includes a high resolution ver
sion of his demo for whom it

may concern.

Rattling bog Author: Mr Adamson

...sounds more of a plumbing disorder than the
American folk tune that it is. This version in

MIDI and Rhapsody format comes from our
favourite music teacher (well, our only music
teacher) Mr Adamson. We suspect he may

have given a few detentions for rattling in the
bogs but that's another matter.

Toytown isan arrangement of an old tune by
Jessell called Parade of the Tin Soldiers. It too
has been given the Adamson treatment and can

Ik; found on the cover disc in both formats. And

we trust that by including Old Crotchet Face's
latest tunes by way of a Christmas present, he
may choose to look upon our classroom misde
meanours of 1998with clemency.
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Star info

Unnatural gas
David Blake has

sent in a particu
larly useful prog
ram that plots a
random gas planet.
Useful in the sense

of being rather
pretty but lacking
in any particular
use that is.

3DPlanet3a (I

love filenames like

that - we shall all

wonder why it was
slightly better than
3DPIanet) does its

job very well,
producing a sur
prisingly realistic
and indeed plane
tary effect using a
little BASIC.

In fact, looking
at the code, I can't

seem to fathom

how it works at all,

so it is left as an

exercise for the

reader.

The program
will take a little

time to finish on a

non-StrongARM
machine, but be

patient - the end
result is worth the

wait.

Author: David Blake

I've started so I'll finish Author: Peter Harris

We like to think we have our finger on the
pulse here at *lnfo. So, just as Mastermind fin
ishes its umpteen-year nin on the telly, here's
an under-256-byte Mastermind game from
Peter Harris of Fast Kilbride.

If you remember, the original brief was to
write a game in less than IK, but a few bright
sparks went one better and lowered the goal
posts (can goalposts be lowered?) to a mere
quarter kilobyte. Called simply p, the game
invites you to guess the four digit code.

"For a correct digit, you get a 'black peg'
shown as '•'. For a digit that is in the code but

misplaced, you get a 'white peg', shown as
'o'. When you get 4 black pegs you have
won. The program prints the number of
attempts you made and exits.

"There is only a 1 in 10,000 chance of
guessing the code on your first attempt, but
if you do then it won't spoil your enjoyment
with bad grammar - it will print '1
attempt'."

Peter has been kind enough to supply the
source code, which might offer a few tips for
others trying to write 256-byte masterpieces.
If you do, please send them in.

Don't worry, bee keeper Author: Clem Edmond

I mean happy. This musical outing of Clem
Edmond in the happy hardcore style bears
no relation to the song by Robby McFerret
or whoever he was.

Instead it is 64K of unadulterated drum-
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and-bass cheerfulness. Ju.st the thing to act
as an antidote to all those dreadful Christ

mas releases.

As always, the file was created using Digi
tal Symphony, so you will need it, or

SymphPlay, to enjoy it. Of course, if you
don't possess either, you could just load it
into Zap and look at the characters 1 sup
pose - "iKAWSO" is my favourite bit, but
then I never had much of an ear for music...



*

Yuletide vibes... Author: Jan Vibe

Atomic goings-on now, from regular contrib
utor Edward Smale of I.eighton Buzzard.
Under the suitably dramatic umbrella name
of Blaster, Edward has produced two sub-
molecular demos called Liquid and Crystal.

"Blaster is a simulation of atomic forces

which uses an attractive force to bring atoms
together and a repulsive force to keep the
moleculesseparated. These are approximately
the same sorts of forces that occur in realitv

and the resultsare quite interesting.
"In Liquid, the molecules move about quite

freely, but tend to stay in a shape together.
Crystal is different, as the molecules have a
larger separation distance, and stronger bond

...are as strong as

ever, with this
bumper crop of doo
dles and ditties from

the doodling dit-
tymeisler himself. (I
can't believe Impres
sion just bleeped at
dittymeister - a per
fectly common word
in these parts...)

Wave was appar
ently inspired by a
classic, and seem

ingly dangerous, experiment by the great physicist and
lightning-maker Nicole Tesla. Aside from inventing the modern
radio (ahead of Marconi) and the AC motor, Tesla had a liking
for grand experiments. He considered what might happen if a
large electrical charge were sent
into the ground. He postulated
that the charge would be con
ducted by the earth's iron core,
travelling through to the other
side of the planet where it
would be reflected back. He

then considered what might
happen if the wave were rein
forced by subsequent charges,
timed to coincide with the

wave's return visit some 1/30 ^
second later.

To cut a long story short, the
experiment resulted in bolts of
spectacular man-made lightning
(for which Tesla still holds the

record) and the local power sta
tion catching fire. However, we
digress.Jan's first program, Wave,
simulates the path of Teste's wave
across the planet, and its subse-

Crystal gazing

quent reflections.
This is only a 2D
model of course, but

the results are inter

esting none
theless, and the

experiment is a good
deal safer that Mr

Teste's original...
AHenT'ree is the

latest version of a

Vibism we carried

first five years ago.
The result is even

more effective than before, enhanced with surrealist clouds. The

program is also intelligent in that it can work in any mode - just
change the mode number in line 30 to suit your monitor and
machine. For those with interest in such matters, the subsidiary

programs DrawLineC. and
DrawLineCZ demonstrate the

in-between line plotting code
employed by AlienTree itself.
The essential difference

between the new and old rou

tines is that SWI Draw_Stroke
is employed to do the in-
betweening - a job which it
does very well, and consider
ably faster that even Jan's
speedy BASIC.

To accompany the alien tree,
AHenGrass plots, well, you can
guess. Jan suggests that what is
plotted resembles fat multi
coloured grass leaves, and as I
suspect they are more familiar
with such things in free-and-
easy Denmark, we shall leave il
at that. More psychedelic vege
tation from Jan next month...

Author: Edward Smale

ing forces. The molecules tend to compact
themselves into a hexagonal crystal formation.

"Of course, there are parameters that can be
changed and this is where it gets really inter
esting. The strengths of both the attractive
and the repulsive forces can be altered, using
the arrow keys. With a low attraction, the
effect is rather like a gas - the molecules
bouncearound freely. Medium is likea liquid,
and high makes for a solid effect.

"With a high repulsive force, the molecules
hit each other away with extreme force. With
high attraction and high repulsion, the mole
cules become agitated as the two forces fight
against each other. Occasionally one will

escape all together,
and fly off wildly,
before being sucked
back in.

"The other variation

allows for the addi

tion of impurities -
molecules whose sepa
ration differs from the

Star info

others. The red molecules prefer a largesepara
tion, and the blue prefer a small separation
(only in Crystal). The number of molecules
can also be changed, but by 20, my A3010
slows down to about three frames per second.
This is because each molecule is attracted to

every other molecule, and the attraction algo
rithm uses a lot of heavy maths.

"If the number of molecules is doubled, the
amount of maths is tripled, or something like
that. Consequently, the 64 molecule option is
probably a bad idea if you have anything less
than a StrongARM computer. That said, three
or four molecules run quite happily at 25fps
on my computer, and 10 is acceptable also."
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Star info

Ex-cell-ent Author: Philip Mellor

And excellent it is, this amoebic

demo from Philip Mellor.
Multicoloured cells are plot

ted as if viewed through (we
suspect, a not particularly
expensive) microscope. How
ever, the program tries very
hard to make sure that the cells

don't overlap.
Since Cells is intelligent

about which mode it is run

ning in, using ColourTrans to

select its colours, you can easily adapt it to run in 32 thou
sand or 16 million colour modes on your RiscPC, video RAM
permitting.

Tor a bit of interac

tion, try CellsDIY. Here,
you choose where the
next cell is to be placed
- a whacky dotted bor
der shows how the new

cell will squeeze its way
around those already on
the screen (if possible).

The Finnishing touch Author: Jonathan Rawle

In this Euro-friendly age, we may need a
more elegant way of inserting those tricky
foreign squiggly things into our text files
than the trusty Chars allows. Jonathan
Rawle comes to the rescue with a user defin

able character utility, CustomChr.
"Custom Characters is different from other

character selecting utilities, in that it allows
you to choose which characters you want to
appear in the character window, and where
you want then to be in the window.

Using the program
"Double-click on the ICustomChr icon. Click

ing on the iconbar icon will open the
currently selected character window. Charac
ters in the character window

can be clicked upon to enter
them at the caret.

If the caret is currently in a
writable menu or a dialogue
box, clicking the mouse in the
character window will close

the dialogue, and you will
have to start again. There are
two ways of overcoming this:
• Position the pointer over
the character you require, but
press Shift instead of clicking. This is the
method used by Chars.
• Use the 'Magic entry' option. This allows
you to click the characters but leaves the dia
logue box open! (as if by magic?!)

The iconbar menu offers another way of
accessing characters and a choice of font.
Shift entry may be selected so that pressing
Shift enters the character under the pointer.
AsJonathan points out, "You may occasion
ally want to switch this facility off though; it
can be a nuisance when you are typing
away, press Shift to type a capital letter, and
end up with an unexpected ellipsis or
Faroese character!"

Enabling 'magic' entry means that the
pointer changes to a hand when over the
character window. Characters may be clicked
and thus entered without the caret leaving
the desired dialogue box or writable menu.
The currently selected layout, font etc, may
be preserved using the Save status option.

Creating character layouts
"Character layouts are simply textfiles con
taining the characters you want. They are
stored in the director)' ICustomChr.Characters.

"The first line in your textfile should be
the title for the character window. The sec

ond line is the width of each character

'button' in OS units. Usually you will use 52,
as this gives square buttons. Subsequent lines
contain your list of characters. Bach character
should be on its own line, followed by return.

"(Of course, these characters will often not

be available from the keyboard, so you should
use CustomChiJs full character set window or

Charto enter them.) Asan alternative, you can
use the charactersASCII code;for example type

65 for capital A. If you want to include a
comma (,) in your layout, you must use its code
(44) otherwise you will confuse the program.
To start a new line in your character window,
include the symbol \\ on its own line.

"You can include as many of these as you
want and lines of characters do not have to

be the same length; CustomChr will size the
window to accommodate the longest line. If
you do not include any \\, all the characters
will appear on one line.

"Save your textfile into the Characters
directory. Thefilename you choose will be the
one displayed in the Characters menu, so pick
something meaningful. If you now quit and
re-loadCustomChr, your layout should appear
in the menu and you will be able to use it."

Advanced layouts
"As an example, look at the Qwerty and
QwertyC layout. Notice that the buttons are
all different widths, and some are in differ

ent colours. Notice also, that if you click on
the green 'C, the program switches between
the two layouts. You can use all of these
features in your own layouts.

"Instead of just listing a character, you can
use a special command to describe the fea
tures of the character. This takes the

following format:

(character displayed),(character
typed),(button width)

"The displayed character is what you will
see in the character window. The typed char
acter is what will appear when you click the
button. Each part of the command is sepa

rated by a comma and you do
not have to include all parts
of the command. If you omit
a typed character, the dis
played character is used as
the typed one. If you do not
include a width, the default

width (from the start of the

file) is used.

"You must include a dis

played character and you can
use the ASCII code, or the

actual character (where possible) for the dis
played and for the typed character. If you use
the ASCII code for the displayed character,
you can add a (colour number)*l(KK) to it. For
example, 9065 gives a yellow A. (The colours
follow the usual 16 colour desktop palette,
except that 0 is black and 7 is white).

"You can leave a gap between two buttons
on the same line by using >»x (where x is a
number). You can also include >» com

mands at the start or end of a line to leave

larger gaps at the edges of the window.
"If you include a Link command in your

file, the button that you defined BEFORE the
link command will load a different layout
when clicked INSTEAD of typing a character.
The syntax of the link command is:

L:(filename)

where (filename) is the filename of another
character layout."
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So many windows, so little space... Author: Mark Summers

Mark Summers of Gloucester brings us
another solution to the age-old problem of
crowded desktops and booms in the win
dow population. This is a particularly
elegant solution, and the small BASIC pro
gram that achieves it is all the more
remarkable for being, well, small. And in
BASIC of course. It is called Scroller for rea

sons that will become obvious.

"Scroller is an application which is
intended to provide more desktop space.
This can be helpful when large windows or
a large number of windows are in use. In
order for proper operation, Scroller requires
that windows are allowed to move beyond
the edge of the screen in all four directions.

If these options are not currently set, this
can be achieved by loading Configure appli
cation and selecting the two Allow windows
off-screen options in the Windows section.

"When loaded, Scroller installs itself onto

the iconbar. Scroller is switched on by
default but may be switched off at any time
by deselecting the Scroll option on the icon-
bar menu. '.Scroller creates an array of
desktop screens - 11 screens wide and 11
high.

"Only one of these screens is in view at
any one time. Moving the mouse pointer
beyond the edge of one screen will cause it
to move onto the next unless the edge of
the array has been reached. Windows may

also be dragged across screen boundaries.
The Scroller iconbar icon contains the co

ordinate of the screen which is currently in
view, relative to ((),()) which is the original
desktop screen.

"A Restore option is also provided on the
iconbar menu. This is intended to help over
come the problem of 'lost' windows. This
can occur if windows are opened within or
moved onto a screen, and the location of

that screen is then forgotten. Selecting
Restore will return the user to the screen

with co-ordinate (0,0). Scroller will then find

all of the windows which are currently open
(wherever they may be) and move them to
the bottom left hand corner of the screen."

The fractal factor Author: Jean van Mourik

Jean van Mourik is a familiar name when it
comes to space-filling curves, and his descriptions
of these two fractal ditties are as short as the pro
grams themselves.

No doubt the fractal hacks will be able to

fathom out what's going on - there is a suspi
ciously large number of SINs and COSs in there,
not to mention the odd SQR and A IN.

This is perhaps why the program lakes its time
on all but the fastest machines. In fact, Jean pro
vides two demos - Fractal4 and Fractals. The

former offers some control over the result by
requesting a single parameter.

Date and walnut cake
Well, we lied about the walnut bit. And the cake really. But dates
abound in this 1998 calendar from Gavin Inncs.

Not a ray-traced, gouraud-shaded real-time spinning 3D calendar
you understand. Just a simple, 2D, static Impression Style calendar
to load and, well, print out I suppose. This is the sort of thing most
of us can't be bothered to fiddle on with, so although we'd all quite
like a calendar on a single A4 sheet, it seems Gavin is the only one

QUIT
All submissions, large, or small, but preferably small, and
certainly not bigger than 100K please, to:

*INFO, Acorn User, IDG Media, Media House, Adlington
Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or, if your submissions total 100K or less, e-mail us (includ
ing your real address please) at:

austarinfo@idg.co.uk

You needn't include a letter but please put your name,
address and program title on every disc and include a text
file containing your name, address, disc contents and pro
gram details.

If you are responding to one of our challenges, please
mark your envelope clearly with the name of the challenge.
A SAE will ensure your discs are returned. *info submissions
only please.

Author: Gavin Innes

with enough gumption to get around to creating one. We are all of
course very grateful to him for taking the effort, and we suspect
that other non-programmers may be enticed into submitting their
work to *info - there are no real rules as to what we will carry
(apart from the less than 100K one - see 'quit for details) - just as
long as someone else might find it useful, entertaining, or maybe
even both.

o )ltip?iihilitif table
J

*OS 3.5+Program R0S2 ROS 3.1

I Beanz 7 Yes ?

•: Beanz Hi No Yes Yes
Alien Gas No Yes Yes

j Alien Tree No Yes Yes
Drawline C No Yes Yes
Drawline C2 No Yes Yes
Sand No Yes Yes
Wave Yes Yes Yes
Fractal 4 Yes Yes Yes
Fractal 5 Yes Yes Yes
Scroller No Yes Yes

\ Blaster: Cryste Is No Yes Yes
Blaster: Liquk No Yes Yes
ICustom Chr No Yes Yes
Cells No Yes Yes
Cells DIY No Yes Yes
1998 (Impress on needed) - - -

P Yestt Yes Yes
j 3DPlanet3a No Yes Yes

tt Symbols not correct
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NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

- Arnold Computer

Supplies. Home enquiries

welcome. Repairs & Service.

Tel: 01 15 9264973

HIGHLANDS
- Wardlaw Surveys,
Authorised Acorn Dealer,
for all your needs from
supply, service, repair & full
after sales. Tel/Fax: 01463

831214

GeneSys for all your Acorn
needs, serving Education,

Business and Home.

High quality custom built
systems for Acorn and PC.

Contact:

Richard Brown

Tel: 01702 462385

Fax: 01702 469224

E-mail: genesys@argonet.co.uk

essex:

A Pineapple m-
^ Software •

Pineapple have been in the Acorn marketplace for over eleven
years and we have recently moved into large new premises
where you can sec a variety of Acorn equipment in action. Wc
specialise in building RiscPCs to your specification and wc also
supply scanners, printers, harddrives or anything else you may
need foryour Acorn system. Wcalso undertake repairs and
upgrades to Acorn computers. Come and visit us for a chat!

Open 0900-1730 Mon-Sat
352 Green Lane, Ilford, Essex IG3 9.IS

Phone 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:* sales@pineaple.detnon.co.uk
lill|)://\vw \v.|)iiieii|)le.<leiii(ni.cn.iik

WEST YORKSHIRE

1 CE For the best service in Yorkshire
(we think)

CALL US! for A7000,RiscPC St Pocket Book II

Visit our Showroom
Open 0.30 to 5.30

Mon, Tues, Weds, Sat.

aaoto7.30
Tnurs&Fri.

Acorn .
Pocket Book II

ervices
Printers. Ribbons, Ink Cartridges,
Refills

Expert Advice i( AfterSales Service
Mail Order Master Card. Visa, Switch
Kini;fur I'hces
Service & Repair to all Equipment huMciimw
, .,., ., i, I w/nw>ttMitr
lull Range ofAcorn Hardware & Software ,.„lmam ,0
(Weoperate the Morn Finance Schemes)
lull Ranee q/EdlUannual Software Kg 4HLJJSP
Tel. 01924 2548(H) Fax. 01924 258036°* *****Wm

e-mail sales@davyn.demon.co.uk

iRISCPC^fil

Swldil

W.kofiold

WF1 5NV

HEWLETT
PACKARD

JVORTH WEST

i?'5u>7\ iicl'd For all your Acorn needs
awards Visit our Showroom

BEST DEALER- y^ . 6pm

VWOJurettm

»51*I

Hig ^Monday - Saturday
12 to V*S*' .

W»» —'

B5»

Desktop Projects Ltd
Unit 2A. Heapriding Business Pk
Ford Street

STOCKPORT
Cheshire. SK3 OBT

Authorised Acorn Dealer & Centre of Technology

Tol:()l6l-474l)77S Kmail:inf<'(fl"desktopp.dcmon.c».uk 7

email tecs@argonet.co.uk

odd

ducation

omputer

ervices

fl» Sales, Service
and repair

Xemplar Agent
& Matrix NSC x

Tel/fax 0141 644 4952

LOJVDOIV

DERBYSHIRE

Selective ComputerServices
AcornSpecialist Dealer
Acorn Centre ofTechnology
StrongARM Rise PC
A7000+

Sales

Tuition

Peripherals
Repairs
Software

Internet Solutions

Phone 01332 690691
8 OldgateAvenuo•Westonon Trent• Derby- OE722BZ

email:seleclivegiglobolnel.co.uk

fust twentyminutesfrom Victoria on Connex South Eastern -
Greater London's longest-established Acorn Dealer.

See our full advertisment elsewhere in this issue
for details ofour current

PRE-CHRISTMAS SPECIALS!

Tilmt i

6 CHATTERTON KOAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 0181-460 8991 Fax 0181-313 0400

Email inio@datstore.demon.co.uk

Web http://www.datstore.demon.co.uk/
OPEN TILL 7.30 ON THURSDAY, BUT CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

AIIDE4UVDS u42VD OXFORD

• Home use

• Business

• Education
• Special Needs
• SoftwareTraining
• Acorn approved

network installers

• Complete range of
Acorn equipment

• Consultancy

ClUJMRRlyL

459-465 Warwick Road, Tyseley, Birmingham B11 2JP

Tel: 0121 706 8933 Fax: 0121 706 4306

For expert advice
&friendlyservice
oome and see us.

Weare open
Monday - Friday

8.00am- 5.30pm

* 0

Cumbria Software Systems
|| Specialist Acorn Dealer

Strong Arm Rise PC, A7000+
Sales, Repairs, Software, Peripherals

Network design and installation
Ethernet, Nexus ATM, Multi-platform networks

Semerc Authorised Dealer

CSS Ltd., Unit3A, Townfoot Industrial Estate
Brampton, Cumbria, CA8 1SW Tel: 016977 3779
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There has been a lot of comment lately
about what Acorn should or should not

do with regards to the development of their
machines. In all this I think people con
stantly underestimate just how small Acorn
are compared with the competition. Apple,
while many times larger than Acorn, are
minnows when compared with the lumber
ing colossus of Microsoft.

Acorn are constantly being badgered and
berated for not keeping pace with software
developments, but at times this is just a hi-
tech war of attrition. It seems that
technologies are being developed not because
of any perceived need, but just to make the
competition waste assets by keeping up.

Things move very fast in this industry, not
long ago Java was seen as the future on the
Net. Acorn were bounced into developing an
interpreter and Acorn-bound Web browsers
were kept out in the cold on many Web
pages. Now Microsoft has decided to kill
Java, not officially you understand but
damning with faint praise and introducing
other technologies of their own to replace
functionality.

More than 750 pages on the Microsoft web
site have had their Java applets removed,
there is now no Java at all on the site. They
claim that their own ActiveX is quicker,
smaller and faster - if it is, it will be a
Microsoft first. This leaves Acorn in the cross

fire, and that's the place to be if you want to
be the first casualties of war. What people
who are full of good intentioned advice must
realise is that if Acorn do X, whether this is
more advertising, lower-priced special school
schemes, then they cannot do Y. Acorn pro
duce the best hardware in the world for the

home purchaser, but at the end of the day
they can't afford to bend to every fashion and
whim, however vital it may seem at the time.

Riscy questions
One problem with my recent PIC program
mer is that it is very useful at making
standalone gadgets. You might not think this
is a problem, but then if it is standalone does
it deserve a place in my Run The Rise col
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Rambles through

Acorn Wood
Another question and answersession from Mike Cook

umn? After all, that column is about attach
ing things to your Acorn computer, so should
a device that only uses your computer during
its manufacturing and development count
for inclusion?

I have made a vibrato peddle for my son
Alec's electric guitar and a MIDI bass peddle
unit from a scrap organ, but as neither uses
an Acorn directly I am reluctant to publish
them. Let me know what you think, would
you like Run The Rise to have some occa
sional PIC projects or should I only mention
the PIC when it is used directly in an inter
facing project?

Jonathan Relf from Birmingham has been
making one of my projects and writes to tell
me:

1 built the DMX Lighting Controller from
your series a few issues ago. I was interested
to see the project working from my Rise PC
as lighting is my hobby and my job (1 work
at BBC Pebble Mill).

I stayed up hours playing with the inter
face and your short BASK! program supplied
on the cover disc. 1 built the module, and to
test it I got hold of a DMX Dcmux unit to
convert the signals back to analogue. A series
of Ll-Ds connected to the outputs of the
Demux then showed if the system worked.
And it did, eventually! The problem was that
the BASIC program was running too fast for
the Send routine. I had to slow it down and

then the LEDs started to flash. Whoops of joy
were heard echoing around my house. My
girlfriend questioned my sanity when all I
had was a very complicated chain of equip
ment just to get four LEDs to work!

So impressed was I with the simplicity of
the idea that I wanted to take it further. I
have been writing a simple BASIC program
to provide individual channel control with a
master fader. My aim is to get a fully work
ing lighting program at the end of it. As 1 am
writing it in BASIC, I am wary that it will
soon get too complex even at the speeds
BASIC runs on the Rise PC.

As there are so many PC-based lighting
'desks' coming on to the market at the

moment, I really wanted to try to write a
good one. I find my RiscPC still knocks the
socks off the PC in raw power and ease of use
and therefore am reluctant to develop soft
ware for PCs. After some research among my
colleagues, 1 have an idea as to how the pro
gram should function in the end.

The real question is which language to
code this program in to reach my goal? My
skills in lower level programming languages
are sparse (my C is rusty) and at present I'm
only really fluent in BASIC. Which option
should I go for? Which language is going to
enable me to get the best (and easiest) results
from my Rise PC? Also, is the RISC OS PRM
an essential buy? Or should I look into C? As
a seasoned Acorn expert, 1 would be grateful
if you could offer any advice.

My wife always accuses me of scattering salt
all over the table, so that must make me a
seasoned person and remember that an
expert is just a drip under pressure. I think
that the PRM (Programmers Reference Man
ual) is essential irrespective of whatever
language you use because it details the oper
ating system routines you need to tap into to.
However, I do wish Acorn would release just
the section on the WIMP interface because

that is the section most people need - it's cer
tainly the section I consult the most.

I feel that the advantage of BASIC is that
you can always drop into assembler when
you hit a section of your application that
needs to run fast, and then come out again
for all the things a high level language is
good at, like string handling. Not that C is
particularly good at string handling, but
BASIC is.

When writing an application there are
essentially two tasks - the user interface and
the job itself. You will probably spend most
of the time on the user interface and this is
mainly handled by the operating system. A
language that you are familiar with is an
advantage as it is one less thing to struggle
with. I have found that BASIC coupled with
the odd assembly language routine allows me
to tackle most applications I come across,



and if I were writing your application that is
what 1 would use. Properly structured it can
be as modular as C, and with the StrongARM
processor it can approach the speed. How
ever, C is faster and used in many
commercial environments so developing
skills here will certainly not be wasted.

ChrisHutchinson's plea is short but sweet:
Has anyone out there succeeded in making
Microprose's GI'2 work with sound on their
StrongARM PC card?

If you have, don't just say yes - tell us how
you did it!

On a similar vain Alan e-mailed me about
some incompatibility:

When I had a A3000 I purchased a HCCS Ulti
mate Expansion using a Scanlight 256, Vision
24, MIDI and HQ Sound Sampler. When I
upgraded to a Rise PC 600 I purchased two
HCCS Multipodulcs so as to be able to use
Scanlight 256 etc. During August last year 1
upgraded Vision 24 to Panorama, a very short
time later 1 upgraded to StrongARM, then of
course none of the aforementioned items
worked.

Out came the airmails to write to HCCS on
more than one occasion but none of my let
ters were answered. Early this year 1
telephoned HCCS to be greeted by a recorded
message saying HCCS had ceased trading
and to phone another number. I phoned one
of the given numbers which was Applied
Technologies Manufacturing Ltd. At least
this phone had a human on the other end
who was helpful in telling me that
Panorama was StrongARM compatible and
the problem was with the software of the
Multipodules.

He asked me to write to Applied Tech.,
who designed and manufactured Panorama..
This I did with some urgency, but no answer
has yet arrived. The Scanlight Vision
24/Panorama were well used and when you
are on a tight hobby budget it is hard to jus
tify spending hundreds of $ or £ just to get
back to stage one. I don't mind paying some
thing to get these items working, but to
completely replace everything is something
else. I feel sure that they must be other peo
ple in the same predicament as me.

Upgrading is always a problem when the
original company goes out of business. It
sounds like there is something wrong with
the firmware on the cards. It might only be
the odd instruction but it still stops it work
ing and with firmware it is most difficult to
replace. The answer could be a module that
reads the firmware into RAM and then
patches it. Has anyone done this?

Alan ends his e-mail with an adage: Wives
are young men's mistresses; companions for
middle age; and old men's nurses. Which is a
bit misogynistic but not as bad as the one I
heard the other day when referring to liter
ary translations. Translations are like wives,
the faithful aren'tbeautiful and the beautifid
aren't faithftd, it must be true because I am
married to the exception.

Laurie Mustafic who is only 13 has a problem
with school:
In school we have a Rise PC in the library and
English room and they are always using Win
dows. How do I get onto Acorn? I really want

to use it so please help. By the way I have got
a games directory but when I try to open it I
get a Broken Directory error, what do I do?

This sounds like a school from hell. It's got
the best desktop computer in the world and
yet it runs Windows all the time - better get
them reported to OFSTED. In the meantime
the cavalry is arriving. Just push the centre
mouse button to get onto the Acorn desktop.
Insert our cover disc and click on the disc
drive icon labelled :0 with the left-hand
mouse button. Then it's point and click all
the way. If you want to do it officially you
could try asking the teachers to let you look
at the Acorn user guides that came with the
computer, but they sound such an evil lot
you might not get anywhere.

S Antczak from Oxted, Surrey has been find
ing that Net surpng with Acorn is not always
hassle free, he writes:
Increasingly my Web browser, Termite Inter
net, is unable to display some JPEG images.
If they do not crash the machine they appear
as small sprite file icons. Attempts to down
load them and view them in ChangeFSI or
SwiftJPEG fail, the latter reporting the image
as 25000 x 0 pixels, for example. Are these
simply dud JPEGs or has Bill Gates changed
yet another standard so, once again, we are
forced to buy Microsoft dinosaurs (referring
to both size and technology, of course)? I use
ChangeFSI version 1.15. Is there a newer ver
sion that can deal with these problemJPEGs?

As far as I know this is the latest version of
ChangeFSI, it was the one on the Acorn Clan
CD that arrived a short time ago. While the
standard hasn't changed, some JPEG cre
ation programs can be remarkably lax about
how they create their header. Couple this
with the fact that ChangeFSI is extremely
fussy about its headers and it is a recipe for
frustration.

However, there are many JPEG viewers out
there, so your best bet is to save one of these
dodgy files from a page and see if you can
find a viewer that will cope. Despite my
comments at the start of this article, not
even Bill Gates could/would change the
standard for JPEG files because it doesn't
cost him anything to retain it. Mind you, do
you know how many Microsoft program
mers it takes to change a light bulb? None -
Bill simply declares dark as a standard.

Paul Turner, who is a radio amateur with the
call sign of G4IJE, writes to me to inform me
of one ofhis pet projects:
On several occasions I've noticed indirect
references in your articles to programs like
JVFAX (a well-known SSTV and weather FAX
decoder, used mainly by radio amateurs) and
the problems of running such programs on a
PC card in the Rise PC.

I thought you might be interested to know
that I've been writing similar programs (in
ARM assembler - no PC card required) for
Acorn machines for many years now. My
current program (called Pscan) is shareware
and I have 15 registered users so far. Pscan
uses a simple op-amp interface plugged into
the serial port of the Rise PC, very much like
similar PC-based programs.

Although Pscan is biased towards high-
quality colour SSTV (TX and RX) it can also
receive black-and-white weather maps from
Bracknell and Northwood etc. I should add

Hints & tips

that it can only run on a RiscPC (ARM 610,
710 or StrongARM and OS 3.50 or later) - it
does not run on earlier Acorn machines. It
might work on the new A7000+ but has not
been tested yet.

It's great to know that Acorns can be used in
this field where even Apples don't get a look
in. If you are interested in Pscan you can
contact Paul at Paulg4ije@aol.com Being an
amateur myself (G8HBR) I will certainly be
looking into it. By the way with only 15 reg
istered users Paul is not going to get rich so
make someone's day and register that share
ware you've been using for ages.

Finally this month John Bland is having prob
lems with yellow pages, he explains:
I'm using a StrongARM Rise PC for all my
University work where possible and this is
fine until it comes to printing. I use the laser
printers at University but 1 am having prob
lems with multiple 'bins'. The main
Postscript printers use yellow paper for head
ers (name and user id etc.) then white paper
for the actual document. Unfortunately the
drivers I'm using on my Acorn (ones sup
plied with [Printers 1.54) only use single bins
so the printouts are all coming out on yellow
paper. Not what you need for a project write-
up.

Have you any idea how I can modify the
Postscript files I'm generating with [Printers
to tell them to use the other bin? (White
paper is in the lower bin). I've hacked into
files generated by the University printer dri
vers and they include a special instruction
along the lines of:

Begin feature

loads of gobbledygook

setup - lower bin etc

endfeature

Could 1 just copy this across to the Postscript
file? Are there any printer files supplied with
[Printers that do this automatically? I'm just
using a generic Postscript driver at the
moment. The printer itself is a HP 4Si/4SiMX
Postscript? Would the Lasjet4MPS driver do
the job (even though it tries to crash [Print
ers when you use the configure option)?

The simple way round this is to save your
work as a Postscript file and then append the
extra bit you have found to the start of your
file. Alternatively you could hack into the
Postscript printer driver to add this section
before printing out the rest, I think it's writ
ten in BASIC so shouldn't be to hard to do.
Finally, for a bit of a non-technical solution,
you could always slip some white paper into
the top bin when no-one is looking.

Contacting me
Youcan contact me, MikeCook, by post at the

usual address or by e-mailat:
auqanda@idg.co.uk

o

535!
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" Amazing free gifts and special offers!!!

o Over £100 worth of magazines
and software for just £39.9

80

the world's number 1 Acq.

You already know what a great magazin
ACORN USER is. It is the only Acorn

magazine with up- to-the-minute Acorn news, in-
depth hardware and software reviews, and
without doubt the best cover discs available.

What you might not know is that by taking out a
subscription today, not only are you guaranteed
never to miss an issue of the biggest and best
Acorn magazine in the world, but you can also
claim an excellent free gift or special offer, avail
able exclusively to all new ACORN USER
subscribers.

*Allour software offers are StrongARM compatible.

TYPOGRAPH

deludes aFREE copy^
Font Designers Toolkit

rrp£30.00

M**.*^

Typography, from isvs new genera
print quality no end. Supplied compressed and with an installer the NDT
Fonts have been very carefully hinted and scaffolded so that they appear
clearer than ever before. Typography includes over 1300 high quality fonts
PLUS over 200 bonus fonts never before released as well as a FREE copy
of Font Designers Toolkit.

yC£ <% A-

00 Outli-
HSVF
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Fonts forRise OS
>ducts 1996

CURRENT
SUBSCRIBERS
-you can take advantage

oftheseoffers by
renewing your

k. subscription
at any time

TEXTEASE

The most flexible, straightforward and comprehensive
wordprocessor and desktop publisher ever. Use it to
make letters, invitations, cards, banners, notices,
posters, overhead foils, in fact any kind of text and
graphics. It is designed to be ideal for children and is
invaluable for older children and adults.

^•Processor and gO
Desktop Publisher .V^

FREE APS0DY

0
s to compose

-n musical score.

Rhapsody allows you to
modify and manipulate
music as a wordprocessor
does text. You can enter

score by hand, note by
note, or, if a MIDI
Interface is fitted to your
computer, you can play a

ine using a MIDI
id and capture the music in Rhapsody. The

sic can then be transcribed ready for editing, replay
ing, etc.

In the shops £59.99 as an Acorn User subscriber you
i claim it for free!

SUBSCRIBING HAS NEVER BEEN EASill
hy not make your subscription
ren easier and subscribe by direct

ebit, spreading the cost ofyour
subscription over quarterly hassle-

lyments. What's more, you need
never worry about missing an issue again,
as the subscription continues until you
decide to cancel.



CRYSTAL MAZE
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wits against TV's most
s maze! Discover the

of the maze as you take
challenges of the Aztec,
ral, Futuristic and Ocean
Solve the ingenious

and fiendish puzzles to
ecious seconds in the

j challenge - the Crystal
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just £10
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[ub accounts

,rackage.
Multiple
accounts, stand
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some of its features. W
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[ Fost. Furious. Fatal Fast, furious and fatal, the ultimate
]-'; ' ' v racing game. You'll need nerves of

- steel and lightning fast reflexes to
• - win. Runs on any 32-bit Acorn

Rise Machinewith 2Mb of memory
v Li,.., and RISC OS 2+.

rrP £30

corn User

Id up to 13 i
of your favourite magazine
PLUS receive an extra

two magazines
absolutely
FREE!

Subscription Hotline numbers
Tel: 0151-357 1275

Fax: 0151-357 2013

Email: database@cllidirect.demoit.co.uk

Yes! I will subscribe...

©
There's never been a better time to subscribe so
take advantage of one of these offers TODAY.
See section 2

4234 \_\ UK £39.99 4202 Q] EU £53.99 4203 Q World £68.99*
To renew subscription please tick:

«*SC] UK £39.99 4224 Q EU £53.99 «2sQ World £68.99*
•Unfortunately World subscribers arenoteligible to receive the freegift/special offer

Iwish to pay by: Qj Cheque/postal order made payable to IDG Media
~j Credit card (Visa/Access/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Eurocard/Connect)

Expirydate

Card No.

/

©
Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acorn User.

~2 with payments of £9.49 by continuous quarterly direct debit
See section 2.

Your subscription willcontinue untilyoucancel. Over a yearyouwill receive 13issues.

Name of Bank/Building Society.

Address

Name of Account

Your Account No Sort Code

Date Signature(s)

Your instructions to the bank/building society: |Originator's ID No. 851412]
I instruct you to pay direct debits from my account at the request of IDG
Media. The amounts are variable and may be debited on various dates. No

acknowledgement required. I understand that IDG Media may change the
amounts and dates only after giving me prior notice. I will inform the

bank/building society in writing if I wish to cancel this instruction. I under
stand that if any direct debit is paid which breaks the terms of the

instruction, the bank/ building society will make a refund. Bank/building
society may decline to accept instructions to pay direct debit from some
types of accounts.

•fA Please send me the following FREE Gift/Special Offer (tick one):

1 Typography FREE 47os f~ j Binder &2magazines FREE

4247 £1 Rhapsody FREE 47io f~ 1 High RISC Racing FREE

4249 £^J Crystal Maze FREE «so T"I Personal Accounts 3 £10

4248 r "l TextEase £20

© Name (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss).

Address

Postcode Tel.

ONow send your completed form and payment to Acorn User,
Database Direct, FREEPOST, South Wirral L65 3EB. Tel: 0151-357
1275. Please state if credit cardbillingaddress is different from the

delivery address.Photocopies or handwritten versions of the above informa
tion are acceptable.
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Mike Cook's hardware series

ast month I looked at the hardware
needed to convert the audio tones

from a polar orbiting satellite Into digital
signals suitable for feeding into your
computer. This month I'll look at the
software needed to be able to display the
satellite image.

As I described last month, an image of
the Earth is scanned by a rotating mirror
for the X direction, with the orbital
motion of the satellite providing the scan
in the Y direction. The signal from the
light sensor is used to modulate the
amplitude of a 2.4KHz audio tone. In fact
the NOAA series of satellites are quite
sophisticated and transmit both visible
light and infrared images side by side.

The transmission speed is fixed at
120LPM (lines per minute), and is a hang
over from when such images were
received on a rotating fax drum. If you
do the sums, that works out at half a sec
ond per line or 500mS. Remember that a
good satellite pass can last 15 minutes
and the hardware is clocking data in at a
rate of 4.8KHz, so that gives us a maxi
mum image size of 2400 by 1800 pixels,
which is just over four megabytes of data.
More realistically, there could possibly be
only 10 minutes of interference free sig
nal but that still weighs in at nearly three
megabytes.

Obviously this activity is not one for a
lightweight machine. It is possible to use
lesser machines by having the software
record every fourth pixel or so. I have not
used this approach, instead opting to let
you use existing software for post-recep
tion image processing.

Let's see in what form the data arrives.

Figure I shows a scan line from a NOAA
satellite. It starts out with a synchronis
ing burst of seven cycles of alternate
black and white levels, marked in the
diagram as part 1. This shows up as

Infrared and visible image side byside, with thesun atalow angle. There isinterference atthetop
and bottom of the image where the signal isweak. See also the sync bars, oneminute ticklines and
grey level telemetry data. Note theInfrared image istoolight and thevisible image toodark - image
processing can dramatically improve this

stripes down the side of the image. Then,
in section 2, there is a short section that
is used to send telemetry data concerning
conditions on the satellite. This is coded

in steps of grey and looks a bit like a grey
scale down the side of the image.

Next comes the image scan itself. Here I
have shown it as a stepped ramp, but in
practice it will be moving about ail over
the place. Finally there is a strip of light
grey, section 3. However, once a minute
there is a black marker inserted here from

the spacecraft's clock. Next we move onto
the synchronising burst for the visible
line, section 4, this is slightly slower than
the first burst and so results in a slightly
wider strip.

It is possible to use these speed differ
ences to trigger the capture of the image
but this would require extra hardware.
Section 5 is the same telemetry data sent
in section 2, and is followed by the visi
ble light scan. Finally, section 6 is dark

with one minute white markers.

Most satellite reception programs on the
PC require you to manually phase the
picture - holding down a key that skews
until the sync bursts are down the left
hand side of the image. I prefer to do this
at post-reception time so that none of the
image is wasted.

Figure II shows the format of a typical
Russian meteor signal. Here there is only
one image sent. It's usually visible but
sometimes it can switch to infrared. At

the start of each line are some black and

white sync pulses, a short grey scale, as
well as a 6-bit binary coded telemetry sig
nal. It is this data that can resemble the

marks in a punched piano roll and so is
nicknamed piano data. As you get twice
the number of X pixels in a Russian
image it often looks distorted, but it can
be restored by the appropriate scaling.

Now to my software - imaginatively
entitled SatRead - on the AU cover disc.

3 4 5 Image

250 mS Infrared Scan

Figure I: A lineof NOAA data
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250 mS Visible Light Scan

500 mS Visible Scan

Figure II: A lineof Meteor data



Mike Cook's hardware series

Clicking on the icon will bring up the
control window. Here you can set the line
rate and the pass time - these determine
the size of the image and reserve the
appropriate amount of memory. If you
have insufficient memory you can reduce
the pass time. Next there is a radio button
indicating if it is a north or south bound
pass. This affects which way up the image
is displayed - most of us like to look at
maps with north at the top. If you get it
wrong, there is no need to worry as there
is a post-reception memory option to put
it right.

A data rate of 4.8KHz puts a bit of a
strain on any computer, so during recep
tion normal desktop activity is
suspended. However, if you have a fast

| 0 | Seconds

,_) North Bound

(5 South Bound

| Go [ |^/| Preview

gathering the data and the picture will
remain in synchronisation.

On completion of the image, the p
will disappear and replaced by the image
histogram which is the raw statistics of
the image and shows the range of grey
levels received. Also, another window will
open up containing the image. At this
stage it might not look too good hut this
is where image processing comes in.

The first thing to do is to phase the
image, that is get the sync bars in the
right place. Choose Phase from the menu
and the cursor changes into a pair of
arrows. Click on where you want the left
hand edge of the image and the picture
will be shifted over. The flip menu option
is used if you get the pass direction

wrong. You can
also make the

image negative and
I maximise the con-

trast, although at
this stage it will not
be too beneficial as

there is still teleme

try data in the
image that will
interfere with cal

culations for the

contrast stretching
operations.

For best results,
save the image as a
sprite and load it

naqe being received ^O Paint Thc^,
you can cut out the

part of the image you want to work on
and save that as a separate sprite. You can
then drag this back onto the SatRead
icon and apply the contrast stretching
again. Under the histogram in the control
window is a grey scale which shows the
palette being applied to the image. As
you stretch the contrast you can see the
effect on the palette. There is also a copy
of my PalMake utility on the cover disc,

ith it you can manipulate the palette
kself and even add false colours to the

|c. It has a large array of options for
ipulating a 256 colour palette. The

resulting palette file can be saved to disc
or dragged dircatly into the satellite
image window.

If you have no interest in satellite
imagery you could use these two applica
tions to produce tinted images or

The preview window gives a miniatureview of the image being received

processor you can get a sneak preview of part of the imag
the image as it comes in. This is updated and save that as z
in real time but it shows only every then drag this I
fourth pixel and fourth line, giving you a icon and apply
miniature view. again. Under the

For those with slower processors this window is a grej
will cause slippage - the sync pulses and palette being aj
image will not be straight so the preview you stretch the i
can be disabled. Clicking GO, not surpris- effect on the pah
ingly, starts off the whole process. Note of my PalMake i

I the pass time determin
~re and not the ac*" ' '

a very long wait, or a hard res
f^nfehardware is attached then this resulting palette
sures data is being clocked in i—- •'••—' '
ective of whether a satellite

ing received. This is handy If the sig- If you have n
il level dips and noise appears on the imagery you coul

signal as the software will still keep tions to prodt

Mike Cook explains
how to see yoursatellite
images

Souttu Stad Conlroi Pcnt\

rjTj 0 pr.,ww

By using the palette utility false coloursand
tints may be applied

psychedelic effects from black and white
scans. You are best doing this in a 16 mil
lion or 32 thousand colour mode because,
although you are only defining a 256
colour palette, it has to work in harmony
with the desktop. So, in the 8-bit colour
mode you end up simply shuffling the
order of the pre-defined colours. The
same goes for the SatRead application, as
in a normal 256 colour desktop there are
only 16 shades of grey so you will not see
the image at its best.

Finally, there's always ChangcFSI to add
a hit more image processing, I got very
good results if 1 used its histogram equali
sation process on the cropped raw image.
Also, the option to save the image as a
J PUG file can reduce the burden on hard
disc space. The scaling option can be used
to correct the aspect ratio of the Russian
satellites, and the zoom controls allow
those with small monitors to see all the

image.
Well that's about all my space used up

this month. Next month in the final

weather trilogy I will look at the satellite
receiver and aerial setup as well as pre
dicting exactly when a satellite will make
a pass. Have a Merry Christmas.
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icORNUSER
s~\ reader offer

SyQueston the

•^fIyer from
Do you want to make the
data on your computer safer?
Are you running out of storage
space on your hard drive?
Has your hard drive ever
crashed and your data been lost?
If your computer were stolen would
you lose vital data irretrievably?

If you answer YES to any of the above
questions then we have the solution...,

icORMSER and CUMANA
have got together to
bring you this incredible
reader offer

Cumana's SyQuest EZflyer 230MB
is a high capacity, high
performance drive, using a well
proven drive technology giving
13.5ms access time. The EZflyer is
an ideal solution for anyone
wishing to add further drive space
or take essential regular backups of
important data and applications.

The SyQuest EZflyer drive
combines the flexibility of a data
cartridge with the performance
normally expected from hard disc
technology. The removable and
high capacity nature of the drive
makes it ideal for storing all sorts of
data files - DTP, photos, video,
audio or downloading Web pages.
It is supplied complete with the
Cumana developed Acorn Rise OS
3.1 or higher software driver, a
230Mb cartridge and connector
cable.

Please send your completed form to: Cumana Offer, IDG Media,
Media House, Adiington Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK104NP

11M1

Advantages of the EZflyer
• Portable

• Plug in and go
• Pass through printer port
• Easy Management software supplied
• Small and lightweight
• Low cost media

• Fast access time of 13.5ms

• The EZflyer is compatible with Acorn
Rise OS 3.1 or higher.
• Additional cartridges cost £17 each

(ex VAT), which works out at less than
9 pence per megabyte.
• The EZflyer comes with one year
warranty on the drive and a five year
warranty on the cartridge.

I would like to receive the Cumana SyQuest EZflyer 230MB for
the incredible price, including VAT and delivery, of only £165.00

Name

Address.

Postcode^

Tel

I IPlease tick ifyoudonotwish toreceive promotional information from other companies

/ would like to pay by:
Cheque/ postal order (payable to IDG Media)
Credit card (Visa/ Access/ Barclaycard/ Mastercard)

Card

Number

Expiry Date

J I II I I I I

icORNUSER CUMANA



Programming I
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Steve Mumford provides an overview of the printing process
In this month's tutorial I'll start lo explain

the intricacies behind using the RISC OS
printer drivers to produce hard copy. As I've
said before, parts of the process share similari
ties with the redrawing loops in WIMP
applications, but as is to be expected we have
lo do some extra work to get the ink Bowing.

In order to minimise the development
necessary to support a given range of printers,
RISC OS provides us with what amounts to an

interface to a 'virtual printer' - in this way,
programmers can take advantage of a prewrit
ten core program, avoiding the duplication of
what can turn out to be a large amount of
code.

Printing is performed using a reduced
collection of screen-drawing commands, and
these are in turn intercepted and mapped
onto appropriate printer commands by the
centralised printer manager. This means the
programmer can avoid having to know about
the specifics of the printer in question; the
same routine can produce output for mono
dot-matrix, colour inkjet or Postscript-
compatible laser printers.

General principles
The first step in printing under the WIMP is to
inform the appropriate parties that you wish
to send a job to the queue - although the
message-passing is a little involved there's

nothing really difficult here; it's just a ques
tion of following the communication
protocols laid down by the WIMP.

The next important step is to determine
what the printer's capabilities are, along with

any useful information about the driver. The
SWI PDrivcr Info provides you with the
printer's name, resolution and features. Once

you've adjusted your application lo take these
details into account, it can proceed onto the
next stage and open the symbolic filename
printer: for output. Passing the returned file
handle to the PDriver Selectjob SWI either
starts a new print job if Ihe handle is unrecog
nised, or continues with an old one - the

current print job is suspended if necessary.
If you've examined the contents of a

Postscript file, you might have seen that
there's a comprehensive list of all the fonts
used within that document fairly near the start
of the file. Certain printer drivers require you
to give them such a list before printing starts
in earnest, and the PDriver DeclarcFont SWI

allows the programmer to broadcast a list of
distinct fonts to the printer driver.

Drawing the page
Up until now, we've just been setting the
scene and no graphical information has been
sent across. At this stage we enter a redrawing
loop similar to the ones we employ when
redrawing a window - having described which
areas of the document we wish to include on

the first page using PDriver GiveRectangle,
the actual printing process is started with
PDriver_DrawPage. The SWI returns co-ordi
nates of an area it wishes you to plot, and you
should draw the contents of the rectangle
using the standard calls we've met already.

The printer driver fields these calls before
they're allowed lo draw on the screen and

redirects their output to the printer.
Once one rectangle has been plotted,
PDriver GetRectangle is then called repeat
edly until the printer driver is satisfied and
all the rectangles have been drawn. Due to
the mechanisms employed by different print
ers, the shapes of the rectangles requested
will vary, as will their order - dot matrix and
inkjet printers tend to ask for thin narrow
strips that run across the page, whereas post
script printers with sizeable chunks of
memory can build up the page in one go.

Eventually! the printer driver will complete
its first page of output and will allow you to
continue, if any other pages remain to be
printed, PDriver Give-Rectangle can be
called again and the above process repeated,
finally, the job can be terminated using
PDriver Miidjob and the 'printer:' file can
be closed.

Unlike window redrawing in the WIMP,
which works smoothly in the multitasking
environment, RISC. OS printing tends to work
best when singletasking; there are various
problems with queue management which are
exacerbated by attempting to multitask.
However, it's simple enough to arrange a form
of background printing in which a print file is
written to disc in a short non-interactive

phase, before being spooled a few bytes at a
time to the actual printer during normal oper
ation of the WIMP.

That's a rough outline of the steps we have-
to follow when printing. Next month I'll build
a skeleton application and spread some i
ink onthe page. See you then. /jJJ
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Destiny demo
Is it me or does the Destiny demo on CD-
ROM 3 not work properly? When I try to
play the program crashes with the error
"Not open for update". 1 presumed this
means it can't run directly from the CI) so I
transferred it to the hard disc and it installs

on the iconbar, hut when I dick on piay
game (regardless of which resolution I have
chosen) the screen clears and the game
starts to load with a line of dots going
across the screen.

It is here it goes wrong for some reason.
The program crashes out each time with a
different message - I have had "Bad pro
gram" "No room for DIM" "Bad registers"
"Mistake" "Internal error" "Abort on data

transfer" to name but a few. What is caus

ing this to happen? 1 have tried changing
settings using the Task Manager but it
doesn't seem to make any difference.

My machine is a Rise PC with StrongARM
and 12Mb RAM with 1Mb VRAM and AKF60

monitor.

Matthew Thompson
mthompson@argonet.co.uk

We did make a mistake about the game run
ningfrom the CD- sorryabout that. However
the rest of yourproblems are not so clear. It's
possible you need to reduce the screen resolu

tion using thegame options. Destiny is a very
memory-hungrygameso as anotheroption tr}'
running the game after a Shift+lioot.

Rocky ride
As a contact of mine said to me, '...the RISC
OS platform is drifting dangerously back
wards in terms of development systems
available for it.' I have to agree.

As a user of several computers - the
Macintosh, PC and Acorn series - it con

cerns me to see how little we have to offer

prospective customers. It is hardly a surprise
that so many people prefer other platforms
and once-faithful Acorn supporters give in
to the temptations of the PC.

In terms of presentation and other fea
tures, again the Macintosh and PC. excel.
Though they may not be more powerful,
the packages available look very appealing,
come with on-line help and welcome guides
and many other features. These days, people
don't go out and look for a spreadsheet pro
gram then a desktop publisher then a
finance organiser and so on. They buy pack
ages with all these bundled together at an
attractive price.

Whatever the Acorn Press say, the future
for Acom is not smooth and secure and, at

this rate, an outstanding machine will end

up on the shelf in a museum or in the cor
ner of a classroom collecting dust. This
problem must be addressed soon for the
simple reason of survival!

William Simpson
Lincoln

CompuServe crashes
I have a setup similar to that of John
Osborne (Letters Dec 97): Rise PC,
SrongARM, PC card running CompuServe
software. In fact I am writing this e-mail
using this arrangement.

I have never had any problems and I sus
pect the reason is quite simple - Windows
95! I am using Windows 3.11, which is rela
tively stable, having gone through several
releases and therefore bug fixes since ver
sion 3.00. Windows 95 is desperately bug
ridden. I have personally had to re-install it
at least three times on several real PCs. I've

never had to re-install Windows 3.11. No

business I know uses Windows 95 because

of this lack of stability. I would suggest he
reverts to Windows 3.11 at least until

Windows 98 is available next year.
Incidentally, congratulations on the

CD-ROM. Keep up the good work.
Bill Swanston

vvIswanston@compiiscrve.com
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Feature ridden
I read the letter by Paul Stewart in the
November issue and it suddenly started me
thinking. Our company, Laser (irafix, have
been using Acorn machines to control Laser
shows since the late '80s. We have done sev

eral shows and installations for major tours,
television shows and films including a
scene in the newest James Bond film,

Tomorrow never dies.
Although the machine itself never features

in these productions, there is, nevertheless,
an Archimedes or Rise PC behind the

scenes. It may also be the case that any of
you club-goers out there may have seen a
laser show and it may have been controlled
by an Acorn.

Unfortunately, one of the first questions
that our clients tend to ask us is "Does it

run on a PC?". We have, in the past, lost
business because some clients will not buy
Acorn-based equipment. I have had Acorn
hardware for the last 13 years and would
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Free ad layout
Firstly, what a great magazine, however I
feel that the free Ads could he laid out a

bit better. Presently there is just a descrip
tion of what is for sale - fair enough - but
you cannot tell where in the country that
person lives. It is most annoying when
there is something you really want only to
find it is hundreds of miles away, which
naturally makes it difficult to inspect the
goods before buying.

I think different layout would be better.
Firstly, for the form that is submitted to
yourselves to obviously include all the
details ol" the goods, but also a code for
each county or something similar which

have my hand cut off in preference lo a
total move away from the machine.
Unfortunately, because of market forces
and Acorn failing to keep a good working
relationship with small developers, we are
now having to move our system to
Windows on a PC-

Ronnie, Laser Grafix

E-mail: ls»scr_grafix@compiiserve.coiii
Perhaps with the recent commercial success
ofAcorn you could consider not making the
move, after all Acorn is now a major
player.

TV star quality
In reference of Paul Stewart's e-mail in

November's AU about the Acorn machine

on Channel 5, I was wondering if anybody
out there other than me has noticed (if
they watch it) an Archimedes 410/1 on
Children's BBC l's popular programme
Dear Mr. Barker! The only moan is that
they could have at least left the 'Antique'

would give an 'at a glance' indication of
the geographical position. Obviously a key
lo all the codes would he needed - what

about a map with the counties colour-
coded in the bottom corner of the page for
example? Whaddya think?

(Please excuse my e-mail name - I was a
little worse for drink when I signed on
and I have just learned that I cannot
change it.)

Chris Webb

Tightgit@aol.com
/ agree a location indicator would he useful
but a complex colour map system is defi
nitely not on. I think we'll just ask for a
town and county.

A410 keyboards instead of using the
newish ERGO keyboards. I also agree with
the letter last issue that stated Acorns

would look out of place on shows like
BBCl's BUGS as they get computers to per
form operations that we all know cannot
be done.

Rob White

trebor@argOttet.co.uk

Java studies
1 am a first year Computer Science student
at the University of Strathclyde and I am
doing a course in Java programming. I am
looking for a Java compiler and/or bytecode
interpreter for the Acorn Format and was
wondering if you could help me?

Allan Stoncham

aIlan.stonchamC»'strath.ac.uk

Although the Java interpreter is now avail
able and functioning it will he a while before
you'll be able lo create Java applets antl pro
grams on the machine easily.



Counting your blessings
A friend was showing me around the won
ders of Windows 95 the other day.
Impressive on the outside!

I was trying to untangle the mess of sys
tem initialisation files to try and sort out a
problem with his CD-ROM DOS Drivers. On
another occasion, I was working with some
one to try to sort out a user area on a PC
network. The whole confusion of files was a

nightmare. It's hardly a surprise that
Windows is riddled with bugs and flaws!

It was with some relief that I settled back

on my Rise PC to do a little programming
in the weekend. One of the great features of
RISC OS is that it is very easy to keep rela
tively tidy. The !Boot application is self

The Acorn library
I just wanted to take my last comments a
step further from where I left off.

Only a student learning to program can
truly appreciate the Acorn computer. There
is something immensely satisfying in creat
ing a program that others will be able to
use, one that you can continue to refine
and improve forever. I have never had the
same satisfaction programming the PC -
Visual Basic and C++ are all very well, but
it's the genuine programmers instinct toget
yourhands dirtythat is left unappeased.

An enthusiast will enjoy reading through
his first beginners book on programming
the WIMP. He will marvel at how easy it is
to start and how it feels to create your
first, fully functional program running in
a desktop environment.

He will then turn to the last page of Lee
Calcraft and Alan Wrigley's Wimp
Programmingfor All, and for a few months
all will be well. But then the thirst for

contained and important files are safe in
the ROM. The filing system is simple and
easy to navigate.

Another thing I find is that RISC OS appli
cations are not nearly as hungry on the
memory. Fight megabytes of RAM on a
RISC OS PC will serve you very well for the
Acorn side, but switch to PC and it's a dif

ferent story.
For example, I could run about five

copies of Ovation Pro quite happily with a
screen resolution of 1024 x 768 x 32 thou

sand. But try running five copies of a decent
PC desktop publisher with 8 meg of RAM
and you're in trouble!

William Simpson
Lincoln

knowledge will grow once again. Where
do you go from there? Many people would
point to the Programmer Reference
Manuals. That is said to be the logical
choice. There is but one minor detail - the

cost. A student, without income or sub

stantial financial support, will meet a
dead end. Other languages, such as C++,
also come with high prices attached.

There should, therefore, be a means of

borrowing books or buying them second
hand. Acorn programming manuals
should be accessible in our libraries. Too

many students have gone down the PC
road because the resources are easily acces
sible. The libraries are loaded with hefty
PC volumes. Of course, Acorn cannot com

pete on such a scale - the PC world has a
thriving cash kitty - but there must be
some books available to encourage the
student to pursue their work.

William Simpson
Lincoln

Starting young
We have been reading Acorn User for 18
months. We're both only nine years old and
would like to find out how to program. Are
there any courses for young children or
books - can you help us?

Nicholas k Matthew Carter

nikcartcr@argonet.co.uk
There is a charityhook which was mentioned
in last month's news pages, also the
Strongllelp manuals included on this
month's cover disc contain lots of useful
information about BASIC, SWI commands
and other important machine information.

A good advert?
Recently I sent e-mails to three dealers who
regularly advertise in Acorn Userasking for
current prices of the system which I wanted
to buy.

Only one replied - so they sold me the Rise
PC (32Mb + 2Mb VRAM), SCSI card and
17in monitor, with which I'm sending this
e-mail.

If dealers can't be bothered to read and

respond to their e-mail messages, then why
do they bother to include an e-mail address
in their ads?

Graham Dean

deano@argonet.co.uk

Correct e-mail address
The letter about online programming
tips on the Internet (Letters page
December 1997) included the wrong
e-mail address.

Please contact Mark Leggett at
ca6mle@isis.sunderland. ac.uk. Apologies
lor any inconvenience caused.

Air your views
If there's something you want to 'get off
your chest' or you have some interesting
information for your fellow Acorn User
readers, then write in to:

Letters page. Acorn User, Media House,

Adiington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP
or e-mail: auletters@idg.co.uk

Please note that we cannot guarantee a
personal reply to individual letters.

Christmas 1997 Acom User
http://www.ifln.co.uk/acornuser/
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Regan
The 'square mile' - business centre of

London - is not often an area you
associate with Acorn. Nonetheless, by

the time you read this there will be a small
Acorn flag being flown there by T J
Reproductions, who are about to relocate
there from West Hampstead.

T J Reproductions - a company associ
ated with everything to do with printing
and DIP - were set up nearly a decade ago
by Tony Tolver.

'I am in a unique position in the Acorn
market. TJ Reproductions are not a soft
ware house or a dealer - they are on
another level, that of a service provider. We
are not central players, but everyone knows
us. These days we get new clients through
word of mouth; we have not advertised for

years'.
Most people I interview say they get into

doing things by accident. ForTony this was
literally the case:

'I was an electronics technician for 10

years. I had an injury to my wrist which
meant I couldn't work for a while. I just
happened to know someone who needed
help in the printing trade, so I worked for
him doing traditional repro work - photo
graphic work, planning up by hand, half
tones and making plates the old mechan
ical way.'

Tony had bought some old printing
equipment which he was already using to
help his existing clients, but he decided if
he were to succeed with his company then
he wotdd have to move with the times. He

went in search of a computer for desktop
publishing. He had already looked at Apple
Macs and IBM compatibles.

'I happened to see a review of Acorn in,
of all things, Computer Shopper (this is
going back a bit). The article was mainly
about Impression.

'1 bad not heard of Acorn, but I saw there

was a show coming up. I went to Acorn
World and I liked what I saw. It was much

cheaper than the Mac system. I bought one.
One of the main reasons I bought an Acorn
was that I ended up on the Computer
Concepts stand talking to Gordon Taylor.'

'As I began to use my Acorn for normal
typesetting, I found (like a lot of people-
have) that 1 had problems getting my files
output to PostScript, or finding a bureau
who would not say - Acorn, is that IBM
compatible? So I bought myself an image
setter, firstly to do my own work and then
as a service to other people.' -

Tony found that in the early days there
were quite a few problems with Impression.
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With his experience from printing he soon
found himself working with CC testing the
program. He is now doing the same with
Ovation Pro.

'I e-mail David Pilling quite regularly. He

i You give me a
selection of com

puters and I do
not really care if
it is made up of
Acorns, PCs or

Macs. I will use

the computer
which is the best

for the job 9
is working hard to bring Ovation Pro to pro
fessional specifications, putting in a lot of
features, some of which are not available in
PageMaker or Quark Xpress. There are a few
features going into Ovation Pro which will
make life easier for the person who makes
the plates. Unfortunately Impression is
looking a hit basic these days. The problem
is that, as good as it is, Impression is only
really a wordprocessor with desktop pub
lishing facilities added on. There are times
when you have to lay the page out exactly;

you need things like proper guide rides, and
an undo would be nice.'

Despite this, Impression is still one of
Tony's three favourite programs, the other
two being Vector and Photoshop. He uses
Impression every day in his business. He
finds both it and the Acorn machine

extremely reliable - although he's a self-
confessed expert with problems on the Mac
and the PC.

As a business, Tony has to have facilities
for Mac and PC users. Even so, his clients

are predominantly Acorn and he makes
converts regularly. With the widening of
the Internet, Tony has clients in Hong Kong
and Africa.

'I not a computer enthusiast', explains
Tony, 'I am a pragmatist. You give me a
selection of computers and I do not really
care if it is made up of Acorns, PCs or Macs.
I will use the computer which is the best for
the job. For scanning large files I'll use the
Mac with Photoshop. But for other things,
Quark, Pagemaker and CorelDRA W seem so
much hard work in comparison to the
Acorn environment. OK, so one package
does not do everything, but you can so
easily go from one program to another'.

'The Acorn market seems pretty much the
same as it always has been. I have not
noticed any difference - there are still as
many people coming to me as in the past.
Some people go, but more and more are
coming to me. At the end of the day, Acorns
are still being used for the real work.' Aj•,

Jill Regan /1U



f Acorn Worldprices for all during December!

Picture by Waller BriggS
using Studio24Pro

The cheapest way to buy the RiscPC ofyour choice. Let Pineapple install
the upgrades you require into a basic StrongARM RiscPC and save money!

StrongARM RiscPC (233Mhz) (4Mb 1.2Gb HD) BaSle Price - £ 1099.00 inc vat

General Upgrades
CDRoms - (when boughtwith a RiscPC)
xS speed CDRom £ 50.00
x24 speed CDRom £ 75.00
Harddrives - (exchange for RiscPC l.2Gb ill))
L.7Gb Harddrive £95.00
2.0Gb Harddrive £ 115.00
2.5Gb Harddrive £ 125.00
4.3Gb Harddrive (Fireball ST) £ 199.00

Other sizes available - please ask

Backplanes
2 slot backplane £ 34.00
2nd Slice (inc 4 slot backplane) £ 89.00

RiscPC Memory
IMbVRam £ 80.00

2Mb VRam £ 115.00

8Mb SIMM £ 19.00

16Mb SIMM £ 39.00
32Mb SIMM £85.00

Other sizes available - please ask

PC Cards & Software

DX4-100PCCard £ 229.00

586-100 (Acorn) PC Card £ 351.33
586-133 (CJE) PC Card £351.33
PC Pro & PC Exchange £ 49.95
Windows 95 (Installed for you) £ 79.00

Monitors

Acorn 14" AKF60 £264.00

Acorn 17" AKF92 £ 639.00
Iiyama 17" 86I7E £515.00
Iiyama 17" 9017E Pro £ 549.00
CTX mons have 3 year (Ion site) warnty)
CTX 14" £ 169.00
CTX 15" £259.00

CTX 17" .26 92Khz Digital £399.00

Internet

33.600 Ext Voice Modem BABT £75.00

33.600 US Robotics Voice £ 139.00

Ant Internet Suite software £116.33

Pineapple
Computer

Offers

Special Computer deals during December!
There may be new special deals on StrongARM 233Mhz RiscPCs
during December. Also, the new J233 JAVA computer should be
available. Please 'phone us for the latest information.

Pineapple FREE gifts
Willi every now RiscPC you receive -
I year subscription to the Virus Scheme.
Studio24 vl An & photo-retouch software.

20:20 Finance available on all RiscPCs (subject lo status). 20% deposit and 20 monthlypayments at 0%

Flatbed
Colour
Scanners

There are now a growing number ol
scanners which will work on RiscOS.
Most of these need a SCSI interface
though, so the Epson GT5000 parallel
is still our most popular model.
All our scanner prices include Twain
and Imagemaster software. SCSI
scanner prices do not include the SCSI
connecting cable.
EpsonGT5000 parallel • £259.00
Epson GT5000 SCSI £349.00
EpsonGT8500par&SCSI • £399.00
Epson GT9500 par&SCSI • £519.00
Transparency Adapter

(GT8500 & GT9500 only) £499.00
SCSI Cards & Cables

Cumana SCSI 11 Card £175.00
EESOX SCSI II Card £145.00
50 mini 'D' to 50 Centronics £19.00
50 mini 'D'to25 'D'plug £19.00
25 'D' plug lo 50 Centronics £ 16.99
50 Centronics plug to plug £15.99
50 Centronics plug to ski £16.99

Switch Boxes
These are ideal for parallel port
switching between a primer & scanner
Parallel 2 way £16.99
Parallel 4 way £19.99
25 'IT plug to 25 'D' plug £4.99
25 'D' plug lo 36 Centronics £4.99
Monitor+Keyboard 2 way £17.99
ISway 111) to 15way HD cable £4.99
Male-male mini DIN keybrd cab £3.00
Mini DIN lo 5 pin keybrd adptr £1.50
5 pin DIN lo 5 pin DIN keybrd £2.50

Man) olhci lypcs also available please ask

Hard
Drives

Pineapples removable drive system i:
available lor IDE ami SCSI systems.
IDE mounting kil (inc cable) £15.
IDE removable case £10.
SCSI mounting kit (inc cable) £19.
SCSI removable case £10,

Bare IDE harddrives

(..2Gb IDE £99.
1.7Gb IDE £125,
2.0Gb IDE *£135.
2.5Gb IDE * £145.
3.2Gb IDE • LI70.
4.3Gb IDE (Fireball ST) • £209.
4.3Gb IDE (Cyclone 5.25") £199.

IDE Expansion
\4 IDE Expansion card £69.

Hare SCSI harddrives
1.0Gb SCSI £129.

2.0Gb SCSI • £189
3.2Gb SCSI (Quantum ST) • £2-19
4.2Gb SCSI • £305

ZIP parallel port drives
Iomega parallel port ZIP drive £159
100Mb ZIP cartridge £13
Pack of 6 Zip Cartridges £75

Studio24Pro
V ^ 'Many Acorn User front
mj/fy covershavebeencreated from

scratch using (his program
alone, concrete proof of ihe power of
this creative tool'- Acorn User Mar96

Now just • £99.00 •
Usersnote FREE updateV2.I6 is mm available.

PAL

TV Coders

We have a range of PAL TV coders
available which allow the output of any
Acorn Computer to be displayed on a
normal TV or recorded onto a video
recorder. All models have S-V1IS as
well as standard video outputs. Please
ask for more details.
VGA (inverter PAL Coder £ 159.00
AVK/3 PAL Coder £259.00
AVK/5 PAL Coder £359.00
Monitor adapter 9-1Spin £-1.11
Monitoradapter 15-9pin £4.11

Pineapples Virus Protection
Scheme has been running
for over five years and is
still being updated with new
viruses on a regular basis.
New software versions are

sent out to members every
three months and the total
number of viruses which
can be removed is over 100.

Joining lee just £28.20
Inexpensive multi-user licences

'Ifyou 're interested in virus protection,
join the Pineapple virus protection
scheme and buy Killer.Accept no
alternative - 'Acorn User Feb 96

-t.van Acorn Centre of Technology
Pineapple Software can help you with

Aid. your Acorn computer related
problems.

Colou r

wryt. Printers

Canon B.I30 - portable mono £159.00

Canon BJC70 - portable col £199.00

Canoi BJC240- iiomo pack £169.00

Canoi BJC620 - colour £289.00

Canon BJC4200 promo pack £209.00
Canon BJC4550 (A3) £364.00
Canon BJC5500 (A2) £698.00

Epson Stylus 20( mono £139.00
Epson Stylus 2()( colour £179.00

Epson Stylus Col >ur 400 • £ 179,00

Epson Stylus Col >ur600 • £239.00

Epson Stylus Col >ur 800 • £319.00

Epson Stylus Colour 1520 (A3)£729.00
IIP Doskjet 690C £259.00

HP Deskjet 870C £369.00
IIP Laserjet 61. £399.00

Other Items
Artworks video tutorial • £14.99
Casio QV 11 Digital Camera £376.00
Casio QV 100 Digital Camera £528.00
Sibelius 6 software £ 180.95
Sibelius 7 Student £493.50
Sibelius 7 software £940.00
Studio24 version 1 £35.00
Acorn NetStation (Ethernet) £467.00
Acorn NetStation (Modem) £467.00,
A7000 upgrade lo A7000+ £249.00

Wehave many items in stock which are
not shown in this advert. Please ask for
anything you require which may not be
shown. We also undertake repairs and

upgrades to all Acorn computer models.
Collection can be arrangedif necessary.

Pineapple Software
352 Green Lane, ILFORD

Essex IG3 9JS

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk
www:- http://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage £15 on
computer systems. £5 on all

other hardware. Other items
free. Phone for quote outside
UK.Offlcial orders, cheques
and all major credit cards

accepted at no extra charge.

'Pineapple offersomeofthe
finest andfriendliest after

sales support you will find' -
Acorn User Mar 96

Why not come and visit us (easy
parking) where you can see most
of the Acorn range of computers

:\m\ other hardware in action.
Monday - Saturday 0900 - 1730
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